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FOREWORD
by
Lieutwant-Geuera/ the Viscount Freyberg of Welli11gtoll
V.C., G.C.M.G., D.S.O.

I

HAVE always felt that true courage is a quality of mind often shown
in times of adversity, such as a desperate enterprise, or a calculated
risk with little chance of success. Such courage in its highest form
was frequently shown by our prisoners-of-war in captivity, and by
that brave body of men and women who volunteered and were
parachuted into occupied territory to work there in underground
movements. The authentic prisoner-of-war escape stories that are being
published, and tales of the underground movements, rightly have a
wjde appeal.
No record of the New Zealand Forces in the last war would be
complete without accounts of both of these forms of service, at which
their men excelled.
Brigadier Clifton might be said to have been unlucky in some
aspects of his life. He was really cut out for a life of adventure, but was
born too late to take part in the First World War. Nothing was more
to his liking, therefore, than service in the Second World War in the
Middle East, where his intrepid spirit found ample scope and opportunity. I know of nobody who was, by nature, less suited to be a
prisoner during those important and vital years of the war. He reacted
as was to be expected. Here, in tlus story, you have a record of the
valiant service of an undaunted soldier. It includes a series of escape
stories that has seldom been equalled.
I am glad to write this foreword to Brigadier Clifton' s book because
he served under my immediate command from the early days in the
Middle East up to the battle of El Alamein, where, by mischance, he
was captured. It is a wonderful story truthfully recorded.
.
I hope this book will be widely read, and, fantastic as some of his
adventures may appear, the reader can take my assurance tl1at they are
not only true, but are an understatement of what the author did, or
attempted to do.

Wellingto11
25th May, 1951
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PRELUDE

X

OUT 4 a.m. on September sth, 1942, the telephone

buzzed beside my camp-bed. "George!" said a wellknown voice. "Speaking, sir." "Brigadier Robertson has
been badly wounded," said General Freyberg. "His men have
met trouble and are rather disorganised. Go out and tidy it up-and George!" "Yes, sin" "Be careful." Neither of us realised
those were the last battle orders that distinctive voice would give
me. I drove out in my jeep south from Alam Nayil, expecting
to be back for breakfast.
Racing against time, to get the situation squared away before
sunrise froze movement, we hurtled out over no-man' s-land
looking for a forward New Zealand company. The thin moonlight was fading as the sun crept. up and it would be full day in
ten minutes. Half left, the black blobs offriendly Valentine tanks
showed clearly, pin-pointed by occasional shell bursts evidently
meant for them. Half right, dim khaki-clad figures walked round
the raised edge of a slight hollow. "That must be Henry's company," said Ted and we swung across, still peering for any sign
of Panzers beyond the Valentines. With the last hundred yards
to go, Shand, my driver, said "Christ, they're not our blokes!"
Quite right. We were rushing towards a dirty big Breda and
several Spandaus manned by Axis crews in queer uniformItalian parachutists. There was no time, short of suicide, to swing
away and run for it. Besides, the Valentines might see our jeep
and intervene. My red hat looked impressive enough for Italians,
so I walked up on to the mound alongside the Breda and tried,
by inarticulate yet vital pantomime, to persuade them to surrender. Pointing at the Valentines I said "Inglesi tanks", then
swept my arm round and added "New Zealandese" ending with
shooing motions and "Surrendo". The Breda gunners said something and commenced taking their gun to bits. It looked qmte
promising. One nudge from the Valentines and we were home
for breakfast, with forty Italian guests; but the "Inglesi t~s"
were intent on potential trouble from the south and saw nothing.
I
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Suddenly a German officer, evidently a gunner, came running
over from a slit trench fifty yards away and told my parachutists
not to be B.Fs.
That is how I went "into the bag" for the second (and last)
time. And what a damned silly way to do it! Two hours later, I
met Rommel.
This meeting with Rommel divides my five war years
equally, into the first period of adventure in and out of battle;
and the second period as a prisoner, in and out of the bag until
on my ninth attempt I escaped from the Germans, and walked in
on the Americans attacking from the Remagen bridge-head. This
is a light-hearted, personal stoty of war and escapes in the best
(and worst) years of a chequered career.

2

PART ONE

IN AND OUT OF BATTLE

CHAPTER I

NEW ZEALAND GOES TO WAR

"WHY

are you New Zealanders here? This is a European
war, not yours! Are you in it for the sport 1" That was
Rommel's first question when I met him two hours
after my capture. Realising that he was inquiring quite sincerely,
I tried to explain what none of us had ever analysed or expressed
before. Why were we fighting against Germans and Italians, who
made little direct threat to New Zealand itself? Japan might be a
different matter, a much more sinister threat rolling steadily
southwards, down the Pacific. Why had our declaration of war
on Germany been almost automatic both in fact and in the minds
of all New Zealanders? Rommel's question was fair from both
angles. He had personal experience of the New Zealanders in
battle; undoubtedly, many of them fought as they played
Rugger-hard, no "beg pardons", but no ill-feelings either,
especially when the other side played fair, as the Afrika Korps did.
There are non-Rugby observers who put forward the converse
argument that New Zealand Rugger is really unarmed combat
in which the ball is quite incidental and often ignored. Developing
this line of thought a little, I suggest that the New Zealand
national devotion, almost fanatical, for Rugger does account in
part for their rugged spirit in real war.
Coming back to Rommel' s question: why were we fighting,
six thousand miles from our island home- "last, loneliest,
loveliest, remote, apart". There were of course many reasons, as
diverse as the thousands of individual "Kiwis" who went overseas to fight on the sea and land, and in the air, but mostly on
land-with rifle and bayonet. I believe the main urge was kinship. "When Britain is at war, we are at war, there is no alternative." "Where Britain goes, we go." A succession of New
5
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THE HAPPY HUNTED

Zealand Prime Ministers made such statements, knowing they
voiced the feelings which stirred the hearts of our people. After
all, ninety-five per cent of New Zealanders are British, born of
British mothers, sired by the more energetic of what Fisher once
described as "an energetic race of mongrels"-the people of the
British Isles. Our folk were being attacked, our homeland was
threatened for the second time in thirty years, by the ruthless might
of Germany; our cousins from England and Scotland, Wales and
Ireland were, reluctantly but "in most determined mood", at war
again. Therefore so were New Zealanders; it was as simple as that.
The next big incentive was the urge to go overseas; the urge
so strongly developed in everyone who settled in New Zealand.
The strong desire to risk life in new lands, "roughing it, in the
bush", drove our parents half-way round the world to found a
new British country. The same spirit sent their sons back over
the same long trail, in search of fresh experiences among the
strange sights and people of the old world. That their trip carried
the hazards of war was, initially anyway, quite incidental to the
marvellous chance of going abroad at the Government's expense. Anotl1er strong incentive to the younger generation, the
school-boys and youths of 1914-18, came from the marvellous
stories told by their fathers, brothers, neighbours, and so on who
returned from World War One. On personal observation, I
would say that by 1925 most stories of war experience had
changed from horrid fact to whimsical fantasy or sheer imagination. It is a merciful dispensation ofProvidence that we remember,
and retell, the funny episodes of war, while the drudgery and
sordid details tend to become boring-to tl1e audience. Hence the
young Anzacs (for this was common to Australia and New
Zealand) knew 1914-18 as retold in various "Diggers' pages", or
round the fire, or the bar, when the returned men forgathered
and swopped stories. Mam'selle from Armentieres and vin
rouge represented Flanders,while the bloody mud ofPasschendaele
faded; Cairo and Alexandria replaced the flies and grim struggles
of Gallipoli; and the beauty of the "homeland", the kindliness
of the people there, the thrills of London, all these drew very
strongly. "They put fifty of us wotmded blokes from W a! ton in
the best plush seats for Clw Chin C/zorv-like feeding strawberries
to the pigs."
6
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Then, as volunteers came pouring in, the team spirit grew too
-the strongest bond of all, both in drawing men overseas and
in welding them into coherent, efficient fighting units that could
withstand the impact of battle. New Zealand communities are
small, therefore everyone knows everyone else. "Bill's volunteered for the Air Force!" "Tom has been passed fit and is going
overseas with the gunners." Such remarks fly round Dick and
Harry's families and prod them, if they need any prodding, along
to join up too. And, after all, in September 1939 a real war was
very remote to most New Zealanders.
Beneath all this there was, I believe, a strong though inarticulate desire to do something "for God, for King and for
Country" as the song "Maori Battalion" puts it. In other words,
there was deep down a spiritual, loyal, and national spirit; usually
expressed profanely as: "We're not going to be mucked about
by this so-and-so Hitler and his bloody Nazis."
On the night that war was declared it was my turn for allnight duty at Army Headquarters in Wellington ; therefore my
duty to send out at 3 a.m. the code telegram which started the
New Zealand army on five long years of war. Ours was a very
tiny beginning, the Regular acorn from which grew a sturdy
trunk and wide-spreading healthy branches. At daylight that
morning, the very few Regulars manned at least one gun of the
batteries protecting the main ports, until the Territorial volunteers
of the units could report for war duty and take over. The
reaction of most soldiers is best illustrated by what happened at
Wellington Heads. Steaming slowly through them on that
historic mcrn came S.S. City of Delhi, a British cargo steamer
going about her lawful occasions. Her officer on watch never
saw the string of flags meaning "Halt!" run up at the examination
battery, which then followed the correct procedure and fired a
warning solid shot one hundred yards ahead. City of Delhi
steamed on regardless. Serjeant-Major Gallacher in charge of the
gun detachment roared "Stand Fast!", then swept the layer aside
and took his seat. Muttering "I've waited twenty years for this!"
he put the next shot so close tl1at the splash wet her bows. She
nearly tore her engines off their beds going full-speed astern.
A handful of Regular soldiers had waited twenty years and
worked hard with pitifully weak Territorial units trying to
7
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prepare for this second World War. Not a question of"making
bricks without straw". All we could do was puddle the clay,
keeping it moist and workable, while waiting for someone to
produce not only the straw but also the whole brickmaking
plant. In other words, in S_eptember 1939 Ne~ Zealand w~,more
highly orgarused and tramed for a Rugby mternatwnal campaign" (and infinitely more interested in it) than for real war, on
which our security and national existence depended. We made
good, because the fortunes of war gave us months of preparation
before facing ordeal by battle. And the other vital factor was the
hard core of keen, battle-trained Territorial officers who had
soldiered on between the wars despite public apathy and personal derision. Many of them, being physically fit, came overseas; Hargest, Barrowclough, Kippenberger, Inglis, John Gray,
Macky, Falconer, Wilder, Varnham, Burrows, Ken Fraser,
MacCormack, Spencer, Ardagh, the Hardings. These names
come to mind, but there were at least a hundred more, many of
them Reserve officers, of all ranks who filled the big gap. Some
were overtaken by "Anno Domini" before their units were shot
at, but in the meantime they had handed on to the younger
officers and men the battle lore and practical experience acquired
the hard way in 1914-18. Even those veterans who never saw
action again earned their pay and their trip abroad.
As a Regular officer who had "dodged" the first war by spending the full period of 1915-18 at Duntroon ("the Royal Military
College of Australia"), learning to be an officer in comfort
while everyone else experienced real soldiering overseas, my one
ambition after September 1939 was to get into the war immediately, and stay there. Obviously, some of us must remain to
organise and train the eager horde of volunteers who poured
into every army office throughout New Zealand. (Jack Reeves
and all of his mounted rifle troop who could miss the milking
drove in to Auckland in the early hours of September 4th, and
were at the Drill Hall before 7 a.m., ready to sign on for overseas.) Along with a score of others who had tl1e same limited
background, I was haunted for three months by the fear of being
retained for duty on the home front.
By this time I had departed from tl1e hub at Army H.Q., to
command Auckland's School of Instruction at Narrow Neck
8
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Ca_mp. Appointments were bein~ made for 6th N.Z. Infantry
Bngade-the third group or contmgent. I was detailed to command 24th Battalion, handing over my training job to Captain
Shuttleworth. Then General Freyberg arrived, deciding among
other things that any more Regulars given command must be
under thirty-five years of age. I was forty-one. After twentyfour hours of glorious anticipation, I changed places again with
Clay Shuttleworth, who was eligible at thirty-three-and very
eligible otherwise. He jumped from Captain to Lieut.-Colonel
overnight, and I called him "Sir" and helped train his officers
and N.C.O.s. That was, to say the least, discouraging. A week
later, Brigadier Jim Hargest, newly appointed to command sth
N.Z. Infantry Brigade, visited his troops, who had now reached
Papakura Camp. He asked me to call; we met for the first time.
After discussing various matters, Jim said, ''I' m looking for a
Brigade Major. I've been warned that you're rather independent
and not a good team man, but I'll take a chance on that. Will
you come with me 1 The rank of course is only Major." "Thank
you very much, sir." I grabbed this lifeline. "I'd go as your batman to get overseas before it's too late!" "There's going to be
plenty of time," he warned. "This war will be as long and chancy
and grim as the last one." "I didn't mean it that way. All the
Regular appointments will be filled any day now and it may be
too late for a job." That is how I became B.M. to Brigadier
Hargest for the most valuable, interesting, and constructive six
months of all my soldiering years. Jirn had that wonderful
quality of being genuinely interested in every human being with
whom he came in contact; he enjoyed meeting fresh people and
coping with their problems.
Moreover, he had the normal qualities of a first-rate battle
leader-courage, determination, self-control, drive-but developed to a higher pitch than in most commanders. Add to a wide
experience of real war from 1914 to 1918 that "eye for ground"
which is so essential to an infantry leader, and you have someone
quite exceptional. That is why I will always assert that James
Hargest was the biggest individual loss suffered by New Zealand
in W odd War Two. We two marched in to Trentham Camp
in March 1940, but had no responsibility or control over the
actual troops, who were divided out between the three Military
9
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Districts for unit organisation and preliminary training. Except
by local arrangements, the Brigadier and I therefore had no
part in preparing 5th Brigade for war until we all arnved
overseas.
Three months' training in New Zealand went like snow in a
warm breeze. The first contingent of eight thousand, mainly 4th
N .Z. Infantry Brigade and Divisional units, sailed on January 6th,
1940; the second, ours, on May 2nd (Ascension Day), in four
good ships. Empress of Britai11, Aquita11ia, and Empress of ]apa11
embarked the North Islanders at Wellington without any fuss
or confusion, mainly because the ships' companies knew their
business, giving every help with guides, notice-boards, and so on.
Various people from Army Headquarters made the rounds of the
ships, e1~oying our hospitaliry, and went ashore in the grey dawn
while Trentham Band played "Roll out the barrel" at the quayside. The promise of dirry weather was fulfilled early, Cook
Straits producing a nasty cross-lop as we steamed slowly westwards, waiting for A11des bringing the South Island troops from
Lyttleton. When she came up, crashing through the tumbling
waves at twenry-f1ve knots, we formed convoy, decorously
following Canberra and Australia, while Leander tailed the small
field. Why three cruisers nobody knew, except the quick rash of
"latrinogram" experts who spread marvellous raider stories.
We were distributed on the basis of one battalion per ship,
Lieut.-Colonel George Dittmer and his 28th (Maori) Battalion
having joined us, originally for the voyage, to remain part of
5th Brigade through many vicissitudes in strange places. Empress
of Britain carried 22nd Battalion, therefore Lieut.-Colonel
Andrew, V. C., was O.C. Troops; as such, by maritime custom
and transport regulations, he had the best cabin and his ship's
doctor the next best. Fortunately, the Empress had four supersuites, in the millionaire class for comfort and fares, so Brigadier
Hargest had the third and persuaded everyone I mttst be next to
him in the fourth! Officers, nurses, and men in the luxury accommodation of our 42,ooo-ton Empress totalled a mere 1,625,
not quite double her normal passengers-the reason being that
none of the ships had yet been fully stripped for war use. Extra
bunks had been erected in most cabins to double the sleeping
capaClry, and some of her more famous small public rooms had
IO
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been filled with valuable carpets and fumiture until such peacetime £ttings could be put ashore for safe keeping. Nevertheless,
she was a lovely, luxury ship, with her Mayfair and Cathay
lounges, beautifully panelled dining-saloon, and smaller rooms
such as the " Queen's Day Cabin" (sitting-room), which Brigadier Hargest promptly confiscated as his office-cum-lounge.
Next to 22nd Battalion, our largest unit was No. r N.Z.
General Hospital, including its quota of nursing sisters. Everyone
settled down quickly into the routine of shipboard life. As my
diary put it on the second day: "Colonel Andrew is taking the
mi.xed bag along very well. The nurses promise to be in great
demand when the orchestra gets going and stops being sick."
Les Andrew eamed his V.C. most gallantly as a corporal in
World War One, became a Regular officer afterwards, and went
all regimental as the result of two years with the Highland Light
Infantry in India. He was a £rst-rate infantry commander who
rode his jmuor officers with a very tight rein, handing out
"ample and summary justice" to all who earned it. He moulded
22nd into a good £ghting unit.
The Tasman gave us a rather rough initiation, made more
noticeable because sevenry-five per cent of the North Islanders
on our ship had never even crossed to the South Island ; and a
"Gallup poll" of the full eight thousand gave only ten per cent.
who were previous overseas travellers.
Dawn on Sunday, May 5th, showed the brown streak of New
South Wales ahead. While we slowed offSydney Heads, at 9 a. m.,
Queen Mary steamed quietly through, her immense bulk diminished by her grey paint and perfect proportions, yet giving the impression of drawing "the Heads" closer together. As she swung
into permanent station leading the right column, the cruisers
~eemed to shrink back to destroyer size and tl1e grand old
Aquitania showed her years. Maintaining sixteen knots, we did a
~uccession of ninety-degree turns at hourly intervals until 3 p.m.,
when Mauretm1ia joined us in bright Australian sunshine, and the
convoy set course down the east coast. On the following afternoon, smoke ahead proved to be the Empress of Canada and her
escort, coming out from Melbourne; a most impressive scene as
~he passed inshore of, and completely dwarfed by, Queen Mary,
before swinging perfectly into position, astern of our nght
II
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colunm. Complete now, with roughly eight thousand New
Zealanders and eight thousand Australians (5,059 in Mary), the
convoy struck off westwards at seventeen knots across the lazy
swell of the dreaded "Bight". It was kind to us new migrants,
enabling training of all kinds to reach top gear and stay there for
the voyage, interrupted only by the maddening rotation of
ship's fatigues, and ports.
Everyone looked forward to Fremantle, because the first New
Zealanders who called three months previously had sent back
glowing reports of"The West's" hospitality. On our experience,
their accounts were all understatements.
On May 10th, about I I a.m., our three biggest ships passed
Rottnest Island, having speeded up to twenty-four knots for the
last lap.
Any detailed description of the two nights and two days
spent in or around Perth is beyond my pen. About sixteen
thousand Anzac soldiers, off to a new war, enjoyed the generous
hospitality of the Golden West. The majority were overseas for
the first time, and to say they were quickly overwhelmed is a
tribute to the hosts, not a disparaging comment on our capacity
to absorb punishment.
We said good-bye to Perth at noon on May r2th. Three days
later, possibly influenced by the German offensive in Western Europe, after dark the convoy altered course drastically for South
Africa, with England a.< its new destination. Most people did not
notice the change until sunrise, when the spate ofrumour inundated
us, being swollen by the incredible news. Holland overrun, after
paratroops had dropped in Rotterdam; German advanced troops
already across the Albert Canal, Belgium's main line of defence
in the North; British ships being torpedoed right, left, and centre.
This last grim recital caused derisive mirth when Berlin commenced "sinking" us at the rate of one or more ships daily. One
such lie made all tl1e German news suspect, although the truth
was bad enough during those ten anxious days when Panzer
spearheads drove deep into the vitals of France, while we maintained steady progress across the Indian Ocean.
Making a wide sweep southwards because of minefields, the
full convoy closed slowly towards the Cape at dawn on Sunday,
May 26th.
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His Worship the Mayor gave an officiallnncheon at which
Jim Hargest told the story of four New Zealand soldiers who
walked in~? Ga~lick' s emporium the first morning and said to the
manager: We re complete strangers to Cape Town and thought
you might spare four of the girls to show us round. How about
it 1" Appreciating the novelty of the proposal and that the lads
concerned were good types, the manager called up all the groundfloor shop-girls, explained the scheme, and added: "Two of the
firm's cars are available for the day. Back at closing time. Take
your pick, and if the girls are willing the party is on." That
incident was typical of the generous, warm-hearted hospitality
received in Cape Town, not only by our convoy but also shown
to many others passing through about their lawful occasions.
After spending four festive days and nights in Cape Town,
being magnificently entertained by the local populace headed by
the Lady Mayoress and the Women's Auxiliary Service, we set
sail again on May 30th.
As we headed north, at a steady eighteen knots, Table Monntain dropped quietly below the clear horizon and another port of
call became past history. In the growing heat, everyone got very
busy again on intensive training, appreciating that our prospects
of early battle increased as the situation in France worsened. On
Empress of Britain, efforts to keep in fighting trim were helped
tremendously when Captain Sapsworth, her dynamic little
commander, allowed us to "route-march" on his sacred decks
-in hob-nailed boots! Shades of transport regulations. Provided
the men moved up and down 'tween decks barefooted or in
gym shoes, Captain Sapsworth allowed them to wear boots
on deck and tramp all day if we wished. This revolutionary action
really started when 2rst Battalion moved in on us and Colonel
Macky got possession of the full promenade deck for sleepingquarters. By stowing kits back against the walls (or whatever
they're called on ships), he obtained an excellent circular course,
ronnd which his battalion tramped frrst one way, then reversed,
for three hours every day. Literally, they stole a march on everyone else, in particular Les Andrew' s 22nd Battalion.
Slowing down towards dawn, we saw the rising sun light up
the Lion Monntains-Sierra Leone-a large motmtam mass
straight ahead, catching the cloud-mantled summits, then
I3
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creeping down until the palm _trees frin~ing the coast-line came
up in the glasses. As we closed m, naval atrcraft ctrcled overhead,
one of them roaring past a few feet from the Britain, to drop
neatly aboard our orders for anchoring. Forming quietly into
line al1ead, we slipped through the boom which restncted an
already very narrow entrance into one of the world's best harbours. Freetown is very well sited strategically and therefore
most important in war. Shaped like a stomach, it has a river
flowing into ilie swollen estuary from which the narrow exit is
only six hundred yards wide. The locals claimed enough anchorage
space to hold ilie Royal and Merchant Navies togeilier; certainly
the Queen Mary had an area seven miles long by two wide in
which she could drop her massive hook. Before the anchor chains
had stopped roaring out through the hawse pipes, the first bumboats were on us, like vultures at a dying beast. Manned by very,
very black, oily rogues, most of them held heaps of lusciouslooking tropical fruit-pineapples, bananas, mangoes, custard
apples, even ilie humble green coconut. All exciting and most
desirable to our lads, who had tired of excellent ships' meals, as
do tourists the world over. Wiili the exception of a few lucky
individuals, bumboats proved ilie only shore contact.
We moved out again within tlllrty-six hours, after some very
fast work by the oil- and water-tankers.
Naturally enough, the main interest ashore and afloat was the
rapid German progress in France, and the possibility that Italy
would come in against us, too, now that ilie fmal result must to
them seem certain-and in their favour. Local interest rather
centred on increased U-boat activity once the Biscay coast passed
into German hands, and the possibility of direct attack on Freetown by Italian aircraft operating from Cape V erde Islands.
When we sailed on June 8th, Hermes brought her fighters along,
presumably to discourage any such action. Two days later, an
hour after I gave a talk to the troops explaining exactly why
Italy couldn't declare war, Mussolini made me a false prophet,
and they were in. Speculations about change of course, even to
the extent of crossing to America first {wishful globe-trotting
that one), proved equally false; the convoy never batted an eye,
but kept a steady eighteen knots straight up to the rendezvous with
Hood and six destroyers at the entrance to the Irish Sea on June
14
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14th. A most impressive sight, which thrilled the nurses in
particular; although sending Hood on convoy escort smelt a bit
of the man on a boy's errand, or naval showmanship. She was
still commanded by Captain Glennie-very well known in New
Zealand-and we exchanged signals. "Brigadier Hargest's
compliments to Captain Glennie," and back came "Many
thanks. Glad to know you are here. The very best ofluck."
Straight up the Irish Cha1mel, we kept the best speed old
Aquita11ia could make, and so reached the Firth of Clyde safe
and sound.
Throughout daylight hours our volunteer Vickers crews kept
keen air watch, hoping for some target, but fortunately nothing
came near us, even friendly aircraft. Turning into the final
approach, with bonny hills backing the green shores, the sun
burst through for a really warm welcome. Passing slowly through
the boom, the anchors dropped for the last time off Gourock.
Our first long sea trip had ended; there was work to be done.
A most impressive gathering came off by launch to welcome
us officially, speaking kind words over our loud-speaker equipment. The Lord Provost of Glasgow won at a canter: " Welcome
to Scotland. To the land of your forefathers. Doubly welcome
now, when France has fallen and we stand alone against Hitler.
In the last month we've had tl1e worst news-and the best weather
-for thirty years! While you New Zealanders are in Glasgow,
whisky will be free in every hotel." (Loud cheers from the
troops!) He knew, what we didn't know, that the trains waited
on the quay to take us south as quickly as we could board them.
No troops would stay in Glasgow, except as strays. When they
got free whisky, which was much too often, it was the result of
generous Scots hospitality, nothing official.
As fast as trains could rush us, we went south to Mytchett near
Aldershot, and literally came down to earth witl1 a heavy thud.
Our Australian fellow-travellers, moving equally urgently, left
us for somewhere on the fringe of Salisbury Plain. All of us now
lived-or rather existed-in "tented camps"; the British Army's
notion of such habitation in England seems to be just tents, with
concrete slabs for cook-houses. Abroad, of course, they "tent"
very comfortably, as the locals do.
After the super-luxury of our beautiful ships, Mytchett was
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grim. So was the war. France !~ad fallen. The British people now
stood alone, desperately ill-eqmpped for battle on their own soil;
ill-equipped in everything except spirit. They never doubted tl!e
fmal result. Yet I believe if the German leaders had been seaminded and had thrust straight into the British vitals by sea and
air in early July 1940, they would have won tl1e world. Certainly
the British Army was in no fit state to repel invasion by a properly
organised, determined tl!rust across tl!e "narrows" under the full
Lufrwaffe umbrella. Although thousands of soldiers had returned
from France, miraculously "carried on sailors' backs", all tl!eir
essential fighting equipment-guns, tanks, trucks, ammmlitionhad been abandoned. By scraping the bottom of the pot, our
four battalions each received rwo Brens and two anti-tank
"Boys" rifles (so named, ratl!er confusingly, after Colonel Boys
tl!e inventor). Otherwise tl!ey had tl!e rifles and bayonets, and
five million rounds of ·303 ammmlition, brought from New
Zealand.
Quite early someone had tl1e excellent idea of sending all
Anzacs off for forty-eight hours' leave witl! relatives or friends
anywhere in the British Isles. Very few failed to locate, or invent,
the necessary aunts, cousins, or friends, many of them in tl!e far
nortl! of Scotland or near Land's End. (New Zealanders with
relatives in Eire were extremely armoyed when told they must
wear mufti.) Thousands of our distinctive hats travelled up and
down tl!e worried land, giving comfort to tl1e people, who
magnified tl1em into hundreds of thousands of Anzacs obviously
most opportunely arrived to help defend the Homeland.
After ten days on most intensive individual training-shooting,
digging, marching, and fmding our way about tl!e lovely English countryside-we commenced real training on anti-invasion
exercises, under tl!e entl!usiastic, vigorous direction of General
Freyberg hinlsel£ Using requisitioned transport (Green Line
buses, and vans so recently off the roads that tl!ey still bore trade
colouring and advertisements), we travelled far afield, meeting
and defeating imaginary Boche invaders. South over the Hog's
Back, round East Grinstead and Camp Hill, farther still on to tl!e
rolling Sussex downs behind Seaford, "fighting" by day at first,
then moving at night both on the roads and over the green, tidy
countryside. Always, even if tl!e buses waited for the next move,
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General Freyberg insisted on everyone-staffs and commanders
as well as the infantry-marching ten miles during each exercise.
Wearing boots on shipboard paid a handsome dividend; there
was no trouble over soft feet, as we tramped blithely down Surrey
lanes or over the ancient turf of the Sussex downs, where the sea
breeze blew strongly in from the tumbled Channel. Others besides New Zealanders and Canadians trained hard to meet the
Germans. Home Guardsmen manning road-blocks might be
elderly men with mixed equipment, but they did a serious job
efficiently, in the proper spirit. One night an officer returning to
Aldershot, when held up by such a block and asked for his
papers, suddenly pulled a revolver from the glove-box and,
pointing it at the questioner, said: "What d'you do now?'
Jumping back a pace the reply came, "O.K., Bill!" And Bill,
lying unseen under the hedge, killed the fool with a double
charge of buckshot. So when the Brigadier and I drove into
Alciston, looking for a night's roost out of the rain, we went
through the correct drill very carefully when stopped by local
inquisitors. That night our excited troops slept in the straw of the
biggest tithe-ham in England; a beautifully proportioned
cathedral built soundly of hand-hewed oak beams, standing solid
and four-square as Sussex itsel£
Others besides Brigade H.Q. appreciated the value of country
homes as billeting areas. One medical unit, known as "Ali
Lowe' s Forty Thieves", spent part of one exercise in a most
beautiful Sussex mansion, surrounded by acres of velvet-like
park, and flanked by an ornamental sunken garden. Under the.
house, a huge cellar held wines beyond price, collected over many
years by connoisseurs and stored with loving care. Most regrettably, some of our medical orderlies discovered a loose
grating which let them into the wine cellar. Not having the
faintest idea of values, they squandered rare vintages by sampling
everything, then staggered out again and slaughtered two
Manchurian cranes, which graced the garden pond. It was one of
the few black spots on our record, especially as the wine and the
cranes were not only valuable but irreplaceable.
Unfortunately a minority of all overseas troops decided ti:ey
were already in a war zone while in Britain, tl1erefore lootmg
(or scrounging) became an active-service virtue, instead of plain
17
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theft. Brigadier Hargest and the commanding officers dealt very
severely with cases that came to court, although few of them
were pinned on to the real culpnts.
.
The pig near Chuck Hatch became a famous case. An 1rate
farmer telephoned us with the news that New Zealand troops ,
bivouacked for that night all rOLmd the area, had slaughtered his
prize pig, leaving the "itmards" under a holly tree near his front
gate. We dashed to the scene of the crime. Quick inquiries got
nowhere until someone mentioned a truckload of Maoris who
had driven past the farm shortly before midnight. The battalion
being bivouacked five miles away, there was no logical explanation for that one truck straying our way; and Maoris are particularly fond of fat pork. Moreover, no trace of any orgy could
be found nearer the farm. On this admittedly unsatisfactory
evidence, Brigadier Hargest ordered Maori Battalion to pay
double value for the departed pig. George Dittmer stormed over,
complaining bitterly about injustice to his brown saints-insufficient evidence, engineers adjacent to the crime, who were
quite likely to be the real culprits, and so on. The Brigadier
backed his intuition, and the Maoris paid, moaning loudly.
Many moons later, on returning from the slaughter among the
olive trees and spring flowers on Crete, the survivors of a
Maori platoon confessed to eating the Chuck Hatch pig. Right
had been done, for once.
Throughout their short stay in England, sth N.Z. Brigade
had a constant stream of visitors, commencing appropriately
with "Bill" Jordan-His Excellency the Honourable William
J. Jordan, P.C., High Commissioner for New Zealand-who
stood on a pile of packing-cases to bellow his speech of welcome,
then walked round greeting his many friends. The highlight
of all visits came on July 6th, when His Majesty honoured us
by lunching at Mytchett Place, then going round to see the
troops actually training. There was little formality and no
ceremonial parade. Every hour was too valuable for such extras.
Inspecting various activities, His Majesty noticed that our
machine-gunners had not attached the condenser tubes to their
Vickers guns and asked why. Brigadier Hargest answered, "The
guns were issued only two hours ago, sir, and the men are so
excited at seeing you that they don't know whether they're
!8
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coming or going." Strangely enough, half an hour after 22nd
Battalion had spontaneously raised a real Kiwi cheer when the
King departed from their training area, one lone German aircraft dropped six bombs on Aldershot. Rumour promptly tied
the two events together, although in fact the pilot probably got
off course in cloud, dumped his cargo on the first town seen, and
thankfully turned for home. Clouston, a New Zealander in the
R.A.F., then testing Spitfires at Farnborough, was so very
annoyed that he chased off in an tmarmed "Spit" determined to
ram the intruder. Forttmately they never met before fighters on
the South coast shot the German down.
At the end ofJuly, Destiny caught up witl1 me in the form of
sudden orders to depart for Egypt. It meant promotion to
Lieut.-Colonel as C.R.E., but commanding Engineers meant
parting company with Jim Hargest and the Brigade; and my
only ambition then was to fight at least one battle in the team.
Although space has not permitted individual mention of everyone, especially on our headquarters, we had grown very close
to each other in a few short months.
How I moved back across the water to Freetown, to Cape
Town; across the Union by train to Durban; by Imperial Airways flying-boat up the coast to Mombasa, up-country to
Kisumu; thence down the Nile; all that is merely another travel
story, shared by htmdreds of thousands of other war-time
migrants, therefore of no interest to the reader. Let us go on to
Egypt in early September 194o-into a new sphere.
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FIRST ROUND IN LIBYA
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September 4th, 1940, I landed on the full flood of the
Nile at Cairo, having travelled from Durban most
luxuriously by Imperial Airways flying-boat. Thus I was
first of the Second Echelon troops to sight the Pyramids; four
long months after we sailed from New Zealand in that wonderful convoy of tall ships-Queen Mary, Andes, Aquitania, Matlretania, and the three Empresses, Britain, Canada, and Japan.
Welcomed by old friends, I was quickly whirled through
my first bewildering glimpses of Cairo out to Maadi. Flying
down-river from Khartoum we had all remarked on the definite
contrast between the vivid green thread of the Nile V alley and
the glaring yellows, browns, and ochres of the endless desert
gripping it tight on both sides.
At Maadi this contrast was even more striking. Our New
Zealand Base Camp stood on naked sandy wastes or rocky
terraces, only a short mile outside the beautiful garden suburb
which had been produced from skilfully-controlled Nile water
and Nile mud. Smooth green lawns; gorgeous flame and poinsettia trees lining the wide, clean streets; masses ofbougainvill<ea
or equally colourful creepers rioting over cool stone houses. And
warm-hearted people who always opened their homes to our
homesick exiles. The efforts for the men centred in Maadi Tenta huge pavilion set among green trees where cool drinks, tea, and
light meals were served at all hours in an atmosphere of smiling
friendliness and untiring efficiency. That was my first impression
of Maadi; and a lasting one.
Laurie Rudd drove n1 from Alexandria next mornli1g, to welcome me into the new fold. Although an infantry man m1914-18
and a lawyer by profession, he had served between the wars as a
N
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Territorial engineer officer and was now commanding 6th Field
Company. We had been friends for many years. Laurie had
wangled the task of constructing the last defences on the outskirts of that vital naval base. Living alongside the best beach in
Egypt ensured wonderful swinuning as relaxation from building
concrete machine-gun posts-known from the 1914-18 war as
"pill-boxes". An anti-tank ditch, nearly twelve hundred yards in
length, was also being cut across the low, narrow ridge which
forms the main land entrance to Alexandria's port. Joining the sea
to the huge salt lake would give the Italian tanks no chance at all.
As the new C.R.E., my first and most important job was to see
the Engineers and to let them see me. So Laurie drove me for the
first of many runs down the two hundred kilometres of desert
road, to spend the week-end getting to know his lads under ideal
conditions. Stmday still being rest-day, the whole company
disported in the cream surf of the royal-blue Mediterranean,
shared in those rather phony times by beautiful Greeks of both
sexes, who played volley ball on the white sands or relaxed, after
an arduous week's money making, in very comfortable beach
bungalows. And the pleasures of the city, both civilised and otherwise, were always at hand.
At this stage, Sixth Field were working for the British under
the direction of Lieut.-Colonel Boddington, R.E., whose area
seemed to cover most of W estem Desert. "Bodd" will appear in
these pages quite often. He was a mountain of a man, eighteen
stone and six feet high; and big mentally. Despite all that bulk,
Bodd seemed absolutely tireless, always going flat out on work or
hobbies. As a good engineer, he drove himself mercilessly; and
he tried to drive everyone else at the same breathless pace. Sometimes we felt Bodd might be a reincarnation of the engineer who
built the Pyramids. Taken seriously, he was a menace. Handled
by Laurie Rudd and my fellows, they all got on very well-and so
did the job. He came down to Alexandria that first week-end and
dined us at the Union Club on Saturday night; a charming host,
perfect food, and good wine. Next morning we trekked in
again, for morning service at St. Mary's. That is one picture of
Alexin late 1940.
Another incident during that visit will seem incredible to many
readers. For the first time in twenty-five years of Regular
H.H.-2
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soldiering, I took my own Orderly Room as a Commanding
Officer. Until then I had never held any Command; only held the
hands of numerous Territorial C.O.'s-a very different matter.
As I sat there, listening to the sinners, a phrase came to mind" ample and summary justice", It is carved on a Scottish memorial
which stands at the Well of the Seven Heads by Loch Oich, commemorating a fifteenth-century clan lynching. An admirable
summing-up of military justice as it should be dealt outsufficient, immediate, and no regrets on either side.
Back to Maadi for one day, collecting desert kit, then away I
went to Western Desert and its phoney war, travelling in my own
car driven by "Josh" Macrae. That was the beginning of an
eventful year's comradeship, which was only broken when I left
the Division and went up the promotion ladder to a British
Corps. Mac is a first-class driver, as such; but he also had those
additional priceless qualities needed for any C.O.'s personal
staff; always on deck, quite imperturbable under any circumstances, and he never talked. In these mechanised days,
certainly in desert wars, the relationship of media:val knight and
squire based on service, not servility, has passed to the officer and
his personal driver. From perils by land and by air, your life
depends on him ; also your comfort under most variable conditions; and to an important extent, your own efficiency as a leader.
I was very lucky in having three excellent drivers during the
action periods of my war.
Off we went on the fmt of many, many runs along that
fascinating coastal desert road, which then ended for us forty
miles beyond Matruh.
Our modest destination that first day, however, was only
Daba, "\There N.Z. Divisional Headquarters had halted for the
night on the way to Baggush. They were dispersed, under activeservice conditions, on a rocky, desolate stretch of naked desert.
Not a very prepossessing home even for one night, but amply
compensated for by the warm welcome from old friends of First
Echelon, in particular Max Carrie and "Stocky" Baigent, with
my own little Engineer Headquarters. Max is a thick-set, solidJo~led, most intelligent commercial chemist, whose pre-war
rmlitary hobby was gas warfare. An expert and enthusiast on this
tricky business, his specialist services were never needed, most
22
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fortunately; but as Adjutant he steered me out of trouble on
many occasions! "Stocky" was a Regular R.S.M. and an old
friend of sterling qualities with a nice buccaneering outlook. We
talked far into the night, getting the local atmosphere, gossiping
of this and that.
In September I940, Graziani's invasion of Egypt had surged
cautiously forward to Sidi Barrani and to a series of wonderful
rock defences on the escarpment farther south. Down there on
the open desert, the Italian armoured forces under Maletti-a
first-rate soldier-supported by their best Libyan troops, were
concentrating ready for the inevitable push eastwards along the
good going. Easy, carefree motoring for two htmdred miles,
until narrowed to the thirty-mile defile between the sea at
Alamein and the Qattara Depression. On this desert arena, perfect for armoured fighting, only the stout-hearted units of
Seventh Armoured Division opposed them; rich in experience
although pitifully weak as regards material.
But the Italian offensive waited on water, as well as on accumulating adequate fighting reserves far enough forward. We
knew that Bardia water, plentiful though very saline, was
already pumped twenty miles up to Fort Capuzzo and thence
down the escarpment to Sollum village. The pipeline ran on east
along the coastal track to Buq Buq, where limited supplies could
be drawn from shallow aqueducts in the dunes, and was completed almost to Sidi Barrani, forty miles farther on. When the
forward reservoirs filled the Italian offensive could be launched.
The desert gap between Barran.i and Matruh was virtually
waterless for ninety miles. There were good springs on the outskirts of Matruh; then the next source was at Baggush, thirty
miles farther east. Both these supplies were locked up in ..lefences,
which became stronger for each week's delay. What \vas even
more important, our hitting power was growing to the stage
when General Wavell could plan his offensive to clear Egypt instead of merely defending it. For us, too, water constituted a major
factor. Any ftill-scale British attack must wait until our pipeline
carried Baggush water to Matruh, and both supplies were pumped
up on to the escarpment at "Charing Cross", five miles farther west.
All sapper resources-and they were few enough thenconcentrated on providing the equipment, mstallmg ptpeline,
23
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pumps, and reservoirs to ensure that a hundred tons of precious,
potable water would be on tap at "Charing Cross" daily. In
addition to British and Indian units, Laurie Rudd brought 6th
Field Company up to tackle the forward jobs. They left Alex
with very sore heads, having handed over their work to the
Poles, celebraring the entente cordiale in a glorious farewell party
at which my fellows were literally put out on their feet. A very
impressive performance by Poland; they drink as they fight,
cheerfully and very effectively.
My other Middle East Engineers, Fifth Field Park Company,
had been at Baggush for some weeks, doing tremendous work
as "Jacks of all trades" under their energetic, charming, and most
efficient commander, Gordon Morrison. Technically they were
amazing and unequalled, though defmitely unorthodox soldiers.
Fifth Field Park were what we called in India "Baja Ki Bhai", a
band of brothers-a perfect, unprincipled team. Their slogan ran
"no job too big, no job too small". ·Already everyone from the
Chief Engineer, Brigadier Hutson, down, looked to them for all
the difficult answers; and seldom looked in vain.
For engineers in Western Desert Force the months of October
and November 1940 brought never-ending tasks on battle
preparation against time; and always we had few or no wisps of
straw for the bricks we made. Other arms, including 4th N.Z.
Brigade, worked equally hard, both on defensive preparations
and at the same time on intensive training for the attack. A$ the
weeks flew past bringing no advance by Maletti, our hopes of
getting in the first big blow became higher. When the water
pulsed steadily up the long slope to "Charing Cross", the
main sapper task was over and the British offensive could be
launched.
Sometime in November 1940, shrouded in deepest secrecy
and on the darkest night, 7th Royal Tank Regiment took their
sixty heavy Matildas off rail, where they had travelled carefully
concealed under tarpaulins. Before daylight they were hidden in
marquees dispersed through 19th Battalion area, and the unmistakable track marks carefully brushed out. I flew over in a
Lysander to check up on the unsuspecting pilot who was instructed to look for anything new or suspicious in the New
Zealand sector. The deception worked very well, and he saw
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nothing wmsual, even from five hundred feet. No chance of the
W op aircraft spotting the new boys, even with cameras.
Here was the decisive element which made success an absolute
certainty; for the Italians had no guns, except possibly a few heavy
anti-aircraft, able to penetrate such thick armour. Wherever the
Matildas of the Seventh rolled into the enemy, that particular
fight was over. Colonel ]erran1's regiment-his officers and men
as much as their tanks-won our first Libyan campaign, by
providing the solid ptmch which backed up the lighter armoured
forces of Seventh Armoured Division and the infantry. Similarly
Rommel's Panzer Group won the next round. Without that
first-class armoured formation, the Italians would have been
destroyed in North Africa by April I94I, despite Greece.
We helped park the beautiful new tanks-all sixty of themunder cover. Within an hour, the marvellous news had reached
every New Zealander. Our three battalions and our guns would
co-operate with the 7th Royal Tank Regiment in the main attack.
Something we had hoped for, almost prayed for. No idle rumour
either. Tank officers and crews came to live in our battalion lines,
discussing combined training, arranging initial demonstrations,
getting to know each other. All the preliminaries for confident
thorough co-operation in battle, and particularly heartening,
especially to the men, who had an extra domestic satisfaction.
This preparation meant the N.Z. First Contingent units would
fight fmt; before the Second (Glamour Boys) reached Egypt,
after their globe-trotting trip to England, and before the Third
Contingent just arriving from New Zealand could get into action.
The troops concentrated on the special training witl1 the enthusiasm and fanatical application of an All Black team starting
on a tour.
Then we learned with utter dismay that New Zealanders
could not fight until the full Division was assembled and ready.
General Freyberg arrived back from England and did his best to
soften the blow, but I am sure neither he nor Brigadier Puttick
knew the intensity of feeling which swept tl1rough all ranks at
Baggush when it became known that they were "out of battle".
As an illustration, I quote the large signboard prepared by Colonel
John Gray commanding r8tl1 (Auckland) Battalion-may his
gallant spirit know peace! Only with great difficulty, we stopped
25
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its erection on the main road bridge over that danmable anti-tank
ditch at Gahrwala-"Dug as a contribution to Victory by men of
the N.Z. Labour Division. Thank God for the Free French, the
Greeks, and other fighting troops." The bitterness did not
disappear until Greece and Crete saw us all through the bloody
mill. Even now First Contingent feel they were badly treated by
missing the first easy nm through Libya, when British, Australian,
and Indian troops carried the war westwards (and New Zealand
trucks sometimes carried them to battle).
Ordered "out of battle," N.Z. Div. H.Q., followed by a disgruntled 4th N.Z. Brigade, returned to Egypt. This time we
were not destined to enjoy the comparative comfort, and even
flesh-pots, of Maadi; instead, our desert-danmed units were
pushed out to that hellish area of sand and perpetual sand-storms
known as Helwan Camp. We existed there, five miles from the
railway terminus and therefore at the mercy of Wog taxis,
surrounded by hundreds of miles of sand, rock, and Sweet Farmy
Adams, except that the Nile hemmed us in to the west. Our
location under such grim conditions arose mainly from the
timely arrival of the new boys, the Third Contingent, who of
course went to Maadi.
Their engineer component should have been 8th Field Company. But they had rushed off to Fiji on urgent defences and
airfield construction work and had been temporarily replaced by
19th Army Troops Company, who therefore came to me as
field engineers, although organised and equipped for quite
different work. Commanding them was Major Charles Langbein,
in peace-time a senior engineer with N.Z. Works Department.
Both technically and as a man-manager Charles knew all the
answers, particularly from the troops' point of view. Having
fought in 1914-18 as an artillery man, he boasted ofjoining, and
being discharged, with the humble rank of" gunner". From time
to time he wore three stripes, but invariably lost them in
spectacular fashion, usually after a "bash with the boys". When
the tough types of 19th Army Troops Company "had their
bash" they could expect ample and summary justice from a
reformed, experienced commander. While they completed
essential basic training, including rifle and Bren shooting, tmder
desert conditions, and recovered from the first bout of that
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peculiar alimentary disturbance known as "Gyppo Tummy", I
cast about desperately for somewhere to train them as engineers,
and something to train with! Locating pontoons and other
floating gear in a R.E. .Base Park near Ismailia, Charles and I
went down for a "look-see", discovering the perfect answer. Just
below Lake Timsah, near the Monument, a salt-water lagoon
joins the Suez Canal. Salt water meant no ".Bill Harris", the
snail-home parasite which makes all fresh-water areas in Egypt
most dangerous for ten months in the year. Here was the perfect
site for bridging training, and we got in first, keeping possession
tmtil Greece loomed up.
After juggling tents, folding boats, pontoons, even cookingpots (helped most sympathetically by the Royal Engineers), we
installed the Nineteenth, under ideal conditions. They spent a
happy, useful, and healthy month on all forms of amphibious
engineering. Conforming to tradition, we even held a regattaa grand affair. One afternoon a party of us swam the Suez Canal,
and thus I reached Sinai for the first time, naked and unashamed.
When all possible combinations of work were exhausted, it
was comparatively easy "selling" to change them round with
6th Field Company in Western Desert Force. Nothing could
have been better. Laurie Rudd's men were rather worn, suffering
badly from overwork, desert sores, and dysentery. They deserved
a rest in decent surroundings, preferably by salt water, while
Charles Langbein's brand-new enthusiasts needed "shooting
over" to round off their education.
During that rather delightful month at Ismailia, our eagerlyawaited offensive opened, if my memory serves me, on December
9th, I940. Coming as a complete surprise, due to carefullyorganised cunning emanating from General Dick O'Connor, and
tmder his brilliant leadership, the initial success was terrific,
beyond all expectations.
Jerram's 7th Royal Tank Regiment assaulted Nubeiwa, the
fortified camp where the Italian armour had concentrated.
Circling well to the south, they drove in through the unmined
back-door at daylight and smashed the Italians into a bloody
shambles in fifteen minutes.
In my opinion, the first Libyan campaign was won in that
fifteen minutes. Much more fighting occurred before the fmal
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magniftcent action at Beda Fonun, where Graziani' s . routed
forces, withdrawing from Benghazt, were cut off and an:nihilated
by elements of the "Desert Rats". But essentially, Colonel
Jerram and his 7th Regiment decided the tssue on that cold
winter's dawn when their Matildas rolled over the bewildered,
unprepared Italian crews, destroying Graziani' s main striking
force. General Maletti was killed by a chance two-potmder solid
shot, still in pyjamas in his tent. Sheer bad luck. He was a good
leader who deserved better of Fate. Offsetting that loss, Major
Henry Rew, the famous Rugby International, leading his tanks
with head and shoulders out of the turret, was struck by a shell
which almost tore one arm of£ He died soon afterwards.
Replacing the New Zealand infantry, Fourth Indian Division
co-operated with 7th R.T.R. in mopping up those breastwork
defences along the southern escarpment. Somewhere farther
north, a British Infantry Brigade attacked in lorries for the first
time, thereby making military history; making New Zealand
history too because the lorries were provided and manned by our
4th Reserve M.T. Company, tmder Major White, an excellent
team already very desert-wise from carrying supplies forward to
the armoured screen during the waiting months. At the preliminary planning for this particular attack, it was decided that
the vehicles would halt, and the infantry dismount for action,
one thousand yards from the enemy front line.
To ensure accurate •1avigation over very featureless country,
Major White led the centre in his staff car, flying a prominent
flag. Charging in as fast as the desert going permitted and carefully checking distance and direction, he halted at the thousandyard mark, then swung about. But the widely-spaced lorries
hurtling along in clouds of dust had caught that tremendous
thrill which sent the Light Brigade on at Balaclava and the Heavy
Brigade at Waterloo. Regardless of mines, regardless of machinegun fire, they thtmdered forward, stopping only when barbed
wire or actual enemy posts marked the objective. Offjumped the
British infantry to overwhelm the astounded defenders with
bayonets and bombs. Deserting their vehicles, many of the New
Zealand drivers grabbed rifles and went into the scrap too. A
serious military crime dlis, as General O'Cmmor pointed out
when he was pleased to review them some weeks later; adding,
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however, that he would have been proud if his regiment-the
Cameronians-had committed the same crime under such
circunlStances.
Incidentally, 4th R.M.T. repeated their lorried attack at
Tobruk, this time having Australian passengers, who promptly
turned a serious operation of war into a steeplechase, with heavy
betting between trucks. Once more speed paid a dividend.
For many good reasons, the best one being ignorance, I am
not giving any general account of the opening phases of that
short, amazing campaign. Suffice to say that our cavalry-Seventh
Armoured Division-who had suffered from weakness during
many weary months, now reaped the fruits of victory with
tremendous gusto. Swinging round the wide-open southernflank,
they cut through to the coast at Buq Buq and at Capuzzo, to
isolate and gather up all Italians who had crossed the Egyptian
border. Their complete forward structure collapsed like a house
of cards once their ace, Maletti' s armour, was knocked over.
Spoils of war in men and material seemed absolutely staggering,
although we became accustomed to stratospheric figures as
Bardia, Tobruk, Derna, and fmally Beda Fomm added tens of
thousands of willing captives; hundreds of guns and vehicles;
even many swords, bottles of scent, and mobile brothels.
For reasons which have already been made painfully clear,
New Zealand was represented then and throughout the succeeding operations mainly by Engineer and A.S.C. tmits.
Actually 4th N.Z. Brigade Group stayed at Baggush long enough
to ferry Australians up to Bardia for the attack-a perfect example
of turning the knife in the wound. Moreover, our men were so
sore over the affair that this contact did not help Anzac good
fellowship. During those depressing days, the atmosphere in
Baggush was reminiscent of a media:val torture chamber; we
had to tread very tactfully after visiting the battle areas.
For I could not stand out when such marvellous experience
was there for tire having. On the Indian frontier I had been shot
at; we were bombed from time to time in Baggush; but shelling
was still unknown. My military education could not be continued in a better school, and I had perfectly good reasons for
visiting the arena. Six days after the Italians collapsed, Charles
Langbein and I went up to arrange tasks for his troops m the
H.H.-2•
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Sidi Barrani area. As an experienced guide, we added Sergeant
Don Macnab of the 6th Field Company who had already been
into Barrani and knew the local form. With Macrae at the wheel
and excitement spurring us on, off we went to see the war, along
the broken road running west from "Charing Cross".
Little could be seen except sand and camel thorn on tl1e flat
ninety-mile run to Barrani, for a foul dust-storm gradually increased in strength until visibility dropped to ftve yards. Conditions were so bad that we dared not leave the main road.
From time to time wreckage loomed up through the murk of
drifting sand, which was already smothering everytlling in a
veil of gritty obscurity. Working camps along the new road,
dumps of various kinds, derelict vehicles, including our first
Italian tank; we eagerly explored tl1em all, wasting time and
effort to little purpose, because others had gone tllis way already,
including thousands of Aussies.
Between the unfinished road and the coast paralleling it some
three miles farther north, low ridges enclosed dark-brown areas
of salt marsh, which consisted of sand soaked with sea water,
covered by a sun-baked thin crust which made an excellent road
-until the crust broke.
On a near patch were two disabled tanks and what was
evidently a salvage party. They looked pronlising, so over we
went, cautiously sticking to tracks. Fitters from 8th Hussars were
leisurely repairing twn of their cruisers which had broken down
on the sweep round Buq Buq a week earlier. Under their sympatlletic and expert direction, we drove over to the track which
skirts the salt marshes close to the coastal dunes; and so looked
over the most convincing scenes of a routed, demoralised army
one could ever hope to see.
When the British attacks rolled round and over Sidi Barra11i,
a Black Shirt Division probably ten thousand strong, complete
with its guns, vehicles, baggage and panoply ofwar, was marching
peacefully east along the coastal track towards the forward area.
Rumours, possibly even news, of the astounding catastrophe
evidently reached them; of the huge impenetrable British tanks
rolling over everyone. The leading elements hastily occupied
some low sand-hills just west of Buq Buq. Nearly fifty fteld and
antt-tank guns were in action with more moving up; while the
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infantry crouched among the camel thorn, waiting for the
terrifying unknown. The sweep to the coast of Seventh Armoured
Division elements struck them early.
Not knowing the grow1d, particularly the treacherous nature
of the salt marsh, one 3rd Hussar Squadron, fighting in light
tanks, attacked straight along the track. Met by terrific fire from
nearly forty guns, they attempted to manceuvre; but the salt
crust broke wherever they swrmg sharply. They were trapped and
doomed. Thirteen unrecognisable wrecks are still there today,
half-buried; smashed by a steel hail compared with which the
Russian blast at Balaclava was merely peace-time practice.
Thirteen light-tank crews fought back for a few minutes until
hammered into oblivion. One man came out unwounded; most
were dead.
Yet while that unforttmate squadron sacrificed itself in frontal
attack, cruisers of 8th Hussars who knew the ground very well
raced along under cover on the inland side of the sand-hills, then
swung in against the flank of the Black Shirt position. Rolling
over guns, shooting up the screaming crews, they crashed along
the dunes nearly to the coast; then turned and roared back again,
through the confusion, into the helpless infantry. In twenty hectic
minutes the track to Sollum was choked with panic-stricken
fugitives, gun-tractors, cars, little tanks, even a few helpless
mules. At exactly the right moment, three British bombers shot
up the Sollum end of the coast route, and the rout was complete.
Men threw away their weapons, racing over the marsh; vehicles
tried to follow, broke through the crust and foundered. Anything
to escape the terrors of imagination conjured up by half a dozen
cruiser tanks, which were themselves vulnerable to most of the
guns available. That night the astonished Hussars had rounded up
eight thousand Black Shirts and were yelling on the "blower" for
infantry escorts.
Going over the battlefield a week later, we counted seventysix cannon of various calibres, some still facing thirteen burnt-out
light tanks, some up-ended or crushed where the avengers had
rolled over them, many half-submerged in the treacherous marsh.
Between the actual fight and our visit, the Australians had gone
forward through the area, salvaging as thoroughly as their limited
time allowed.
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Anxious to see Sollum in daylight, we pushed on, climbing the
steep zigzag up the six hundred feet of escarpment. As seen
then, the view looking eastwards was magnificent. The evening
glow caught the dust haze which still hung over the far expanse
of desert; the sweep of vivid blue sea, darkening to indigo tmder
the shadow of Sollum Hill, was edged by the creaming curve of
surf where it beats against the white limestone dunes; the brown
flats of the coastal strip; and the harsh jagged escarpment wall
running away into remote obscurity. Immediately below, the
tiny breakwater safeguarded one small corner of Sollum Bay, and
a few stone houses huddled by the beach constituted the village.
On the upper plateau, with only the road between them and the
sheer drop, lay the Egyptian barracks, beautifully built like all
Egyptian masonry, but not very tidy after enemy occupation for
some months. About two miles away across the first elbow of
escarpment, a rough track zigzagged up as an alternative routethe famous Halfaya Pass, which was to become as notorious in
the desert war as its predecessor, Hellfire Corner, near Ypres of
1915-17.

We spent that first night in one of the officers' villas situated
near the Capuzzo Road beyond the barracks, disturbed much too
frequently by Italian bombers.
The next day we crossed the border through the thick belt of
barbed wire (erected not for war but to stop Libyans getting
away into Egypt), and drove up to the impressive battlemented
walls and huge iron gates of Fort Capuzzo. Rather "Beau Geste"
in appearance, and not much more substantial than a film-set,
because our brand-new two-pounder solid shot had gone right
through the rock walls, causing alarm, despondency, and an early
surrender. The usual Victory Column, outside the main gate, was
surmounted by a stone eagle, presumably Roman. Some
irreverent Australians had already shot off its head and chipped
its podgy tummy. Appropriately enough, that was the western
limit of our first Libyan exploration. The dreary waste of rock
and sand towards Bardia represented "no-man's-land", already
filling with enthusiastic Australians keen for the next bout.
Having checked over the Sollum area again, where some of
Langbein' s team were certain to work later, we started back for
Egypt by the coast track, running roughly along the pipeline.
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Approaching Sidi Barrani, the whole area seemed full of ammunition dumps, or stores, or of abandoned camps; all preparations
for the Italian offensive which ours had forestalled. It was in this
area, on climbing a gradual rocky slope, that we chanced on
another convincing demonstration of Seventh Armoured's work.
Along the crest for six hundred yards stood a line of guns facing
south-east. We counted twelve field-gtms, about the same number of Bredas, and five anti-tank. Sited for exactly the purpose,
they had engaged our armour on their sweep through the backdoor of the Barrani position. Frontal attack over the flat and up
that long rocky slope would have been suicide. But two cruisers
of 8th Hussars swinging wide on one flank, and making excellent
use of the ground, reached the crest unseen. At full speed they
hurtled straight down the gun line. Imagine the scene. Corporal
de Garis, commanding the leading tank, went berserk. Controlling twenty tons of steel travelling at twenty miles an hour,
he rammed seven field-gtms, and ran over the intervening
smaller weapons, shooting up the fleeing crews. But the men at
the eighth field-gun stuck to their posts, traversed left-and hit
the cruiser dead centre at fifteen yards. Bursting inside, the 75millimetre shell set it on fire and killed the crew. The second
cruiser following up quickly avenged the loss, then went on to
clear the remaining guns.
We followed the tank's trail through the amazing wreckage of
field-guns turned completely over and smashed, while the lighter
machine-guns had been crushed flat by the heavy tracks. At the
end, the burnt-out cruiser with a blackened jagged hole tom in
it, bullet scars and splinter tears everywhere. Alongside lay the
shot-off wireless aerial still carrying two faded green pe1mants.
Farther down the ridge, looking out to sea, the men of the 8th
Hussars lay at peace, buried side by side with the Italian gunners.
Returning Sergeant Macnab to his official sphere with 6th
Field Company at Matruh, we started them off for their move
down to Ismailia, then drove post-haste on to Helwan, and
Charles Langbein put the skids under his salty, eager crew for
their long trek up to Sidi Barrani and Sollum. Reporting in at
Divisional H.Q. with an assorted cargo gleaned from the battlefields, I gave a demonstration of the Italian red (pillar-box) hand
grenade near General Freyberg's office, not knowing he was in-
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side. A very satisfactory bang roused lots of people, but instead
of handing out a rocket, the General demanded further bangs! He
was always interested in anything new.
Christmas 1940 had come and gone before my next visit to
Libya. In the interval, our change ronnd of Engineer units went
according to plan, so that 19th Army Troops enjoyed the
excitement and dust-storms of Western Desert, while 6th Field
swam, bridged along the Suez Canal, and dipped into the
fleshpots of Ismailia. This time we went direct from Bag gush to
Sollum, without pausing to look over the battlefields. I spent New
Year's Eve in Colonel Boddington's mess on top of the hill in
the Egyptian barracks. Fifth Field Park had also moved forward,
but they were back along the coast track where Gordon Morrison
had wisely sited them, enjoying the dustless salt marsh and
immunity from the increased enemy fire directed at Sollum.
Preparations for the assault on Bardia were completed, yet
General O'Connor had everyone so careful about secrecy that I
returned disconsolately to Baggush nnaware of Zero Hour, only
thirty-six hours ahead. About 9 a. m. on the momentous morning,
knowing the battle had started, and fed up at missing the party,
I went round to Western Desert Force H.Q., where a party
of 19th Army Troops were constructing concrete splinterproofs in the dunes. Finished very tastefully in cream and green
wash, the mess promised to be palatial; the addition of fireplaces made it even comfortable. As I walked across, General
"Jumbo" Wilson emerged from a brief inspection and stopped me
to comment on the job. We could not help being impressed by
his lack of interest in the battle; having set the board, he seemed
quite happy placidly to await the result. Men of lesser stature
would have been impatiently demanding progress reports.
As one of his pupils at Camberley, I bemoaned my bad luck in
being "out of battle" and asked leave to visit the arena. "What
will Bernard say 1" was his response. The twinkle in his eye encouraged me to suggest that his permission would exonerate me,
so with his blessing I "stood not upon the order of my going".
Our poor old Humber had broken a spring on the Barrani
rocks, and was out of action temporarily. But 4th Brigade
Signals weighed in (tmofficially) with a van, on condition that I
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brought back Italian telephones. Loading up necessities, this time
including precious beer for barter, off we sped flat out back to
Sollum. I don't know who got the biggest surprise when we crept
wearily m on Gordon Mornson about midnight, having tackled
the coast track from Barrani in the dark. No mean feat that.
On next morning early. The initial break-in had been successful, and two Australian brigades, supported in the centre by
Jerram's remaining tanks, were continuing the attack to widen
and deepen the gap. Barriers were down along the road. As we
came over the last swell of ridge past the "No Go-Enemy Close"
sign, the steady thud-thud of shell-fire grew louder, almost continuous; while intermittent rattles of machine-gun fire added
their treble to the symphony. Battle was joined again.
The thick fringe of barbed wire, interspersed by rock breast- '
works and fronted by a formidable anti-tank ditch, which constituted Bardia's outer defences, curved away on both sides of the
main road. Broken rails and a rough bridge represented its antitank barrier, already cleared. Half a mile fartlrer left a line of
twenty-five-pounders barked steadily; single vehicles wandered
rather aimlessly about; British machine-gunners-Nortlrumberland Fusiliers-sitting behind a large pile offirewood, casually filled
belts and otherwise prepared tlreir deadly gear for furtlrer action.
Puffs ofblack smoke and dust marked shelling by both opponents.
Cautiously skirting the main road, we waited until anotlrer
vehicle drove in through the gateway, then followed. It all
seemed peaceful enough. I had no intention of unduly risking my
skin or my companions; the job did not justifY casualties. But on
clearing the barrier, shells started falling near tlre road only two
hundred yards ahead. Abandoning our precious van, we dived
quickly into the shallow ditch alongside several Australians.
Here crouched two very busy liaison officers surrounded by
field telephones; answering first one buzz, then another; continuously passing information or instructions to and from Wlintell.igible code names. It was like the movie version of a busy
executive's office, lacking the comfort but certainly not lacking
excitement.
Fifty yards behind us, much too conspicuous, stood an Italian
O.P. tower. Somewhat unhappily perched in it an Aussie gunner
officer directed unseen guns on to unknown targets. Three
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slightly-wonnded prisoners limped slowly along the other side of
the road. Suddenly white puffs like cotton-wool burst almost
over them; a hail of shrapnel beat everywhere. We got belly to
gronnd in the grossly inadequate ditch, hoping this storm would
pass. When it did two crumpled heaps ofblue-grey marked where
the Italian wonnded had been caught again. They were dead;
the ftrst troops I saw killed by shell-fire. My military education
was certainly proceeding.
We had made the mistake of entering by the road, instead of
£1rther west where the break-in had occurred. Although the
widening thrust eastwards had rolled up the outer defences for
probably a mile, progress was slow in the absence of armoured
support. Enemy gnns continued to watch and shoot up the road
until late that afternoon.
Local shelling stopped. We said "Good luck" to the liaison
crew, who took a poor view of our call, asserting that our
damned van had drawn the fire. Anyway, the precious vehicle
had not suffered, and off we went, getting clear of the confonnded road and more into the centre of the break-in. The first
shallow wadi, jammed with sheltering transport, contained a
large waterpoint, which I conscientiously inspected. Much to
everyone's astonishment, water was still coming through freely
both here and even outside the perimeter. For some extraordinary reason, the enemy engineers had forgotten to disconnect
this forward pipeline. Incidentally we reciprocated at El Alamein two years later, when Kiwi engineers pumped water for
twenty-four hours after the Germans cut the pipeline as Rom.mel
tried to by-pass our Alamein defences.
Carefully inspecting everything, we progressed slowly over
gently-nndulating rocky gronnd, through a series of gnn positions, local headquarters, dumps, and so on. An abandoned
Australian carrier named "Hawkesbury" indicated some resistance. One anti-tank shot had penetrated the side plating,
pulped the driver's head and smashed the engine, another member of the cr.ew was lying close by.While we were trying to work
out how this tragedy occurred, an Aussie cavalry truck arrived
to collect their dead. One squadron had attacked closely following the British Matildas, advanced too eagerly and been shot up
for their keenness.
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In the next shallow wadi, Colonel Jerram's tanks had rallied
at the end of the first assault. The central drive on to Bardia
village was timed to continue at midday, although its armoured
support would be weak-not reduced by enemy action but by
sheer over-mileage, lack of spares, or excessive sand wear. Tired
crews and fitters had worked all night to have a dozen runners
ready by zero. When we passed two hours earlier they were still
sweating blood on the innumerable jobs, quite oblivious of
spasmodic shelling or other interruptions.
We pushed on up the gradually rising ground to the broad
crest of the ridge. On the northern face this swell of rock drops
away abruptly, forming the main escarpment which completely
overlooks the lower plateau; this in turn is deeply scored by
wadis and ends in steep cliffs falling some hundreds of feet to the
sea. Bardia village is a close-packed huddle of stone buildings on
the lower plateau rim, four hundred feet above the tiny, tightly
hemmed-in harbour formed by two large wadis running out to
and under the sea.
Along the highest ridge sprawled more rock breastwork
defences, perfectly built as usual, forming the intermediate
Italian position, which had been the first attack's objective in the
centre. Australian infantry lounged around the breastworks, a
few still poking about but getting ready now for their next
advance. Full of confidence and delighted at their success, they
had great stories to tell of the preceding twenty-four hours. Hulldown behind a stone wall, looking out over the lower ground
stood a two-pounder portee. The crew were in terri£c form
despite a premature attempt to get farther forward which met a
hail of bullets from hidden machine-guns. On the previous
afternoon, when the infantry reorganised along the ridge, this
particular gun was covering them from the next crest about
three hundred yards back. Suddenly seven Italian medium tanks
roared round the slope in a quick counter-attack. Opening at
ideal range, the two-pounder knocked out six tanks with nine
rounds. The seventh returned hurriedly. I cannot guarantee the
ammunition expended but I can vouch for the results. Six wrecks,
some burnt, all definitely smashed by solid shot. Such survivors
as bailed out the infantry shot down at once. Because Italians
coming in to surrender had played the stupid trick of throwing
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grenades, few prisoners were being taken while in action in hot
blood. Well-merited praise of the anti-tank gunners brought an
unexpected response; they presented me with a very nice shotgtm as a souvenir! Like most Australians, they knew their battle
drill and got on with it.
On the next knoll the infantry company had not been so
fortunate. Three other W op tanks caught the commander and a
reconnaissance party on the forward slope in the open, shooting
them up badly. Advancing farther, they skirted the breastwork,
firing at everyone in sight, but the third tank lagged behind and
the commander had his lid open. Realising the turret was facing
away, an Aussie subaltern scrambled over the wall, rushed
twenty yards, jumped on the tank and smashed its commander
on the head with a pistol butt as he hurriedly closed the lid.
Dashing back for cover, the Aussie vaulted the breastwork a split
second before everything blazed at him, almost scorching his
pants. Fortunately those three tanks retired on being shelled by
twenty-five-pounders, but the situation was nasty for a few
minutes, particularly as the Italian breastworks were far from
tank-proof, and the infantry themselves had nothing effective
agamst armour.
The next hollow ran down towards the escarpment, suddenly
dropping in a sheer rock face to become a real wadi. I walked
down and looked cautiously over the edge. An Italian appeared
from somewhere underneath. Dragging out my pistol, I challenged him. He spun round with his hands up and jabbered
something, pointing farther along the rim. A tattered Red Cross
flag told the story. I had captured a doctor, a nice white-haired
padre, some staff, and patients. We scrambled down for further
investigation, were offered, and accepted, Cognac and coffee,
and collected another Beretta automatic. So the time wasn't
wasted.
On the next and highest knoll stood the only heavy A.A.
battery I ever saw manned by Italians. Probably 88 mm. by the
shell, and certainly capable of penetrating our Matildas. Fortunately this role was never adopted, otherwise they might have
proved a deadly _defence, even if fought on that site. To quote
an actual case, SlX months later, near Capuzzo, one single 88millimetre mobile gun, manned of course by Germans, smashed
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an attack of twelve "I" tanks. It put up a great show by moving
from one threatened point to another, giving the impression
that several guns were in action.
While we were examining the A.A. battery and eating a hasty
lunch, over came the first enemy aircraft sighted that day.
Fourteen bombers escorted by double that number of fighters, all
flying very high. Everyone watched enthusiastically expecting
Hurricanes to hurtle into the party any minute. All we did see,
however, were silvery specks raining down; then the whine of
bombs; then one terrific er-rump. The blast hit us like the kick
of a mule. Gouts of flame, smoke, and an enormous pall of dust
marked the target area half a mile away. Twenty tons of bombs
dropped in pattern on that solid rock certainly gave even the
onlooker a nasty shock. Yet most of them fell in open desert.
Several medium artillery gunners were killed and one or two
vehicles destroyed. Swinging sharply away, the tiny planes faded
quickly back into blue sky; no fighters caught them, much to the
army's disgust. Being bombed is bad enough, but seeing the confounded bombers go home unscathed, while Nemesis sits on a landing-gmund only twenty miles away, is even more aggravating.
In the meantime, midday and Zero Hour had come, and the
day's attack was launched without any terrific fuss. Along a twomile sweep of escarpment, widely dispersed groups of infantry
moved steadily down wadis and cut across the lower flats. Ahead
of them marched effective fire from their supporting t\ventyfives, directed by perfect, direct observation. The incessant
hammering of hidden Vickers, sounding like a shipbuilding yard
on the Clyde, swept the rocky defences with screaming bullets,
which bounced everywhere, much more deadly than the shells.
Down the bitumen road, heading for the viaduct which spanned
the big wadi in front of the Italian reserve defences, roared three
Matilda tanks, flat out, followed by possibly a dozen carriers.
Once, twice, three times as they clanged across the open slope,
"Bardia Bill" fired; but even his six-inch shells failed to stop
those three decisive targets. As they rolled on to the viaduct, I
waited for the mushroom of dust and dull roar as it blew up.
Nothing happened. The Italian sappers had failed again. Climbing
slowly up the gentle slope to the Tobruk-Bardia road, gunfire
grew to a hellish crescendo. For five minutes every available
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British gun sent shells crashing into the defences. The tanks
waited. Then silence, broken faintly by the harsh staccato rattle of
their Besas, as Jerram' s boys closed in, all guns blazing. Carriers
raced to flank them, stopped to fire; raced on again. Out of the
dust and smoke drifting lazily over the Italian position something
white fluttered. Then another and another. Hw1dreds of defenders
rose literally out of the ground, their hands up. Over three thousand prisoners were taken there. The Australian infantry plodded
steadily on; tl1eir job now to extract the stragglers and shepherd
tl1e unwieldy mass, and clear up the isolated posts that still showed
fight. Sitting on the escarpment ruin, I watched tlus grand example
of effective co-operation from its quiet beginning to the fmale.
However, the day was not yet ended.
As a sapper I was worried at the failure to demolish tl1e viaduct.
The reason might be delayed-action charges or the preparations
might not be completed, but the matter needed investigation.
Sending the van back to circle and come forward by the
main road, I climbed down the escarpment. An Aussie reserve
platoon conunander warned me tlut spasmodic firing still went
on; and handed over a Mills bomb to supplement my Italian
automatic. However, nobody took a pot-shot before I reached
the lower wadis leading down to the viaduct.
Half-way there an interesting procession straggled over the
ridge from farther forward. Three yow1g Australians escorting
back about five hundred assorted prisoners. The latter were
almost hysterical from shock and fear-for shelling still went on
-while the escort seemed absolutely dead-beat. "For God's sake,
sir, keep an eye on these blokes for ten minutes while we have a
spell," entreated the leader. Taking the chattering mob into the
wadi, we sat them under cover; then I sorted out an officer who
spoke enough English to interpret. Slumping down wearily,
loosening their equipment, the Aussies sucked at nearly empty
water-bottles. Poor lads. Wearing battle-dress, great-coats, and
leather jerkins, full equipment and extra amrmmition, little
wonder they were done. Two nights of movement or too excited for sleep and forty-eight hours at high tension; now the
strain was relaxed they seemed half-doped. Before moving on we
patched up two wounded prisoners and calmed down another
who was almost off his head by explauling that unless h.is pals
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did something about it, we would very reluctantly have to shoot
him. I stripped tl1e escort down to battle-dress, rifle and bayonet,
putting all ilieir surplus junk on to the willing Italians, who were
pailietically anxious to help. They had been told Australians took
no pnsoners.
After a useful fifteen minutes which compensated a little for
my intrusion, I went on to the viaduct, resisting the temptation
to ransack side wadis which were absolutely crammed full of
stores, bivvies, or transport. My search under ilie huge reinforced
concrete structure revealed no signs of any attempt to wreck it.
Someone had missed the boat because ilie wadi itself looked a
most formidable obstacle.
Waiting for my crew, I walked up the knoll overlooking our
approach to ilie bridge. Two or t!uee machine-gun posts had
evidently been spotted by our gunners on the escarpment, about
half a mile away, and caught a storm of shell-fire. Direct hits made
a nasty mess of dead men and smashed guns. Once more I was
struck by ilie emptiness of dead men-ilie strong impression of
a vacuum. Corpses have no meaning.
Occasionally vehicles hurried past either way, but a louder
roar than usual caught my attention. A Matilda rumbled over the
viaduct coming back from that spectacular attack. I went down
and talked to ilie young troop leader. Dusty, tired, but thoroughly
pleased wiili life, he proudly showed ilie honourable scars. Six
gouges in the turret where solid shot or 75-millimetre shell had
scarred but failed to penetrate; water-tins, baggage, tarpaulin,
lamps, everyiliing thin-skirmed on the outside all tom to shreds.
They had certainly drawn fire.
"Got that one from a seventy-five point blank at twenty
yards, sir," pointing to a burred dent an inch deep in the front
of the turret. ''Jarred us a bit. Couldn't put your hand on the
spot inside, it was red-hot." "Better ilian being in ilie open," I
suggested.
"It's a damned poor business," he complained. "Whenever we
go near a bunch of W ops, iliey hide and won't come out.
Scared stiff of us."
Just ilien up came my truck at last.
"Could you manage a bottle of been'' I asked. He nearly fell
out of the turret. After all, it was a good cause and we were
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doing nicely. I passed up two bottles before moving on, feeling
like a whole posse of Good Samantans.
Four hundred yards beyond the viaduct is the road junction.
Sharp left for Tobruk, Benghazi, and Tripoli; sharp right along
the flat plateau to Bardia village. Round the corner area, mas.ses
of prisoners were milling as the rather .overwhelmed Australian
infantry tried to sort them. We turned nght, deternuned to reach
Bardia if someone would capture it.
A new concrete building clear of the road caught our attention. Out of the door came an Aussie Lieut.-Colonel, half a new
loaf in one hand and a large chunk oflti cheese in the other. His
last war ribbons were good ones.
"Help yourself," he urged, waving the bread. "It's hot and
plenty of it. Damned nice change from biscuits."
I explained myself. He was Colonel England, whose battalion
had attacked straight up the centre while we watched. I offered
congratulations.
"It's easy moaey," he answered. "But God knows what we'll
do tonight. I've got six thousand of the blighters already, and my
fellows are dead tired, almost out on their feet. I took six hundred
myself." I must have looked astonished because he went on:
"Ask Bill, my carrier driver, if you think I'm pulling your leg.
We drove over to the lip of the wadi there"-waving the loaf
towards the sea-"and a charming scented Colonel came out
with a white hanky en a sword. 'Please do not shoot. I will
surrender my battalion,' he said in good English. Nearly fell out
of the carrier with shock. There was nobody within 'Cooee' of us.
'All right, bring them out disarmed,' I ordered. Out they came,
all the six hundred. A reserve ruddy battalion. Their wadi had
caught a packet of bombing though and that must have helped."
While he was speaking, Bill came row1d the corner and
dumped a couple of two-gallon water-cans back on his carrier.
"yes, that's right, sir. They were a pansy bunch of officers
too." He added, "Don't know what this poison is, Colonel.
Looks like water, tastes like aniseed, but it's certainly got a kick.
The Div. Cav. shot a hole in a cask down the wadi and a couple
are out already. Thought you wouldn't mind ifl took a sample
back for the boys."
"That's Zhabib," I explained. " All the same absinthe and about
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half impure wood alcohol. You've got enough there to poison
all Battalion Headquarters. If you drink half a pint, you'll be out;
and if you drink water tomorrow, you'll be out again. It's cheap
but painful."
"We'll stick to Chianti," said England. "There's plenty and
it's good stuff too. Throw that rot-gut away, Bill."
Another truck drove up and out climbed a gunner officer,
obviously British. "Meet my Pommy offsider," went on England. "The best battery in the desert. They turn it on and off like
a hose, just whenever and wherever we want it. Well, must get
my flock together. It's a good war." Off he went, a grand type,
his equally useful g=er following on like a faithful shadow.
Someone had come up and told my crew that the village was
taken. The sun had dropped a long way west, and our road home
stretched all the way right back to Egypt. So off we went on the
last lap, about two miles along the flat, intent on being the first
New Zealanders into Bardia. Rounding the last bend, with eight
hundred yards to do, spurts of dust fifty yards ahead and the whine
of bullets turned us very effectively off the road and in behind a
friendly wall. Nothing says "No entry" as emphatically as a
machine-gun. We were lucky to get it at the garden gate instead
of on the door-mat.
Others had arrived and taken shelter before us; a brace of
carriers, obviously Australian cavalry and one Matilda, whose
crew were busy bandaging up the commander. They all seemed
most amused at our hurried arrival, and still more so on fmding
we were tourists.
"Can't you take the blasted place 1" I asked the squadron
leader.
"Well, our tank paraded down the street but the Wops were
not very impressed. They're up on the roofs and when he opened
the lid to get a better look, someone shot him through the
shoulder. He's got an anti-tank gun, but he says he can't chase
bloody snipers on the tiles and its 'over to us'. We're just going
in."
"With carriers 1" I asked.
"Yes. Vickers. Got nothing else."
"It's not my war. But you'll buy a packet if they fight. Anyway, it doesn't matter a tin of fish when the place 1s captured.
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There's a battalion down the road with a tame gunner on tap,
why not whistle them up and plaster the place properly 1"
"We want to take it ourselves" objected the cavalry, as ever.
"Don't be so provincial. Why not send back for the P.B.I.
And have a bottle of beer while you' re waiting 1"
That caused even a bigger sensation tlun my earlier tank issue
and a much bigger drain on the beer reserve. Again it was worthwhile. The squadron leader gulped down half a bottle, his eyes
ecstatic; then borrowed my truck and made speed back in search
of foot soldiers. They met Colonel England in his carrier;
according to my driver tl1e talk went like tills:
"The Div. Cav. are just going in to take Bardia, Colonel.
Would you care to join us 1"
"Too bloody right!" replied England, and spun round on his
tracks raring to go.
"How about bringing a few of your blokes along too 1"
suggested the squadron leader.
"Oh, it's like that, is in You want us to come and take the
bloody place. O.K. We'll be with you." He issued the necessary
orders, and while his men motored up in borrowed enemy trucks
we looked the job over. Ahead of us lay a shallow wadi, the
farther rocky slopes cut short by the outer walls of the village.
Almost at the right-hand corner, obviously near the cliff, a
broad opening marked the main-road entrance, possibly eight
hundred yards away. Through it we could glimpse one or two
small trees; beyond, the white church tower caught the setting
sun, clear above a jumble of close-packed stone buildings. It
looked and was a clean, pleasant village set in picturesque
surroundings.
The gunner juggled with his map, announced he could "get
there with super charge", whatever that meant, and started
artillery jargon on his wireless. In a surprisingly short time the
first ranging shot moaned over into the intervening wadi. Two
lifts and a salvo landed plumb centre. He was ready, waiting for
the infantry.
All fmished as planned. Gunfire, Vickers, and the sight of
riflemen and bayonets advancing steadily did the job. Honour was
satisfied, so they surrendered. In the dusk tl1e commander came
over, followed by about two hundred troops. They were Royal
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Lancers and proud of it. Hence the fight. The Colonel himself
was good value, having accompanied our cavalry in Palestine
in 1917-18.
The First Batrle of Bardia was fought, and won easily, thanks
to a nice combination of Australian and British troops-augmented by New Zealand trucks!
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CHAPTER III

TOBRUK AND BEYOND

T

OBRUK came next in General O'Connor's Libyan offensive.
Unfortunately my advance information was late, so
although General Freyberg agreed that I must visit my
sappers, on the night Tobruk fell we had only reached Bardia,
where Fifth Field Park were comfortably settled, having " feloniously acquired" an Italian staff who did all tl1e chores. There was
the usual cheerful evening with Gordon Morrison and company
-discussing their problems, inspecting souvenirs, and forecasting
the next moves. Next morning I pushed on bright and early,
taking George Pollock as guide; he had been in the first wave of
Tobruk looters and claimed to know his way about.
George deserves a paragraph all to himself before continuing
the story. Combining an amazing capacity for "sales talk" with
an insatiable appetite for work, he also had outstanding ability for
getting things done. That combination is rare. So is George. In
Libya his official job was Commander Light Aid Detachment
(L.A.D.) attached to Field Park for doctoring our engineer
vehicles; yet that provided a mere fraction of the tasks which he
tackled. On his own mechanical engineer side he knew all the
answers, extracting them with magnificent effect out of a superhat. But on any other side George was always willing to discuss
any problem at length, and suggest some convincing solution.
First seen, he was C.S.M. at Ngaruawahia making "slow-convection heaters"-otherwise coke braziers-to dry clothes. Last seen
as a Major, M.B.E., he ran N.Z. Div. Workshops-and everything
else within reach.
Returning to Libya, George duly led the way into Tobruk,
rather with an air of ownership, certainly prepared to "sell" it.
Passing through the outer defences was very similar to approach-
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ing Bard.ia; an equally dreary expanse of sand and rock strewn
with nntidy belts of barbed wire, stone breastworks, and all the
debris of war. But on topping the last escarpment before reaching
the harbour, an entirely different picture confronted us, somewhat
obscured by billowing black smoke from blazing oil-tanks.
Half a mile away, across the calm blue surface of precious
anchorage with its narrow entrance, imposing white stone buildings spread along a low ridge, stepping down in terraces to the
waterfront. Small wharves and a quay marked its usefulness; a
seaplane slip at one end and oil-tanks at the other added the
modem element.
Down the harbour the cruiser San Gorgio lay submerged almost
to her upper works, hedged in by anti-submarine nets and booms
like a coal dump hedged in by controls. Across on the southern
shore, a gutted hull was all that remained of a beautiful LloydTrestino liner. Masts or funnels protruding from the sea indicated
numerous smaller wrecks, tugs, schooners, and so on.
As we drove ronnd the head of the harbour, I noticed two
Italian tanks on which white Kangaroos were conspicuously
painted. Sixth Australian Div. Cav. had augmented their scanty
carrier equipment by converting enemy medium tanks captured
at Bard.ia. Nine of them started, but seven had fallen by the wayside, either shot up or broken down. The crews took a poor view
of them. Borrowing enemy armour became traditional with that
particular regiment. Next time we met, in Syria, they were
preparing to attack Saida in captured French Renaults.
Pushing through jumbled traffic in the main street, we managed
to work down to the quay in front of Navy House; an imposing
building used as Naval H.Q. by the enemy and then of course by
the Royal Navy, nntil Rommel's tanks rolled into the courtyard
on a fateful Jnne morning to serve a temporary eviction notice.
Although heavily scarred by splinters and minus most shutters, it
never stopped a direct hit during all the chequered career of
Tobruk. So much for accurate bombing and shelling on both
sides.
The waterfront looked positively bedraggled, due to very
thorough demolitions by the Italian Navy. Workshops, torpedoes,
wharves, cranes, even the light railway for unloading-all were
well and truly ruined. British sappers wandered about, assessing
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the repairs, looking more depressed every time one met them. In
contrast, fortunately for us, the W op Army had botched their
blowing-up, and the civil authorities did nothing-in fact,
pumping crews remained on the job.
Beyond the town towards the harbour entrance were barracks
and officers' villas; then, skirting the harbour, oil and other naval
stores; while inland across the flats stood various gun positions,
all burnt out as well as demolished. A small knoll farther north
had contained the magazines, cut deep in solid rock. Nothing
remained except an enormous crater and huge chunks of debris
thrown everywhere. One 5·9-inch gun which had been mounted
on the knoll was up-ended half a mile away.
George Pollock already knew the area. We ransacked the
pillaged naval victualling store, filling up our ration boxes with
excellent tinned stuff Evidently the Imperial Italian Navy did
themselves well too. Extraordinary how the other fellows'
rations always seem to taste best.
Back in town wondering where to go next, we ran into a
sapper staff officer who said Dema had fallen. That meant the
road west was open for another hundred and twenty miles. The
country sounded most attractive; green trees, running water,
even grass. Why not go and see, particularly from the point of
view of water supplies and airfields. On towards Derna, along
quite a good bitumen road, which extended at least to Benghazi.
For seventy interesting miles we saw nothing moving except one
or two vehicles. At Gazala were three aerodromes, in good
condition, evidently not booby-trapped or otherwise sabotaged.
Camps showed signs of panicky departure at short notice; halfeaten meals, papers still on office tables, and so on. Occasionally
the feeling of being watched grew so strong that it could not be
ignored; but the cause proved to be local Bedu taking advantage
of a marvellous opportunity for systematic looting.
Rounding the Gulf of Bomba, the country changed in character on entering the Jebel area, where rolling hills replaced desert
plateau. Bigger, thicker shrubs grew in the wadis, with small
cultivated patches on the lower slopes; all signs of that in1portant
factor, heavier rainfall. Ideal country for ambush too, if the
enemy were so inclined.
Rounding a bend, some trucks can1e into view, dispersed along
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a shallow wadi with British soldiers strolling casually aroWld,
brewing up as usual. Behind the next forward ridge two antitank guns were tucked away among the bushes, covering the
road. I walked over to get the picture, and a gunner subaltern
emerged from a wireless truck. Once more my luck held. We
had travelled out from England together in Ormonde.
He opened with the usual tactless remark:
"Hello, sir, what are you doing up here 1 I heard Bemard's boys
weren't allowed to play."
"We don't want to crowd the field," I answered. "What's
doing at Dema 1"
"Dema 1 There's a so-called squadron of the First Tanks a few
miles ahead, but they certainly haven't reached Dema. 'Not
bloody likely', as G.B. said. We're playing backstop to them and
to another column out west of Martuba. Most of Seventh
Armoured runners are following up that way, along the desert
track towards Mechili."
"Bad luck. The news in Tobruk is that we've romped into
Dema already. Might as well go the whole hog and get up as far
as possible."
"I shouldn't let you through, sir, but it's O.K. Look out for
Wop tanks though. We cracked off real shell at some today from
our little beauties for the first time. Got one M. Thirteen at eight
hundred yards."
"You haven't seen much war yet, then!" I suggested.
"Seen plenty of Met running like hell, but ammunition's so
short for these Bofors, that orders are 'tanks only'. We've never
had any close enough before. Why not stay the night here 1 We
intend to celebrate."
"Nothing doing. Must get on. Thanks for the news-and
good shooting."
Off again, but not to Dema. Another eventful year rolled by
before I looked over the six-hWldred-foot escarpment at that
beautiful little port, with its waving palms, white houses, and
real gardens. Winding through undulating country, the road
hugged the lower slopes of the Jebel. We drove round a climbing
curve into a neat, deserted village with a name as picturesque as
the setting-UMM-EL-RzEM. Real trees grew here, not only palms
but also some other type-the first since Egypt. That was such
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an unusual event that the association of name and trees has
stayed in my memory. Progress was slower because each successive ridge demanded checking the view with binoculars before
exposing ourselves down the naked forward slope. Sooner or
later an Italian gmmer might be patiently waiting for fools to
rush in and, tmlike the desert, there were so few places where a
vehicle could safely leave the road in a hurry. Finally, as the sun
dipped behind the Jebel hills we saw one cruiser tank, the crew
tinkering at it; then four twenty-five-pounders moving forward
widely spaced, and two miles ahead, on the next ridge, more
British armour. We had caught up at last with the leading
elements of Seventh Armoured Division; the far-flung net which
cunningly enmeshed the victim ready for Jerram' s massive trident
to administer the death blow. Anyone well up in gladiator drill
will know what I mean. The hunched-back "quads" trailing their
twenty-fivers lurched off the road into a shallow wadi. As we
passed, the four guns dropped easily into action, and-crash! An
opening round went screaming overhead. Seconds later back
came the muffled burst.
Leaving our cars under cover, I walked up to the squadron
leader's cruiser, hull-down on the crest. Behind him a command
truck was parked-the gmmer by its markings. Another shell
screamed over.
Standing close alongside, I could hear a faint voice coming
through on the blower, giving a priceless running commentary.
"That nearly rang the bell. Cock the old bitch up another two
hundred. Over."
"O.K. Red. Up two hundred. Over."
"Three M. Thirteens wandering round, not sure what the hell
to do. There are blokes with motor-bikes and Emma Gees
[mac~e-gtms] far,~er along the wadi. Oh, good shot! Right in
among em. Over.
"O.K. Red. We'll slam a few in. Watch 'em come. Over."
"The ruddy tanks are still milling round. There's a Breda
truck coming up now. Tell Bill to pull his fmger out for the love
of Mike." Crash! Away went a troop salvo, which turned into
dull detonations from offin the blue. "Boy, oh boy! That's good.
Up two hundred. Right two hundred. They're bolting up the
side wadi. Over."
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"O.K. Red. Up two. Right two. Bill is giving them five rounds
gunfire. Try the motor-bikes next. Over."
Crash! Crash! Crash! Almost continuous shrieking overhead;
they were pushing through their twenty rounds in real HorseGunner style.
Red came again. "Good stuff. That's speeded the tanks. Oh,
nice shooting. The Breda' s hitched and the crew's bailing out.
Their truck's burning. Will try the speed-track merchants now.
Right four hundred. Over." And on it went.
The squadron leader took off his headphones and crawled out
on to the back of his turret. Bright blue eyes and white teeth
showed through the mask of dust and dusty stubble, topped by
a very aged beret, sometime black; equally aged corduroys and
jersey; pair of binoculars and a sweat rag round his neck ; hands
covered in dusty bandages concealing the inevitable desert sores;
the complete Seventh Armoured commander.
He ere~. my "New Zealand" titles. "You're a long way from
home, s1r.
''I' m a sapper on the scrounge. Looking for water mainly. You
seem a bit out in the blue yoursel£ How's your battle?"
"Just bumped our first Wops for forty miles. No carefree
motoring though." He patted his tank affectionately. "Our poor
old tins are worn out-going phut all the time. There's a big
wadi just al!ead that's as near as dammit impassable. They've
blown the bridge and are sitting behind it. Bill here" -pointing
to his gunner-"is stirring them up now."
"Where's your observation?" I asked.
"I've got a light troop higher up on the ridge, overlooking
the wadi. They're doing flank 0. Pip."
"Are you going any farther tonight 1" I inquired.
"No. Can't do. I think the Wops will pull back on to Dema in
the dark. Hope so. We haven't seen the wadi properly yet, and
my crews are done. We'll lie up back here and prod again at
first light. By the way, if you're really looking for water, it's
running down that wadi"-pointing into the darkening hills"from Martuba."
"Running? Haven't seen any since the Nile! Thanks very
much. We'll go up there for the night, if it's O.K. by you.
Would you like a spot of been''
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"My sacred Annt. Beer, did you say?" He quivered like a
destroyer with a near-miss. It worked again. The best lubricant
for co-operation nnder desert conditions.
George had been busy too, lower down the chain of command.
He had gathered more sordid details. Three miles beyond Martuba
village, which was deserted, stood a big airfield. In the wide
shallow wadi north of it half a dozen fighter aircraft were hidden
up among the bushes, dispersed and evidently forgotten. Some
of them might still contain compasses, and in those days every
"desert rat" dreamed of mounting an aerial compass in his car
for quick navigation. General Freyberg had a beauty. It was worth
almost any trouble to pick one up, and we had looked over about
sixty old crates already. The information came from "Ruddy"
Fellows, commanding the Light Troops, whose price for putting
us on to a good thing was one compass.
After handing out beer, we drove up the rough track along a
steep wadi and so to Martuba. In the dusk it looked perfectiontrees, stone houses, a mosque, and the forgotten, beautiful sound
of running water. But if ever "distance lent enchantment to the
view", here was the perfect example. Presumably built as a
permanent cantonment, with stone huts properly laid out near a
small parade gronnd, only the mosque remained intact. Every
other building had been deliberately wrecked by demolition
charges placed in the corners. Thorough search fonnd only one
room fit to sleep in, md even that was festooned with fuze, like
streamers at a Christmas party, the crackers being represented
by solid charges of dynamite or similar Italian explosive. Across
the corridor one other had two corners which failed to blow, so
we decided to make a fire there and cook up a real meal. Ten
minutes later I came in to fmd "Snowy" Baker, my ubiquitous
but nnteclmical batman, stoking up a nice blaze. Dangling above
the fire was a length of fuze, leading to enough explosive to
wreck the whole "dining-room". Dinner consisted of "Italian
hot-pot"-samples of everything collected from the Wop naval
stores in Tobruk, stiffened with sausages and potatoes. "Snow"
loved his food and was an excellent catch-as-catch-can cook.
. Not being too happy about possible neighbours, excluding
Fmt Tanks of course, we stowed the cars handy against our backdoor-a hole blown through the wall-and decided to keep
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guard. Standing row1d the blazing fire, our tummies comfortably
full and savouring the perfection of a snort of whisky before
turning in, the peace was rudely broken by weird howling. We
rushed outside, armed to the teeth. It was only dogs or jackals or
something across the black void of the valley. All night that awful
noise maintained a rWlning commentary; now outside the
building; now remote and mysterious away on the dark, desolate
hillsides. Nor was that all. Something jumped on me ; then sprang
through the gaping window hole as I leapt convulsively. Eyes
glowed in the torchlight, revealing dozens of lean cats, all
ravenously hungry. That damned village was packed to the eaves
with abandoned pets. We had made the awful blunder of opening tinned t=y; cats down-wind for miles gathered round, their
whiskers watering, their voices lifted in dreadful agonies of discord. Nothing short of another miracle with two fishes could
have catered for such a menagerie. We spent the most interrupted, blasphemous night of the war; the Luftwaffe at its worst
was a silly symphony in comparison. There was, however, one
consolation; no enemy could creep in on us with such watchdogs, or cats.
Early on a cold, miserable morn we brewed up and fortified
the body for tmknown trials. George and I carried out our
engineer duty by inspecting the creek, which flowed strongly
from a large spring in the head of the valley. Tons of fresh, clear
water, so mum like New Zealand that we almost dropped a
homesick tear in it.
As we walked back, a monoplane fighter roared over, just
clearing the ridge. We waved cheerfully, naturally expecting a
Hurricane, then too late for action spotted the white sign-the
Fascist bundle of brushwood-and dived for cover. He was an
early Italian bird, looking for earthworms. We imitated them,
and he went on westwards, probably never seeing anything of us.
About half an hour later, when packed ready to start, two light
tanks came rattling up the wadi. A mass of red hair flaming out
of the leading lid indicated "Red" Fellows. He drew up alongside.
" Morning, sir. Nice morning it is too. We're just going over
the ridge to try to get round the head of that wadi. The other
troop had a stab at the bridge, but the deviation is mined and
they had one of their crates blown up. Thanks a lot for the
H.H.-J
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beer, sir. Don't forget my compass." On they rolled, full of
beans.
We followed on to the crest and drove slowly down the wide
valley, watching carefully for hidden treasure. There was the
landing-grOtmd up on the flat plateau to the left. And here
among scattered thorn bushes, concealed with similar material,
were six CR42s! A quick, excited inspection revealed that four
of them had compasses. Oh boy! What a find! One each for
George and me, one for Fellows and one for Gordon Morrison.
And, of course, the Savoy crests on the tail fabric made excellent
souvenirs; so they all came off What a grand day; only just
started too.
George had a Humber Snipe with one leaf of his front spring
broken already. He drove and I fotmd the track. We argued that
wherever his luxurious though part-worn vehicle could go, Mac
would follow in my old Humber Utility. Gradually, knoll by
knoll, one precipitous slope after another, we bumped or slid
down to where we hoped our tanks had already pushed ahead
with the war. I was fully and uncomfortably aware that we presented a target of which no g=er within range could fail to
take advantage-and laugh heartily as he did so.
Two eventful hours after fmding our compasses we crawled
down a broadening valley on to the first flat, which might be
beyond the big wadi. Before leaving the last knoll, one light tank
had been in view, tu::ked away behind cover. Naturally we concluded that they had advanced farther since then. We pushed on,
too, making easier progress now the rocky hillsides were finished.
Suddenly two pistol shots cracked out to the left. Someone
waved us sharply back. Swerving smartly we went over, hugging
the low ground. It was Fellows.
"If you want to be first into Derna, it's O.K. by me, sir. But
tl1ere were Wops still moving on that ridge twenty minutes ago.
I think they've gone, and I'm just walking over to see. There's
nobody else farther forward yet. We only got round the wadi
half an hour ago, and the squadron is waiting back at the main
road for us to come down the far bank."
;'Here's your compass," I said quickly. Obviously only my
rank kept him from saying what his attitude clearly showedthat we were a bloody nuisance.
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"Very nice too. Thanks a lot." We were on side again, and
walked over together. Sure enough the ridge was empty,
although small rock breastworks showed where the Wops had
been waiting.
Signalling up his tanks, Fellows made a wide sweep forward
while we walked on towards the road, moving very cautiously
over the broken grotmd. More breastworks were piled on the
next rise; a rifle barrel showed, leaning against the rocks; and a
bicycle was lying near, in the bushes. Almost holding our breath,
George and I stalked it, rifles at the ready. Nobody stirred. The
garrison either slept or just didn't exist. When we got within
twenty yards the "rifle barrel" became a section of Italian tent
pole and the bicycle an abandoned wreck. Once more the enemy
had pulled back, thank goodness!
" Red" returned with the same news, so I climbed on the back
of his tank and we pushed on for the road crossing.
We drove up to what had been a perfectly good reinforced
concrete bridge; now a mass of twisted debris in the wadi bed,
forty feet below. Almost alongside, a rough track crossed. On the
far end stood the dilapidated light tank, both tracks and the front
end well wrecked. Treading like barefooted city fathers on a
pebbly beach, we searched for mines. They were the big Italian
"coffin" type, and plenty of them. Sappers should know all
about these things, and the Royal Tanks showed a child-like
faith in our ability. In other words, they sat on tl1e edge of tl1e
gap and smoked, watching us "galli-galli" round. We dare not
admit our ignorance. Carefully checking every loose patch in the
track, we collected and wrecked fourteen mines. An hour after
reaching the gap, the ftrSt cruiser drove through without mishap.
We had earned our compasses.
What remained of the squadron pushed iliead. Sometime
later, "quads" rattled into the wadi and roared up the steep pull
out as they hauled tl1e guns into a forward position. Prospects of
reaching Derna seemed quite good. We followed cautiously along
the winding road for probably two miles.
Shell-bursts off to the left, however, indicated that the local war
was on again. Parking our cars under cover well clear of the road,
and leaving George in charge, I took a rifle and walked to the
next crest. About ftfteen hundred yards away, across gently
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undulating scrub-covered ground, a square solid fort crowned
the next prominent ridge. Reminiscent of Foreign Legion fiCtion,
it was obviously a relic of earlier troubled days; actually Turkish.
Evidently the Italians held the low ridge, which extended across
the road, screening the aerodrome from view. The Light Troop
were half-way to the fort, hull-down behind small knolls. By the
direction of the shelling I decided tl1e cruisers had circled left out
of sight to me but probably in view from tl1e battlements-an
excellent O.P.
Keeping modestly to the low ground, I trudged on, hoping to
shoot someone, preferably from cover, in comfort and at no
personal risk.
But when still about two hundred yards from the light tank,
it swung round and came rattling back.
''I'm moving out to the right, sir," said "Red". "Bill is going
to plaster them for a bit with his four cannon and we'rein the line
of fire. You'd better play safe and come too."
"But surely he won't drop this far short,'' I asked.
"You can't tell with Bill. He's a bow-and-arrow Horse
Gunner. Gets the first one off quick and then we put him right,
if he can't observe. It works all right. Besides, he likes flank
observation. John is working round the other side."
I climbed up again, hung my rifle on the side, and off we went.
Grand fun, much better than walking.
We were rolling happily across a shallow hollow which extended up to the fort about eight htmdred yards away, whenaack! I thought my eardrums had split. Something screamed past
so close I could touch the smoke trail. Crack! Another howled off
a rock ftve yards ahead. The tank jumped into top speed. Instinctively I fell off flat on the grotmd-it felt more safe there.
The tarpaulin slipped off too. Three more solid shot split the air,
leavingtrailsofwhite tracer, before" Red" was in cover a hundred
yards away. Thinking I was hit, he sww1g round to come back
again, but I waved him frantically to stay put, and crawled over
very warily. I'm ashamed to say my rifle stayed on the tank and
I left the tarpaulin. Yet Fellows never even put his head inside
the lid, and the crew thought the whole business was a hell of a
joke. So did I-next day in Tobruk.
Climbing reluctantly aboard on the lee side this time, off \\T
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wenr again round the knoll to where we could control the return
fire of our guns. They opened with a ranging salvo, and, sure
enough, four nice bursts landed within a hundred yards of the
spot where Fellows gathered me up originally. He was now
sending back another running commentary on the blower,
which gradually brought the fire on to and even into the fort.
Not that it made any impression on solid stone walls. About as
effective as peppering an elephant with a pea-shooter. Nor was
the shelling one-sided, for Wop batteries not only shot up the
cruisers, but also appeared to be dropping hard stuff very close
to our cars.
Outside the gateway of the fort stood a large Diesel truck
carrying, we hoped, the anti-tank crew who had put the wind
up me so badly. Suddenly, there was a louder explosion than
usual; flame and black smoke rising from tlus truck proclaimed
that our twenty-fives had aclueved the miracle of a direct hit.
A lovely bonfire followed, with the proper accompa1ument of
bangs as the ammunition exploded.
Under cover of the diversion, our four cruisers charged forward, all guns firing, red-hot tracer bouncing off the fort-a
most impressive display. Whether they proved the last straw or
whether honour was satisfied, the Italian troops in tl1e fort called
the party off. Motor-bikes and one or two trucks came hurtling
out of the gateway in most spectacular style and dashed off at
full speed.
Called up on the blower and picking up the precious tarpaulin m route, we joined the otl1er tanks in the hollow some four
hundred yards short of the empty fort for a conference with the
squadron leader. He had just explained that the escarpment ahead
was too strongly held for them to handle, when the crash of
heavy shells and scream of splinters round us emphasised this
view in no uncertain manner. They nlight be shooting blind, but
the stuff was s-9-inch and nughty close. Everyone hurriedly
trundled back behind the next, more substantial ridge.
There I left them and walked back to the cars, saying good-bye
for the fmt and last time. Both "Red" Fellows and his squadron
leader were killed next June in the "Battleaxe" fighting round
Fort Capuzzo. Two junior Royal Tank commanders of the best
type; none better in this world.
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I fmmd my own little crew rad1er shaken. They had worried
about me a little; but having strolled on to the crest to see tl1e
fun, had been shelled personally and persistently, and were not
amused. Nobody had any regrets now about turning our backs
on the enemy, leaving him in possession ofDerna.
About IQ p.m., after hours in me dark struggling against a
continuous stream of Australian drivers each determined to reach
me battle quickly, we crawled down to tile harbour-side at
Tobruk where Colonel Boddington was already established in
me pumping-station. Gordon Morrison too; his company were
moving next day. As usual, "Bodd" had a good home; but Jack
Peacocke, one of my field engineers on loan, had a better one,
and a most palatial spare bed which I could use.
Peacocke had acquired a light-six Fiat saloon, royal blue in
colour, most attractive to me eye and in ftrSt-class condition.
Once me property of eimer a general or an adiniral. Tins car was
so much sought after by the Australians mat, in sheer desperation,
he borrowed an Aussie platoon to share his excellent quarters and
so safeguard me loot-a perfect example of good Anzac cooperation.
Leaving early next moming, I drove tl1e new Fiat myself, all
queer because of the left-hand steering.
In me end, after five hundred miles of anything but carefree
motoring, we anived home on tow behind Mac's poor old
Utihty, having ruptured me petrol tank on a rock on the road
out of, Bardia and br~ken me rear axle when only thirty nliles
from Charmg Cross .
I never reached Libya again during me First Campaign. The
Division was assembling ready for its first official action, almough
5th Brigade Group arrived from England just in time to tranship. Everyone was frightfully busy on fmal preparations for a
very secret move "Somewhere Overseas". Elaborate subterfuges
as to our destination Inight have kept me troops in ignorance
anywhere else but in Egypt; all Cairo and Alex knew me Anzacs
were for Greece. We unshipped tl1e newly-mow1ted aerial compass and dumped our sand-mats. Deserts were off-for a wllile.
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the end ofJanuary 1941, both 4th and 6th New Zealand Brigade Groups at Helwan and Maadi were hard at
work on the last intensive training for their first campaign.
Nobody knew, not even General Freyberg or anyone higher,
which task would be ours out of so many diverse possibilities.
Anything savouring of specialised training simply started another
spate of rumours and "latrinograms". We trained everyone in
tank-hunting, knowing full well that time spent on this, or on
handling anti-tank mines, would pay a dividend everywhere.
Instructional teams from 6th Field Company preached the knowhow on mines and booby-traps, during an intensive comprehensive tour. They persuaded the cavalry that three mines per
vehicle made a useful extra not only for quick road blocks but
also as ready-made demolition charges. Once at least in Greece
these mines blew up the leading Panzer, and so stopped for the
night the German pursuit.
When Laurie Rudd' s bronzed, fit veterans returned from the
bridging camp at Moascar, they brought back enough assault
boating gear of all kinds to lift one battalion and its fighting
transport. As a pleasant, interesting change from the gritty
monotony of desert training, the Kiwi infantry became allamphibious. Starting from boat drill on the sand, then to a small
canal, next a most convenient back-water of the Nile, we progressed to a night assault crossing of that mighty river-on a
battalion scale. My engineers ran the assault boats, carrying
infantry in full fighting gear, including steel helmets; also the
rafts for transporting carriers, guns and so on. I still shudder at
the risks taken. One motor-boat carrying inflated tyre tubes and
a spotlight constituted the rescue party; the current ran strongly
EFORE
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in a river over four hundred yards wide, and a swamped assault
boat would not support its seven occupants, even when they
abandoned weapons, helmets, and other easily-jettisoned gear.
We had six anxious nights, one for each battalion, but all went
over, and back, if not without incident certainly without serious
accident.
As February ended, N.Z. Division just missed being fully
assembled for the first time in the war; not quite though,
because as the leading "Glamour Boys" (5th Brigade Group)
came up from Suez, fresh from England, the advanced units of
the veteran 4th Brigade pulled out for Amiriya-and embarkation.
My Divisional Engineers never once got together in one area
while I commanded them. Charles Langbein with some difficulty
collected his desert-wise toughs of Nineteenth Army Troops and
motored into Helwan early in February. Apart from assisting
with boating and the other wider training, they had every hour
occupied preparing themselves, and their gear, for the next
round. Similarly Fifth Field Park, having been first in to
Libya, were easily the last New Zealand unit out. Gordon
Morrison stayed to complete their fascinating bridging task, on
the main road beyond Barce, where they improvised with tubular
scaffolding (obtained by dismantling a seaplane hangar in Tobruk
two hundred and fifty miles from the new site). It was the highlight of six months' extremely varied engineering battle experience. The fact thlt someone else blew their scaffolding sky
high two months later, when Rommel chased us out of Cyrenaica
for the first time, does not detract from their achievement.
These things happen.
I would say without fear of contradiction that Gordon
Morrison's "band-of-brothers" arrived in Greece with more
practical know-how of their particular battle role than any
other unit in N.Z. Division. Being last out of Libya had some
disadvantages. The edict went forth early in the New Year that
all enemy equipment brought back from Western Desert would
be confiscated. The police posts, especially that at Daba, rigorously enforced tllis order, thereby, according to our troops,
acqmrmg much loot themselves in the easiest way. As scroungers,
Ftfth Field Park had marvellous opporttmities, of which they
took full advantage; and their reputation in every respect was
6o
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widely known. When they came down to Daba for the last time,
the Military Police waited, eager and willing to pow1ce, like
Drake lying in ambush for a fat galleon. For three hours the
convoy halted there, pulled off on the road-side, while Red
Caps went through everything, including all personal kit, with
the thoroughness of a suspicious customs-wallah on a clue at
Southampton. They found a few bits and pieces, a sword or two,
an old revolver, some Chianti; and the Kiwis gave them hell all
the time, between brewing up. On the tail of the convoy were
two huge Wop ten-tonners, for which M~ or Morrison produced
an authority. They were piled to full capacity with mine cases.
After three hours standing in the hot midday sun, the contents of
the cases commenced oozing out. At the psychological moment,
big black-visaged Mac, the explosives sergeant, showed this
leakage to the Red Cap corporal and said, "Look! The gelignite's
starting to melt in these damned mines. If we don't get moving
and cool 'em a bit, the bloody things'll blow up." The search
ended very quickly and on they came to Helwan-with a baby
grand piano for the Sisters' Mess, and a second baby Fiat car,
hidden under empty mine-cases smeared with grease. The real
loot had gone before, having circled round Daba, as Rommel did,
through the desert. Back at Helwan, Morrison had a formight of
hectic preparation, including collecting his quota of folding and
assault boats, before driving back to Amiriya; this time to turn
right into Alex and keep going!
My other Field Company, Seventh, naturally enough owed
£rst allegiance to sth Brigade with whom they had moved and
trained, for over a year. They fmally came under my command
well forward in Greece; fortunately I knew the officers very well
and, because Fred Hanson still commanded them, knew they
were up to standard as a £rst-rate Wlit.
One or two minor points regarding the preparations for
Greece are worth recording. Because of a bad bloomer on someone's part, we were issued with tropical kit of "Bombay
bloomers"-those frightful turned-up shorts-"Bomba~ bowlers", pith helmets, and shirts. As practical kit for crossmg _the
Med. and fighting in a Greek spring, the clothing was JUSt
fantastic, and the "bowler" an unmitigated bloody nwsance. I
threw mine into a snowdrift on Mount Olympus. Despite inH.H.-J*
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structions to hand in battle-dress, all Kiwis wore it, packing the
tropical gear, except the helmet. Only place f?r the confounded
thing was on the head-hence the extraordinary spectacle of
British and New Zealand troops disembarking at Pmt:us m
battle-dress and pith helmets. That must have shaken the German
Embassy, as they watched us pass.
If"Q" were looking ahead to the Balkan summer, as apologists
have claimed, the Engineers at least had a more realistic view.
We were briefed at Amiriya and warned to prepare for delaying action and withdrawal. "Take all the demolition gear you
can lay hands on. Aubrey Turner can give you some tips, because he had a similar job in Norway." In other words, we were
most unlikely to hold all of Greece for any time! Quite a different
view from the bowlers and bloomers. At this briefmg I met the
redoubtable Lieut.-Colonel Aubrey Turner, D.S.O., R.E., for
the first time. He was going across as C.R.E. with the British
1st Armoured Brigade, and his priority-one task was to prepare
every main bridge for demolition from the Aliakmon river
north and west to the Greek frontiers! A tremendous task, but
right up his alley. Aubrey was one of those rare men who revelled
in battle and really enjoyed danger; obviously, his engineer bent
was destruction in preference to construction. He and his Cheshire
Field Squadron and Field Park Squadron certainly made a
thorough mess of more than fifty major bridges in Northern
Greece. That, however, is leaping ahead. At our first meeting,
Aubrey impressed me very much, particularly with the value of
naval depth charges as semi-mobile explosives for quick "pressure" demolitions. He pointed this moral with half a dozen
instances from Norway.
Another point worth mentioning is the secrecy of our move
to Greece. Officially, the verdict is that the destination was not
known to the bulk of the troops. My impression is rather different.
Anyone who was interested knew perfectly well, including the
enemy! There were Gyppo and other money changers at most
dock gates, and in Amiriya, peddling drachma: notes: "Very good
money-veree cheap! You need, Kiwi- in Athens!"
Anyway, wherever we went, and whoever we fought, the
Anzacs were keen and ready to follow in their fathers' footsteps.
There is no interest in describing the move across. Six battalions
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and other lucky people made a day trip of it by warship-fast,
luxury travel. Others went in slow, small ships, which ran into
heavy weather; packed tight, living on cold bully, biscuits, and
cold water, conditions were not so good. A few bodies and all
the vehicles travelled in M.T. Ships, meaning any vessel which
could take trucks, in the holds or as deck cargo. I have been mildly
accused of going A.W.O.L. (absent without leave) for the
crossing. The truth is less spectacular. My car was consigned,
with General Freyberg' s, on a British-India ship, the good old
Nurmahal. Going down to make sure that these two vehicles
were last on, I met the Master and mate, both very good value.
They suggested crossing with the car, offering half a cabin and
the certainty of reaching Pira:us before my headquarters. A
perfect curry for lunch made the proposition most attractive, so
I shared a tiny cubby-hole with Captain Taylor of Northumberland Hussars, while Macrae and "Snowy" Baker slept very happily
in the car, and ate food fit for Mal1arajahs.
In the manner of all Movement Control operations, having
loaded everything in great haste, we twiddled our thumbs by the
quay for twenty-four hours. While waiting, I remembered
Aubrey Turner's advice on depth charges, found a port telephone and rang up the Naval Armament Officer (I think he was
called). Could he spare us forty depth charges 1 "Yes. Where and
when 1" I told him. "Right. If you can hoist them out with ship's
tackle, they'll be alongside in a barge half an hour before sailing
time." Although that seemed much too easy, I had enough blind
faith in the Navy to go back and blarney the Master into allowing
forty drums of dynamite to travel under the fo'c'sle head. Once
he agreed, somewhat reluctantly, the mate soon rigged a derrick.
Right on time, along came a barge and we hoisted aboard the
forty depth charges. They added interest to our only air attack
when four Italian bombers flew over quite high, probably at
twelve thousand feet. We watched the tiny silver bombs tumble
out, curving gracefully down, down until white geysers marked
where they hit-the sea. Our nearest must have been half a mile
away.
.
Sunrise next morning caught snow-clad ranges stretching
along the western skyline, clear against the pale-blue sky, the
lower slopes still hidden by mist. Just like the Southern Alps, or
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half a dozen other mountain masses in New Zealand, viewed
from way off at sea. The resemblance made even hardened Kiwis
really homesick, a feeling which recurred frequently as we knew
Greece better. Both countries are sea-girt, mountainous, and
green; both enjoy blue skies and blue seas and keen, clean winds.
When we landed, our warm welcome was spontaneous and most
sincere. "Kalimera!" "Welcome!"-no doubt about it, the
smiling, joyful women and children were friends, and their
genuine feeling appealed to the best in all of us. Particularly the
children, many of them obviously poor, but all cheerful and not
beggars. Quite prepared to share our rations, although never
whining for charity. A good staunch breed, the Greeks.
My haste in swinging the old car out of Nurmahal and saying
good-bye to our excellent hosts availed mighty little. Brigadier
Hutson had emphasised that roads would be our biggest engineer
problem; and quick road recmmaissance in the forward area was
essential. Hence my move ahead. But policy still prevented
British troops, in uniform, going beyond Athens for three more
days after we landed. For that compulsory "Halt", I was
quartered at the Hotel Grande Bretagne, "roughing it" in a selfcontained suite of bed, bath, and sitting-room.
Being mobile, we enjoyed our three days' wait, going out to
visit Aubrey Turner's troops among pine-clad hills north of the
city, and revelling in the beauty of running water, trees, and
pleasant red-tiled stone houses, always backed by hills. We
climbed the mighty bulk of the Acropolis, to view with reverence
and, we hoped, understanding the dignity and grace of the
Parthenon. Here stood the heart of Ancient Greece; and people
living in the sight of such perfection must still draw help and
inspiration from it. We Anzacs had come from new, yOLmg lands
lacking such monuments; yet these vital things were part of our
heritage too. Looking at those graceful pillars, and then out
across the green rolling countryside far below, we felt this land,
like our own homes, was something worth fighting, and dying,
for.
The immediate, pressing problem was to get going and o-o
f~rward. Still one day ahead of the New Zealanders, although the
Fmt Armoured had hit the trail, we left Athens at 8 a. m., Mac and
"Snowy" just a bit frayed after a rather heavy night. If the hills
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made us feel homesick, the zigzagged, winding narrow roads
intensified that impression and encouraged car-sickness too. I've
been on comparable roads, round Waikaremoana or the Te Ure
track from Dannevirke, or the south road round Loch Ness, or
cutting through the centre ofYorkshire into the head of Wharfedale-but Greece had miles of it, driving ronnd and up endless
bends, full lock one way, then the other. At Levadia, by a lucky
mischance, we took the wrong turning, following other fools
left handed, to climb fifteen htmdred feet, quite steeply, mostly
low-gear work, until below the crest in a perfect natural amphitheatre we reached the Temple of Delphi. If the Parthenon was
the heart, then here surely stood the head of Ancient Greece. The
Delphic Oracles. Some guidance in our present troubles would
have been most welcome. Promising to return-still an outstanding liability-the poor old Utility crawled on to the ridge,
snorting steam and generally very hot and bothered. More blue
sea fJled part of the scene below, wedged in by big hills, which
fell away so steeply as to give the illusion of standing on a cliff
edge two thousand feet above the vivid, almost indigo Mediterranean. No time to linger. The sun chased us down more
dizzy curves into the Vale of Amphissia, through its miles of
olive groves, out at the top over another winding, steep pass, over
the railway at Brallos, and so to the Pass of Thermopyl;e. No
time even here for reflections; we gave Leonidas and his Spartans
a passing thought, then concentrated on the horrifying zigzags of
narrow monntain road which drop nearly three thousand feet to
the Lam.ia valley. One more climb up and over the range south
of Pharsala before rmming out into the near-plain surrounding
Larissa. The sun had dropped half an hour too soon, but fortunately Athens had given clear directions and we found the
British transit camp without too much difficulty, despite a rigid
blackout. Macrae had driven over two hundred and sixty road
miles, and Lord knows how many feet up and down, nnder very
tough conditions, refusing any relie£ Coming down Thermopyhe where split-second decisions decided whether we would
make the curve or go over a nasty drop, and not helped by aged
brakes and slipping gears, Mac never failed-tl1anks be!
Driving slowly through Larissa early next morning, there was
clear evidence of another resemblance to New Zealand. Twenty
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seconds of quite violent earthquake only a few days earlier had
shaken the town badly, doing more structural damage than all
the subsequent bombing by the Luftwaffe. In the usual freakish
way, some houses had collapsed, others lacked only a corner or
the front had dropped out; many tiled roofs were lying in the
gardens. Roads were cleared, but otherwise poor Larissa suffered
badly. Ten miles more of flat, easy going, then into the hills
again; up and over to Elasson, up and over again to that unpronmmceable place-Elevtherokorion. Here the main road
winds north towards Florina and the Monastir Gap into Yugoslavia, while a secondary route branches north-east, to climb
round the mighty hump of Mount Olympus and down to the
sea again. This was our stamping-ground. From now on the roads
were my responsibility. Ten miles from the turn-off, we climbed
again, fifteen hundred feet qn the now familiar pattern of curves
which thrashed about like a half-dead snake. We might have
been on a back-country road at home in Taranaki, or, for that
matter, anywhere in the world on a mountain road which had
been built and maintained through centuries for horse- or oxcarts. Neither curves nor gradients mattered very much. For oneway lorry traffic it was reasonable enough, and solid enough; but
we must operate a double highway, and that promised many
headaches and some grief. The Highland system of passing bays
mutually in sight seemed the first need. Feeling rather worried,
knowing my limitatioPs as a construction expert, I drove through
the most delightfnl mountain village of Agous Demetrious-a
shocking traffic trap. Houses built of dry-stone, roofed with local
shale slabs, clung to the steep slopes like swallows' nests under the
eaves. Every door opened direct on to the narrow, winding
road; every door seemed crammed with rosy-cheeked children
and their women-folk, all so thrilled and glad to see us. "English!" "Kalimera !" I thought of our hundreds of three-tanners
charging round the blind corners, and shuddered at the potential
slaughter. Looking at the bright side, here were perfect billets
for police and my engineers on road work. From the head of the
valley for ten miles down towards the sea this road to Katerine
is cut into the side of a rocky, forested gorge, which splits the
northern slopes of Mow1t Olympus from the ranges between the
mmmtam and the Aliakmon river. Most of these ridges were tree66
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clad, oaks being predominant, thickened by the usual tangle of
hazel, hawthon1, and so on. But the "Katerine Gorge", as we
called it, was the nearest terrain to a New Zealand bush-clad
gorge I have seen anywhere in the world. Excepting that the
New Zealand growth is more luxuriant and evergreen. Running
water leapt or trickled down the precipitous gullies, which the
road crossed abruptly, on ancient masonry bridges, each a masterpiece of honest stone-work. Even to think of blowing them up
seemed criminal.
We drove on down the gorge. A mile below Ago us Demetrious, a middle-aged man hailed us in a strong American accent,
requesting a lift into Katerine. Here was the perfect answer for
local information and local talk; and for the ensuing month,
Williams-or Bill, for short-proved a tower of strength. He
climbed aboard, and as we jinked round the nmmnerable bends,
still checking the road, he explained the past (in America); the
present (his house in Katerine and his family going tmder-cover
in a mountain village); and the future (to help us as an interpreter).
During this recital, the road left the gorge, by climbing out
on to the lower ridge itself, before descending ftve htmdred feet
in another series of zi.gzags to the foothills and the coastal plain.
On the top we stopped to admire the magnificent view bounded,
as at Delphi, by vivid blue sea. At that time I was much more
concerned with the poor condition of the road, because
traffic and water had played havoc with the sharp corners. Here
was ample and essential work for another section of 6th Field
Company. Running across the undulatn1g coastal area, possibly
six miles wide, we came to Katerine-a dose-packed town of
stone buildings, narrow streets, and primitive sanitation.
Ours was the second British car to drive through the town that
week and the reception put even Athens n1 the shade for wholehearted enthusiasm. Williams gradually edged us through, to a
small hotel for living-quarters, and from there on my official
call at Headquarters, Nineteenth Greek Mechanised Division, men
situated in Katerine. Two of meir staff officers spoke suffiCient
English for general co-operation; so we sent Williams home to
the bosom of his family, having promised to make his house
available as our billets in a week's time. "It is the second best
house in Katerine," he added proudly. "I am accustomed to a
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civilised way of life, and I have a young piano [baby grand], a
long bath with hot water, and a lavatory, American style"-the
latter being a flush-type w.c., of which Katerine boasted two.
The hotel, and everywhere else, used the normal peasant systema hole in the floor flanked by stone slabs for standing on. The
cesspool is, of course, pumped out at regular intervals and the
contents used for crops.
Early next morning, after sharing an extremely hard bed with
many very active bedmates, mostly bugs and fleas, we met two
important local officials, the Mayor and the Workers' Trade
Union Secretary! For any help in collecting local transport or
labour, those two were vital-and they never failed, until the
day before the Boche marched in, when both departed for
Athens, in His Worship's very aged car, using our petrol and
taking the balance of the pay-roll!
Having established these contacts-and appointed Max Carrie
as O.C. Local Labour in addition to his other duties-we drove
back up Katerine Gorge to meet Laurie Rudd and company on
the great divide, and arrange for the necessary sections to drop
off at Agous Demetrious and at the moutl1 of the gorge.
Close behind them came r8th Auckland Battalion as our
leading infantry, under command of Jolm Gray. John was our
first casualty for Greece, and a self-inflicted one from all accounts.
Two tommy-guns per battalion had been issued in Helwan.
Trying the new toy,Jolm managed to put a ·45-inch slug through
his own hand-in the office. Determined not to miss the first
battle, he swore the Battalion Medical Officer to secrecy, got the
hand dressed, and spread news of a basket-ball injury. When tl1ey
crossed the Mediterranean the need for secrecy had gone, but
the hand was still in a sling.
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the three New Zealand Brigade Groups came forward from Athens by road and by rail, we had nearly
a week looking over the ground and preparing for the
first battle task of the Division. On orders from Force Headquarters, it would construct and hold three defensive positions.
4th and 6th Brigades held the right flank of the Aliakmon
Line, from the sea at Neon Elevtherokorion (that name again!),
along quite useful ridges which ascended rapidly until they
joined into the mountain range overlooking the Aliakmon
river, where it cuts the Veria Pass and runs east to the sea. North
of the river, the Vermion Massif constituted a formidable barrier
right up to the Yugoslav mountains; but it was a barrier against
attack from Salonika and quite useless if the Germans came
tl1rough Monastir against the centre. As our local backstop, 5th
Brigade occupied two ridges, closing the seaward end of the
Katerine Gorge.
When our troops arrived, Nineteenth Mechanised Greek
Division advanced beyond Salonika. Their spirit was terrific, but
the equipment too pathetic even for training-a few British
carriers and a few trucks, possibly a dozen assorted guns. When
the very part-worn vehicles moved, they were always overloaded with men, armed with rifles and an occasional machinegun. Nobody could hope to fight Germans with spirit alone. The
Nineteenth, as a good sample of our Greek allies, indicated quite
clearly how weak they would be, despite stout hearts and the
determination to fight for their country.
Until the end of March, we worked hard constructing more
field defences, more roads, more gunpits; carrying forward
hundreds of tons of ammunition, petrol, engineer stores, foodHILE
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all the "logistic support" of a division in defence. On much of
this work, thousands of Greeks worked with us and for us; men
and women both, especially of course on road construction. They
also cut an anti-tank ditch in front of the coastal sector of the
Aliakmon Line. Handling our share of this civilian labour drove
Max Carrie to drink and even slimmed his rather portly figure.
One of our weekly comedies was watching Max go round in a
truck full of drachma: notes and pay-rolls, accompanied by an
interpreter and the Union Secretary, paying his flock! Talk about
Greek meeting Greek.
In addition to their very active part on these constructional
tasks, my engineers prepared bridges and most roads, for immediate demolition. Going round the lovely countryside, now
full of spring flowers and fresh green leaves, all our fighting
preparations seemed unreal, just a bad dream. Most days were
sunny; a few fanatics even tried the local surf; life was pleasant,
and war not a part of it at all. We knew that the Germans were
applying heavy pressure to Yugoslavia; and that a quick, easy
passage through that unhappy country would mean Panzers in
the Monastir Gap, the best invasion route of all Grecian wars.
This time a quick thrust here must pay very good dividends, because it would isolate the best Greek troops in Albania, and at
the same time cut off everyone east of the Vermion mountains.
Before the end of March, Ist Armoured Brigade pushed their
cruiser regiment (3rd Royal Tanks), some R.H.A. guns, and half
the New Zealand 27th Machine-gun Battalion, from Force
Reserve, up north near the Jug Border as an initial delaying force
against this threat. The Sixth Australian Division when concentrated forward backed up this tiny detachment, and also
plugged the Veria gap, where the Aliakmon runs due east through
the Vermion range. If the Greeks remained in Albania-and
their primitive transport, under mountain conditions, could not
move them-then we were very, very thin on the ground.
The lid really blew off early on April 6th when the Germans
crashed into Yugoslavia, preceded by most efficient fifth-cohmm
white-anting and by a very heavy blitz on Belgrade. Again this
standard Nazi drill proved quick and efficient. Their Panzerbacked spearheads surged down the few available roads, until
temporarily held up by wrecked bridges on each successive river
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line. Here we leamed another lesson. All very well to blow up a
road, but almost useless tmless someone fights on the gap.
"Blow and go" simply means that equally efficient enemy experts
come up smartly and make good the damage-somehow; and
the German troops were well-trained, their engineers particularly
so.
As one could expect with new troops and a new war, rumours
flew madly, becoming even more fantastic when the first Boche
reconnaissance plane (the "Shufti Kite") flew over Katerine.
Then on the evening of April 6th General Freyberg gathered all
conunanders for the first of many battle conferences, and put us
in the picture; the Greeks collapsing, rapid German swing round
and down through the Monastir Gap, the warning that the
British forces would probably have to fall back or be cut off.
The same story repeated so often until we finally took to the
blue sea from the Peloponnese.
By April 9th, in three days, the two-pronged German thrusts
overran both Salonika and Monastir. Obviously the latter attack
down the centre upset our original plans completely, by outflanking the Vermion mountain range and defences. Moreover,
this was no mere feint, but a solid right swing with full weight
behind it. 4th Brigade, supported by 6th Field Regiment, went off
hell-for-leather back over the gorge road and up north, to
occupy fresh positions astride the Servia Pass, backing up the
British and Australians-and our machine-gunners-now heavily
engaged against at least two German divisions, who were flooding down the valley from Yugoslavia. There was one nice scrap,
with the Vickers of Johansen's company firing steadily all day,
while their ranges gradually decreased from four thousand yards
to three hundred, when the determined German infantry couldn't
face any more punishment. Giving magnificent support, Lyndon
Boulton' s Horse gunners were shooting over open sights before
dusk closed down, allowing the delaying force to slip away.
That same day, April roth, we blew the Aliakmon road bridge
behind young Dale's cruiser tanks-given as the quid pro quo for
the armoured cars-and Div. Cav. waited impatiently for someone to shoot at. Behind them, 6th Brigade fmally abandoned their
enthusiastically-built defences, the hard toil of a spring month,
7I
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and were transported laboriously up Katerine Gorge, through
5th Brigade, with orders to hold the mountain ridges backing up
Jim Hargest. Clay Shuttleworth's 24th Battalion climbed to
Levadion, a lovely mountain village, two thousand feet above
the pass and still under heavy snow. The road was appalling,
merely a widened pack-track; and of course Clay expected my
engineers to build him a boulevarde overnight. Jerry Skinner,
going up to look the job over, after wading quite happily through
dry snow for three hours, assessed it as a company task for at least
one month. Nothing happened, because 6th Brigade pulled back
out again within forty-eight hours, twenty miles this time to the
ridges south of Elasson, where they could back up our people
and the Australians fighting round Servia.
During these hurried moves, dictated entirely by the enemy,
we were helped by bad weather. Friendly rain made the narrow
hill roads and muddy tracks treacherous, and frayed tempers
badly. But, helped by low scudding cloud and flooded airfields
in Yugoslavia, rain kept the Luftwaffe grounded during those
critical days. Both German thrusts were dependent very much on
close air support; the Stukas droned round in droves of forty,
making life unpleasant, if not precarious, for the defenders.
When discussing moves to and from the Katerine area, only
the gorge road north of Olympus has been mentioned. There
was, however, an alternative route. The railway hugged the
coast, cutting through the steep slopes where the southern massif
of Mount Olympus bulged into the sea at Platamon. Curving
round the lower slopes, it turned abruptly inland, up the Vale
of Tempe-the lower gorge of the Peneos river, crossed that
swift-running stream, and so over the river flats to Larissa.
Along tlus coastal route a very rough track paralleled the railway
or climbed steeply over the nearby ridges. At least three engineer
reconnaissance parties bumped some forty miles over rocks or
through mud, eventually emerging at Larissa, rather frayed in
temper and tyres. Major Anderson, of 19th Army Troops,
an expert on such conditions, being a Taranaki county engineer,
reported the route as passable only for tracked vehicles, or light
trucks with great difficulty. Greek labour was improving it,
somewhat spasmodically. Although the railway track provided
a good one-way road if left intact, we considered the route
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impracticable and rather expected the Germans to agree. Presumably his information was good enough to dec1de that an
attack down the railway by armour and Alpine infantry, if
lightly opposed, could cut in on Larissa and wreck our witlldrawal. When 6th N.Z. Brigade went back through Katerine
for the last time, one company of 26th kept on south to occupy
the Platamon ridges. With them I sent "Jonah" ]ones' section of
19th Army Troops, carrying anti-tank mines and explosives to
help prepare defences and also get the railway tmmel ready for
demolition. As late as April rothzrst N.Z. Battalion, commanded
by Lieut.-Colonel Macky, came forward by train from Athens
and were unloaded at Platamon. Battle was joined, the Allied
withdrawal had started, and one more battalion to uplift in trucks
from Katerine would have proved the last straw for our overworked, very weary Army Service Corps. Leaving this detachment (which was eventually joined by four gtms from sth Field
Regiment) enthusiastically digging in and packing explosives in
the turmel, let us go forward to what was still the New Zealand
front line, on the Aliakmon.
Throughout April nth heavy rain turned the river flats into
quagmires like badly drained cowyards, and the Div. Cav. took
the precaution of moving their wheeled vehicles, including the
rather temperamental Marmon-Herrington armoured cars, out
on to the hard roads, keeping them dispersed and carefully
camouflaged.
The first Germans appeared during tl1e ftrSt brew-up next
morning, when half a dozen motor-cycles and combinations
roared over the flat up to the shattered road bridge. Before they
could dismount half a dozen Vickers riddled everything. First
blood to the Div. Cav., but of course Jerry knew we meant
to fight on the river and acted accordingly. A "Shufti Kite"
droned round the area for half an hour, getting our layout tab bed.
Then the first ranging shells screamed over, obviously searching
for our guns and the main defences, and the fire rapidly hotted
up into a real blitz. But the Germans could not afford much
ammunition, and in any case most shells exploded in the soft
grom1d with spectacular but relatively useless effect. Nothing
more happened until late afternoon, when over the northern stop
bank poured hundreds of infantry, carrying folded assault boats.
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Jammed in the thirty yards flat between stop bank and water,
with Vickers guns firing in enfilade up and down the river, they
never had Buckley's chance. Three determined attempts failed,
leaving bodies and shattered boats along the stained river's edge
or floating down to the sea. Very much on the alert, the New
Zealanders peered through the night rain, expecting the right
answer-a night assault-but nothing happened until further
heavy ineffective shelling next morning, to which the four
twenty-five-pounders vigorously replied. In late afternoon,
according to plan and under cover of soaking rain, the cavalry
pulled back. They were delighted with their first scrap and left
the river most reluctantly.
George Chapman's firing parties had been sitting on various
prepared demolitions waiting several days for this move; very
much on the alert, because we were fifth-colunm conscious and
warned off all strangers, civilians or soldiers. This waiting is a
weary and worrying part of the Field Engineers' duty. Sitting
alongside tons of explosives which you must detonate at an tillknown but vital minute, probably under fire, is bad enough, but
it is equally essential that the charge must not be exploded before
the last of your own fighting troops have passed.
When to "blow" and who orders the engineer firer to press
his exploder handle are two problems which have given many
soldiers and staff officers headaches in many wars. Coming back
down Greece, whenever New Zealanders tailed the withdrawal,
a squadron of the Divisional Cavalry were last men out. They
had a Demolition Officer, who stood by each successive firing
party, tallied his squadron past like sheep through a drafting race,
and when either the last vehicle or the first enemy appeared said,
"O.K. Let her go!" And she went. Simple but most effective.
My engineers blew up ninety-five bits and pieces of Greece and
we only slipped once, as this story confesses later. Anyway,
George Chapman's parties did the inaugural run on April IJth,
putting up a very smooth show despite the date.
Next morning we slithered down the Katerine Gorge for the
last time, to make sure that the fmal bridges round the town
disintegrated properly. They were being handled by Gordon
Morrison's veterans, so really my presence was quite unnecessary.
I caught up with New Zealand Cavalry armoured cars smothered
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in greenery, hidden among bushes, covering the approach to the
gorge. No use going farther because the leading squadrons were
already leap-frogging back from the forward defences, where
German infantry and tanks had bumped them rather hard.
About 1.30 p.m., N.Z. Div. H.Q. ordered the withdrawal by
sending a most appropriate code signal-"Talaluna Haeremai"and on this the Div. Cav. came in very neatly, blowing the
bridges. sth Brigade promptly slammed tl1e gorge gate bellind
them-and me and my sappers-by cratering the culvert at tl1e
first road bend.
The Germans followed on quickly to Katerine, split there, and
pushed a strong mechanised and infantry force down the railway.
Only three hours after closing the gorge all slupshape, everyone
higher up got the devil of a shock when Colonel Macky, looking
north from the Platamon ridges, reported "enemy tanks in
sight". That thrust with tanks and first-rate Alpine infantry, in
divisional strength rotmd the seaward flank of Mount Olympus,
very nearly succeeded in wrecking the whole Allied withdrawal.
Only resolute fighting by 21st Battalion, and later by a nlixed
Anzac force hastily pushed round to support them, puttied up the
gap long enough to let us clear Larissa in time. A very close thing,
neatly done by good German troops-with local guides. No
doubt about tlus last fact. I have read the Alpin Korps version,
and they mention the excellent help received from fifth
columnists.
I followed tl1e cavalry up the gorge, checking on my roadblocking demolitions, now in the capable hands of John Hector
of 7th Field Company, and splashed through the mud across
the flats to Dolikhe where N.Z. Div. H.Q. was carefully tucked
away among the foot!Ulls. Rain, or snow on the high ridges, still
fell steadily, still really to our advantage despite the discomfort.
The situation on our western flank was deteriorating rapidly, so
much so that the cavalry drove non-stop across to back up there;
by closing the Grevena-Elasson road. George Chapman went
with them, to blow more bridges.
Let us return for a quick glance at tl1e centre, as the Germans
crowded our delaying force back on April 12th and 13th, closing
up to Servia, where 4th N.Z. Brigade held the Portas Pass,
astride the main road. They were supported on their left by
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Brigadier George Vasey's Australians, who were, however, still
north of the Aliakmon river, precariously reached by a hastily
constructed footbridge and some of Fifth Field Park's folding
boats. Similarly, on their right flank, I6th Australian Brigade,
including lan Campbell's battalion, moved cross-country, over
the river, into the mountains, from Veria, having sent their
vehicles back by the main road. After a gruelling march, by
snow-bound tracks along the backbone of the range, they
emerged near our Div. H.Q. at Dolikhe on April 14th, joined up
with their transport very forttmately, and, on fresh orders, went
straight back behind Larissa.
Everyone else out in front of Servia, including British Ist
Armoured Brigade and various New Zealand detachments, took
the more western route from Kozane through Grevena to
Trikkala. From there, however, the road swung into the centre
again at Larissa. So all our withdrawal routes met in that unhappy, earthquake-shaken town; and the Luftwaffe gave it hell
accordingly. Nor was Larissa the only target. Concentrating on
the centre, in support of their main thrust, dive-bombers ran a
shuttle delivery on to the Portas Pass, and Heinkel I I os cruised
up and down the roads £1rther south. Fortunately low cloud still
hampered them during daylight and they closed up business at
night. We could always run away then, unmolested if not in
comfort.
On April 14th, General Wilson issued orders to pull right back
to the immortal Pass of Thermopyla:, which Leonidas and his
Spartans held against the Persian hordes. As the value of grow1d,
from a battle point of view, never varies, here was the perfect
defensive area for Anzac Corps-as we had now been rechristened. Getting there was a different matter, and a difficult
one, involving a motorised withdrawal mainly on one main road
for a hundred and fifty miles. Moves in daylight would be
difficult because of unopposed air attack. The front-line troops
knew little and cared less about these high-level decisions. They
wanted to bash the Germans, preferably by staying put.
Slowed up by bad roads, demolitions, and weather, the
Germans did not attack seriously until April 15th, when infantry
and tank assaults came in against us at all three areas of contactPortas Pass, Katerine Gorge, and Platamon. The first is easily
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told because 19th (Wellington) Battalion saw them off completely, killing htmdreds and capturing a hundred and seventyeight very surprised and worned Germans. Desptte mcessant
dive-bombing, everyone had an excellent day's shooting.
It was the same at Katerine Gorge, where our first report of
enemy contact came at breakfast on April 15th when Brigadier
Hargest rang up Division and said, "That story about the German
motor-cyclists having armour is all rot. We killed half a dozen on
the main road last night and they're riddled." It was the familiar
pattern of German advanced-guard action; motor-cyclists
roaring ahead until stopped by physical obstacles, or fire, or both.
Hard on them individually, but ensuring quick answers and
rapid progress up to the next defended point.
Later in the aay, a dozen German tanks rumbled up the winding
road, tmtil stopped by the cratered culvert below the steep ridge
which fronted 22nd Battalion's defences. Lieut.-Colonel Ken
Fraser, sitting in a perfect O.Pip overlooking the scene and controlling his 5th Field Artillery in their first real shoot, landed a
perfectly timed concentration among them. Appreciating there
was no future here for armour, the Germans pressed strongly
with infantry across the thickly wooded ridges. Hargest' s men
held them-but only just.
Platamon saw hard fighting too. At dawn on April I 5th,
tanks and infantry attacked together on the lower slopes, and
Alpine-Jigers along th~ mountain spurs against the left flank. The
latter infiltrated into a small village, but were thrown out by a
bayonet and bomb counter-attack during the night. German
reinforcements, including more artillery, concentrated forward,
ready for another dawn attack, and their engineers managed to
clear part of the minefteld for the Panzers. Heavy pressure along
the front and anotl1er Jager battalion attack over the high ground
forced upon 21st Battalion that most difficult of tactical operations-a daylight withdrawal from close contact with the enemy.
Because the Aucklanders had inflicted heavy punishment, they
were able to break off the engagement and pull back witlwut
being too disorganised.
At 10.15 a.m. Colonel Macky signalled Second Anzac Corps
that he was retiring ten miles into the Peneos Gorge. Here the
Peneos river, about one hundred feet wide, flows swiftly through
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a rocky steep-sided defile for five miles. A narrow road hugs the
south side and crosses the river at the mouth, using a hght ferry
only fit for fifteen-hundredweight trucks and man-handled
twenty-five-pounders. All other transport, including the artillery
"quads", rolled back in single file along the railway, which kept
to the north side, until it spanned the river on a girder bridge at
the Larissa end. "Jonah" ]ones and his engineers, blocked the
Platamon twmel (without, however, collapsing it), but could not
stop infantry or even tanks from moving cross-country. They
did help the transport out, and blew various railway culverts en
route through the gorge.
For the big withdrawal to Thermopyl::e, we hoped to break
clear of the enemy on the ground, partly by blowing up bridges
and creating other obstacles. That meant an extensive demolition
progranm1e, and early on April 15th I met Brigadier Chve Steele,
Chief Engineer Anzac Corps, and Torr of Sixth Australian
Engineers, to get our orders. My area was back to Larissa, and
from there east to the Peneos Gorge and west to Trikkala. Time
was running out fast; time and available explosives were the
essence of our contract. Dodging bombers, I drove back flat out
to Fifth Field Park, who were dispersed with all their junk on the
flats below Kokkinopohs, where the company commanders were
waiting for orders, having been warned to stand by. In half an
hour they had all the answers-as far as one could see then-and
in double that time everyone due to move had folded up and got
going. Most reluctantly too, because we had sweated blood
carting back all sorts of gear across the pass from Katerine, and
now most of it must be abandoned. We were learning quickly in
a hard school-to plan ahead, then scrap the lot and plan again,
as one must do when a determined, efficient enemy calls the tWle.
In this case my engineer plan was quite simple. Subdividing the
hundreds of miles of road, I allocated the main road to Hanson;
Larissa and out to Peneos Gorge to Langbein; Rudd had two
sections already working-Kelsall at Servia and Chapman with
Div. Cav.-so he stayed in support of 6th Brigade. Morrison
went back behind Larissa, in reserve and to feed the others with
explosives and stores.
Among tons of assO'rted mechanical equipment, mostly
scrounged by Charlie Smart, 19th Army Troops had an
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enormous scraper, operated by the largest Cletrac tractor, with a
bulldozer blade as big as a battleship. Apart from its working valueand in those bow-and-arrow days such engineer gear was as rare
as British aircraft-this was a New Zealand Public Works equipment very far from home, yet very much among friends.
Smart and some of the Nineteenth had cared for and cursed it in
peace-time. Despite the distance back (over a htmdred miles) its
top-speed of only four miles per hour, and the fact that it was
wider than a tank and so created a semi-mobile constant traffic
block on the narrow hill roads, the Cletrac rumbled off south.
I watched the start-the scraper full of dunnage, half a dozen
troops-drivers and mechanics-lounging on top, food in plenty,
some "plonk", not a worry. They were determined to keep the
monster, although forced to move by day when all sensible people
kept under cover and shunned the road. Once I passed them near
Larissa on a particularly nasty straight stretch, huddled under the
levelled bulldozer blade which they fondly imagined gave
armoured cover against the bombers roaring up and down the
route. Fate caught them on a causeway across soft ground
approaching Pharsalos. One lucky bomb scored a direct hit on a
three-ton lorry full of dynamite, next to them in the queue. The
terriftc explosion blew an enormous crater, which effectively
blocked the road; it also blew our beautiful scraper upside down
off the embankment. Rather ironical tl1at the only mechanical
equipment in Greece capable of filling the confounded crater
should be so near and yet quite useless. Our Cletrac team duly
reported in, shaken but intact.
Next day, still under cover of rain and low cloud, I rushed
row1d my area visiting the demolition parties. George Thomas,
and his section of 7tl1 Field Company, were hard at it, drilling
holes in the gorge by Elasson, and working on the bridge
farther north where the Katerine side-road joined the service
main road. Laurie Rudd had planted his H.Q. clear of trouble
down a lane near Dolmenikon, with George Chapman going
flat out on the Daskati road covered by the Cavalry. Farther back,
with their headquarters tucked well away from the main road
behind Tyrnavos, Fred Hanson and Rix-Trott were equally
happy in their work, getting ready to blow several bridges and
making extra tank traps.
So
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On the outskirts of Larissa, Collins had the first bridge and
Page the next. They were short of suitable explosives to put into
the charges and being showered with most tmsuitable stuff in
the shape of heavy bombs. Jerry was trying hard to get direct
hits on these important bottlenecks, slightly hampered by two
Bofors, who kept in action despite the fact that they got much
more tlun they gave. The weather had cleared and the Luftwaffe made travel rather precarious. I looked over the Larissa
bridge jobs, forttmately for me between raids, and so on through
the battered streets and out towards Peneos Gorge, where the
21st Battalion and their Australian supports were fighting
desperately to stop a break through.
Moving on again, we bumped and slitl1ered along a rough
muddy track towards Olympus. One ford worried me, because it
nearly stopped my old Humber, and that meant plenty of trouble
for our retreating transport. Farther on, I noticed artillery
vehicles hidden tmder trees, and fotmd my stepson-Niall
Paterson-fit and in good heart but tired. They had manhandled
their four guns over the Peneos ferry-a very rickety one-and
dragged them out with trucks, while the "quads" and carriers
came back along the railway line. His troop of 5th Field Regiment
endured a terrific baptism of battle up at Platamon, doing a grand
job for their infantry and getting out fairly lightly. Naturally
enough, I was delighted to see Niall still in one piece and going
strong. Life was rather hectic at that stage; and with the Luftwaffe
harrying us so thoroughly, one had to be quick-or listed.
April 17th dawned as another wet, uncomfortable day with
cloud right down on the hills-and therefore fairly safe from air
attack. Every spare vehicle and body was pushing back to clear
the routes for the fighting rearguards who planned to make the
big jump back, a hundred miles, to Thermopyla: on the next day.
Off the main metalled roads, mud dominated the situation. I
called in on 7th Field Company cunningly concealed in trees
behind Tyrnavos-skidded into a ditch and wasted three precious
hours being dug out. Short-cuts were fatal.
Going through Larissa for the tenth time, we crept along the
Athens road looking for Charles Langbein's headquarters, but
keeping very careful air watch too. The straight stretches were
strewn with the grim debris of previous attacks-riddled Greek
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buses, corpses in the ditches, overturned searchlights, and burning
Aussie trucks from the fmt shoot-up of the day. Charles had his
headquarters in deserted marquees alongside the road about four
miles back, tired and weary after blowing the Peneos Gorge and
coming out over that frightful track during darkness. I talked to
them and went farther south, searching for Fifth Field Park
without success. Conung back two hours later, there was a large
crater, garnished with, tattered canvas where Langbein' s tent had
been. A stick of heavy bombs had landed right across the camp.
Feeling sick in the stomach, I looked round for the survivorsthey were all intact and very happy about four hundred yards
clear of the road. Feeling worried about the location, Langbein
had insisted on moving, despite growls from tired officers and
men. A few minutes later, the bombs very pointedly showed the
wisdom of his intuition or judgment. Charles spent four hectic
years as a gmmer in World War One, and had that instinct for
smelling trouble which saves lives. I was worried about Fifth
Field Park. Nobody had sighted either them or their road sign;
somehow they had disappeared off the local scene. To make the
situation even more awkward, all the British personnel had gone
back, very hurriedly if the half-eaten lunch in the AmmU1Ution
Depot was evidence. Rather renuniscent of the Marie Celeste
mystery. One really annoying result of this hurried evacuation
was the necessity for locating essential explosives among amnumition dumps scattered over a large area north of Tyrnavos.
Gunners, and others, had the same bitter complaint.
That eventful morn we blew up the Trikkala bridge-by accident, thirty-six hours ahead of schedule; and I've never heard the
last of it from irate Australians. It happened so simply too. One
party was busy packing the usual ton of mixed explosives on
a J:ierhead, when two senior experts from another company
~rnved and were hornfied at the crudeness of the job. They
ms1sted on cuttmg the steel g1rders. Working out details led to
a technical argument as to the explosive required, so they packed
fifteen potmds of gelignite on a "redundant member"-whatever
that is-and fired it as a dummy run. The shock shook the
fifty-foot girder, and of course the bridge span, off its seating on
the centre p1er and that was that. The most economical demolition
ever carried out. Troops retiring on the western flank down the
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Grevena road, including Brigadier Savidge' s Australians, were
not amused. The alternative crossing meant turning downstream
at the broken bridge, on an unmetalled track, full of mud-holes,
crossing a rather wobbly wooden bridge and doubling back to
the main road within sight once more of the premature demolition. Twelve clifficult miles and at least a precious hour wasted.
All because my lads had made a "black". Regrettably, I met
Savidge somewhere on the road-and he was.
Lest the reader gets worried over the troops cut off out towards
Trikkala, I must fmish their story here. Another temporary piled
bridge five miles farther north provided a detour on to the main
road coming back from Elasson to Larissa. Savidge' s rear elements
slithered through this muddy deviation to join the solid stream of
traffic pouring down the centre route. Some time in the evening,
when we were becqming worried as to which rearguard would
arrive first, three New Zealand armoured cars, almost smothered
with wet clay, lurched over the bridge. They were last in from
Trikkala- the same troop I had watched go forward over the
Aliakmon only fourteen days earlier, on a most eventful tour in
and out of Yugoslavia. Before the last one disappeared in the
darkness round the next spur, a big Bash and the crash of splintering timbers finished the pile bridge and slammed another door
against the oncoming Germans.
A small detachment sent back by Fifth Field Park was most
welcome even if desperately late. One crew went off post-haste to
run a ferry at the broken Trikkala bridge; another under our expert, Corporal Maddigan, tackled the fascinating job of blowing
up the British bomb store at Larissa airfield. Rather a vital task, too,
because I had received a signal two days earlier which read"There are 500 aerial torpedoes of most secret type in bomb
store at Larissa. You must repeat must destroy them." The
answer went up in a terrific mushroom of black smoke just as a
German bomber droned over. It shook him and shook everyone
else for miles round. About a thousand tons of bombs and whatnots can make a really good bang if handled properly; and
Maddigan was an artist of destruction.
The ftghting withdrawal started from Portas Pass, _when 4th
N.Z. Brigade pulled out in the small hours of April r8th. It
went on almost non-stop over the next forty-eight hours. For
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the New Zealanders, events started rather badly, not from enemy
interference, but because getting tired and heavily-laden troops
out over mountain country on a black night must always be
difficult. By the time the rearguard climbed into their vehicles
and Doug. Kelsall' s sappers blew the last crater on the pass, first
light was on them. So were the German fighter aircraft. Banking
over the winding road, they shot up some vehicles but, more
important still, they slowed the withdrawal. After leaving the
pass, our next demolition was the bridge near Elevtherokorion,
at the foot of a big ridge, up which the main road climbed steeply.
George Thomas was standing by with the Div. Cav. officer
waiting to blow it. A stream of anxious vehicles, harassed by air
attack, pow1ded over and up the hill. Ted Hayton, commanding
N.Z. Provost, was doing traffic control while waiting for his
precious police to come out. (We were all rather motherly in
those early days.) His car was facing the wrong way on the
wrong side of the bridge. Suddenly some armoured cars hurtled
past-the last one slowed and tl1e troop leader yelled, "Better
get your fmger out! The next three are Jerries." They were too.
Ted reversed madly and dashed off up the slope, under fire most
of the way. Half a dozen Panzers had cut in from the flank,
catching the rearguard.
Obviously the bridge had to go "in face of the enemy",
leaving our tail to their fate. George pressed his exploder, producing a most satisfactory wreck. Before the dust cleared, his
party bolted up the hill in their thin-skinned truck, with a mass
of shot being flung at them. Two solid slugs and one machinegun burst hit the target, fortunately missing George and his men
but wrecking a beautiful Imperial pint enamelled mug-the
largest brought out of New Zealand. That was our first demolition
under fire and a very lucky one.
The rearguard story is worth telling here. Realising that the
only way back was on foot, Colonel Kippenberger ran round in
his carrier, collected everyone available and led them over the
hills. Going flat out for nearly twenty nilles, over hard country,
this party eventually struggled up to the 25th Battalion near
Dolmenikon only half an hour before we commenced the long
dnve back to Thermopyl.e. Mechanised withdrawals are like
that; if you are grounded, there's mighty little chance of catching
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up. A few of my sappers got back. One of them, Farnham, had
jumped on a German tank, but having only a pistol to attack it
with jumped off again. Several were killed, most eventually
captured-our first serious loss in action.
First news of this affair came from Brigadier Puttick, met in the
road outside Div. H.Q. Farther back I met Kelsall, very worried
because he was travelling near the head of the colunm and had
already crossed the bridge when the Panzers barged in. Soothing
him and sending the party on, I drove back to the hills facing
Elasson where 6th Infantry Brigade now held the next front line,
waiting for the enemy or darkness, whichever came first. A heavy
muffled explosion somewhere out ahead proved to be George
Thomas successfully blowing the gorge road just north of
Elasson, thereby completing his initial task of the shot-up bridge.
We could reach the huge crater with super-charge twenty-fivepounder shells, so Brigadier Miles kept his gunners shooting
steadily into it all day. The first time in our experience we had
been able to keep an effective obstacle under fire. The German
engineers, who were always well forward, suffered heavily
trying to bridge the gap; finally they fossicked out a three-mile
deviation passable only by tracked vehicles, over very difficult
country. Our first warning of this unexpected move came from
McGaffin, a mechanised-equipment expert in peace, who spotted
armoured bulldozers working down a side valley. Before the
gunners could interfere effectively, eighteen Panzers rolled outthe battle was on again. So, however, was our withdrawal.
Although some tanks climbed up the ridges to the 24th Battalion
they did little except speed up the departure at dusk. Once more
6th Brigade were on trek; an exciting, weary one too before
they came to rest round Molos under the lee of the Thermopylre
nwuntains.
Page and Collins of 19th Army Troops Company were still
waiting on the Larissa bridges-a most uncomfortable and
dangerous job because the Germans were determined to wreck
them. The last real raid came about 2 p.m. on April 18th, when
the sixteenth Stuka loosed a thousand-pounder at Page's bridge.
It broke the power lines, missed the parapet by inches and blew
an enormous hole in the mud. So I was assured by a shaken
sapper who, when caught crossing the target, could only go flat
H.H.-4
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in the gutter and watch the biggest bomb in the world fall
straight at him. Amusing in retrospect, but those firing parties
had watched nearly two thousand bombs of all sizes aimed at
their area in the last four days.
Threading my way cautiously through the shambles in and
beyond Larissa, I found N.Z. Div. H.Q. and my own Engineer
Headquarters about five miles back, dispersed on open, rolling
ground. They had been beaten up rather badly, with casualties
to men and trucks. Despite the unwarranted interference, old
Tom Gough-a good cook and a grand help in sticky timesproduced a wonderful meal of roast pork, "liberated" by that
equally competent pirate, "Stocky" Baigent. You could munch
crackling in. a shallow scrape and to hell with all Heinkels.
Washed down with Naaf1 beer, it certainly restored the tissues
and raised one's morale. We needed it.
Going over to Div. H.Q., I reported to General Freyberg, who
was sitting on the edge of a slit trench watching bombers harrying
vehicles over the next ridge. "Well, George," he greeted me,
"there's a real job of work for you at last! The main road is
blocked near Pharsalos [where my scraper "went west"] and
choked up with traffic. 6th Brigade and the other rearguard
troops must go out through Volos. The road between there and
Larissa was reported water-logged and impassable yesterday, but
it should have dried out this morning. Anyway, your sappers
must make it passable. Is that clear 1" "Yes, sir," I answered, just
a bit dazed. "Good! Well, you'd better get moving. Good luck."
That was that. Greek engineers and labour had worked on this
job for months; we must make it passable in hours! The bulk of
my men had already gone back; only the unfortunate firing
parties remained, and they would be just about all in now the
nervous tension was off. Well, on with the war. Leaving
Lieutenant Yorke at the "4r" sign (where 19th Army
Troops had been near-bombed) with orders to send every passing
Kiwi engineer back to Larissa and out on the Volos road, I pushed
off through the turmoil for a quick look at the job. Rumour said
that German tanks were entering the town. Rumour lied, but
apparently tl1e story had tluown everyone into a flatter spin
than usual. Trucks were trying to turn on wet fields, guns
were being hauled into anti-tank positions, infantry rushed
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abo_ut at the double. All very hectic. Anyway, I dashed through
Lanssa for the last tune Without meetmg anything except an
Australian Military Policeman still doing traffic control in the
battered square, and halted on the outskirts for a breather. Also
to refill our aged and battered radiator, which had sprung a
leak. My Humber was a desert veteran and anxiety-neurosis
plus rough going had almost finished the dear old wreck.
We travelled slowly towards Volos for ten interesting miles,
enjoying a peaceful sunny afternoon, not really affected by the
bombers and columns of black smoke marking the main road
off to the west. Every prospect pleasing-except the vile highway. It consisted of a dead-straight earth embankment, flanked
by deep ditches, in process ofbeing metalled. That meant mounds
of unbroken rock, heaps of road metal, and newly laid loose
stretches, waiting for the rollers. It also meant occasional quagmires where the heavy rain had got into the formation. Yet
with care and in daylight it was passable-for a few vehicles.
About seven miles down I came to the expected and dreaded
section, where the muddy ruts seemed bottomless. The Humber
just struggled through, due to Mac's uncarmy skill at the wheel.
Here was the first big job. Leaving a notice for anyone following
on, I traversed the remainder without grief, except for one bomb
crater which ate out half the road. At the far end we found most
of 21st N.Z. Battalion transport concealed under trees, waiting
anxiously for orders and news of their unit, who were still
fighting desperately round the Peneos Gorge. They could do
nothing there, so I pushed them farther back through Volos and
returned to the mud-hole.
George Chapman and a handful of very tired men had started
already, ramping down on to the rather soft pasture and ramping
up again beyond the break. The only solution. We had neither
time nor labour to fill the bottomless pits with rock. The day had
sped and dusk crept swiftly over us. George' s men were fatigue•
drunk, staggering round, so dopy that only rough handling
roused them. If a man sat on the bank, he rolled over and slept.
Yet they finished the job well enough to run their own trucks
through. Arranging for improvised lights to mark the deviation,
I fought back towards Larissa, against thickening, hur~ing
traffic, looking for N.Z. Provost to control our v1tal deVIation.
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I waited round until about 4 a.m., then picked up the last
three sappers, who were out on their feet, and joined the closely
packed traffic jam flowing spasmodically south through Volos. ·
On top of all my other worries, the leaking radiator just provided
the last straw; we moved literally from stream to stream. Soon
after dawn, a gurmer regiment trying to move forward met
another going back, and filled the narrow road with "quad"- ·
drawn twenty-ftve-pounders. A marvellous air target, which the
early Luftwaffe birds fortunately failed to fmd. Altogether
rather a long day. It was Max Carrie's birthday, and also the
anniversary of Laurie Rudd's capture in 1918-certainly a day to
remember.
Before finishing that eventful day, April r 8th, it would be
appropriate to fmish the story of the Peneos Gorge fight. We
left 21st N .Z. Battalion, reinforced by two Australian battalions
and extra guns, striving to prevent a break through which would
threaten the whole Anzac withdrawal. Throughout April 17th
and r8th, the Germans maintained heavy pressure with both
Jagers and tanks in the ftve-rnile Peneos Gorge. Attempts to ford
the river in the defile itself were repulsed, but by ro a. m. on the
r8th one Jager company were across higher upstream, beyond
range of the defenders. Tllis unit had a clear open way to Larissa,
about six nllles farther south, along the river bank; but fortwutely
for all of us they preferred, or were ordered, to help the gorge
battle, and so missed a marvellous chance. One company could
have captured the Larissa bridges and wrecked us completely. It
was these people who shot up vellicles retiring from tl1e Peneos
Gorge and gave rise to rumours of paratroops landing. Panzers
forded the swift-running river and harried the tired, outnumbered defenders at Tempe. John Russell's squadron of Div.
Cav. had gone across to reinforce, and Ius Marmon-Herri.ngton
arm?ured car slipped over the bank. Wlllle he was being
extncated, the Ger111an tanks caught up. His carrier troop
leader, remembering their anti-tank mines, placed nine of tl1em
hurriedly on the road-and blew the leader Panzer almost on to
Olympus.
On the morning of April 19th, we drove back, winding round
the coast through beautiful scenery, with inlets of the very blue
Algean always on our left. Quite early we found a sheltered corner
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by a quiet stream to shave, brew up, and generally return to
normal again. Nothing like hot tea, a shave, and a wash to restore
one's self-respect.
Pushing on quietly, I watched carefully for places to blow the
road. A perfect answer appeared some twenty miles from
Lam.ia-a deep, rocky ravine crossed by one arch of masonry. An
hour later we c.ircled that town, to drive over Bowstring Bridge,
along the coast road on the narrow flats between mountain ridge
and blue sea.
That first day there were all the threads to gather up again;
as I drove back to Div. H .Q. it was more important to locate
my engineers than admire the magnificent scenery. Gordon
Morrison had Fifth Field Park nicely stowed away and, as usual,
had most of the answers. Sixth Field came next, with yotmg
Wells standing by to go out and blow the coast road. I explained
where the perfect ravine was, and next morning, after the usual
rearguard squadron ofDiv. Cav. passed through, he wrecked the
masonry bridge so thoroughly that a band of strays left behind
could not get even a motor-bike across it. Beyond Molos I found
19tl1 Army Troops almost complete and in very good
sp.irits. With very good spirits too, having relieved tl1e abandoned
bulk Naafi at Larissa of several cases of Scotch. Fred Hanson and
Seventh Field had already got down to hard work helping sth
Brigade, after ctmningly concealing their new home up a side
track under the lee of the mountain ridge. Sinillarly, Div. H.Q.
were tucked away among the pines close against nearly two
thousand feet of precipitous crag. Ideal hide-outs when the
Luftwaffe roamed at will, shooting up anything and everytlling
during daylight hours. They had heavily dive-bombed headquarters on ilie pass nortl1 ofLamia; thirty Stukas for nearly ten
minutes against a marvellous target of three hundred jammed
vehicles, with the human cargoes cowering among the rocks.
Results-five trucks burnt and two men killed; but everyone very
jittery and definitely air-conscious. Although our own small
headquarters had been lucky, they took a dim view of our
arrival unmolested, cheerful, and not very sympathetic. That
night we slept like the dead-the first proper rest for nearly a
week.
Next morning General Freyberg called a conference, forward
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at Jim Hargest' s headquarters, to hand out the plot for defending
our new area. While we were assembling, Bngadier Clive Steel,
my Chief Engineer, arrived from Anzac Corps with their orders,
having taken ten hours to reach us. Crow-flight the dtstance ts
forty miles, but going rom1d the mountains, by night on very
rough roads, and then dodging the bombers after daylight, just
made fast travelling impossible. As Clive started back, a Heinkel
loosed twelve bombs in three groups almost straight along the
road. The fourth missed my driver Macrae and Carter, our Don R,
by ten yards; the next four straddled the Chief's car; and the last
group landed among "D" Company of 22nd Battalion, killing
five and putting a large chrmk through John Ormond's shoulder.
Lying flat on the hillside, praying hard, the thought flashed
through my mind-would I get the Chief's job if he stopped one 1
Fortunately for Australia, his reaction factor had got him safely
in the ditch. Under such conditions there are only the quick, the
lucky, and the listed.
Anzac Corps allotted Sixth Australian Div. the honour of
following Leonidas and his Spartans in holding the famous Pass
of Thermopyla:: where the main bitumen road zigzagged up
nearly three thousand feet ofmountain wall. The New Zealanders
were spread out for probably ten miles along the coastal sector
among the pines, olive groves, and occasional villages fringed by
small bays and lovely blue sea. Across a narrow inlet were more
hills, and the road winding round from Volos down which some
of us had withdrawn. Easy enough to cross by boat, as many of
our stragglers did-and as the Boche could do too, if he was so
minded. So part of the plot involved coast watchers and even
sea patrols in borrowed power-craft. For nearly forty-eight hours
everyone worked hell for leather on defences, which the first
orders from Force H.Q. decreed would be held for at least one
month. Then sometime on April 21st, the unfortunate Greeks
finally gave up the unequal struggle and surrendered, but insisted on two days' grace for the British forces to leave their
beautiful countty! Easy enough to plan but not so easy to execute.
My diary speaks for everyone-"22 Apr.-Called to Div.
Conference about IIOO hrs regarding plot for withdrawal and
embarkation. Move by night by brigades. Lie up by day. Embark by night. All nicely worked out by Anzac Corps. Only
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disturbing factors are enemy and Force H. Q. who will change
scheme for certain. Fonnd Kiwis providing rearguard, and as
demolitions were the vital factor asked for command and got itto my astonishment. Wrote my first complete Engineer Order
to take Companies out; saw them all and said good-bye. Then
started on my first fighting job."
For those rather bow-and-arrow days, I had a marvellous
force; N.Z. Div. Cavalry, Lyndon Boulton's R.H.A. battery of
"L" and "Eagle" Troops, Jolm Pomfret's six two-pounders
manned by Northumberland Hussars, nine more New Zealand
gnns belonging to poor Jenkins; also White's company of
Vickers gnns and the carrier platoons of 22nd and 28th Battalions.
Plus of course my engineer demolition party from 7th Field
Company nnder Pete Wildey. Altogether a grand party, capable
ofrnnning or offighting. Max Carrie insisted on staying, claiming
I must have a staff officer, and, anyway, he'd missed all the excitement; and Alister Macfarlane and his medical team just
refused to go. He had "acquired" two ambulances, thereby becoming a most useful mobile aid-post. I gathered up the commanders and explained the pl<it. We would follow 6th Brigade
on to the southern end ofKhalkis Island, blow the causeway and
bridge linking it to the mainland, and take off from the island
beaches. That scheme, thank Heaven, was scrapped next morning,
as the Germans were reported on the confonnded island already.
Actually, the troops seen there proved to be our own stragglers
working back from Peneos Gorge where 2rst Battalion and
one Aussie Battalion had been cut off and scattered. After
three different sets of orders, we eventually retreated through
Thebes, not having a clue as to fmal destination nntil yonng Cole
of Div. Cav., doing traffic control in that dangerous town, told
me the answer. But that is getting ahead of the story.
On the evening of April 23rd, 5th Brigade pulled out for the
beaches, accompanied by most ofDiv. H.Q., including my small
Sapper Group commanded by "Stocky" Baigent. Most of them
I have not seen since; they were captured on Crete and our
trails haven't crossed yet. That night move went very well, because by first light next morning they were stowed away in the
pines within reach of the Marathon beaches. Both Fifth Field
Park and r9th Army Troops got clear in the same column
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having, as their last job, marked all the bad spots-and there were
plenty-along the road, with tom-up sheets borrowed from the
sanatorium.
Thursday, April 24th, came in rather stormy and stayed rough.
We were wakened by gwillre to find our only battery of British
medium artillery vigorously shelling German columns moving
into Lamia. Their Alpin Korps had crossed the river already when
the Australians withdrew over the Thermopylre ridge to Brallos.
Panzers and infantry were pressing down the coastal strip against
6th N.Z. Brigade at Molos-the battle was on once more. No
question of slipping away without fighting-there seemed a
reasonable chance that my rearguard would have a scrap before
going.
All day our road and the Molos area suffered a non-stop blitz,
partly dive-bombers, mostly 109F fighters. Returning from my
morning conference, Hugh Carruth' s car was badly shot up,
skidding over the bank full of holes. They had difficulty getting
out of the jammed doors, and a second burst caught Jenkins; he
died some days later in Athens. Hugh cleaned up the mess and
went on in a truck, which was spotted almost immediately and
set on fire with a cannon burst. Hugh's luck must have been inhe escaped with a dozen tiny fragments splashed off the steel
roof, and a slight leg wound.
Late in the afternoon, when the pressure seemed easier, Max
Carrie and I decided to have one last dip in the sanatorium hot
spring before the Germans got it. A short quick dash ended in a
dive to cover among the olive trees on Cape Knimis, where the
Maori carrier crews were tucked away, festooned with Vickers
gun belts, having a grand party firing at every passing aircraft
in or out of range. Farther along, just beyond our reach, three
German fighters kept circling like vultures and diving at some
unlucky target. When they fmally zoomed away, we moved
cautiously on, wondering who might have caught the packet.
Among the olive trees beside the road stood a staff car with
General Freyberg,Jack Griffiths, and their driver prowling row1d
inspecting the damage. I've never seen a better demonstration of
what Al Capone would call "Swiss-cheesing"; the poor old
veteran vehicle was riddled. Yet the radiator had escaped and the
engine still functioned, although all tl1e glass was shot out and
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one tyre ruined. "Where did tlus lot go 1" I asked, inspecting the
shattered doors on one side. "D'you think we stopped to shut the
danme~ t!Ungs when we got out snapped the General. They
had sprmted clear m record time JUSt a split second before the
first burst rut the car; luckily the German pilots did not appreciate
the value of that particular target, otherwise they certainly would
have hunted the crew. We helped with our spare wheel and off
went our General in the battle-scarred wreck, wlllch kept going
to the fmal evacuation, four days and many nllles on. Incidentally,
it was grand value as a demonstration to the troops tl1at modern
war fell in most democratic and impartial faslllon on everyone
irrespective of rank.
The incident delayed Max and me sufficiently to make our
swim impossible, so we are still hoping for anotl1er enjoyable
hour in Thermopylae' s main attraction. Instead, we visited Pete
Wildey and handed over our "No Entry" sign. Tills was a
beautiful red on wlute notice-board wlllch normally marked the
linuts ofDiv. H.Q.'s sacred grove. Max suggested planting it at
our crater, when blown, silltably inscribed for the benefit of the
onconling Boche. He spent a happy hour adding "Durchgang
Verboten", "Auf Wiederselten" and the New Zealand fern-leaf.
Pete went one further and converted our verbal defiance into a
very neat booby-trap, by wiring several silltably adjusted antitank nlines to it, in ilie hopes iliat whoever pulled up the board
would keep going up.
While we of the rearguard were preparing to take over and
fight, if forced, round Cape Kninlis, the battle had been raging
vigorously ten nllles away near Molos where ilie Germans
pressed hard against 6ili Brigade. We had no anti-tank mines
left, so fourteen Panzers, followed by lorried infantry, drove
along the open road, winding round ilie fooiliills to Molos.
Round ilie first convenient ridge, four guns of 5th Field Regiment
waited, perfectly placed for anti-tank action. Bombardier Santi
opened fire at point-blank range, four hundred yards, smaslllng
ilie first three Panzers as q illckly as he could relay and fire. As
iliey brewed up, a second gtm smashed two more near the tail
of the column. Partly s!Uelded by truck black smoke from the
blazino- hulls, the others tried to retire, firing heavily on our
infant;y posts overlooking ilie road, but every gw1 within sight
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and range had at them tmtil six miles of road became a graveyard
of gutted tanks and dead crews. Santi himself knocked out rune
tanks, receiving a well-merited D.C.M. Baulked on the quick
attack, the Germans followed their usual tactics, by sending
Alpine infantry up round the mountain flank. Much more
difficult to counter, especially when we were thinned out ready
for withdrawal. But at some cost in men and time, 6th Brigade
held them off until dusk, when the gunners very reluctantly
wrecked their precious carmon, and started the rather complicated move back to the beaches.
Waiting behind the scenes, it was obvious that the going would
be delayed and defmitely sticky. There was nothing more that
we could do, however, so Pete Wildey and I sat beside the forward demolition, under the black shadows of the trees, with the
rocky face of mountain spur on one side of the road and the sea
on the other, and watched the leading vehicles come roaring out
of the dark, feeling their way along with side-lights only. Immediately we realised that an imperceptible kink in the road and
a deep, narrow ditch on the inside would give serious trouble.
Any vehicle jammed in this bottle-neck must cause a bad holdup, and the programme was already hours late. So we stood there
for over four hours yelling "Lights on now! Get on!" to every
vehicle in that solid stream. The grateful drivers never argued,
switched on every light available and speeded up at once; only
one officer queried my orders and my right to give them. Five
miles away across the inlet, a continuous blaze of headlights
marked the German motor colurrms moving up-too late to
stop us. By 1 a.m. when I had yelled myself hoarse, the closepacked head-to-tail rush started to thin out. A few minutes later,
along came a pennanted staff car, containing Brigadier Barrowdough. "We're rather late," he said, "but everybody is clear now
except a small rearguard under Page. They won't be long. Good
night and good luck." "Thanks, sir! The same to you." He moved
on towards Athens unfussed and quite imperturbable.
Very nice too. Pete and I settled down agaih, tommy-guns
across our knees. Only a few minutes to go and all ready, with
my rearguard faced for home. Forty minutes of eternity dragged
slowly through irritation to alarm, as the possibility of the last
party having been cut off became stronger. Forty minutes of
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nothing, except occasional explosions back round Molos, which
might be battle or our gw1s committing timed self-destruction.
Then out of the dark ilie rattle of tracks grew to a roar. British
or Boche 1 We could only wait until the leading vehicle came up
against the vague skyline-a carrier containing Colonel Rusty
Page, very pleased because he had waited successfully for ilie
colunm to clear, forgetting that we were waiting most impatiently for ilie same purpose. I gave him a good stiff verbal kick
in the pants and shooed his party on, then joined Pete at ilie
exploder a hundred yards back in a rocky cleft. Down went ilie
handle and down came half the bank as a terrific upheaval tore
ilie road out and let ilie sea in. We tried to check on ilie damage,
but spray and mud made that quite impossible. Back on ilie
double to ilie second one. Pete blew it, ilien planted our "No
Entry" mined sign while I dashed back in Shirley's truck to
start the rearguard moving. I looked at my watch-three-fifteen,
almost ilie hour on Anzac Day of 1915 when our earlier bretl1ren
ran their ships' boats on to Anzac Cove. They were eventually
tlrrown out; and here history repeated itself in an equally classical
setting.
According to my plan, we roared back round the winding
coast road wiili the Div. Cav. in their usual place of honour
tailing the colunm. Impossible not to be tlrrilled by, and possessive
of, my first real fighting command; and hopeful iliat a few Jerries
might take us on somehow.
As first light caught the mountain ridges, we gathered up the
full rearguard where ilie coast road j unctioned witl1 the main
bitumen highway, under the souiliern lee ofThermopyla::.
On again, because the mountain road from Delphi zigzagged
down to Levadia ten miles farther soutl1, and we must cover that
too. Leaving Max Carrie with Colonel Wayne and his Australian
sappers to blow the next bridge when our tail cleared it, we
retired at speed. Vehicles kept well spaced, the Horse Artillery
"quads" roaring round tl1e curves at forty, ilieir squat caJmon
bouncing and swaying all over the place. A grand sight, much
too easily seen as the sun climbed in a clear blue sky. Clear also
of Hun fighters for the first time in ten hectic mornings. Why
we got that lucky break, nobody will ever know.
Hoping for the best-and on that day, in that place, it was
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sheer optim.ism.-I pushed the column on down the bombblasted straight towards Thebes, anxiously searching for cover to
crawl tmder, clear of the road, while I got a clue as to our future.
No communication with Division and no orders made this rather
pressing. Thebes solved both problems. On the outskirts olive
groves and other trees gave dispersal areas into which the guns
and vehicles thankfully rolled-for breakfast and sleep. And at
the critical parting of the ways in the battered city, I found young
Cole of our ubiquitous Div. Cav. " Hallo, Maurice, what the
devil are you doing here?" I asked. "Traffic control, sir. As much
as the damned Messers and the traffic will let me." "Just the man I
want. Which way did 6th Brigade go early this rooming!'
"Straight on for Athens. You are to follow and get in behind
4th Brigade who are sitting on Kriekous Pass about ten miles
from here. The sooner you go, sir, the sooner I can. There's a
rumour that the Jerries have landed on Khalkis Island, east of
here, and may come this way." "Thanks very much, Maurice,
that's fme. We'll get cracking after brewing up. You'll fmd the
old squadron tailing up my crew. Good luck." A grand lad doing
a tough job and doing it well. Provost and other men who kept
the worried hurrying stream flowing steadily in the right
direction under such conditions deserve-but seldom receivethe highest praise.
Some six miles beyond Thebes we were proceeding quietly,
followed by tl1e little group of Signal vehicles, myself on air
watch waist-high out through the sliding roof, looking up-sun
and enjoying the lovely morning. Without waming, out of the
blue a staccato crash of machine-gun fire screamed past, as a twinengined bomber roared over the ridge at nought feet. He was
returning &om a job and my car happened to be dead in the
beam, so we got the works. Mac jammed on everything. The
poor old Humber swerved as usual, to straddle the ditch, into
which Mac and Max tl1ankfully fell. Without attempting to
return the fire, although my tommy-gun could have been
effective at fifty feet, I crash-dived out on to the bitumen. No
ditch my side and not much future. In the few seconds while they
roared out of range, the rear gmmer gave us his quota. Some of it
spanged off the road within reach. Touching the hot spot, I
thought of the old adage "a miss is as good as a mile". Not much
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comfort when the miss is really near. Only ten-seconds thrill
and not a mark to boast about, not even on the car. Undoubtedly
we were born lucky.
.
Zigzagging over the mom1tain ridge at Kriekous, where 4th
N.Z. Brigade infantry were dug in, ready and willing to stop
the Germans again as they had done already at Servia, we fmally
fotmd snug cover among the pine-clad foothills. An ideal area
for lying up, which then contained over fifteen thousand troops
and their transport; yet the Luftwaffe never discovered this,
although they droned rotmd all day and every day shooting up
road movement.
I reported in to Division-and promptly lost my fighting
troops, to our mutual regret. Hugh Carruth took most of
them off to join what was left of the British rst Armoured
Brigade, while my old friends of "C" Squadron plus 22nd and
28th Carriers went off to help protect the Corinth Canal zone.
Back on ilie job again as C.R.E., aliliough having no engineers
in sight to command (even Pete Wildey had deserted me to
rejoin 7th Field Company), I was ordered over to Corinili to
arrange further demolitions down the Peloponnese. Someone
high enough had at last been convinced by hard losses that ships
are much more vulnerable ilian motor vehicles if both forms of
transportation are tmder heavy air attack. Especially on winding
hill roads as against narrow seas. Shipping losses rOLmd Athens
might have been greatly reduced if we had all motored
down to the south-east corner of Greece, where ilie ferry run to
Crete was a mere three to four hours. The plot now was for
6th and 4th N.Z. Brigades plus all the odds and ends to go over
the Corinth Canal, blow ilie huge road and rail bridge which
my lads of 6th Field Company were then preparing for t!us
sacrifice, and push on to the bottom left corner as far as Greek
roads went, for embarkation iliere. That was the plot. Once
more the Luftwaffe dropped a nasty spanner into it.
Anyway, as soon as dusk fell ilie exodus got moving quickly,
including my small party which was now reduced t? Doe
Macfarlane and his wounded, Max Carrie and myself w1tl1 our
faitlllul car crew.
Daylight caught us near Argos, slightly beyond tl1e villa~e
called Miloi, where N.Z. Div. H.Q., or what was left of lt,
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should have been. Not having a clue, we pulled clear under the
ubiquitous olive trees and died until ten o'clock when droning
bombers, screaming bombs, and resultant near misses brought the
usual rude awakening. Our cover clearly consisted of goat homes,
odorous, manurish, and full of most active fleas. All these combined drove me off on the quest for Div. H.Q. again, eventually
located very well clear of the road and other company back on
the wrong, or enemy, side of Miloi.
Dodging in there about 3 p.m., I caught up with Alan Ross
and John Brooke-White-fresh in from the early-morning
tragedy at Corinth. From first light, the Luftwaffe had bombed
and shot-up the Canal zone for three hours unceasingly and
heavily. Then the JU 52s droned slowly over, peppering out a
thousand paratroops from very low height. The first airborne
attack in our battle and a most effective one. All our scattered
troops had been smothered, including my wliucky 6th Field
Company. But their immediate task was successfully completed.
The big bridge had been blown up, nobody knew how, despite
strong efforts by the Boche to capture it intact. Sometime later I
obtained a photo showing how this single-arch magnificent
structure had been tom out of both banks and disappeared into
the Canal. The perfect job. A German paratroop officer took
the photo, only to lose his camera and his life later during the
assault on Crete. Who actually blew the bridge is still hotly
argued.
Naturally this airborne spanner, dropped in, thickened the plot
considerably. Having surface command of the sea, we switched
4th Brigade and everyone else north of the break back to the
Marathon beaches as planned originally. The rest of us would go
off from the Peloponnese-but a night later, after the hard-used
ships had cleared the others first. Clearly a case of "the first shall
be last and the last first".
General Freyberg told me it was essential to blow the road
somehow, because the Germans had landed light tanks by sea or
air, and we had no guns left to take them on. My immediate
resources for the job consisted of ten plugs of gelly, a tin of
detonators, and a few feet of safety-fuze, which always travelled
m the Humber mixed up with tools, loot, and sometimes beer.
Engineers there were none, other than my car crew. However, a
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small party of Div. Cav. reinforcements produced six amateur
explosive "experts" headed by two fellow Hawkes Bay piratesSergeant Donnelly and Mike Murphy. Piled into a fifteenhundredweight truck, they joined me in the search for the
wherewithal to blow. When in doubt look for the Navy-and
depth charges. I located an Admiral walking round an olive
tree, carefully keeping it between him and a rather inquisitive
Hun bomber; he agreed that if a destroyer came in that night,
it would gladly give me a brace of charges. He "made a signal",
and that was that.
He also told me the rear party afForce Headquarters, including
General Maitland Wilson, would be leaving after dark in a
Sunderland, abandoning most of their kit and their cars. Scenting
loot, I pushed Doe Macfarlane off hot-foot for the beach at
Monemvasia, anotl1er hundred miles on, and took my gang
down to Miloi pier, where a R.A.F. tender waited for the
flying-boat. That tender carried two items of precious cargo;
first and most valuable from my angle, a nice depth charge;
second and very easy to the eye, two British nursing sisters,
salvaged off a beach near Athens and nattily dressed in R.A.F.
shirts and shorts. These two stout lasses-the adjective refers to
their spirit-manned the forward twin-Lewis guns against at
least one Stuka raid.
Keeping our minds and activities strictly to duty, we extracted
the depth charge, rolled it up planks into the truck, then sat
back to see Force Headquarters evacuated-a most interesting
spectacle. As the light went, the Sunderland crept round the far
headland at nought feet to make a perfect landing, perfectly
timed. Then a motley collection from Generals to batmen spilled
out of various vehicles on to the jetty and prepared to depart.
Linllted to one suitcase each, great men, accustomed to settle the
lives and destinies of thousands by quick snappy decisions, rummaged over masses of kit, trying to decide what should be
jettisoned. Having already taken similar action back at ~hermo
pyla:, we stood round sardonic-like and vultunsh, wattmg for
the pickings. A pathetic sight. They took so long and fussed so
much that fmally the skipper of tl1e Sunderland climbed on to a
bollard and roared out, "Gentlemen! If you don't make up your
bloody minds and get aboard the tender, I'm leaving in ten
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minutes time, otherwise we'll be shot down in daylight tomorrow
morning. For God's sake, make it snappy." Nobody arrested him
and they made it very snappy. Within five minutes sixty of them
were aboard and away. Not many minutes later we had transferred our gear into a sleek Humber-Pullman and gladlyjettisoned
an historic, battered Utility, veteran of two campaigns. The transfer included four tins of an excellent brand of smoking mixture
and two boxes of good cigars which the late, unknown owner
had left behind, doubtless with regret. Lounging back puffmg
easily at our newest acquisitions, we thoroughly enjoyed life as
Mac swung us round the winding hill road, which seemed fairly
clear of traffic except for waifs and strays from various oddments.
We were still using the Greek Automobile Association red-andyellow road map which had guided us up Greece seven eventful
weeks earlier. It did give a slight clue, whereas most people had
long since run off any official maps issued.
About five o'clock, to my utter astonishment, I was turned
into the correct road by a rough notice marked "Lee Force
H.Q." and an arrow. They had been the Australian rearguard
coming back to Thermopyl.e on April 2oth, and out of it again
on Anzac night. An extraordinary coincidence tl1at we should be
teamed up for the third, and last, time. Having made good progress, I halted on the roadside for two hours' rest. My new
demolition squad were highly amused when I assembled a campbed and had a comfort~ble sleep-in pyjamas.
On again, winding up and down hills over so many enormous
culverts waiting to be blown that I felt like a country kid in a
city sweetshop.
Eventually our way returned to flats near the sea and across
another nice bridge (easy to destroy) into a larger town. Stopping
for directions, we were immediately surrounded by very friendly
people offering us lovely flowers and hard-boiled eggs painted
scarlet. Easter gifts. A merffiant, speaking fair English, apologised
for the fact that the Greek Army had let us down. Let us down!
S:ven weeks earlier tl1ey welcomed us with garlands on our
tnumphant advance to battle. Now we were running out,
desertin_g them to four bitter years of ruthless occupation-yet
they still gave us flowers. Simple, grand people, the Greek
country folk. Worth fighting for-worth dying for, if the luck
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vo.:ent that way. We picked up a handsome Cretan sergeant,
hitch-hiking home, and cracked on for Monemvasia, keeping careful air watch.
Twenty miles out, on a sharp bend, the Pullman very nearly
collided with a decrepit truck crammed to capacity with Greek
sailors. Pantomimic inquiry, mainly by showing our one depth
charge, produced a sketch which indicated that a destroyer,
wrecked by bombing, was on the rocks and still had depth
charges aboard. Grand news, if true. A few more bends farther on
I fmmd the perfect demolition site-a single-arch masonry
bridge over a deep rocky ravine, covered by the perfect defensive position. Bitter experience having proved the futility
of making a gap, then not discouraging repairs by shooting
the repairers, I was determined someone should fight here, if
need be.
Swinging down the last lap, in sight of the sea, we met the
right "someone" in the shape of Captain Carroll whose reinforced company of 2ndj6th Australian Battalion now constituted
"Lee Force". Having arrived three hours earlier, he was looking
for a position covering the bay, while his men sprawled under
the olive trees, dead to the world. It had been tough travelling
all night in a three-tormer over those hills. "I've got the perfect
answer. If you'll shoot over the gap, I'll blow it." "O.K.," he
answered. "Let us know when you're ready." Incidentally, he
told me where Doe Macfarlane and my cripples were snugly
tucked away in the next ravine.
Having met a Signals officer who confirmed there was a
destroyer aground and it did have depth charges, I started out
complete with Div. Cav. truck to collect them. Finally we
reached our haven-Monemvasia-a peaceful fishing village
fringing the blue lEgean, backed by high hills. Out in front, a
Gibraltar-like island, reached by a solid causeway, provided two
small anchorages containing numerous caiques and fishing-boats.
Most beautiful sight to us, on the island foreshore a destroyer
was sunk, its stem projecting. We rolled cautiously over the
causeway, and there sure enough, on that blunt end, were three
depth charges. O.K. for road wrecking.
Mike Murphy sorted out a suitable boat and rowed aboard
between bombers. The deck was canted at a crazy angle, but we
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managed to unshackle the charges and lower them ':"ith a threeinch hawser into our craft. Three drums each we1ghing three
hundred potmds are not easily handled under such conditions,
and we were sweating a bit on the second one when someone
yelled from the shore "Lord! Banknotes! The tide's full of 'em!"
The load went with a run, almost through the boat, as everyone
craned over to see for themselves. Sure enough among the rocks
and swaying seaweed, the main Botsam and jetsam was banknotes
-one-hundred drachmre notes-thousands of them. Their origin
proved to be a stove-in ironbound wooden case. When we
found four more such cases, waterlogged and awash, the excitement became stratospheric. Money for nothing! Merely a matter
of picking up wet wads of it, and drying them. Modem treasure
hunting of the best kind. We estimated the loot at fifteen million
drachmre, then worth on official exchange three thousand
pounds. Naturally everyone took time off to gather up a sandbag
full. Even the next bomber droning past failed to distract from
this fascinating sideline.
Back on the job, we lowered the last drum and rowed carefully ro the causeway, with about one inch freeboard and the
old tub leaking hard. Rolling the precious cargo into the
truck, we moved off at speed very happy in our work, and
turned the corner into cover as the next bomber roared round
the hills. Very nice too. Not a shot fired or a bomb dropped
near us.
Reporting in to General Freyberg, who had Brigadier Lee with
him, they tied up the threads, approved my bridge blow, and
arranged to defend it. My fmancial pirates spent a happy afternoon, eating, brewing up, and drying banknotes.
Complete with depth charges-and banknotes-my Div. Cav.
dynam.iters pushed off briskly at dusk, intending to reach the
bridge early and snatch some sleep while 6th Brigade drove past.
Leading in my beautiful Pullman, I promptly fell asleep in one
corner-and my companions Mac and Max, promptly took a
wrong turning, while the truck whizzed past on the right road.
With Mike Murphy driving, we never had a hope of catching
them. Of course they went on over the bridge without spotting
it. Such simple things wreck vital plans. We drove madly in
pursuit for thirty m.iles against a thickening stream of £1st102
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moving traffic and full headlights; and I was just giving up the
chase, very worried indeed, when we fow1d them, waiting.
Back in the scrum to the confounded bridge, having lost two
hours' sleep and a lot of badly needed nervous energy.
Bedding down in a side-road, we slept like the dead. I awoke
about 6.30 with a confused but very strong feeling that Laurie
Rudd had stood beside my camp-bed and that he was O.K.
Nobody else had seen him, however, so it must have been a
dream. Then I realised the intermittent roar .of vehicles rounding
the sharp corner over the bridge had ceased, although the tail of
the column was not due until 9 a.m.
Climbing quickly up the ridge, I checked the road bends down
the valley. Nothing in sight anywhere. Either our fellows had
made very good time and were through, or else there must be a
mighty big gap. Better make sure, so we fixed the depth charges
with my scanty stock of gelly, dets and fuze, then got the team
out on the job. Our Bren and anti-tank rifle in the rocks covering
everything, lookout on the top where he could see one bend
nearly five miles away, and Macrae back hell for leather in the
car alone, to meek up on the column. A bad mistake, sending
him alone, but fortunately the early bomber birds had other
worms to pursue, and an hour later he drove up with Brigadier
Lee in person, rather worried because the bridge hadn't been
demolished already.
No trouble about that. We rolled two depth charges into the
centre, Max and I lit the fuzes, then legged it smartly round the
second corner to where Mike Murphy was busy boiling the
billy. Two distinct, terrific thuds reverberated round the hills;
when the dust cleared there was the perfect answer, a raggededged gap thirty feet wide.
With the satisfaction of a job well done, my demolition crew
drove home to Tom Gough's cafe for another mid-morning
feast. No question about it, in a withdrawal the fighting troops
live like kings!
Well hidden among olive trees in a steep-sided ravine, the
passing bombers did not even wake us as tl1ey droned past intent
on shipping or other coastal targets. A big "A" lighter, carr~ing
eight hundred troops, had beached below us early that rnonung,
but was spotted still moving and promptly worked over by a
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dive-bombing circus. The passengers got clear tmder cover, but
the crew fought back with their machine-guns m1til a direct hit
blew half the ship and half of them to pieces. Black smoke from
buming fuel drew more bombers like Gyppo flies round a
broken melon-as usual simply dropping coals on Newcastle.
A most unhealmy spot all morning.
That, however, was quite incidental to tl1e marvellous fact
that Laurie Rudd and twenty-seven of his lads had come in with
the convoy and were now receiving non-stop doses of comfort
from Doe Macfarlane. Moreover, he had stood by my camp-bed
on that side-road at 2 a.m., and I had explained where to goand promptly slept again. Not surprising mat tl1e vision was a bit
blurred next moming. Life had been rather a scramble for the
last days.
About r p.m. General Freyberg called a conference of unit
representatives to settle the order of our going that very night.
It seemed hard to visualise tl1e critical moment had really come.
I was astonished to fmd nearly forty officers gathered under the
olive trees, belonging to irmumerable odd detachments who had,
by accident or design, tagged on to 6th Brigade. Altogemer
about ftve thousand assorted bodies dependent on me Royal
Navy in the shape of Ajax, Hotspur, Havoc, and, very far from
least, a small string of landing-craft, to get us out of trouble. A
most impressive conference in which General Freyberg, Brigadier Barrowclough, and their staffs had me intricate embarkation
worked out in practical detail, and put it over. All transport must
be destroyed, but without buming. In most cases, engines were
run to death, after the sumps had been emptied, tyres slashed
and accessible parts removed. The bottle-neck was landing-craft,
and the limiting factor tl1e hour at which we must depart from
Monemvasia to make Suda Bay before dawn. Plans covered the
possibility of 24th Battalion being left behind another day; but
with so many Auckland yachtsmen, accustomed to handle a boat
before they could walk, they manned an improvised flotilla of
fishing-craft which embarked fifteen hundred troops. Another
good example of self-help.
The rest is briefly told. We all carefully dressed in our best
clothes and re packed in three sections; gear officially allowed,
extra pack and haversack; the rest to be jettisoned only as a last
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resource. Actually, Laurie Rudd' s men had been asleep after
working all night when the paratroop deluge fell on them and
had only trousers, shirts, boots and fighting equipment, so they
split our surplus precious possessions among them. Thus my
bed-roll arrived in due course with me on Havoc's welcome deck
after a lu.xury embarkation, off a concrete pier into a landin"~
craft and up a gangway like first-class passengers. We we~e
promptly greeted with huge steaming mugs of Navy cocoa
laced with rum, and fat sandwiches of fresh white bread, bntter,
and bee£ Sheer lu.xury; and sheer heaven to climb into the
Captain's bunk and die until we steamed up Suda Bay as the day
lightened.
Rumours flew back and forth thick as bombers over Berlin.
"There had been a tragedy at Kalamata-another embarkation
area on the south coast of the Peloponnese-and seven thousand
troops were stranded." "General Freyberg and the 24th Battalion [always the Aucklanders on these funny jobs J were
going off full speed in Ajax to rescue them." "We were
landing on Crete where the rest of N.Z. Division had preceded us." "No, 6th Brigade was booked straight through
for Egypt."
Strangely enough and fateful for us, the last proved right.
About 10 a. m. nearly three thousand very mixed Kiwis, Aussies,
British, and others climbed the gangway on to S.S. Comliebanka stolid rusty cargo steamer whose worried skipper and bewildered Lascar crew had never seen so many bodies aboard.
They had twelve thousand rations, cold water, and nothing else.
The early birds promptly looted the best of the rations so that
most people ate bully beef and biscuits for the voyage. It was
crowded, but who cared ? Colonel Sam Alien promptly took
hold and organised everything. Sixty officers slept, ate, and had
their being on the captain's deck; a pocket-handkerchief steel
flat below the bridge. A galley taken over from the crew brewed
tea, non-stop for all hands, and the queue of unit orderlies filed
past it endlessly. Tea three times daily made life worth while.
Four wonderful sunny days we loafed across the blue .t'Egean,
alone and unmolested. Anyway we were mighty lucky to be
there at all; and even luckier than we knew then, because missing
Crete meant life itself for lots of that mixed bag.
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On the fourth morning the old Comlieba11k shuffied into a
quayside at Port Said-into the heat, flies and dust of Egyp.ta grim thought. Waiting to disembark, officers started clearung
their pistols-a foolish, dangerous thing as I loudly declared; then
followed the herd and pulled out my Italian Beretta. Sliding
out the magazine, I noticed the hammer was at half-cock,
thumbed it back without a glimmer of sense, and holding the
tiling in both hands pressed tl1e trigger! The terrific bang shook
everybody, most of all me when I realised a chunk of one fmger
had gone. "Some bloody fool's been playing round with my
pistol!" I declared, tenderly nursing the wounded hand-and
looking round for the other casualties. "Hell! What's happened 1"
exclaimed someone. And our Senior Chaplain, Colonel Gerrard,
answered: "According to George, some bloody fool's been playing with lJ..is pistol!" The bullet had gone slantwise through a
slJ..ip' s locker and hit the Bishop on the gaiter. Being spent, it
merely broke the skin without penetrating, but certainly gave
rum a shock, which he still remembers!
That ends my Greek campaign-back in Egypt with a selfinflicted wound and a sandbag full of illegal currency! Lest any
reader gets the wrong impression, all our experiences on the
mainland were just a picnic in comparison with the desperate
fight for Crete wlJ..ich followed three weeks later. I ntissed that
show, but my engineers did not. Fighting as infantry, for wlJ..ich
hard task they had, thank God, been reasonably trained, three of
our Companies suffered heavy losses-but gave as much as they
got. When we made the fmal count in the dust and heat of
God-forsaken Helwan Camp, nearly half had gone. Due entirely
to Gordon Morrison' s personal efforts, Fifth Field Park came out
in good order. They were working round Suda Bay, detached
from N.Z. Division and received no orders concerning the
evacuation. Gordon tore a chart off the wharf office wall, wruch
showed the route to Sphakia. Moving by night, they covered the
forty difficult miles and reached the cliff edge, where the track
goes down to Sphakia beach. Infantry guards stopped further
movement, except for parties of fifty each, called down for
actual embarkation. Morrison ordered his weary company,
one htmdred and twenty strong, to wait in single file; went
down and harried various commanders until he got a cltit for
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two parties, if others were not waiting. In the next three hours,
there were two gaps, and one hundred veteran engineers stumbled
down to the beach-and away. Gordon made the rounds again,
got another authority for the last twenty, and led them aboard
the last boat but one. The hall-mark of a real leader.
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CHAPTER VI

"REINFORCE, RE-EQUIP, AND TRAIN"

T

HE war of 1939-45, where it affected the army, was

characterised by short, violent periods of fighting interspersed with breathing-spaces which ran into years for
many troops. For example, thousands of British Tommies who
waded off the Dmllcirk beaches in 1940 never fired a shot in
anger until they reversed the process by wading ashore in Normandy four weary, difficult years later. The N.Z. Division
needed a recuperative spell after the losses of Greece and Crete;
officially as a formation it was out of battle in I 941 from late
May to November r8th, although small numbers of New
Zealand soldiers ran about with the Long-range Desert Group,
while lucky individuals wangled their way into other people's
wars.
When the last New Zealanders evacuated from Crete stumbled
off the destroyers which had borne them through extra perils by
sea and by air, one of the men who met them was Mr. Peter
Fraser, their Prime Minister. Imagine his emotions standing there
waiting to greet these haggard, unshaven, battle-stained fellowcountrymen, many of them wounded; all badly worn both
physically and mentally; all worried by the loss of so many good
"Cobbers". Mr. Fraser was responsible, in part, for all of this.
Imagine the deep feeling stirred in that warm heart-because,
before all else, he loved his fellow-men. Yet walking among and
talking to these survivors, he sensed their real reaction. "Bloody
hard scrumming against a heavier pack, who had good backs
behind 'em." "We've taken a hell of a licking this game."
"Let's build the team up again, get down to hard trai.nin g and
bash them next time." That was the troops' attitude beneath their
grousing and bad language.
roS
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Travelling back to Cairo by the desert road, Mr. Fraser's car
blew a tyre doing at least sixty, and turned three somersaults
in the soft sand, missing rocks and a telegraph-post by inches.
With six people packed tight in the big saloon car, nobody was
killed. Despite that shake-up, Peter Fraser went on to the vital
conference with Lord Wavell; he put forward the soldier's view
-"Leave the verdict on Crete to history, let us reorganise, train,
and get on with the war." He was a great man, leading good men.
Despite heavy losses on Crete, the gaps in our ranks were
quickly filled by waiting reinforcements. Equipment was a
much more difficult problem. Having lost all our valuable
cannon, trucks, and non-personal equipment in Greece or Crete,
the New Zealanders dropped down the Mid-east priority list from
second place to fifty-third. Grudgingly handed out the bare
minimum of training gear, we were told to get on with it.
Transport was al;nost non-existent. For a while our engineer
resources consisted of the temperamental Fiat baby car, ratted in
the first Libyan campaign and brought out by Fifth Field Park.
That Wop baby ran an incredible mileage before just wearing out
and falling apart.
Once more I prospected down the Suez Canal Area for training facilities, and struck oil. Building a rest-camp on the Canal
Company's "sacred" island in Lake Timsah gave my engineers a
delightful summer home among pine trees, beside good salt
water and real green grass. This last amenity was so unusual that
the term "grass happy" crept into letters home written by the
troops-a welcome change from the usual references to "sand
happy". A neighbouring Bridging Park disgorged pontoons and
other boating equipment with which we trained on the lake; and
we took on odd jobs, such as building dummy airfields, complete
with balloons, aircraft guns, flashes, and so on. Field engineers are
fortunate in that their war training, even for actual operations,
can often be constructive and therefore useful. Because of this
sales point, they are welcome in most places; the Canal Zone
proved no exception during those "'tween-fighting" months of
1941. As a health resort and training area it had, however, one
serious though intermittent disadvantage. The Luftwaffe bombed
Canal and shipping much too persistently for comfort. Yet by
some lucky break nothing in Lake Tirnsah, neither ships nor our
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green island, ever caught a packet, although bl<?cks of Ismailia
within a thousand yards were flattened, mcludmg the French
Club.
During the early days of this reorganisation period, I visited
Syria twice. On the first trip, Macrae and I, accompanied by
Colonel Monty Spencer, spent our seven days' "survivor's"
leave looking over the interesting-and historical-war zone
where in Jtme 1941 Seventh Australian Division, with British
support, advanced north over the Palestine border to occupy
Syria, and where, contrary to political and even intelligence
forecasts, they ran into unexpectedly stubborn resistance, particularly along the narrow coastal strip round Tyre and Sidon
and over the high ridges at Merjayoun.
Some weeks later, a few days after the Vichy French finally
capitulated, I took off for Syria again. This time I had imposing
company, consisting of two doctors, Pat Ardagh and Bruce
Rennie, and the Division's A.P.M., one Charles MacCallum, all
packed in my new Ford car, with Mac at the wheel. In seven
days we covered two thousand five hundred miles, every one
packed with interest. But this is not a travel book, and space does
not allow me to describe in detail the eventful journey.
Back in the dust and heat of Galuwala Camp, I put in a road
and anti-tank obstacle report on Northern Syria to Engineer-inChief. It saved us paying fourpence per mile for the car!
My engineers' training interval on the island paradise in Lake
Timsah stretched out until August by judicious going slow on the
rest-camp building. Then Lady Blank graciously consented to
open the recreation pavilion on a certain date, and General
Selby ordered me in no uncertain fashion to fmish and go. Fred
Hanson had already moved on with his 7th Field Company to
join their first love, 5th N.Z. Infantry Brigade, on the slab-rock
flats south of El Alamein, where Brigadier Hargest' s refilled
battalions were experiencing their quota of desert "digging" by
blasting out defences. Blasting is the right term. Every slittrench and every gun-pit needed explosives. I received an urgent
app_eal from th<: Brigadier for more compressors, and sent every
available machine, plus crew, from all my units. Those ring
defences, known to the New Zealanders as "Kaponga" and
officially as "Fortress A", were in the centre of the thirty-mile
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gap where the tank-proof Qattara Depression comes nearest to
the tank-proof Mediterranean. In August 1941 the fighting front
was three hundred miles to the west, just over the Libyan border,
and odds of twenty to one against could have been taken that
those laboriously blown-out trenches would ever be front-line.
Yet only ten months later, my Brigade thankfully shovelled the
sand out of them and watched Rommel's panzer columns drive
on through the dust haze to Alexandria-they thought.
Another incident during that period of reorganisation was the
change over of 19th Army Troops Company for 8th Field
Company; the former went out of the Divisional fold into
wider spheres of work, while the latter joined us as new boys.
As this story has told briefly and inadequately, Major Langbein's
team had never failed to take more than their full share of
fighting and of engineer tasks-and of anything else from beer
at Matruh to shipwrecked Wops at Sidi Barrani. Under my
command from their arrival in Egypt, I regarded them as my
particular baby, and was most reluctant to lose them; but urgent,
specialised projects awaited their expert attention as widely spread
as Aqaba on the Gulf of Aqaba and Suffraga down the Red Sea.
Major "Russ" Currie, a New Zealand Regular Officer, commanded 8th Field Company. Sidetracked to Fiji, they eventually
reached Alexandria ready to embark for Greece, but were taken
off the ships. While they lacked the battle experience of our
veterans, there was ample compensation in the fact that their
equipment and, most heaven-sent of all, their vehicles were at
full strength. Shared out round the other companies, this gear
helped us over the very lean period down at Ismailia.
Late in August 1941, N.Z. Division, with the exception of
5th Brigade and 7th Field Company, moved up to "Baggush
by the sea" as the first stage towards the next battle. Officially
we worked on, and lived in, the defences initiated a year ago,
and revived rather hastily when Rommel' s first push came
over the border into Egypt. Desert movement and desert
attack being our next job, we practised lorried moves and navigation, night and day marching, and all the combined efforts
needed for a successful offensive. Everyone lived underground,
converting dug-outs, even one-man slits, into desirable residences,
fighting a never-ending war against sand.
Ill
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Both sides were busy preparing for the next Western Desert
round. Over thousands of square miles between the Nile Delta
and Cyrenaica lived a unique community organised and trained
for war, in an environment eminently suited for tl1e business.
Neither women nor children, few villages and no farms, obstructed the arena or diverted tl1e gladiators. Even tl1e nomadic
Bedouin, precariously existing on that water-starved desert, had
folded their ragged tents and quietly moved away, with their
camels, donkeys, and goats-clear of the vast battle zone.
Training was hard and thorough, enthusiasm tempered thi.s
time by battle experience. After Greece and Crete, the Anzacs
had no qualms about meeting the Afrika Korps, and of course
the Italians just messed up the battlefield.
We knew even then what the first New Zealand objectives
might be-the Omars-very strong defences astride the Libyan
border twenty miles south of Sollum. We also knew, from air
and ground reconnaissance, that the Germans, like ourselves, had
strong minefields laid rotmd every area. Any attack must traverse
these fields. General Freyberg demanded some effective minelocator and an efficient method of clearing gaps through whi.ch
supporting tanks and guns could get forward in reasonable safety.
He handed this problem to me. I remembered that a gadget
called the "Goldak universal detector"-an American mineralore locator-had been used round Mersa Matrul1 early in 1941
to fmd British mines. Briefly, it consisted of a loop aerial which
picked up magnetic influence from buried metals, and thereby
varied a steady hum in earphones worn by the operator. The
Goldak proved too weak and unreliable, and had been discarded.
I borrowed one and sought out friends in the wireless section of
N.Z. Divisional Signals. Explaining the problem, I left them
to it. Withi.n twenty-four hours an excited voice over the 'phone
said, "We've got the answer! Come round for a test." It was
true! Their modified Goldak would locate buried pliers and
other metals every time. Loading the marvellous instrument and
half a dozen empty mine cases into the car, we drove down to
the tiny hut overlooking the blue Mediterranean in whi.ch
General Freyberg lived. I reported and suggested a test. Whi.le
John Whi.te kept me out of sight, Sir Bernard and Jack Grif!iths
buried mine cases in the sand. Dmmi.ng the earphones, I "swept"
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the area. The steady note changed sharply whenever the aerial
crossed metal. Amid growing excitement, I fow1d every mine.
Then the General tried the "galli-galli" role-with equal success. That was a great moment. For the first time in the Middle
East we could locate anti-tank mines with speed and accuracy;
but they still had to be destroyed.
A conference of my engineer experts quickly evolved a drill
for clearing the gap, by detecting and marking the mines, then
running a length of F.I.D. (Fuze, instantaneous, detonating)
through the gap, boosting it by squeezing on half plugs of
gelly over each mine, without of course, disturbing anything.
On reaching the far side of the field, the F.I.D. train was detonated
and up went all the located mines-a most spectacular show.
Rather a "death or glory" party for the engineers concerned, but
we were accustomed by now to sharing the assault with the
infantry.
While this application of the detector was being tried out, our
drastically modified Goldak had started a red-hot production
campaign. Half a dozen Middle East experts dealing in wireless,
assisted by my New Zealand Signals adviser, dismantled it and
worked out a copy which could be made from bits and pieces
immediately available in Egypt. A pilot model was tested by us
within twenty-four hours, and Ordnance went into full production on top priority. Time was so short for training, and the
need so great, that these "Detectors, mine, L.P." were flown up
individually for direct delivery to forward engineer units. That
was one important problem solved. We still had to "sell" the
detector and drill to all concerned.
It was during this training period, partly because of the minedetector experiments, that I came in close contact with Brigadier
Kisch, Chief Engineer of the new-born Eighth Army. He was
a great man by any standards, and a great Jew. After an outstanding career as a fighting engineer in I9I4-I8, he resigned from
the Royal Engineers and went to Palestine as a leading member
of the Zionist Movement. Between the wars all his energy, drive,
and technical skill, as well as spirit, found full scope developing
Israel on the right lines. When war started again he came back at
once, ftghting for both the Commonwealth and his new Jewish
homeland against the Nazi oppressors. As Chief Engineer Eightl1
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Army, Brigadier Kisch was ~1e perfect answer. Fearless it~ acti~n,
most resourceful ill developmg every possible engmeermg aid,
preachi.t1g and practisillg co-operation among the diverse elements formi.t1g the desert forces, he was a great man. I had the
privilege of goi.t1g round Benghazi with him ill J:?ece~ber 1941,
after its recapture. Among the nuxed populanon IS a small,
strongly-rooted Jewish element, datillg back direct to Sill10n of
Cyrene. We met some of them durillg that visit, and their
reception of Brigadier Kisch was most movillg. Although none
of them had visited Palestille, they were keenly alive to the
spiritual value of the "Promised Land". As a senior representative
of the Zionist organisation, he was greeted with deep fervour and
great respect. Women knelt to kiss his boots ill symbolic devotion. I saw another facet of a battle leader we all respected and
admired. Brigadier Kisch was killed by a mille ill Tunisia; Israel
and the British Commonwealth are tl1e losers by his passillg. It
was a privilege to serve with him.
Durillg the waitillg period the New Zealand Engilleers had
changed round quite a number of bodies, ill addition to our
replacements for Greece and Crete. Laurie Rudd received a
D.S.O. and promotion, movi.t1g on to the unenviable but most
essential appointment of Military Secretary. Beillg a good,
sound lawyer, with war experience both ill illfantry and as a
sapper, and many years of volunteer work with Auckland
Territorials, he did the job well. Bert Woolcott, tried and trusted
"Silent Jim" who had served so faithfully as Second-ill-Command,
put up his crown to take over 6th Field Company. A good engilleer and a first-rate leader of New Zealand soldiers ill or out of
battle. Then Gordon Morrison left us, havillg achieved his
ambition and transferred over to Royal Engilleers, where so
much more scope existed for his wide engilleering talents. "Andy"
Anderson, that white-haired dynamic quick-shooter, went up
to Major and took Fifth Field Park. He was one of the very few
who had the personality to follow Gordon ill holding that team
together. Incidentally they were very upset when the company's
divisional number was changed from lucky "7'' to "s7''-a bad
omen. Fred Hanson remailled with 7th Field Company, although
not for long, as we shall see soon. Tim Ferguson, his Second-illCommand, havillg fought the company so brilliantly ill Crete
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(where Fred took my place as C.R.E.), had left engineers and
gone back to New Zealand as a potential armoured commander. Last but very far from least, Max Carrie, my Adjutant,
being a commercial chemist, had drawn the appointment of
Public Relations Officer. That sounds more haywire than the
facts warrant. The task needed someone with organising ability,
drive, and common sense, who could direct and control a horde
of reporters, photographers, movie types, and so on. Max proved
a good answer. His vacant chair was more than adequately filled
by Gordon Lindell, of 7th Field Company, another good technical man, whose methodical habits and thorouglmess made my
office life very pleasant.
Last, but I hope not least, came my own uprooting. One
morning I was instructed to show General Godwen-Austin, the
new Thirteenth Corps Commander, round our eastern defences
at Baggush-a sector I knew hole by hole. When we parted he
congratulated me on becoming Chief Engineer of Thirty Corps.
This was the second reference to a most unlikely event, so I got
the grapevine moving smartly. Yes, it was true. Engineer-inChief, General Hughes, had asked for me; the request was on
its way to General Freyberg. Very reluctantly, only after much
argument, he agreed to let me go, taking Fred Hanson in my
stead as C.R.E. Both sound decisions, as future events proved
time and time again. It was at the second successful demonstration
of "clearing the minefield gap" that the change received its
fmal blessing from the first Commander, Eighth Army-General
Cunningham. Thus I went another rung up the promotion ladder,
making one each year. If the war went on long enough, there
might be a Field-Marshal's baton waiting!
Moving on into new circles, completely British, was too much
for Josh Macrae. Since their·early ftghts with the Scots Guards in
Cairo, he had never taken kindly to the British, whether English
or Scots. Also Mac still had good pals among the engineers, and
did not relish leaving them. So we parted, after an eventful year,
in which he had done more than a fair share. Into his seat came
Connell, now at a loose end with Gordon Morrison's departure.
For my next job, Connell was first-rate. I would back him then,
and now, to drive faster from A to B under any conditions
than any other motorist I know. Not only faster, but with safety
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if not comfort. Unlike Macrae, he revelled in new surroundings
and new people. We were due for plenty of both from all
reports. "Snow" Baker packed his grip and came along too,
despite some aversion to Connell's driving! Otherwise Baker had
the same insatiable curiosity and the rare ability to adapt himself
to any conditions-and take the best out of them.
Connell took delivery of a brand-new Utility car-a Ford,
thanks be-on which Fifth Field Park painted my exciting new
corps sians; I put up the extra pips and red tabs, and off we went,
beyonl'Matruh, to report to Headquarters Thirty Corps, which
were located in an ideal, unspoiled "ghot" about four miles
down the Siwa track. May I explain that a "ghot" is a slight
hollow in the desert, which by virtue of being flooded with very
infrequent rains has a surface of hard-baked mud broken by
sparse camel thorn. Careful traffic control kept the surface compact and reduced dust; an ideal home under Western Desert
conditions. In his usual thoughtful way, Brigadier Kisch had
already arrived to help me settle in, presenting me to General
Sir Willoughby Norrie, G.O.C. Thirty Corps, who was, as
always, most charming, making me feel at home and one of the
team. Tllis pronlised to be a grand job, working with people
who knew what they were doing, and, equally important, knew
the desert we would fight over. General N orrie himself is a
cavalryman, tall, most distinguished, with abundant grey hair
and a fresh ruddy complexion. He wore a "teddy-bear" coat of
camel-hair cloth, quite unorthodox, as so many cavalry ideas are,
but enlinently suitable for winter conditions in Libya. At lunch
in the General's own mess I met some of the others: Jack Napier,
a brilliant B.G.S.; Lysaght-Griffm, the A. & Q., who combined
much common sense and wide administrative experience with a
delightfully Puckish sense of humour. Young Grant Singer belonged to General Norrie's own Regiment, 10th Hussars. His
job of A.D.C. didn't give much scope for real battle, so he
badgered everyone into letting him go back and fight with the
Regiment. Very good value, until the luck of survival caught
him. Rounding off the picture was Sergeant Bailey, a perfectlysited round peg in a round hole. In peace-tin1e he was the butler
at General Norrie's home; out here he trekked rotmd the desert,
in charge of the General's mess-an ideal arrangement.
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Lunch en route to Western
Desert battles- 19·+'· Biscuit\,
beer and banam

Cro»ing to Greece, March 1941. Captain Taylor, Northumberland
Hmsars, Captam Palmer of S.S. Nllrlllafwf, and myself

First "kill" in Libva, 18th November 1941. "Snowy" Baker holds our
gazelle-tommy-gunned at five yards

Snow and sun on the Lcbanons, April I9+2. With me are Connolly,
Aked, and Clark, all of 2+th Battali on
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At tllis stage Thirty Corps included formations scattered over
hundreds of desert miles from Seventh Armoured Div.'s car
screen on the Libyan frontier wire, back east to 22nd Armoured
Brigade, training with new British cruiser tanks on good firm
going about ten miles south of Amiriya. In addition, First
South African Division, commanded by General George Brink,
had concentrated south of us near the Siwa track, only twenty
miles away airline, but at least two hours hard, tmpleasant
travel in any vehicle. The engineers were scattered too. Lieut.Colonel "Punch" Clauson as C.R.E., Seventh Armoured Div.,
had Jerry Duke's 4th Field Squadron and 10th Field Park
Squadron under John Constant, up forward, engaged on mining,
water, and airfields. Aubrey Turner, having shepherded his
demolition experts out of Greece, had them back witl1 22nd
Armoured Brigade. And Lieut.-Colonel Ward-Smith commanded the South African Engineers, accompanying their rst
and 5th Brigade Groups, wllich constituted First Division, for
the impending offensive. The tlllrd brigade group, under
Brigadier Poole, held tl1e front line facing Halfaya and Sollum;
much to ' their disgust, they remained there of necessity, and so
nlissed the main fighting over the border.
Brigadier Kisch had suggested it would be good value if I
made the rounds of these engineer units, partly for mutual
understanding, partly to spread the new gospel of "mine detection". At the same time, he pointed out my change of status
from being a "Commander" of Engineers (C.R.E.) to "Engineer
Adviser", or staff officer to my Corps Commander. In other
words, all these engineer units were under Divisional control for
employment, and while I could issue technical instructions
direct, any personal contact must be tactfully arranged through
their real masters. Thus my first visit forward was cleared by
Corps with General Gott, before we rolled up to his dispersed
headquarters, having bumped over every loose slab of rock in a
hundred miles. We had followed the telephone line. So had
thousands of other equally impatient vehicles, cutting the loose
surface into sand morasses interspersed by miles of harder gomg
covered by slab rock or queer black pebbles. Sheer purgatory,
particularly in a following breeze or a convoy; very hard on
tyres and springs.
H.H.-S
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Having "made my number" at General Gott's "G" office
truck, we drove over another two miles of desert before reaching
"PwKh" Clauson's dispersed sapper headquarters. He had waited
in for me-our first of many meetings. Clauson was, of course,
a Royal Engineer, whose bent, obviously, was commander of
field engineers in battle, preferably assault troops, as they are now
called. "Punch" had the seniority, and certainly the teclmical
experience and knowledge, to occupy the Chief Engineer's
chair, and could have shown resentment at my appointment out
of the blue. But I felt his reaction was the other way, of sympathy,
because the job was a staff one, lacking direct command of his
first love, the field squadrons. Knowing every man and using
them to their best individual purpose, and loving the desert too,
he was first-class value in every way, a most wise adviser on
engineer matters to both his General and to me. We discussed
what went on, mainly minefields, preparations for the eagerly
awaited arrival of the pipeline and railway-and airfields. As
Conyngham's Desert Air Force squadrons built up, their requirements in forward airstrips grew also. Several new landinggrounds were under construction, centring on "L.G.r22", the
main field on the escarpment south of Sidi Barrani.
"Jerry Duke is the local expert on making new desert strips,"
said Clauson. 'T d suggest you go down and spend the night with
him, see ~s lads and get the form." "That's a good idea; where
are they?
I received my first directions in desert language. "Down south,
ten and a half miles, on a bearing of I 85 degrees. You can't miss
them. Jerry likes plenty of virgin ground and he's spread over
half the ruddy Western Desert!" Juggling our brand-new toy,
the sun compass, duly brought us to 4th Field Squadron's
harbour which covered a huge area, because the dispersion
spacing was two hundred yards between vehicles. And so I met
the redoubtable Jerry Duke, probably the most desert-wise
engineer of any army. His squadron had shared every action of
Seventh Armoured Div. up and down Western Desert; they
were very proud and rightly so of wearing the "Desert Rat"
insignia. And, like his men, Jerry had caught the fascination,
almost beauty, of those wide spaces. He knew them so well and
was so well known that the desert rats sat up to wave him past.
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We discussed his favourite scheme for fighter airstrips.
"Scattered round the area are clay pans where slight hollows
have been washed full of clay, and it's baked like cement. They
vary in size from a football pitch to square miles, and vary in
surface because some have chunks of rock still protruding, others
too much camel thorn. They need careful clearing, really by
hand, so that the hard clay surface isn't damaged. I've been round
with one of the Hurricane boys, and there are enough, he says,
to take twenty squadrons, within five miles of the frontier wire."
"Why there!" I asked. "Landmarks. They can 'home' here on
the pipeline or railway. Up in front, it must be the wire. It's a
perfect lead-in, especially using Fort Maddalena as a guide." (The
fort was a deserted Italian frontier-post of the Foreign LegionBeau Geste variety.)
"How do you convert a clay pan into an airstrip 1"
"Easily. That is of course up to Hurricane or Tomahawk
standard. Only a matter of picking the right one, then running
up the best fairway to check length against the speed. If it's
O.K., we mark corners either with ground strips, for speed, or
white rock. At the same time another party hand-clears the surface into our trucks. Come over and see one we're working on,"
invited the enthusiast. Off we went, five miles on a bearing of
43 degrees; and there was "L.G. 127". In the morning just a big
clay pan; by nightfall, if needed quickly, the fighters could be
skidding along it, as they braked to a stop. A very practical,
efficient, and quick answer.
On Jerry Duke's advice, we made the return journey next
morning to Thirty Corps Headquarters by going due east from
his area until reaching the unmistakable Siwa track. As he tactfully pointed out, that landmark should keep us "in the paddock".
And so we travelled back in comparative comfort and speed
over fresh, untracked going. Reporting in to General Norrie, I
found the fighter airstrip problem was so important that he
hustled me straight forward again to check up on the Fort
Maddalena area. If we could provide "perching places" there for
twelve fighter squadrons within forty-eight hours of the offensive
being launched, then fighter cover up to and over Tobruk was
assured. That meant much relief to that battered, indomitable
base; better even than physical relief overland.
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Most opportunely, Aubrey Turner had come up to sniff the
battle, so we took a real sapper party of Aubrey, "Punch"
Clauson, and myself under Jerry's guidance over the border
on landing-ground recmmaissance.
Driving past the stone walls of Fort Maddalena, we crossed the
tiny landing-ground, strewn with broken planes, wreckage from
the earlier offensive. The strip was much too restricted for
Hurricanes, and labour expended on extending it was sheer
waste when natural airfields were on tap for the finding. Duke
led us round a ten-mile circuit to his favourite clay pans; all
good value, needing merely stone-gathering and corner marking.
Somewhere during that tour we brewed up and ate the last of
my September birtl1day cake, wishing ourselves a good run on
Libyan territory during the coming battle. Altogether an
interesting, useful day, without any embarrassing excitement,
because the Italian patrols, both air and armoured car, missed us
by miles.
Before battle commenced, I had one more rush back down the
long road to Cairo on the htmt for mine detectors, armoured
cars, and, last but very far from least, spare tyres. Sand tyres had
failed badly over the broken slab rock and other rough going;
our casualties in blow-outs were so abnormal that the position
became serious. Spares were "off"-unless one went well back
among the reserve dumps in Egypt. By tackling Director of
Ordnance in person, I got a chit for five sets of tyres. By blarneying the right officer in workshops, I scrotmged nine turretless
Marmon-Herrington armoured cars despite a priority list miles
long on which we didn't even show; then I borrowed N.Z. Div.
Cav. drivers to handle tl1em. The production of local-pattern
detectors was going well, and they were being sent up by air for
urgent distribution to the leading sappers, including my fteld
squadrons who were not yet fully equipped, though now very
keen on tl1e gear.
On November 13th, Thirty Corps Headquarters folded up
tl1e1r lorry covers and bivouac tents and trekked up to the concentration area, where a large, unused square of desert had been
carefully set aside for us. On the way up I spent what proved to
be our last night together with Brigadier James Hargest and some
of his staff. Jim was full of his usual energy and detenni:nation,
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with everything under control and his troops in great form. Coffeehousing half the night, he explained how 5th N.Z. Brigade
would close the frontier by swinging wide through Libya and
cutting in behind Sollum; capturing Sollum Hill and Fort
Capuzzo from the west; that is how his opening battle did go.
Photographed together at dawn, we parted for the last time. In
my opinion, Jim was the second finest leader, and the biggest
individual loss, suffered by New Zealand in World War Two.
Jim had grand personal qualities combined with ripe experience;
he served his cmm try well.
Making a dawn start for "points west", I looked in for breakfast on sth Field Regiment, hoping to see my stepson, Niall
Paterson, among other old friends. Before moving on again,
Arthur Griggs extracted a carton from a three-tanner crammed
to the hoops with Rheingold beer, and gave twenty-four precious
tins to us. A really big-hearted gesture at a time when alcohol in
any form was scarce as hen's teeth. Before we opened the last
tin, that beer had experienced most tmexpected vicissitudes and
saved many people at least from being completely browned off,
if not saving their lives.
Two days. later, on November 15th, more New Zealanders
caught up with us, when our string of turret-less MarmonHerringtons rolled into Thirty Corps Headquarters, having been
driven over one hundred and fifty miles of desert by N.Z. Div.
Cavalry personnel from Base under Lieutenant Adams. All tl1e
drivers were volunteers mad keen to stay for the battle, so I
distributed them out quickly to my field squadrons, keeping one
car and Sergeant "Buster" Gibb-ex L.R.D.G.-for mysel£
Like a faithful shadow, it followed us rotmd the arena, a most
useful mobile shelter which could keep off splinters and ordinary
bullets if things hotted up, and added greatly to our comfort by
means of a large tarpaulin cover. We, at least, were ready for
battle.
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CHAPTER VII

EIGHTH ARMY'S FIRST OFFENSIVE

W

Eighth Army completed its moves into c?ncentration areas, under cover of Desert A1r Force s fighter
umbrella, it was a case of "let battle commence".
Briefly, General Cunningham pla1med to cross the border in the
open desert south of the Omars and, pivoting on those formidable defences, wheel nord1 on a centre line towards Tobruk,
an overall advance for the armour of seventy miles. Against the
Omars, Fourth Indian Division with Valentine tank support
would make their assault while the New Zealanders swung round
d1e open Rank and headed for Sollum-Bardia, thus isolating the
Axis frontier defences. Farther soum, Seventh Armoured Div.
forced the frontier wire at Maddalena with three brigades in
line, 4m right, 7th centre, and 22nd left, some nine hundred
assorted tanks rolling towards Tobruk on a twenty-mile fromage, tl1e greatest concentration of British armour ever made.
Wheeling outside the tanks, on an axis through Bir Bailey and
then El Gubi, First South African Division pivoted on a fiftymile radius, covering tl1e western Rank. This ambitious plan
depended for supplies on the rail-head and pipeline terminal,
which had both been pushed westwards an extra hundred miles
to me escarpment south of Sidi Barrani; an outstanding engineer
feat by units from every corner of me British Commonwealth.
Beyond tl1e rail-head, as we wheeled up towards Tobruk into the
real arena, everyiliing must travel on wheels and tracks crossdesert. Shaped tin signs on rods marked the axes of movement
and guided traffic; but as the hard thin crust pulverised into
dust, feet deep and Roury, vehicles spread out until the main
routes were mile-wide tracks, amazing and most visible from
me air.
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"D Day" was November r8th, kept a closely-guarded secret
until the last few hours.
We were wakened about 4 a. m. by a terrific din as our waiting
tanks warmed up, then clanked past in endless colunms, on and
over the border. For better or worse the offensive was launched.
My immediate task, however, was airfields, not fighting. At
daylight I made a quick inspection of the three new strips in
Egypt-all going well-then dashed on through the wire to
' 'L.G.r24", where Jerry Duke had spent his night. As one would
expect, he had the job sewn up.
The first contact came on the morning of November 19th.
Sixty Panzers and their accompanying soft-skinned vehicles,
having become bogged, south of Gambut, after the torrential
storm on Zero night, were shelled by the guns of 7th Armoured
Brigade as the latter advanced towards Sidi Rezegh landingground. Another Panzer group hurrying down in support had
crashed head on into 4th Armoured in a hectic battle where our
light-weight Honeys only survived with close, self-sacrificing
support from the twenty-five-pounder guns of 2nd R.H.A.
Farther west, 22nd Armoured had engaged and chased the
Italian tanks, claiming forty-five knocked out, but losing a large
number themselves from mechanical defects which only became
serious tmder heavy effort. By and large, the fog of war had
settled rather thickly everywhere. General Cunningham came up
that evening, accompanied by Colonel Roy Thurbum, of the
Cameronians, who had been at Camberley with me. They
wanted to get in the picture-no easy matter from the back
end.
Next morning I sat in a corner of A.C.V.r (Armoured Command Vehicle r) and listened for half an hour to General Norrie
mnning his Corps battle by wireless. All very quick and clear;
most interesting to me, being my first experience of directing
armoured fighting on the higher level. Then off I drove to First
South African Division with various instructions, intending to
look up Ward-Smith. While I was still five miles away a Luftwaffe Stuka circus dived on the Springboks- at the same time a
Tomahawk squadron on patrol swooped down and through
rhem. Half a dozen black smoke plumes among the bomb
bursts showed immediate "kills", while extra ones marked the
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flight of the survivors who sought to hedge-hop clear, relentlessly
pursued. A perfect and, under those desert conditions, lucky
demonstration of fighter interceptiOn. South Afncan Headquarters and their brigade masses of transp~rt were not so happy.
Being on the outer edge nearest the AXls a1rfields, also bemg
somewhat thick on the ground, they had collected every smashand-grab air-raid. This was the first time our fighters had been
able to retaliate effectively. Naturally enough, if a bomb falls
on your truck, it is only slight consolation-none at all to the
owner if he is in it-to see some of the attackers crashed.
Next morning the first reports indicated that Rommel was
"out". In a terrific late afternoon battle his Panzers had thrust
against 4th Armoured, been well and truly seen off; then as they
turned away westwards botl1 7th and 22nd had got among them,
and on their clainls of tanks knocked out we could say our first
objective was attained-"to destroy the enemy armour". Tidy up
a little fmt, and we could push on to relieve Tobruk. All very
nice-if true!
With the airf1elds functioning, I decided on forward engineer
reconnaissance, looked in on 4th Field Squadron for lunch with
Jerry Duke, Jolm Constant-and who should arrive but Colonel
Clauson, on the same pretext. On his suggestion, we organised
ourselves to check the birs (wells) which should have been filled
by Zero night's heavy rains, thereby having an excellent reason
for being up among the leading armour. Dividing the front
between four of us, I drew 7th Armoured Brigade's axis leading
to Sidi Rezegh. Proceeding on tllis course, we peered into the
black vent ofBir el Reghem el Garbi (alas, still bone-dry); then,
going cautiously on, topped the next ridge. Along the northern
skyline stood a mass of dark-grey transport. Instinct warned me,
ringing the bell before my binoculars confirmed that the hundreds of men low1ging there were German; so were the guns,
both field and anti-tank, disposed round them. Very excited by
my first glimpse of Afrika Korps in bulk, I drove along tl1e ridge
to three armoured cars obviously in observation, and so came in
sight of an even bigger lorried formation stretching soutl1 and
west for miles. It was 5th South African Brigade moving up to
Sidi Rezegh. By the unusual chances of desert warfare, here were
two formidable mobile forces, halted, separated by four nllles of
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open going-yet the Germans had not the faintest inkling of
their neighbours.
I found the nearest South African gunner (Major Berry), took
him up on the ridge and pointed out the most marvellous target
he ever saw. "Good Lord," he exclaimed. "What a break! If
only I can get the Regiment on to them in time." Offhe dashedbut nothing happened. His Commander had orders from
Brigade not to open fire at anything over one thousand yards.
That was that. Two days later when one hundred Panzers rolled
over the South Africans, those same German infantry followed
in to collect the dazed prisoners.
While we watched, tracer bouncing on the ridge beyond
indicated where their Panzers disputed right of way with 22nd
Armoured Brigade. Then five Tomahawks swooped over and
circled the massed vehicles. A terrific burst of tracer streaked up,
like a hailstorm in reverse, as every heavy machine-gun opened
fire with effect. One British fighter burst into flames , then blew
apart, and the others departed promptly. It was the most effective
show of its kind I have ever seen.
Next morning we drove farther north, this time on a more
definite mission. The South Africans had received a co'nsignment
of pumping gear urgently needed in Tobruk, and therefore
demanding early delivery when the Axis encircling ring opened.
But the ring was not so easily opened.
Our armoured brigades were receiving terrific punishment.
Taking on "eighry-eights" and super high-velocity so-millimetre guns with our pea-shooter two-pounders in thin-skinned:.
cruiser tanks and the light American Stuarts, was demanding:
sacrifices which only flesh and "blood of the "Desert Rat" tradition and training could take. On many occasions, only determined straight shooting by the supporting twenty-five-potmder
guns swung the fight our way or allowed us to fight at all. For
the Royal Armoured Corps at least, tl1ose were the toughest days
of Eightl1 Army's eventful and distinguished career. The men
who bore the brunt of that slogging match, and fell in action or
otherwise went out of battle before October 23rd, I942, cannot wear an "Eight" on their Africa Star. The list includes at
least four V.C.s: General 'Jock" Camp bell, Gunn, Gardner-both
artillery-and Charlie Upham, the New Zealand double V.C.
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That, however, is a digression which will not help anyone,
least of all those who died. However, I feel another digression
is justified at this datc-November 22nd-to describe very
briefly the wider picture, showing how Eighth Army was faring:
The rosy impressions of quick success were fading rap1dly. S1d1
Rezegh remained the vital area all through this November
fighting. Why? It was the nearest point to cut the Axis ring, of
attackers and communications, encircling Tobruk; also there is a
broad, easy slope down here, past d1e landing-ground, dividing
two escarpments and therefore allowing movement from
the main Southern Desert to the coastal strip-and Tobruk.
Another factor, and probably the most important, was the thrust
outwards by the garrison-their valuable attempt at self-help
-which was launched towards Sidi Rezegh, or, more precisely,
towards a point called Ed Duda on the Axis-ring road.
The leading tanks of 7th Armoured Brigade had rolled up to
the escarpment edge overlooking Sidi Rezegh airfield on November 19th, giving a nasty shock to the Axis airmen, and to nineteen
Italian fighter aircraft. These were wrecked quickly and effectively by running tanks over the tails! Seventh Armoured Division's Support Group, consisting of two motor battalions, accompanied by anti-tank and field-gtms, followed closely behind the
tanks, and occupied the landing-ground area. The German
reaction was violent, and quick. Rommel was concentrating his
forces, infantry and guns as well as Panzers, both sides of Sidi
Rezegh, ready for his next assault on Tobruk, which our advance
forestalled by five days. The Axis artillery merely needed to
shift trails for the shells to fall on the Support Group instead of
Tobruk. Nevertheless, it required three hard days of fighting to
smash "Jock" Campbell's infantry and gtmners; and less than that
time to write off Brigadier Davy's 7th Armoured Brigade, particularly when d1ey must remain, supporting their comrades who
fought so desperately in their shallow scrapes round the Sidi
Rezegh airfield. When the survivors of 7th Brigade were ordered
out, on November 23rd, they mustered fifteen tanks, eleven
runners and four towed, still escorting seven hundred German
prisoners.
From two directions extra forces were moving up to help the
hard-pressed British soldiers on Sidi Rezegh. As already men!26
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tioned, 5th South African Brigade Group rolled steadily northwards, until by midday on November 22nd they overlooked the
landing-ground and their gtms gave much-needed support.
Simultaneously from the east, along the top escarpment, 6th
New Zealand Brigade accelerated their steady advance into a
forced march, when the desperate situation was explained to
Brigadier Barrowclough by Jimmie Howard, one of our liaison
officers from Thirty Corps. Unless they pressed on into the Sidi
Rezegh battle, there was a serious risk that the Tobruk sortie
might fail. Farther back, acting on similar information, General
Freyberg was urgently freeing 4th N.Z. Brigade, then outside
Bardia, to join Barrowclough in the vital area. Still farther back,
Jim Hargest's 5th N.Z. Brigade tightened their grip on the
Sollum frontier defences, while Fourth Indian Division smashed
the Omars.
At the same time the remaining British armoured brigades
were being battered too. Covering the eastern flank of the Sidi
Rezegh arena, 4th Armoured had been heavily engaged by
Panzers without decisive results, except that the latter with their
heavier guns held the battlefield, recovering all their crocks and
finishing off ours. Over on the west flank, 22nd Armoured
Brigade were still near El Gubi, trying to patch up their brokendown cruisers, caused mainly by tmforeseen mechanical defects.
They had terrific cavalry spirit but not enough mechanised
know-how-not at that stage-and few spares. Despite the
earlier optimistic reports of enemy tanks knocked out, very few
derelict Panzers lay about the vast battleground; Rommel always
seemed able to concentrate at least a hundred Panzers at the next
point of attack. It was hard slogging for everyone, armour,
infantry, and guns; given men of equal standards, the best gun
won.
Let us come back again to my own rather eventful November
zznd-certainly a day to remember! Moving north up the
triangle signs leading to Sidi Rezegh, who should we meet but
Brigadier Kisch and his mechanical wizard, Major Wadeson.
They admitted to swanning about my piece of desert, on the
feeble excuse of getting pumps into Tobruk. Being somewhat of
the pot calling the kettle black, we joined for~es, salved our
engineer consciences by inspecting a brace of bm-they were
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brimming with rain-water-then kept sth South Africans in
view as they advanced to Sidi Rezegh.
Happy in our work, we moved on north to~ards the ri~ of
the escarpment where it drops away down to the ill-fated landingground at Sidi Rezegh. Slightly left, a side wadi cut through the
ridge; framed in the V, through tl1e dust haze, we had our flrst
glimpse of the blue Mediterranean, bordered by the promised
land-battered Tobruk, still besieged.
We were about flve hundred yards short of the rim when we
stopped, quite by chance, to inspect several derelict vehicles
through our field-glasses. Some khaki-clad figures standing up in
the low scrub caught the eye. "They must be our infantry" I
called out to Brigadier Kisch. ''I'm not so sure!" he answered.
Then the staccato rattle of Spandaus and bullets screaming past
proved their identity. The Chief and Waddy had their engines
still going, so they swung around and ran for it. The former
bumped back to the South Africans with two tyres shot, a burst
through the rear window and out of the windscreen, and the
car's life blood pouring from a holed petrol tank-but all three
lucky occupants without a scratch! Major Wadeson got away
witl1 tl1ree bullets through the truck, yet no damage to man or
gear.
Caught with a dead engine and instinctively following the
drill for Greece, Connell, Baker, and I crash-dived smartly from
the car without even thinking of starting-up. Any slower decision
must have been embarrassing for one or all of us, because the
second burst hit tl1e car, though not damaging anything vital.
One bullet, travelling from left to right, tore the most vulnerable
front of my pants, while I was literally in mid-air going out of
the door. Three chipped the steering-wheel, one caught our
beautiful Corps plate dead centre; later we counted eleven hits,
none causing serious trouble. That was, however, much later.
The lifetime of tl1e next two hours is briefly told. Lying flat
on our bellies, as cover from view we had the shortest, thinnest
camel thorn ever grown, and as cover from flre, nothing except
luck. When I lnt the desert, I rolled sideways until a good ten
yards clear of the car-the obvious target. Looking round, there
was Connell crouched behind a rear wheel with his head down
and his big behind well up-a most conspicuous mark. And in
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the lee of this substantial human cover was "Snowy" Baker,
our very oldest soldier. "Snowy" still had his precious New
Zealand felt hat, with which he promptly crowned Connell' s
stern. The resulting flow of language plus the scene itself just
made me roar with laughter-the crew thought I had gone a bit
"round the bend". Certainly our predicament was no laughing
matter.
Realising the situation called for self-help and that the Germans,
being nearest, like the Afghans might "come out to pick up
what remained", we started to belly-crawl back. Only a stalker
knows what that means-and doing it in camel thorn is the
really hard way. Having made painfully slow progress for two
hundred yards, the most perfect armoured car in the world,*
manned by a crew of Springbok angels, came rolling up. Baker,
as one would expect, had got farthest; he dashed across, was
dragged in the back, and they swung away, but Baker brought
them back again. Connell and I scrambled in, slammed the doors,
and drove full speed for safety-"in a hail of bullets and savage
staccato bursts of Spandau fire" would improve the story, but
our luck held. The Jerries were busy on someone else and not a
shot came our way.
Our rescuers belonged to the Reconnaissance Squadron of
sth South African Brigade, who had halted in desert formation
on the escarpment overlooking Sidi Rezegh. When the Springbok guns got into action, seriously embarrassing the Germans,
the latter retaliated with both shell and dive-bombers, and the
area was anything but peaceful. Nevertheless, in the midst of all
this excitement the mobile mechanics of an excellent L.A.D. took
out Brigadier Kisch's petrol tank and most ingeniously mended
it with a patch of cartridge case. Finally, he and W adeson pushed
off, leaving me still hoping to gather up my precious car, which
was very much in no-man' s-land.
Then 3rd Transvaal Scottish attacked past it against that wadi
full of Spandaus, mortars, and at least two anti-tank guns. Only
a few shells could be fired to support them because every twentyfive-pounder was fully engaged helping the battle down below;
nor were British tanks available. These magnificent infantry
advanced in widely extended lines of riflemen followed by man• Commanded by Ronnie Meeser, one of "Pop" Torr's cavalry lads.
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handled mortars and other weapons-a text-book show of 191415 vintage. Magnificent but not war. The German machine-guns
took quick and heavy toll-about a hundred and fifty casu~lttes
in ten minutes including a gallant commander, Colonel Kirby,
killed. Coloured South African stretcher-bearers tramped around,
quite tmperturbed by the sleet of bullets, succouring their white
comrades. There was no colour bar at Sidi Rezegh that day.
Watching the advance through glasses, I saw two Scots slip
into my car, and gather up the abandoned tommy-gun off the
roo£ "Thank God, they've missed the beer!" I observed.
"Been In that can" exclaimed the onlookers. "Let's go and
salvage it," quickly offered an armoured reconnaissance crew.
Knowing the cavalry facility for liberating, I insisted on going
too. Driving quietly forward we managed to get the car in tow
without attracting any particular attention and bumped back
mighty fast on one flat tyre. Strange to say, we could find no
reason for the puncture-probably merely a pneumatic anxietyneurosis. Handing round Rheingold cans to all our rescuers, we
hastily changed wheels, still under shell-fire, and pushed offsmartly
for healthier areas way down south. A very full day indeed. As
my diary reads-"Hell of a day but very lucky. Eleven holes in
car and none in us."
Twenty-four hours later, on Black Sunday, November 23rd,
my recent hosts, 5tl1 South Africans, were utterly destroyed by
over a hundred Panzers who attacked down sun late in the afternoon. After tl1e flanking twenty-five-pounders had taken their
toll, marked by eleven burnt-out wrecks in the space of a football field, the big Panzers had rolled right over them. Almost the
full group had gone; thousands of men, hw1dreds of trucks, and
some forty mixed cannon, captured or destroyed in twenty
minutes. Most soldiers were in slit-trenches, separated from their
vehicles; but a few managed to get mobile, and bolted east to
join 6th N.Z. Brigade, whose leading elements were fighting
forward only three miles away. Some German tanks who followed up were seen off by the New Zealand gunners, although
as dusk closed down the attack was not pressed. One South
African Bofors anti-aircraft gun brewed up two Panzers at a
hundred yards range, then was wiped out by a third which
swung in from the flank. The dead still lay round their wrecked
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gun when we traversed the grim scene a week later. All another
example that thin-skitmed, under-gunned forces are highly
vulnerable 111 open desert unless they can run away at the right
time. And the South Africans were tied to that Sidi Rezegh area.
My chief, Brigadier Kisch, and Wadeson had rejoined themwhy, nobody knows-and were caught up in the tragedy.
Kisch managed to run the gauntlet in his already bullet-tom staff
car, reaching the New Zealanders without further damage.
Waddy was not so lucky. He decided to swerve south for the
open spaces, was pursued and caught by two motor-cycle
combinations, who must have thoroughly enjoyed peppering his
truck with tommy-gun bursts until one tyre gave up its air. We
meet again, later in this story, at Gavi, the Italian fortress for
escapers; a very determined, stout-hearted, lovable man, and a
first-rate engineer officer. The Gestapo murdered him on his
sixth escape.
If Sunday, November 23rd, 1941, was "Black Sunday" for
South Africa, the following morning started very peacefully and
normally for Thirty Corps Headquarters, now situated at Gabr
Saleh alongside a rough, rather small Italian airstrip. Being
Monday and a calm, sunny morning, my small headquarters
decided to "make and mend", or in other words, do their
washing, using three jerricans of water collected from a forward bir. General Norrie, accompanied by Mike Carver and
his recormaissance wireless truck, had gone north about seven
miles, to General "Straffer" Gott's Battle H.Q. Into this peaceful
scene came a signal from Eighth Army, telling us General
Cunningham was on his way up, in a Blenheim of all things, for
an urgent conference. As I was free, and concerned very much
about the aircraft using our shocking strip, Jack Napier asked me
to collect General Curmingham and take him forward. Connell
was wrestling, grimly and blasphemously, with his large garments, being clad only in underpants, so I drove the car over,
anxiously watched a bumpy but safe landing, collected the
General and his one staff officer, and away up to Seventh Armoured Div.' s dispersed headquarters. While tl1e three Generals
cooked up the next battle, I waiting round, enjoying the sun.
Suddenly someone shouted orders, a whistle blew and the whole
outfit started packing up, absolutely on the double. I drove over
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to Mike Carver and asked, "What the devil' s happening 1"
"Plenty!" said Mike. "Rommel's charging rotmd like a ruddy
bull in a china shop, with three or four Panzer columns. Two
from up north are heading this way, but Straffer' s boys will see
them of£ By sheer bad luck, a third one coming in from the
west fluked a gap in the armoured-car screen, crashing straight
on to South African Div. H.Q. and their thin-skllmed transport.
There's a hell of a scrum starting ten miles west of here, and
rolling this way fast! We' re beating it with Straffer, and sticking
to him. I've told our crew to pack and go east. You'll have to
get the Army Commander off smartly!" At that moment all
tl1ree Generals appeared and mine said, "Get General Cunningham off in his Blenheim at once!" No time to worry about
springs, I drove my precious Ford utility full speed for the
landing-grotmd in a run more crazy than any gazelle hunt.
Almost unopposed, driving everything ahead like sheep, about
twenty German tanks rolled eastwards, completely disintegrating
our rear organisation and, in the course of doing so, having the
fun of their lives! We dodged through the thickening mob of
runaways, which hurtled across our course, urged on by occasional
shell bursts or bouncing tracer. Very fortunately I knew that
particular desert area almost bush by bush because, between
speed, dust, and crossing vehicles, navigation was impossible.
More by good luck than judgment, we hurtled down the strip
to where the Blenheim was revved up, raring to go. The Army
Commander and his staff officer climbed aboard, and off she
bumped, clearing a crossing three-tonner by inches! That was
General Cmmingham's last impression of the forward situation.
Small wonder he believed withdrawal into Egypt was inevitable.
Tank tracer bounced disconcertingly close as I rushed over to
where Thirty Corps H.Q. had been! With the exception of
A.C.V.r, my two engineer vehicles and the Stuart tanks of our
Defence Squadron hull-down along the intervening ridge, the
rats had very promptly departed from our sinking ship. Swerving
round the office pantechnicon, I yelled out "General Cunningham's off O.K. !", saw Jack Napier wave an acknowledgment,
then crashed through the camel thorn over to my anxious little
crew, gathered up Connell, and off we went hell-for-leather in
the tail of the field-only just in time.
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Like frightened sheep, a mob of probably three thousand
assorted vehicles were being herded towards Egypt; and like
sheep, when shepherding dogs chivvy the stragglers, everyone
in the immediate neighbourhood rushed off in panic, while on
the flanks, those not affected moved calmly or stayed grazing.
Exactly like sheep and almost as helpless, but not quite. General
George Brink's South African Div. H.Q. had been put on the
run early (and so suddenly that one officer, having a sponge down,
had to throw everything into the car and drive off, stark naked),
but George was fighting back with his few Bofors and escort
anti-tank guns; his staff dashed about in the turmoil ordering
back into battle every armoured vehicle and every gun capable
of firing. The pace never really slackened, however, until a
repair workshops produced nine cruiser tanks all crewed and
ready for action, although three of them had dead engines. For
this reason I saw a Royal Tank sergeant already wearing the
M.M. ribbon go into battle towing a second tank. Effort made
in that spirit diverted the German column from our vital Field
Maintenance Centre, and they swerved off, thereby missing a
six-mile square of dumped petrol, food, and ammunition-the
richest spoil in Libya.
Feeling rather ridiculous and quite useless, I retired my three
vehicles "by bounds". That is to say, we ran away together for
five miles, then, leaving Connell with the car and our office
truck (and my four clerks), I drove back towards the battle in
Buster Gibb's turretless, unarmed armoured car, standing up
wearing my red hat. Nobody was impressed, least ofallRommel's
raiders, who rolled steadily on, shooting occasionally and
thoroughly enjoying their "run in the country". Failing to stop
them, I would douse the red hat, drive like the devil back, gather
up my "tail", and on again.
We followed this crab-like procedure four times; then
ground-straffmg Messer rros appeared, "freezing" the rwuways
very effectively for the Panzers. As they were not flying on our
line, I kept moving, but it was most irritating being chivvted
while unable to retaliate. Not having the faintest clue as to where
Corps H.Q. might be, I cut adrift from the mob and ran right
back ftfty more miles to Army Headquarters and the fighter
strips-back into Egypt through the frontier wire near Madda133
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lena, where we had crossed so confidently only a week earlier.
Army, especially Brigadier Kisch, gave me rather a cool reception,
because their reports, coming mostly from the fighting troops
who had not been affected, did not indicate the chaos nor the
extent of the raiding. Then a message came in "Twenty Panzers
and M.E.T. are moving south down the frontier wire towards
your H.Q."-and the resultant flap was balm to my injured
feelings. Bombed and running short of petrol and ammunition,
that particular colunm turned back. Another headed by Rommel
in person swung into Bardia, refilled there, and coming out again
at first light overran Brigadier Hargest' s headquarters, which
was sitting on naked desert with orders to defend Sidi Azeiz
airfield "at all costs". Jim and seven hundred other valuable New
Zealanders went into the bag in Bardia; we rescued the men there
six weeks later, but the officers were taken out by submarine.
Another colnnm tackled 1st South African Brigade, only to
be attacked from behind at the crucial moment by Gatehouse
with his veteran 4th Armoured Brigade and his Royal Horse
gunners. I believe Brigadier Dan Pienaar really did appreciate
this help. Anyway, after forty-eight hours of utter confusion,
certainly in the back areas, Eighth Army sorted out under its
new Commander and got on with the offensive. Obviously, the
rosy prospects of an early run-over had faded out. We could
"destroy the Axis armour and relieve Tobruk" only by hard
slogging-if at all.
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THE RELIEF OF TOBRUK
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HILE Rommel's armoured colunms rushed about Libya,
spreading alarm and despondency but failing to achieve
decisive results, the New Zealanders had put in some
hard slogging-to forge the vital link with Tobruk at Ed Duda.
Because ammunitiqn was rulllling short and their tenuous,
over-extended communications back to the forward dumps were
criss-crossed by Panzer colunms, the 4th and 6th N.Z. Brigades
attacked at night, with the bayonet mainly, against determined
opposition by the German Ninetieth Light Division. In daylight,
they were heavily shelled and mortared, often as preludes to
local counter-attacks, which wereseenoffby their own steady fire,
the carefully controlled shooting of our gunners, and the support
of Valentine tanks of 44th Royal Tanks.
On the morning of November 26th, soldiers ofr8th and 2oth
N.Z. Battalions on the western slopes of Belhamed could see
the Axis circular road where it crossed the gentle hump of Ed
Duda; and just over that hump were men from Essex, spearheading the thrust outwards-by the Tobruk garrison. One more
nudge was needed to affect the junction, but nothing could be
done until nightfall. Meanwhile, 6th N.Z. Brigade had forced
their way stubbornly westwards, along the upper escarpment,
separated from their comrades of the 4th by a shallow valley,
probably two thousand yards wide, along which runs the Trigh
Capuzzo, the most northerly of the famous desert tracks.
Dawn of November 26th found the leading battalions of 6th
Brigade in possession of the landing-ground, back in the shallow
slits dug by "Jock" Campbell's riflemen, and farther westwards in
sight of the mosque. Despite their weariness, and the embarrassment of nearly a thousand prisoners and of many wounded on
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their hands, 6th Brigade endured a day of fire and connter-attacks
as prelude to another night of hard fighting-with the bayonet.
Back again now to 4th N.Z. Brigade on Belhamed where the
first nudge on November 26th came from the enemy, in the
form of a determined connter-attack, which was beaten off with
difficulty. The artillery had only sixty ronnds per gnnleft, while
every time the Valentines trnndled cautiously down the gentle
forward slopes, they were shot-up by unseen, tmtouchable SSmillimetre gnns. Quite suddenly, literally out of the blue, came
marvellous help. With fighter escort giving top cover, sixteen
Blenheims sailed past, dropping their full bomb-loads on the
Germans at Ed Duda. Apart from the damage done, the moral
effect on both sides was terrific. The New Zealanders, botl1 on
Belliamed and Sidi Rezegh, were receiving their first demonstration of direct air support-and liked it. Fortnnately the Axis
circular road made a perfect bomb-line, always the tricky problem in desert battles. During this air attack one fighter aircraft
force-landed on the Trigh Capuzzo. Paterson of South African
Air Force saw it as they swung for home, and promptly put his
Blenheim down alongside in a most skilful landing, intent on
rescue. Before their wheels stopped rolling, Spandaus and mortars
from the wadis not three hnndred yards away opened up,
gronnding them very effectively. Sheer bad luck. Both crews
went into the bag. An hour later, eighteen Marylands repeated
the excellent tonic, keeping the Germans quiet throughout the
day. Good news came from Tobruk. Another local attack put
the Essex and their supporting tanks on to the bulge of Ed Duda
itsel£ One more determined concerted heave would do it. The
honour of making the junction went to 19th N.Z. Battalion and
a squadron of 44th R.T.R., commanded by an Irish giant of the
Royal Tanks, Major "Stump" Gibbon. Led by seventeen Valentines rumbling along through the night, 19th Battalion made
excellent progress. Unseen tanks, moving at night, are demoralising enough, because of the noise; but when backed up by deterrnined bayonets, the attack becomes terrifying. German resistance
collapsed like a house of cards; and the junction with the men of
Essex and, most appropriately, more Valentines of Royal Tanks,
finally took place on Ed Duda at one o'clock in the small hours
of November 27th. The news, awaited so amciously throughout
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the free nations, flashed rotmd the world. Nowhere was it so
welcome as in the Anzac cotmtries. The Australians had held
Tobruk, tenaciously and with typical offensive spirit for many
months of hard fighting and harder living; one battalion still
remained to share in the "fight out". And the New Zealanders
had finally forged the liuk on Ed Duda. Significantly, both
thrusts were supported by determined Valentine crews of Royal
Tanks and good g=ers.
If 19th Battalion got the limelight, 6th N.Z. Brigade made an
equally solid contribution by clearing their area in stubborn night
fighting. The New Zealanders now occupied a big bulge stuck
on tl1e end of the Tobruk corridor. The corridor provided access
to the base supplies and facilities; limited access only, because
through movement was restricted to night and hampered by
minefields. So into Tobruk went New Zealapd wounded and
Army Service Corp units; and also Thirteenth Corps Headquarters,
who had followed rather anxiously in the wake of tl1e New
Zealand advance (General Godwin-Austen is credited with announcing his entry by the signal "Tobruk and I both relieved").
It is fair to say that success at Sidi Rezegh was due largely to
the absence of Rommel' s main armoured force on their raiding
missions. Even on November 24tl1, the German Ninetieth Light
Division were screaming for Panzers. It was their demands and
the realisation of the serious situation at Sida Rezegh which
influenced Lieut.-Colonel Westphal, a mere "Gone Ops" at rear
headquarters, to take the serious step of countermanding Rommel's own orders. At 2 p.m. on November 25th he sent off this
signal to General von Ravenstein: "All orders given to you
hitherto are cancelled. Twenty-first Panzer Division is to break
through the Indian lines in the direction of Bardia." It brought
the remaining Panzers back to bite at the New Zealand toffeeapple; and von Ravenstein came with them, in person!
However, this is primarily my story, and so let us return as we
did at dawn on November 26th, from the fighter airfield at
Maddalena along the axis of our original advance. Except for
occasional dead derelicts, like camel skeletons along a Saharan
track, the desert was strangely empty. One otl1er moving vehicle
bolted on sight; otherwise nothing appeared in forty miles until
"Landing-ground 134" hove up over tl1e horizon. Built for our
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Army Co-operation Hurricanes, it now held five unserviceable
aircraft, thirty thousand gallons of invaluable "Avgas" fuel, all in
charge of one R.A.F. Armourer-Sergeant, and three of my field
squadron lads waiting to destroy everything "in the face of the
enemy". Since the squadron had pulled back to Maddalena two
days earlier, ours were the first faces they had seen of friend or foe.
We followed the telephone line fifteen miles up to Gabr Salch
and the site of Thirty Corps Headquarters; deserted now except
for one bumt-out truck, a blown-up Panzer, and heaps of Jerricans where the Germans had refuelled. Seven miles farther north
at Bir Berraneb, the site of General Cunningham's conference
two days ago, there was still no sign of life or war. But driving
too fast over the next ridge into the late afternoon sun, we ran
straight on to acres and acres of tanks! Against the sun it was
difficult to recognise anything; hoping for the best, we drove
slowly forward. They were Stuart tanks of 4th Armoured
Brigade, dispersed, waiting until dusk before closing up tight
into harbour for the night.
I reported to Brigadier Alec Gatehouse, who looked like a
burly Highland tramp, having a blanket wrapped round as a
kilt and a week's growth of black beard. Early in the battle his
staff car containing all his kit had gone up in flames; hence the
garb.
Gatehouse had very strong views about the necessity for blowing up every German tank falling into our hands. "With their
heavier guns they can push us off any particular area. That means,
they recover every Panzer that isn't completely unserviceable.
We can't afford the shot required to batter them, once they're
knocked out-but why can't your sappers do iu" "You mean
tank destroyer partieS?'' I asked. "Yes! Put a damned good
charge inside and blow the ruddy turret off." At this stage,
Lyndon Boultonjoined us. Last seen in the retreat from Thermopyl::e, he now commanded 2nd R.H.A. Regiment, supporting
Gatehouse in every armoured battle. Overhearing this last remark, he added, "Couldn't agree more. Once my fellows stop
'em, can't afford solid shot battering them to death. That's
a demolition job." Partly due to tlut conversation, we used our
sapper armoured vehicles, carrying anti-tank mines as mobile
demolition charges, right forward in the battle, to wreck every
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knocked-out Panzer they could reach. Our final, official score
stood at two hundred and twelve vehicles destroyed and one
Military Cross and two Military Medals earned on this job.
Lyndon took me off to share his food and whisky, and during
the evening told the story of their last forty-eight hectic hours.
While we bolted back to Egypt they were always in wireless
touch with General Gott (and therefore General Norrie too);
supplies coming through every night; a grand battle when they
caught the Panzer column rolling in on Dan Pienaar' s South
Africans. ("We came up absolutely hell-for-leather from their
right rear, and managed to drop our trails at eight hundred yards
before they spotted us. Knocked the stuffing out of them then,
and they sheered off westwards very smartly. My lads got five
kills, all brewed up.") Neither tank- nor gun-crews, nor their
headquarters, had stopped moving or fighting for a week; they
were tired, but confident and in good heart; quite obviously the
battle co-operation between the Royal Horse gunners and the
Stuart tanks was excellent and vital to our success. A most
comforting harbour to sleep in, on my camp-bed, under our
tarpaulin and snuggled up against tl1e solid bulk of someone's
Honey (tank). It was our first, and only, experience of a real
tank harbour. In the early dusk, everyone closed up, head to tail
into a soLd mass of vehicles, tighter packed than any car-park;
tanks round the perimeter, soft-skinned types and field-guns inside. Evening chores were done before closing in. Similarly,
just before first light, the harbour opened out again, fully dispersed ready for any emergency before brewing-up started.
When this first big event of the day came, "Snowy" Baker
dipped into our tinned reserves and fed all of us; a most delicious
mess of salmon and New Zealand oysters!
We pushed off back to Corps Headquarters, now happily
reassembled after their harried existence.
Despite the widespread confusion, actual losses in men or gear
were amazingly Lght, that of Brigadier Hargest's headquarters
proving heaviest in every way. The reason being, of course, that
the wide-open spaces gave ample room to run away, and on sucll
going tanks never had a chance of catching up witl1 wheeled
vehicles. Only mishap or fuel shortage, or being caught napping,
could really wreck the soft-skinned transport.
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We had one peaceful night; and Friday the 28th dawned
equally peaceful-sunny, clear, and very pleasant, as Libyan
winter days can be. Jack Nap1er wanted to v1s1t General Norne
up at Seventh Armoured Div. H.Q. I elected to guide him on
the basis of an early start home for lunch. We found the General
looking very fresh, none the worse for the three days' free-forall. "Hello, Buccaneer," he greeted me. "Bernard and your
boys are in trouble round Sidi Rezegh. Up to their necks in
battle and no supplies can get through from Thirteenth Corps
dumps because Rommel's sitting on the direct route. We've been
asked to help and there's a three-hundred-vehicle convoy going
in from here after lunch. Would you like to take charge of it and
go up and see them?" "Thank you very much, sir," I answered
(what else could I say?). "Do we get any escort?" "There's not
much risk, but I'm lending you my South African escort armoured
cars and two-pounders. 'Straffer's' headquarters are fixing all
the details. Better see them and tie it up. See me again before
you go."
Over at Seventh Armoured's A. C.V. I was greeted by Colonel
"Gee" Hatton, their A.Q. "You again! Some people seem to
buy in on all these swanning jobs. Must be that toheroa soup.
Anyway, here's the form. Bernard's crew are holding round
Belliamed and Sidi Rezegh escarpment, stuck on tl1e end of the
corridor like a toffee-apple on its stick, and the good old Afrika
Korps is biting them from all angles, except for the stick. Rommel
is roaming round on their normal supply route from Egypt, and
its hellish difficult getting stuff out to them from Tobruk. The
corridor is very 'iffy' to navigate by night and shot-up all day.
You're taking in three hundred precious three-tanners loaded
with everything, but mainly gun ammunition and water-the
R.A.S.C. bloke has all the lists. It's twenty-five miles due north
from here, and down the escarpment at Sidi Rezegh through the
only gap left. Easy as kiss my hand. You'll be there for a sevencourse dinner-probably toheroa soup and oysters-if Rommel
doesn't butt in. Anyway, over to you, you lucky devil!"
"O.K. I take it New Zealand will know we're coming?"
"Yes, there should be guides at the Bir here"-pointing at
the map-"just east ofSidi Rezegh-that's the best landmark and
a good route down."
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"Thanks a lot. Would you like to keep my reserve oysters
until I get back?" I pushed off quickly before "Gee" could buy
that one.
The convoy was due at 2 p.m., but only the senior R.A.S.C.
officer arrived then, very worried, to say it had been delayed for
extra twenty-five-pounder ammwution and would be late. He
also explained that it contained elements of five companies.
Then a large cloud of dust rolled up. From it emerged, not our
trucks, but Major ''Jumbo" Phillips of 8th Hussars and seventeen
new Honey tanks going up as replacements to Alec Gatehouse
whose 4th Armoured Brigade was up front somewhere. They
were going my way, so I dashed over to General Norrie and
he agreed they could escort us "until reaching their own formation". Time marched on.
About 5 p.m., when the whole southern skyline finally showed
our three htmdred widely dispersed vehicles approaching, I was
appalled at the prospect of controlling such a herd. However,
"Jumbo" Phillips and Lieutenant Lawlor (commanding the
Springbok escort armoured cars) had gone into a huddle and
worked out the plot. For the night move we formed up the
convoy in four columns twenty-five yards apart and ten yards
between vehicles. It was still daylight and here was the target
Stukas pilots went on their knees and prayed for. But we had to
risk something. Six Honeys formed a shallow inverted V as
the spearhead; "Jumbo" and another kept by me ahead of the
trucks; three more Honeys each side and three as "wluppers
in" on the tail. Outside them, and keeping always in sight of the
tanks, the armoured cars took station ahead and on the flanksour only eyes and ears. Only the tanks had mutual commwlications-with new wireless sets and equally raw operators!
Last but very far from least to join were two excellent liaison
officers of "Straffer" Gott, named Coulson and Witty-two
grand lads who knew the desert and the drill. Without their
expert navigation and assistance, we would have either nlissed
the New Zealanders or all been written of£
Finally we pushed off in the moonlight, a solid, fornlidablelooking phalanx, rolling steadily north. At fifteen nllles the
wireless back to the "Desert Rats" went dead-so from then we
were out of touch, hoping for the best. Five nllles on, having
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long since passed 4th Armoured's harbour, we halted long
enough to refuel tanks and check up. So far so good, having seen
and heard nobody at all; though white Axis Hares went up regularly everywhere except dead al1ead-and behind.
.
Forward again, imperceptibly downhill. Suddenly the leadmg
armoured cars braked hard, to stop with their front wheels
trembling on the brink of the escarpment. A hurried look round .
proved we had hit the rim too far east, with a wadi either side
of us and a sheer drop ahead. Nothing for it but to twist around
and try farther along. Enemy Hares were coming closer and my
tail waggled uneasily. I pushed off Coulson and Witty to find a
track down, and Lawlor with three cars to investigate some
lights in a shallow depression farther west. The former came back
first, with good news. "There's a track all right, rough but wide
enough for two columns. We've been down and had the devil's
own job getting back. It's one way only for this collection."
Then Lawlor rolled back with his three cars, full of excitement.
"It's a hospital of sorts, sir, with tents full of wounded and
ambulances, but they're prisoners and won't talk. Whether it's
our fellows captured by Jerry, or the other way round, I didn't
stop to fmd out. Let's take the tanks through and settle it!"
·"No," I answered, "we've got to deliver these goods without a
scr~p, if possible.,On we go, two deep, over the edge-and we
can t come back.
Bouncing from rock to rock, our assorted vehicles slithered
down the steep slope and rolled out on to the Rat lower desert.
White flares coming east along the escarpment track lit up the
countryside. As our tail started very hurriedly, three German
trucks drove up-and joined on. Full of excitement, 'Jumbo
Five" (our rear tank troop) promptly closed in on their first
captures-three lost Jerry A.S.C. lorries, full of petrol carried
in useful Jerricans.
Scouting ahead, while the convoy re-formed and drew breath,
we bumped over the serrated deep ruts, runnino- east-west
which could only be the famous Trigh Capuzzo. "
An Italian notice-board, of all things, confirmed tl1at Gambut
was east and El Adem west of us-but which way were the New
Zealanders 1 Westward Ho seemed the best bet, and a very lucky
gamble, as the morning proved. Half a mile on, our leading
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armoure~ _cars drove into
squadron of N.Z. Div. Cavalry
and a Bnosh field battery, actmg as back-stop to N.Z. Division,
but so dead-beat and dead asleep that any good infantry could
have finished them. The twenty-five-pounders had only ten
shells per gun left, so they became our first eager customers.
Leaving si.x ammunition trucks refilling their empty wagons,
the main convoy groped westwards for three more mileswithout finding anyone! Seriously worried at the possibility of
blundering through into the enemy, I halted the colunm at
3.30 a.m. The R.A.S.C. drivers were asleep before their wheels
stopped turning; poor devils, they had been on the move or
under strain for at least twenty-four hours, and very few were
veterans accustomed to this desert "delivery".
Most of the night a half-moon gave us some help, even through
heavy cloud, but now it had set, leaving until dawn that blackdark which can almost be felt. Nevertheless, the tireless pair,
Coulson and Witty, disappeared forward, following the ruts on
the quest for N.Z. Division. Being so close to the escarpment,
obviously our present area must be overlooked in daylight; so
at first glimmer on the eastern horizon the R.A.S.C. officers and
I each took a colunm of vehicles, beating on the cabs in passing
to waken very tired men and get the mass spread out.
Before we were ready to move, Dennis Coulson hurtled up
in his scout car, bearing glad tidings from N.Z. Division.
"They're just over the first ridge, tucked in the next hollow.
All very glad to see us, especially your gwmer Brigadier-a large,
bald-headed type. Says he's down to fifteen rounds per gun, and
could do with a hundred times that amount. I'll guide you over,
sir." Away we went, reporting in to General Freyberg who was
very pleased to see us, because by an amazing bit of luck he
knew the enemy's plan as the result of an incident only possible
in desert fighting. A few few minutes after dawn on the previous
morning Lieutenant Money, the Intelligence Officer of 21st
N.Z. Battalion (which was holding Point 175 on the escarpment),
telephoned his opposite number at 6th Brigade H.Q. and reported
"My 'I' blokes have captured a ruddy German general and his
staff car. Picked them up driving past back in the desert."
"That be damned for a yarn! Don't put such a line of bull
across me!" answered the irate "Int" bloke, whose night had
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been far from peaceful. "No. Honest, Bill, it's O.K. He's here,
in one piece, just a bit peeved. What's more, his map is
with plans for an attack in,~ big way, which looks like being due
·
for 1030 hours tomorrow.
That was the last straw; a marked map sow1ded too much
like a Staff College exercise. "Well, I'll believe it all when I see ·
something tangible. Send the blighter down here quick and his
ruddy map!"
Twenty minutes later, an identical telephone conversation
went on with Div., whose Intelligence staff were sceptical unbelievers from long experience. Exhibits A and B duly reached
N.Z. Div. Headquarters in the form of General-Colonel von
Ravenstein and his most useful map. During the 29th various
probing attacks by Panzers and infantry showed quite clearly
that despite von Ravenstein's disappearance (into Tobruk for
safe keeping) his plan was being worked to; and N.Z. Division,
or more accurately 4th and 6th N.Z. Brigades, were rwming
very short of ammunition with which to meet any assault.
Hence our warm welcome when we drove in, most opportunely,
some five hours before Afrika Korps attacked. N.Z.A.S.C. and
the gunners rushed our trucks out to the "users" in record
time. Long before "1030 hours", the New Zealanders were
ready and willing. Everything happened according to plan,
though half an hour late, probably due to von Ravenstein's disappearance. The prospects were rather grim. From
the east, Panzers and lorried infantry attacked Belliamed and
the northern bulge, but they were hampered by attacks from
the rear (British armour) and made little progress. At the same
time, Ariete Division advanced along the escarpment rim. Simultaneously, Fifteenth Panzer Div. attacked from the south-west,
through their badly hammered infantry, to clear Sidi Rezegh and
then smash the corridor. When they did come in, Brigadier
Miles, knowing the correct sequence, directed his beloved guns
on each successive attack and shot them to a standstill. A grand
morning thoroughly enjoyed by all our side.
General Freyberg's only direct armoured support, the Valentines of 44th R.T.R., had suffered steady losses during ten days of
hard fighting or moving, and he was therefore very keen to
keep "Jumbo" Phillips and his seventeen Stuart tanks as a mar144
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vellous windfall within the New Zealand defensive ring. But we
knew 4th Armoured Brigade was desperately short, and, in any
case, my orders allowed no choice. Having rested, brewed-up,
and refuelled, they climbed across the long gentle slope up to the
real desert back into armoured circulation. As good measure, I
sent Lawlor and his cars with them, all mad keen for real battle.
Much to our astonishment they returned at dusk, Lawlor having
had the best afternoon of his war, acting as "eyes" for Brigadier
Gatehouse in a running battle directed against the rear of our
attackers. Even being bombed by Marylands failed to dampen
his enthusiasm.
Lawlor was a good fighting type, of South African-Scottish
extraction; his crews were very bitter because German tanks ran
over some men of their squadron when they surrendered with
5th South African Brigade on Black Stmday. He brought his cars
back through the closing ring to escort our convoy out again, if
such a course remained feasible. However, shortly before dusk
the fmal gap was closed when three German tanks, displaying
British recognition pennants and the crews waving black berets
out of the turret lids, drove in among the renmants of 21st Battalion on Point 175. Mistaken for South Africans until they
slammed down their lids, and opened fire, they caught our fellows cold, thus grabbing the best observation point along the
escarpment rim which was promptly used by Ariere. (We
appreciated the fact next morning when the shelling started.)
Needless to say, we slept that night; a peaceful one too after
the evening's entertainment subsided. My now empty and relatively unwanted trucks were an embarrassment, eager to return
south-but even a night move proved impossible, because lorried
infantry had closed the gap. Dawn on the 30th revealed a solid
mass of transport silhouetted against tl1e skyline near Point 175·
According to orders it should have been 1st South African Brigade; and I lost twenty piastres on them. Having held up artillery
fire until patrols went out to check, the latter received a rough
reception from the Italians. The New Zealand gwmers could be
equally and more efficiently unpleasant. Our gtms pasted them
hard, until only a thin fringe of derelicts remamed m view.
Obviously my convoy could not go south until the South
Africans cleared a corridor, but Coulson and Witty were urgently
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needed on their proper job and must not delay. About midday,
they drove up to the Block House, looked the area ov.er, the~
pushed quietly across the derelict landing-grow1d m the1r
armoured scout cars, without a shot being fired. Sheer calculated
impertinence!
Throughout the day the Axis pressure steadily increased,
mostly shelling and mortar fire. Soon after lunch the situation
round Div. Headquarters looked so bad that I moved my empty
lorries very hastily over the ridge and stowed them on Trigh
Capuzzo flat between the lower Sidi Rezegh escarpment and 6th
Field Regiment's gun-line. Evidently one corner of our vehicle
park was visible to some Axis 0. Pip because heavy shells came
whistling over, fortunately 100 yards off line, so iliat the results
though terrifying were trivial. My R .A.S.C. drivers certainly
received a deluge for their baptism by fire, but they took it
splendidly.
About 5 p.m., the battle crescendoed in a heavy bombardment
on Sidi Rezegh, which smothered everything nnder a heavy pall
of dust and smoke. Gun-flashes and bonncing tracer indicated
real trouble, but how much we could not determine.
Then firing broke out on the near escarpment. Suddenly,
over ilie rim not six hundred yards away, crawled a German
tank intent on stalking the New Zealand two-ponnder portee
which covered that front. Most excited, I drove full speed over
to the flank gun of 6th Field Regiment. "Shoot iliat bloody tank!
It's aJerry!" I yelled to the Number One. "Too bloody right!"
he replied, and the layer started twiddling things. Before they
could get a ronnd away, ilie two-ponnder swnng quickly and hit
the Panzer dead-centre at two hnndred yards. No mistake about
the result. Up it went in flames as ilie crew tumbled out, the last
man dragging a shattered leg. They took cover in ilie rocks, and
Lawlor opened up with his Vickers and finished the lot. Ample
and summary justice for his men crushed by German tanks not
half a mile away.
Obviously. our area was becoming rather wiliealthy andmuch more 1mportant-my trucks were masking the gun-line.
We must move, and the only safe place, if we could reach it
through the corridor, was Tobruk. While I was wondering what
to do, two very worn New Zealand officers came stumbling
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across. "Hallo, what's wrong 1" I asked. "Everything, sir,"
answered the taller one. "Our battalion's been overrun by tanks
and shot to pieces. We're the only officers left." "No. It can't be
as bad as that," I answered cheerfully. "I'll bet there'll be a dozen
more, all sole survivors." I would have lost my money. They
were the only officers to return from 24th Battalion. Colonel
Shuttleworth, a grand type and a Regular officer, was captured,
with the survivors of his very good Aucklanders.
Realising that the outer fringe of my trucks now stood in the
front-line, or what remained of a line, I got them moving. Not
before time either. In the dusk, heavy mortaring knocked out
the two-pounder portee; then more German tanks rolled up to
the rim and opened fire, forttmately shooting high in the bad
light. They came down as our "tail" got moving, capturing the
last subaltern and last water-tanker (empty), mistaking it for
petrol.
But we were clear of the gun-line and 6th Field Regiment
bashed them to a halt. It was during this rather hectic incident
that their large, dynamic col1111lander, Steve Weir, is alleged to
have roared, "Carry on! This position will be held until it's untenable!" To which one of the troops is said to have answered" Hell's flames! They're only a hundred and fifty yards awaywhen will it be untenable 1"
By that time, my convoy of three hundred empties was heading ratmd Belhamed ridge, anxiously inquiring "Are we O.K.
for Tobruk 1" Suddenly a familiar figure appeared out of the
night-the Transport Sergeant of r8th Battalion, last seen on the
old Nurmahal crossing to Greece. "Hallo, sir, nice to see you.
You're O.K. for direction, but there's a minefield about a hundred yards farther on and it's a single gap." Thanking him, I put
the three hundred into single file, and we wriggled through to
the Axis road, then followed it towards Ed Duda. The debris of
battle was very thick-burnt trucks, tanks smashed open by solid
shot, broken guns, dead bodies. Here we turned right, into the
corridor-just a maze of desert tracks, old defences, and more
derelicts. Lawlor and I asked or found the right road very much
by guess and by God, driving along spasmodically in the moonlight. Behind us followed Lieutenant Cash, R.A.S.C., a grand
North Countryman who set a quiet, steady pace and kept the
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necklace properly strw1g. If we formd the way, it was Cash who
got our precious three htmdred vehicles safely along it. We were
very lucky, indeed. Tapes la1d to gmde Brmsh tanks out took us
safely in for nearly three miles-through the worst minefields.
Losing the tape at last, we turned into the wrong fork-and when
I asked the next post "Are we O.K. for Tobruk?" a broad accent
answered, "Nay, lad-Itis are six hrmdred yards up yon .
path." We doubled back like a startled snake; and the worried .·
Italians commenced shelling the noise-but were a hrmdred yards
off target!
About midnight we reacl1ed tl1e Bardia bitumen road, officially
inside Tobruk, to be greeted by a reception committee of a
Movements Control Officer and some British Provost. "Are you
ilie New Zealand convoy?" he asked. "Well, we're from ilie
New Zealand area," I said cautiously. "O.K. sir, follow me and
we'll get you parked." Off he went in an amazing old Morris
fifteen-hrmdredweight-no engine cover, and steam belching
from every gasket. It took three long hours to distribute our very
weary crews in small packets on clear patches between minefields. Dead tired, some even rolled on into the mines because
the drivers were asleep. Yet the tail came down the road, with a
mouili-organ accompaniment in full blast, singing "There'll
always be an England". Perfectly true while that type keeps
going.
Wakened by shell-5.re-ours not Axis-we learned that the
corridor was temporarily closed again. The New Zealanders had
been smashed and either driven back or joined up with the
Tobruk force holding Ed Duda. Very sad news to us-yet the
best comment came in an intercepted message from Afrika
Korps: "As the result of our last attacks on ilie New Zealanders,
we are reduced to twenty-five per cent effectives and are no
longer capable of offensive action." Rommel had lost the slogging
match and was forced to pull back. He was, however, far from
being defeated, as we found some days later when he turned and
smashed a mobile brigade group which wheeled rormd the
Gazala position and stuck its neck out too far.
That, however, is racing well ahead of my own story. Once
more Lawlor and I shared reserves to provide a real slap-up
breakfast-mealie-meal porridge, laced with condensed milk and
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Cape brandy, plentyof"M and V", augmented by New Zealand
oysters, real bread, real butter, and coffee. Fortified by good food
and knowing where to replenish, I drove round to Thirteen
Corps Headquarters where my three hundred empty trucks were
received very thankfully. Except for new people like ourselves
who had been pushed in overland, Tobruk operated the most
incredible fleet of crocks ever called "vehicles". Having wished
my temporary command "Good-bye and good luck", Lawlor
and I trekked off looking for the Army Tank Brigade, who were
keen to "borrow" his cars. Somewhere along the main road we
ran into the newsreel outfit who had travelled in our convoy.
They insisted on filming Lawlor' s crews as the "first South
Africans to relieve Tobruk", so I left him acting the film starand we never met again. Good luck to them. They were first-rate
reconnaissance troops, trained originally by the world's best, the
nth Hussars. Obviously my next task was to leave the freshly
beleaguered city at speed in comfort; thanks to fighter cover
from Maddalena, the airfield was operating, so I bribed the pilot
of a Blenheim army liaison plane, handing over the last two cans
of Rheingold for an air-hike back (and had an excellent hair-cut
while waiting). Tllis meant deserting Connell and my bullet-tom
car, but as usual he had fallen among friends, no less than our late
N.Z. Engineer Headquarters wllich had come inside with surplus
bits ofN.Z. Division. If we didn't get on with the job from outside and relieve the place quickly, Connell planned a sea passage
to Alex, where he hoped a new car would be forthconling.
About half past four our Blenheim blew dust over everyone,
and we were off on the easy way back. Passing over Gambut at
eight thousand feet, some nasty-minded German spat light flak
up at us, fortunately wide of the mark, because I was odd man
out, and therefore lacking a parachute.
An hour later we rolled through the dust of L.G. 122, close
enough to Eighth Army Headquarters to fill them with dust, if
the wind blew that way. Brigadier Kisch took me into the Army
Commander's own mess for dinner, with General Ritchie, our
A.O.C. (Conyngham), an Adnliral, and others. Some nlinutes
later I realised it was a case of "The King is dead, long live the
King", and that General Cunningham was no longer "in the seat".
Next morning, which was, I think, December 2nd, I climbed
H.H.-6
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rather wearily into an aged Lysander, for the twelve-minute ferry
run up to Thirty Corps, now back at Gabr Saleh, running the
full desert battle. Half asleep in the back, dozing in the early sun,
having nothing on my mind except clean clothes and a "desert
bath", it fmally dawned on me that the maze of tracks down
below were most certainly not heading our way. Then we
droned on o vet clean, unmarked desert, going due west, if the
sun was any c;uide. There was only one frightening conclusion.
We mu~t b~ miles off course outside our territory, if not yet over
tl1e enemy. The "Lyssie" had no guns; and a glance at my watch
showed the twelve minutes had doubled already. Separating me
from the Sergeant-Pilot, a large tank filled most of the fuselage;
yet he must be turned round somehow. Searclling frantically
among the d=age in the cockpit, I found a loose lengtl1 of
flexible pipe. Pushing tllis through between the tank and airframe, on the hundredth attempt I prodded the pilot's shoulder;
then by pantonlime turned hlm round. Whlle doing tllls, my
red hat got out into the slip-stream and wllirled away down
among the camel thorn. Droning back east, painfully slowlya fat pigeon, easy prey even for one Italian-we sighted tracks,
more tracks and finally the frontier wire. Turning south for
Maddalena, I was settling down, mum happier, when six fighters
in close formation came leaping at us from behind. Impossible to
identifY them head-on as friend or foe; and nothing we could do
about it. Fpr ten seconds I died many times, until they hurtled
past to circle for the landing at Maddalena. Creeping in quietly
on their tails, we touched down very thankfully, after an uneventful, if unusual trip.
Checking up on why tllings went so wrong, the SergeantPilot discovered hls watch had stopped ten minutes after takeoff; and tl1e very aged Lysander, whlffi he was flying for the
first time, had a badly defective compass that put us merely
twenty degrees off line. Knowing and allowing for all thls, we
started again, and reached home for hmch as planned-but only
six days late, and of course without my large Connell and our
battered but useful Ford.
Both had seemed indispensable, yet for some days we could
only deplore their absence while exploring every avenue for a
replacement car, knowing Connell was irreplaceable. Noticing
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a vehicle delivery convoy going past one morning, I intercepted
them, wearing my (spare) red cap and browbeat them into
handing over another Utility. Mobility was essential for covering
the wide spaces over which our field squadrons were now spread,
engaged primarily on the fascinating game of Panzer-blowing.
Gus Corbett reported the rivalry was so keen between units,
that all wrecks were being logged and marked to save argument.
Everyone was moving farther west, beyond El Gubi ready to
follow up quickly when Rommel withdrew his weakened
forces back to Gazala, as he did five days after I flew out from
Tobruk. We were still very interested in the bloody, battlescarred area round Sidi Rezegh, knowing the New Zealand
Mobile Surgical Section under Lieut.-Colonel Freddy Furkert
were still running their field hospital in the shallow wadi near
Point 175. When Lawlor drove into them on the memorable
night our convoy passed, they had been taken prisoner by
German lorried infantry. We knew "Mob. Surgical" were still
treating hundreds of our wounded, because a lorry load of them,
organised and inspired by Lieut.-Colonel Kippenberger, who
had a leg wound, made a sudden break-out, and reached Jock
Campbell's headquarters. Watching the area closely, our patrols
dashed in at the first sign of the Italians going, and Seventl1
Armoured Division backed them up with transport to clear the
hospital at speed. There was the long chance that Rommel might
stage another comeback.
On the sound grounds of being a fellow New Zealander who
knew the area or at least was very interested in it, General
Willoughby-Norrie suggested I should go forward and help the
evacuation. So I did, taking along with me a dozen ambulances
and a few available lorries. The next day, the evacuation safely
completed, I took Freddy Furkert home to luncll at Corps
Headquarters, the first really good civilised meal he had e1~oyed
for weeks. We were greeted with what seemed to be rather more
enthusiasm than usual, the reason for which General Norrie
a1mounced at lunch-I had been awarded an "immediate" bar
to my D.S.O. for taking the R.A.S.C. supplies up to New Zeal_and
Division. As a matter of fact, it came out at least a fornnght
before my initial award, for Greece, was published, so I received
the bar before the original D.S.O.
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In the meantime-on with the war. Rommel was being harried, but the most important factor affecting my engineers was
the urgent necessity for moving f1ghter squadrons up to the
landing-grOtmds at El Adem and Sidi Rezegh, whence they could
operate over Cyrenaica as far west as Benghazi. Naturally, we
expected these important airfields to be heavily booby-trapped;
but when my clearing experts arrived hot on the stems of the
leading troops, they quickly discovered that the Luftwaffe had
left El Adem-the main need-clear except for wreckage.
Wing-Commander Charles, our Corps A.L.O. (Air Liaison
Officer) and a fmt-rate choice for the job, drove over with me
to check up.
Outside the hospital lay a huge pile of German clothing
obviously stripped off wounded, because an occasional boot still
contained the leg. Wing-Commander Charles retrieved an
excellent pair of flying-boots, "as new", and went on thoroughly
pleased with his first spoil and keen for more. We were bom1d
for Sidi Rezegh landing-ground, but I restrained him from
wandering off the road because of booby-traps. The German
sappers had left too leisurely not to have planted some souvenirs.
He thought this was shooting a line until a truck just ahead
pulled off the road to ask the way, and promptly blew up on an
mliocated mine, killing the driver and the inoffensive bystander.
After that we stuck very carefully to new tracks.
Climbing the slight ~scarpment to tl1e Mosque area, there was
grim evidence of the New Zealanders' fight where 24th (Auckland) Battalion had been wiped out on November 29th. Carriers,
portees, and a few German vehicles all torn and scarred by fire;
broken weapons where the survivors had surrendered; a few
dead still unburied.
On and round Sidi Rezegh airfield the wreckage was thicker
and more cosmopolitan. "Desert Rat" carriers, tanks of all types,
German transport, Bersaglieri feathered helmets; and parked
round the edge, nineteen Macchi fighters with their tails crushed,
where 7th Armoured's cruisers had very effectively written them
off when our tanks first swept through the area on November
2oth. Systematically we checked the runway for trouble, but it
too was clear, ready for our fighters.
Night caught us still there, so we camped in a shallow wadi
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among the ghosts of that desperate fight. Not far away stood a
burnt-out two-pounder gun portee, R.H.A. by its badges. The
tom blackened body of an officer still crouched in the layer's
seat; it was, I feel sure, none other than Lieutenant Gunn,
R.H.A., who richly earned his posthumous Victoria Cross
stopping a Panzer attack on "Jock" Campbell's riflemen. Three
burnt-out tanks along the slope above marked the toll taken
before he was killed, still fighting the last gun single-handed.
According to reports from fellow-officer Ps.o.W., it was here
that a German armoured commander paraded his men, explained
the fight and urged them to emulate Gunn' s devotion "beyond
the line of duty".

I
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CHAPTER IX

THE SPRINGBOKS CLEAR
THE FRONTIER

W

Ronunel was forced back from El Adem to
Gazala on December 7th and 8th, the direct pursuit,
controlled by Thirteenth Corps from Tobruk, was
taken up vigorously by Fourth Indian Division and 5th N .Z.
Brigade, both brought forward from the frontier, where they
had handed over to Second South African Division under General
de Villiers. Tobruk itself added an excellent quota against
Gazala, in the shape of the Polish Brigade, Ist R.H.A. Regiment,
and the surviving Valentines. While New Zealanders, of both
races, and the Poles broke the centre of the Gazala defences in a
series of determined attacks, pressed right home with the bayonet,
the Indians and Seventh Armoured Division made the usual
"left-hook" round the open desert flank. One mobile group stuck
its neck out rather far, and was promptly bashed by Rommel's
remaining Panzers with dive-bomber support. When the
Italians gave up in the centre, he pulled everytlling right back to
El Agheila, quite deliberately, leaving Benghazi and other keypoints torn by demolitions and booby-trapped. Incidentally, the
Benghazi town folk were told to expect them back in tvm
months-a good prediction. Despite all our hard slogging we had
not achieved our first object to "destroy the enemy armour".
Obviously the problem of "how many troops could we send
forward, beyond Gazala 1" was a logistic one-of supply and
maintenance, not tactical needs. Equally obviously Thirteenth
Corps Headquarters, backed up by Eighth Army, could control
these forward elements. Therefore Thirty Corps became spare,
so General Norrie and his battle-experienced headquarters went
back to supervise Second South African Division in their task of
HEN
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reducing the Axis garrisons in Bardia and Halfaya. Only a month
previously, we had by-passed these frontier defences, using the
desert route initially and gambling on freeing Tobruk in time
to use it as a forward base for Eighth Army. That gamble came
off-by a very narrow margin. Now Rommel was five hundred
miles farther west at El Agheila yet still in touch by wireless and
submarine with his original front-line troops. Like General
MacArthur, he told them repeatedly "I will return"; like MacArthur, he kept the promise, although both were unable to prevent the destruction of their troops left behind.
Connell, deserted by me in Tobruk, made the same declaration.
The first intimation of his movements was a signal from General
Hughes, Engineer-in-Chief Middle East, which read "Personal
to Colonel Clifton. Your driver reported here [Cairo J today and
requested replacement car. Allotments rest with Eighth Army
H.Q. to whom you should apply. Regret cannot help more."
Connell had evidently reached Alexandria by sea and, as usual,
gone to the highest authority for our needs.
After that we heard nothing more of him for nearly ten days
until I made a quick trip down to Bagush, partly to hw1t up
engineers' stores, mainly to visit the survivors of Sidi Rezegh
and Belliamed. A quick look in the Casualty Clearing Station
confirmed all New Zealand wounded had gone back, so we
struggled on through the ploughed-up sand and broken rock
out to the coast road, then bowled down the bitumen to Bagush.
I had expected we might find a rather depressed and shattered
New Zealand Division. Far from it. The majority were away in
Alex. on a week-end binge centring row1d another Rugger crisis
with the Springboks. Everyone forgot their losses and their
troubles in the heart-warming excitement of real battle (in which
the ball was incidental) between two rivals both backed by outstanding Rugby traditions-and many piastres.
"No flowers by request" summed up the New Zealand soldiers'
reaction to the recent slogging match. There had been hard
scrumming round Sidi Rezegh-and Sidi Azeiz too; perhaps
Rommel' s three-quarters line had the edge on us, but the result
so far was a drawn game. All they asked for now were reasonable
tvpes as reinforcements, and more gear, particularly better antit;nk guns. The real high-light of this visit was catching up again
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with <>ood old Connell. Unable to get a new car legally in Cairo,
he hi~ch-hiked up to Bagush hoping to retrieve our bulletscarred veteran from New Zealand Engineers. However, they
had lost so much transport that it was not fair to take it without
a replacement. So with Connell wedged in behind the wheel
again, we hurtled off on the long trail back to Corps Headquarters. But we suffered one awful blow domestically because
we had to leave "Snowy" Baker behind for medical board.
"Snowy" had kept us comfortable and, despite bad asthma and
the inevitable crop of desert sores, he had participated in so many
of our adventures, always taking the rough and the smootl1 parts
cheerfully and philosophically. Baker enjoyed life and, like
Connell and myself, also enjoyed food. Being in addition an
expert scrow1ger, he fed us extremely well whenever a meal
could be cooked. There was, however, one memorable disagreement over methods. Somewhere on a battlefield, I found
discarded artillery cordite cartridges, and demonstrated successfully tl1e use of this excellent if somewhat volatile fuel for
"brewing up". Although not very keen on the idea, Baker
loaded up a supply, and tried it next moming. I was awakened by
a loud "whoof"-and a frightful burst of language-to find
"Snowy" slightly blackened, minus eyebrows and some hair,
flat on his back among the camel tl10rn, stuttering with rage; the
overturned kettle dribbled away our precious water. He had
piled up a bird' s nest of cordite twigs, fortunately put the full
kettle on them, then applied a match. The result was nearly as
spectacular as throwing fresh petrol into a petrol-sand fire!
And so Baker fmally parted company at No. 2 N.Z. General
Hospital, to join our other first-war veteran (and grand£~ther)
Tom Gough; both of them knocked out by anno domini even
more than by desert conditions. Both gave excellent service in
Greece and Libya; botl1 had honourable right to leave the field
now in very good hands. Incidentally they shared the same home
town-Whangarei, New Zealand.
Hurtling ron westwards next moming, Connell recotmted
his adventures since I deserted him in Tobruk, three weeks
earlier.
"Nobody had a clue as to when we'd be relieved again, so I
handed over the old bus to N.Z. Engineer Headquarters, went
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down to the quay and walked aboard Chakdi11a. She was a merchant ship, sailing that night, December sth, I think it was, with
four hundred stretcher cases, mostly in the holds, and about
twelve hundred otl1er bodies-walking wounded, reliefs, even
prisoners. Old vonRavenstein, the Panzer general, was one of'em
in a deck-cabin with two N.Z. officers escorting him. We'd
barely cleared the harbonr and turned for Alex., when tl1e
moon rose and the first damned plane droned over. They were
Wop torpedo-bombers, and they had us just served up on a
plate. I was on deck as the first bloke came in and he never even
bothered to circle before-wham! We'd got it. Just aft. The poor
old Chakdina jarred, like the car with a dud gear change, and
started to settle and turn over. Very few fellows got up from
below, except possibly half a dozen who were blown out when
the boilers exploded. It was all so bloody fast-well nnder four
minutes when she disappeared. I saw von Ravenstein and his
escort go over the side, in their pyjamas and lifebelts. I tried to
help some of the wounded, but she started to heel and we ran
down the side into the water. It was mighty cold, and I was
scared stiff of being sucked down, and swam like blazes to get
clear. It was absolute hell!" "How long before you were picked
up?" I asked. "Three bloody long hours, sir!" answered Connell
most emphatically. "Hoping to get gathered up early, and having
a lifebelt, I kept my pack because it had my wireless set, Leica,
and all our best negatives in it. There were two or three escort
craft trying to pick people up, but every time they slowed
enough the bloody Wops attacked them, and they had to keep
weaving. Lots of fellows got bashed or taken under by the propellers. After half an hour, one poor devil in a lifebelt washed up
against me. He was face under and well gone, so I took tl1e extra
belt, seeing he didn't need it any longer. I'd let the pack go by
then-fifty quid's worth of gear, and I suppose I'll get ten bob
compensation, the same as for Greece! Fifty quid," he repeated
bitterly, "but it's not the money, it's the blasted films. There were
some beattts, sir!" "Bad luck, Cmmell. We can't do a repeat
performance though. You're danmed lucky, anyway. How did it
fmish ?" I asked. "A minesweeper came past, trailing ropes, and I
grabbed one. Had a job pulling me in (he weighed fifteen stone],
but I got a turn round the old body and would have hung on till
H.H.---6*
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hell froze. Funny thing, sir," he went on, "they'd picked von
Ravenstein up too, stark naked except for a ribbon round his
neck with an Iron Cross thing on it. When the Norwegian sailors
found out who he was, they wanted to throw him back again.
He took it very well. His escort had stuck close, and they saved
him, I think." The Navy had looked after them very well, even
managing spare clothes; otherwise Connellmust have landed, as
he came aboard, in shirt tails.
Rommel having failed to return in time, Second South African
Division smashed the Axis frontier strongholds at leisure. Bardia
came first, mainly because its deep, cliff-encircled cove harboured submarines, which preyed, much too effectively, on our
passing ships. The initial assault consisting of a night break-in on
December 31st and the follow-up, with armoured support from
the British 1st Army Tank Brigade, all went easy as kiss-yourhand. That night, the South Africans thrust again in the moonlight, once more having Valentines in the party. At midnight
General Schrnidt, the German commander, decided to surrender.
The New Zealand Divisional Cavalry had remained "in
battle", their main task being to close the western exit from
Bardia, and while doing so to harry the enemy defenders.
Bored with hanging about, at dawn on the surrender morning
Ian Bonifant's squadron decided to tackle Bardia themselves.
They drove up to the minefield, closing the bitumen road; nobody fired. Cautious! y lifting the necessary mines, Jack Reeves
and young Kerr rolled east towards Bardia village. Hundreds of
Italians and scores of Germans attempted to surrender, but the
three Honeys drove on, until a group of German officers appeared
by the roadside, obviously including someone of high rank. It
was none other than General-Major Schrnidt in person waiting
to surrender. Rather an embarrassing situation for a bright young
armoured type very much "out of batmds" in someone else's
war! Fortunately they were through by radio to Regiment, so
Colonel Arthur Nicoll did the right thing, and ordered them to
send Schrnidt and his entourage out south by the Capuzzo road
for their formal surrender-to General de Villiers.
The good news that the local war was over reached Thirty
Corps at breakfast, so Brigadier Lysaght-Griffen, "Pip" Roberts,
and my team got off the mark at speed to see the sights, while
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checking up on water supplies and other Q problems. Know~ng the form from the previous assault, I acted as guide, going
m by the b1tumen road from Capuzzo. The Axis "road block"
consisted of large shells concealed in old forty-gallon oil-drums
and fired electrically from the first blockhouse. South African
engineers were clearing the heavily mined approaches, with
difficulty because an occasional Tellermine had been boobytrapped. Quite early two Springbok brigadiers cut the corner
in a hurry and their staff car blew up ; nobody killed but all badly
hurt.
Driving up the gentle slope on to the main escarpment, where
most of the fighting had occurred, we noticed strange troops
being herded. "Are those German prisoners 1" I asked a very
thickset blond lad standing watching by the roadside. "Yes. Too
many!" he answered grimly. Then I noticed the eagle badge.
They were Polish gurmers, whose regiment gave maguificent
support for tl1e assault, although they were absolute menaces
over ammunition, simply firing every round which came their
way. David Aitkenhead, our chief gurmer, regarded them as the
bane of his official life, because they completely ignored any
"dumping programme". Their last fire order in this particular
party was "fifty rounds gmlfire !"-something field gunners
dream of.
Remembering the side wadis above the viaduct, I turned my
party in there, giving the Q boys the chance to take the surrender of a beautifully-dressed and scented little Italian general
with his decorative staff. Leaving Lysaght to cope, I pushed on
for Bardia village where rumour had it there were hundreds of
British prisoners. Entering the village, I bumped into John
Russell and yom1g Macandrew of N.Z. Div. Cavalry, and
rumour, thank Heaven, was trut\1.. They had marvellous news.
Of the thousand released prisoners, eight hundred were New
Zealanders, almost all from sth N.Z. Brigade's tragedy at Sidi
Azeis five weeks earlier. Easily the best New Year's present we
could receive. I met Padre Palmer, the only officer left, and
asked for news of Jim Hargest and his headquarters. "All the
senior officers including the Brigadier, Colonel Fraser, Ken
Straker, Mason, and Percy Wright were taken away quite early
-December 3rd, I think-in a big Italian submarine." "They
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must have got across safely then. The Navy would know if
they'd bagged a really big sub.," I observed. "How have they
treated you 1" "What would you expect from the Wops 1"
answered the padre bitterly. "We've had one daily meal, always
macaroni, and one pint of water. After a great deal of argument,
the Brigadier got two hundred blankets sent in, and later on
small parties were allowed to search for firewood and bits of
shelter. But the compOLmd wants to be seen to be believed. Just
heaps of rock on a bare hillside, very bleak and colder at night
than winter in Taranaki! Come and have a look!" We walked
down between a huddle of stone buildings, through a gateway,
on to two acres of bare, stony ground surrounded by a masonry
wall. Sitting around were hundreds of bearded, dirty, emaciated
men, all chattering like magpies with excitement and relie£
Seeing the padre and my red hat, some of them recognised me
and came running over. They were foundation members of sth
Brigade Headquarters, who had shared the long sea road to
England, and back. Here they were, after five weeks of privation,
acute discomfort, and some danger, very keen for news of home
and the Division; but their main anxiety was-"Will we rejoin
sth Brigade H.Q. or must we go back to base?' That was the
spirit of every man in the thousand, penned on bleak, bare rock,
worried whether they would be released before the Italians could
take them out by ship or submarine.
Next morning we nrove down to Bardia, in time to see the
released British prisoners climb aboard the trucks. General Norrie
had also arrived to give them a word of good cheer; he was most
impressed by their spirit and the keenness to stay "in battle".
One unusual incident is wortl1 telling. The senior "other rank"
left in the compOLmd was Sergeant-Major Warnock of New
Zealand 6th Field Regiment. He had done a magnificent job,
organising, arguing, and badgering the Italians for everytlling,
bashmg back all the Axis propaganda about tl1e fighting, keeping
the thousand assorted troops togetl1er in good heart. He was
most ably helped by Padre Palmer. When they trekked out t:.>
tl1e waiting lorries, nearly every man went up to Warnock,
shook hands, and thanked him. A most unusual tribute to a
Regimental Sergeant-Major, but ilioroughly earned in tlus case.
Highly elated by their ftrSt real ftght for Bardia, 2nd South
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Africans proceeded steadily with the last task-the capture of
Halfaya Pass. After a week of steady battering, Springbok infantry rushed Sollum itself, mopping up the dazed defenders.
Every night the Axis wedge, with its narrowing base on the sea,
grew smaller. But Major Bach, the senior German officer, a
pastor in normal times and a detennined battle leader, not only
refused to surrender but also would not permit two Italian
generals to hoist tl1eir willing white flags. Encouragement came
over the wireless link from Rommel, who (according to the
station logbook) maintained a constant stream of reassurances on
the "I will return" theme, even after going right back to El
Agheila. He had intended using Bardia as we used Tobruk, failing to appreciate that the £rst requisite for a forward sea base is
command of the local sea. Extraordinary how few German
soldiers or airmen understood that simple £rst principle-not
even Rommel, who was an outstanding tactical leader.
Rather appropriately we planned a new innovation, nothing
less than flame-throwing from the air (or reducing Halfaya by
"Hell£re"). The idea started with " Ed" Bateman, our wizard
Springbok mechanical engineer, £nding a .fiamen werfer tank in
Bardia and making it function. We had tried out flame-mines,
known as "flaming fougasses", in Greece based on the secret of
combusting oil-fuel when exploded in bulk; the oil-bomb technique developed for the invasion reception on the English coast
in 1940. If we could drop oil containers, £tted to blow open on
impact and ignite, we might have something worth-while. Gus
Corbett, Q.M.S. Parry, Connell, and I juggled with Italian percussion grenades and jerricans of petrol-diesel mixture; I borrowed General Norrie's Lysander for a dummy run out in tl1e
back desert. Pushed over the side, at £ve hundred feet, they
worked perfectly. Driving over to Springbok headquarters, I
sold the scheme to General de Villiers and Brigadier Klopper
(recently promoted as one result of the Tellermine accident outside Bardia). They were keen, and suggested an immediate
demonstration on three derelict tanks in their H.Q. area. So that
afternoon I 'jerricanned" the target quite impressively-and was
nearly shot down by a bored Bofors team who had not been
warned! Step up t!1e projectile ten times-in other words, roll a
forty-gallon drum our of a Bombay at night-and we had someI6I
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thing. The biggest argument was who would provide the "airborne rollers". The Engineers demanded the job; the A.S.C.
claimed it, on the grow1ds that they delivered fuel; and the
S.A.A.F. said, "We do it, or no aircraft." Anyway, Bach had
the last word by surrendering too soon.
Rather worried about the ever-recurring engineer problems of
water and roads, I trekked round to Brigadier Poole' s area at Buq
Buq-to fmd the atmosphere extremely gloomy, almost stormy.
Having missed most of the excitement since November r8th,
his brigade were looking forward very much to assaulting Halfaya, as their own private war. Now orders had come in to hand
over the sector and the assault plans to a Fighting French brigade.
Already the latter's advanced parties were rolling in-Foreign
Legion, Bataillon Pacifique, the famous French "seventy-fives".
They looked tough and efficient, knowing exactly what to do.
When the news flew round the desert, quicker than any Hurricane, that the French had women ambulance drivers, their
visitors flocked in from all directions! While the reliefs were in
progress, on the morning of January r6th, an extraordinary
incident occurred, only possible in North African fighting.
A fighter Wing-Commander, named Babcock, started from a
forward airfield, travelling by car at top speed, having eight days'
Cairo leave. Approaching the Halfaya battle area, someone informed him the coast road was now open, which meant saving
a precious day. At the top of Sollum Hill, about 9 a. m., he asked
a Springbok engineer, "Is it O.K. to go down here 1"
"Yes! Just a few shell-holes, but all mines are clear," was the
reply.
Without a shot being fired, he drove down the zigzags in full
view of the enemy, and on through the wrecked village. Again
someone gave him a very local "O.K." There was no road-block,
so he pushed on, crossing enemy territory for nearly a mile w1til
stopped by the back edge of an obviously mined area. Beside the
road was a front-line post, flanked by others stiff with Spandaus;
farther back two anti-tank pill-boxes, less than fifty yards from
the track, should have shot him. But the garrisons evidently slept
soundly after the alarms and excursions of tl1e night.
Major Bach, perched in his battle headquarters at the top of
Hal£1ya Pass, saw the vehicle and said, "Don't shoot, let him
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blow up in the minefteld." Again Babcock's luck held. He swerved
off the blocked road and traversed two hundred yards of desert,
stiff with every type of mine. Checking the tyre-marks afterwards, at one point a wheel bumped over a large stone and over
the "Tellermine" beyond-without grie£
Before the Axis gunners did open fire, the car was back on the
road, speeding across no-man' s-land, here over a thousand yards
wide, and strewn with booby-traps put in by enthusiastic British
troops during months of night patrols. Babcock passed unscathed through a standard minefield about one hundred yards in
width, then missed, by inches, three real killers, each containing
ftfty pmmds of gelignite on a hair-trigger exploder; and so reached
the last patch of Gyppo-pattern mines. This area had been
"thickened" by successive patrols tmtil walking through was
difficult and driving seemed impossible. At one stage the tyre
marks touched a lid-if detonated, ten more at least, probably
the whole field, must have gone up. Finally the near rear wheel
blew up on the last mine before reaching Egypt! Incredible, but
true!
Naturally enough, the explosion attracted attention from our
front line, six hundred yards farther east. After firing a few
Bren bursts, however, the Bataillon Pacifique-slant-eyed,
slab-faced little Annarnites-came out to investigate, and somewhat reluctantly accepted a considerably shaken Wing-Co.
and his even more shaken driver. Gathering up kit, they abandoned
the overturned car and walked in, still determined to reach Cairo.
Thirty Corps H.Q. ran a sweepstake on the number of
prisoners who would be bagged when Halfaya fell. Our Intelligence prediction for Bardia proved so wide of the markabout one-third of the actual catch-that we laddered the figures
in five hundreds, from two thousand up to ten thousand, plus of
course Low and High Field. General Norrie drew the minimumLow Field and two thousand. Someone mentioned this fact while
liaising with General Laminat's French H.Q., adding that it might
be tactful to restrict the bag, so tl1at the Corps Commander
won. To our consternation, the French took this quite seriously,
suggesting we put a limit of one thousand on the South Africans
and they, on their front, would guarantee that the second
thousand, and no more, reached the prison cages. Imagine the
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scene. A stream of Axis prisoners being "drafted" through the
minefield gap; "C'est bon! Une mille!"-and the remainder
herded over to the escarpment rim for summary execution. We
retracted very hastily. Actually the final tally reached almost
six thousand.
Halfaya having £1llen, our immediate engineer task was to
open the coast road, across the gap which Babcock had traversed
so successfully. Major Bach, before going off in captivity, went
round all the minefields with Ken Ray, explaining the snags.
There were plenty, mainly due to ingenious booby-trapping.
And the Axis engineers, like our own, had thickened up various
places without notifying their headquarters; so even with Bach's
information, we struck some trouble. I remember, vividly, seeing
a South African sergeant five yards away set off a German
"S-mine", which sprang up about fifteen feet-and failed to
explode. However, once the explosives were lifted or blown,
Major Bell's S.A.E.C. Road Construction Company made
short work of the road repairs. Within forty-eight hours the
dose-packed traffic, both ways, demonstrated the value of
eliminating the long, exacting haul through the churned-up
sand and over broken slab rock of the worn desert tracks which
had served so well and too long. That ends the second round in
Libya, and Eighth Army's first campaign. Let Desmond Yow1g
in Rommel, have the last word:
"Under such handicaps, with a bare numerical superiority of
ill-armed, ill-armoured, unreliable tanks; with a £1r inferior
system of tank recovery; compelled, for lack of anti-tank guns,
to use twenty-f1ve-pounders to hold off the Panzers; with one
division untrained to the desert; with a total strength little more
than that of the enemy, the Eighth Army had defeated Rommel
and driven him out of Cyrenaica. With one hundred Sherman
tanks it would have destroyed him and tl1e war in North Africa
would have been over. The survivors of tlus battle cannot wear
an '8' on their Africa Star. For some reason it was assumed by
the authorities responsible for such tllings that tl1e Eighth Army
sprang into being only on October 23rd, 1942, at tl1e battle of
El Alamein. They can, however, be proud tl1at they fought with
it through some of its greatest days."
Tlurty Corps Headquarters was still supervising clearing-up
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operations because we still occupied our nice clean ghat west of
Capuzzo on January 21st, when Rommel struck hard for the
second time, catching Eighth Army off balance. Events followed
the same sequence as the previous year, except this time no gaggle
of generals was captured. Once more inexperienced troops held
the forward area, including First Armoured Division who had
relieved the "Desert Rats"; and our supply lines from Tobruk
functioned precariously because of distances, bad roads, and wornout transport. Rommel' s sudden attack collapsed the front like
a card house; as he pushed hard, straight across the desert again,
through Antelat and Msus towards Mechili, the situation became
grim. The "Second Benghazi Handicap" really got into its stride
when the disorganised forward elements streamed back crossdesert, individually or in small groups. Obviously, Benghazi
would be cut off, even the wide bulge of the Jebel, including
Derna, might go again. First stopping-place worth holding was
Gazala; and even there we needed armour (a "fleet in being") to
protect its wide-open southern flank. Tanks for the purpose were
already desperately short, because First Armoured Division lost
one hundred of their one hundred and fifty tanks in the first three
days. Nevertheless, the "alarm, despondency and fog of war"
thickened more quickly in the rear areas than among the fighting
troops still up forward. For example, Brigadier Briggs, cut off in
Benghazi, extricated his Indian Brigade by a most masterly
manceuvre, which only good troops and good navigation could
have brought off.
The first direct repercussions reached Thirty Corps H. Q.
on January 24th, in the form of urgent orders to move up "at
speed", to organise reserve troops and hold Gazala. Next day,
being Sunday, of course, we abandoned our "nice, clean ghat",
travelling one htmdred and fifty miles in the twenty-four hours
before coming to rest in a dirty, dusty area near the coast, west
ofTobruk. General Willoughby Norrie and George Davy came
back from Army, with the latest form, as they knew it, which
did not signify much. With their ground protection scattered
like "shooshed" fowls, the R.A.F. were forced back, from Benma
to Tmimi, to El Adem again! Also both Thirteenth Corps and
Eighth Army Main Headquarters were on the wrong side of
Gazala, and therefore vulnerable.
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Remembering the previous year's debacle, they all packed up
quickly, adding to the congestion on the coast road. Very fortunately, the Luftwaffe were tmable to exploit the marvellous
targets offered during that week of flap; in fact, Rommel had
very weak air support to help him.
On January 31st, Brigadier Kisch took me along to a momentous conference in General Ritchie' s caravan at Eighth Army
Forward H.Q. Field-Marshal Auchinleck laid down our defence
policy very clearly. Gazala, down to the bastion ofBir Hachein1,
must be priority one; the frontier triangle of Sollum-OmarsHalfaya would be the backstop. If Gazala fell, Tobruk would not
be held; everyone withdrew along the railway and coast road
back into Egypt. Quite rightly, the Navy did not want another
Tobruk "milk-nm". From the engineer point of view, the
bottle-neck in implementing this policy was anti-tank mines.
Millions must be spread over the Gazala area for effective defence.
Tobruk being now declared redundant and being the nearest
source of quick supply, we gathered every movable mineBritish, German, Egyptian, and Italian-from the very extensive
fields and large reserves of that one-time stronghold. They were
relaid at speed, in mine marshes running continuously south to
and encircling Bir Hacheim. Left virtually mineless, Tobruk
could not be held when Rommel crashed through the thinlyheld outer perimeter in mid-June.
Two days after that conference, Thirty Corps handed Gazala
back to Thirteenth Corps, and once more were sent "out of
battle" back to the frontier. Mike Carver and I preceded the
move, to find the best perching-place "somewhere near BuqBuq". Our reconnaissance took place in another lesser sand-storm,
so we chose the most dust-free area, with only one ridge of
bleached white dunes between us and the royal-blue Mediterranean. Both of us were keen swimmers, and this site offered perfect facilities-if we stayed until the sun became reasonably
warm. So early in February, the battle front having stabilised
somewhere in the open desert west of Gazala, we settled comfortably on our salt-marsh, sand-free home, while organising
more defences and still more defences. Various engineer units
had slipped back under my control, commanded by Ken Ray and
Kenneth Mackay (ftrst met in Greece and recently returned-in
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a hurry-from reblowing up Benghazi). Some sites on the roads
through Cyrenaica (the Wadi Cuf was a first favourite) had now
been cratered four times. It had become standard practice to put
empty oil-drums in the bottom layer of "filling" to hold the
next demolition charges! Everything quietened down while
both teams built up for the next spell.

CHAPTER X

THE THIRD ROUNDWESTERN DESERT

W

ITHIN a few days of settling at Buq-Buq, my turn
came for ftve days' Cairo leave (due when Rommel
burst into fresh activity). Doing the rotmds of the new
defences to hand them over temporarily to " the Kenneths"Ray and Mackay-our fuel pumps died on the road home. The
experts rigged up a gravity feed, which necessitated roping
Gus Corbett on the roof, where he held a petrol tin feeding the
carburettor through the pump tube! Despite the bumps, this all
stayed put long enough to get us home. Connell rushed off
somewhere for a replacement fuel pump, returning in time to
leave for Cairo as plarmed-after dinner. Saying good-bye very
light-heartedly (I've met only General Norrie since), we hurtled
off on our normal night run back. By driving turn and turn
about, nearly four l,undred miles of familiar desert road
were traversed in time for baths and breakfast at the New Zealand
Club. A very sound drill, because an extra day was allowed each
way as travelling time.
Rather pleased with ourselves and the prospects of six days and
nights fleshpotting, we hurtled up the hill into Maadi Camp
Headquarters, intent on collecting glad rags from base kits, and
money. Brigadier Stevens stopped us.
"Ht~lo, George," he greeted me, "you've made a quick move
down.
"Yes, quite good," I answered, rather surprised at his knowledge. "Four hundred miles in ten hours isn't bad for those roads."
"When did you get our signal?" he asked.
"What signal? I'm on five days' well-earned leave."
"Oh no, you're not, my boy! You're back in the Divisional
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fold and you take over 6th Brigade from General Barrowclough
tomorrow. He's for New Zealand. Congratulations."
Thus ended my brief career as Chief Engineer ofThirty Corps.
Cmmell rushed back to Buq-Buq and collected our gear. I took
over from "Barrow" in an hour at Maadi, and still managed
three priceless days' leave at Mena House before going down to
Kabrit, where my next command was busy boating at the Combined Op.'s Training Centre.
The following month was the most trying I have ever spent,
in or out of battle. After twenty-seven years' soldiering in peace
and two in war, I was commanding infantry for the first time;
and following one of the best fighting infantry leaders N.Z. had
yet produced. The first fortnight I inspected every man of my
Brigade Group-not so much to see him as to " sell" mysel£
That is a much greater ordeal than being shot at. Two things
helped me tremendously. The brigade staff, headed by Bill
Thornton and Crowley Weston, were a hand-picked excellent
team, and the Commanding Officers, Greville, George, and
Peart of the 24th, 25th, and 26th Battalions, gave me most loyal,
efficient support. This help made the take-over comparatively
easy; but I realised for the first time how much vital energy a
commander expends in putting himself across, and appreciated
even more the outstanding personality of men like General
Freyberg and Jim Hargest, who made their leadership so human
and so deceptively easy.
Changing jobs meant changing drivers. Connell, my staunch,
burly friend, returned to his first love-the sappers, and Paton
joined me with General Barrowclough's staff car.
Within ten days of taking over 6th Brigade, the whole New
Zealand Division was on the move once more, trekking up to
Syria, where they settled in the lovely Bekaa Valley. With Qne
exception. My crew drew the lucky marble and motored on two
hundred miles farther north to relieve Brigadier Windeyer and
his 2oth Australian Brigade in the operational and most interesting
task of holding tl1c Turkish frontier. The Aussies, mostly Tobruk
veterans, were a fine fighting team, so the hand-over was both
thorough and very pleasant-on every leveL We settled _in
quickly to keep the peace while training hard for tl1e next tnal
by battle, wherever and whenever that would come.
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A detailed accormt of the next three months would be tedious
to anyone who did not share in making it, and so we will take up
the story again on Jrme 17th when urgent orders reached us to
get back hot-foot to Western Desert.
As usual, N.Z. Division moved in groups. The 4th Brigade and
most gunners went direct from Baalbek; 5th Brigade Group
having assembled east of Aleppo on the sharp turn of the
Euphrates, ready for their week of desert manceuvring, hurtled
straight off cross-country and followed 4th. My 6th Bngade
waited to hand the Border back to Windeyer's Australians, and
tailed on for the thousand-mile race to battle. Interesting to
mention that 26th Battalion, moving by rail all the long complicated route to Matruh, beat our road columns in by tl1ree days,
thereby proving how right the good book is when it says that
rail is quicker for moves of more than a hrmdred miles.
Leaving Aleppo about 3 p.m. in my staff car, we made good
time down the first-class bitumen road-the last of many pleasant
runs-looked in briefly at Baalbek for news and refuelling, then
on up and over the Lebanon and along the equally familiar coast
road, to reach Naluriah by midnight.
Total distance probably three hrmdred and fifty miles, but
Paton and I spelled turn and turn on the wheel and slept while
resting-the perfect answer. Taking time off for a quick refreshing swim in gentle surf, we cracked on again about 8 a.m.,
through Tel Aviv, Gaza, and Beersheba, to make the Wadi Asluj
long before dusk. What an amazing transformation since our
last visit only three months earlier. Boring had produced
limited, good water. Alongside the ruins of the railway, which
Laurence and others demolished so thoroughly in I9I6-I8, had
sprung up many petrol points and transit camps, with excellent
showers as the main amenity. Taking in more juice, we hustled off
on a pleasant night run tl1rough the real desert wastes, crossed the
Ferry Point bridge about 7.30 p.m. and fmally came to rest at
Helwan three hours later. Altogether, a good smooth run ofjust
under eight hundred miles in forty-three hours.
All this haste because Division had called a conference of commanders down to Companies for the next afternoon at Maadi.
On assembly this proved an error in signals or staff and only
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Brigadiers were wanted. Of course, our move from Syria to
Western Desert was frightfully hush-hush, yet here were dozens
of Kiwi officers round Cairo or Alexandria. Quite hopeless trying
to conceal the fact that N.Z. Division was going into battle on
their old arena. For 6th Brigade this premature "call to prayer"
meant at least four days' waiting until our troops caught up, so I
rendezvoused my team at Amariya on Monday, June 22nd, and
Paton, Cousins my batman and I, pushed off very smartly to
enjoy a quiet week-end at Alexandria, never dream.ing 'how
quickly the war was advancing on us.
Then the tragedy ofTobruk changed everything and speeded
up more potential disaster. Rommel was racing for Egypt.
Every hour every fresh fighter, both ground and air, became vital
pawns of Destiny. About ro a.m. on Monday my personal pawns
were dragged off the sunny beach at Sidi Bishr to another conference at Matruh. Very reluctantly we ended our Alexandria
interlude and fought against the thickening, hurried stream of
Eighth Army all the way, arriving to hear the issue of orders for
New Zealand Division to hold Matruh.
At 3 p.m. on the 25th General Freyberg called yet another conference and issued most revolutionary orders. Rommel' s colunms
were roaring across Egypt virtually unopposed on the ground,
although subject to incessant air attack. Thanks to good information and an immediate strike witl1 everything available, Conyngham had caught the Luftwaffe fighters grounded round Gambut
on their next jump forward. Thanks also to Conyngham, who
kept his fighter squadrons on the tail of the wiilidrawal, abandoning successive landing-grounds only when Boche appeared on the
skyline, we had air superiority over the critical area at the critical
time. Tllis meant our troops could run away without being
hammered from above; while our fighter-bomber boys' vigorous
straffmg slowed but could never stop the desert pursuit.
Against this background, N.Z. Division was moving out fully
mobile, to meet Rommel on the open empty desert, south of
Matruh, while Tenth Indian Division held iliat well-prepared
but no longer essential area. Speed was vital. Every hour and
every vellicle and every gun counted. Thus my unlucky 6th
Brigade, of which the two battalions movmg by road were stt!l
a hundred and fifty miles away, and therefore could not reach the
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fight in time, must remain "out ofbattle':- Hell's flames! Fancy
being left out of such a scrap, espeCially wtth everyone tramed as
near perfection as possible. General Freyberg further decreed that
he had far too many bodies for the proportion of guns and
vehicles, therefore my 26th Battalion would go back, and also one
rifle company from each of tl1e remaining seven battalions.
Going still farther, the General ordered me to send every truck
and every other vehicle, except two per battalion, np to Matruh
that night, thereby making his streamlined Division fully
mobile. Undoubtedly our training as lorried infantry would pay
a handsome dividend.
Very fed up and far from home, I joined the rush back to
Alexandria-not wearing my red hat, because already there were
too many Brass Hats going that way. Following on at almost
equal speed came a most disgruntled 26th Battalion and seven
other equally fed-up companies. About 9 p.m. we joined up with
24th and 25th Battalions, who were just bedding down as comfortably as the rocky wilderness of Amariya permitted. Within
an hour everything was grounded, including officers' personal
gear, and Dick Bethell swung the transport round for the night
run up to Matruh. Altogeilier good smooth work by everyone
concerned, staff and troops alike, under the personal direction of
Crowley Weston.
Next morning I made ilie rounds, telling the troops "why".
That always helps. M0st soldiers, New Zealanders in particular,
will play ball much better when they know the form. With the
help of a train we got rid of ilie seven extra companies back to
Cairo, where they proved exceedingly valuable during the most
critical week. Next problem was what to do with our own fellows.
It seemed fatal staying on naked heated rock at Amariya, when
enjoyable surf rolled on marvellous beaches only . a few miles
away, so my brigade swam and sun-bathed for twenty-four hours
while the battle rolled quickly on towards the remainder of the
Division, who were busy scraping ftghting slits and siting their
new s1x-pow1der guns on the open desert. Incidentally the
Alexandrines reckoned if New Zealanders could be spared when
Etghth Army was battered to destruction and Rommel's
arrival a matter of hours, then the Axis radio must be shooting
a heavy line. Our break lasted exactly twenty-four hours!
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Dragged off various beaches, we were ready and on the move
in British transport shortly after lunch on Saturday 27th-a fateful day indeed, on which our fellows at Minqar Qaim were
warmly engaged with 21st Panzer Division. My orders were to
hold an area at El Alamein and to report to Thirty Corps H.Q.
somewhere near El Hammam. Leaving Crowley W eston to
bring the convoy on, I dashed off, fighting every mile against
retreating traffic, to find General N orrie. As usual, his headquarters were not where indicated, and after several false trails I
located them in a waste ofloose sand surrounded by htmdreds of
trucks, tanks, and otlter gear.
"Hullo, Buccaneer," the General greeted me. "Nice to see you
again and to have your Group. I want you to occupy Fortress A
-the box your people built below El Alamein. Do you know it 1"
"Yes, sir, very well indeed. They had all my compressors on
the job blowing slit-trenches out of solid rock. It's a good place
but not by any means tank-proof, and I haven't any guns."
"What! No gw1s! But Army told me you were a complete
Brigade Group."
"No, sir, worse luck. Just three battalions and one field company in borrowed transport, which has orders to dump us and
go. We can sit there and hold it, but we must have at least
ftve tltousand mines and some gw1s if possible."
"Right. Ken Ray will send you up mines, and you should get
your own gwlS back in good time. Bernard is fighting a magnificent battle now south of Matruh. He has orders to break clear
tonight and fall back on to your area. If anything goes wrong, I
shall find you gwlS somewhere else. Good luck."
I had seen General Norrie and his B.G.S., my old sapper friend
George Hatton, for a few minutes in Matruh, five days earlier.
They had handed over to Tenth Corps, and were taking their
headquarters out for a well-earned rest after nine most arduous
months of desert warfare. Called back from Amariya, here they
were, organising and controlling some kind of defence in the
thirty-mile El Alamein gap. Scattered renmants of Eighth Army
units were pouring back, some in good order, otl1ers badly
shaken. "Organising and controlling" is a modest description of
the tremendous and important task Thirty Corps Headquarters
carried out successfully.
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People talk glibly of the "Alamein line which saved Egypt".
That is sheer nonsense, as this story will prove. Rommel failed to
reach the Delta and throw us out of the Middle East-with unpredictable consequences-mainly because two exrerienced Anzac
Divisions, fresh and willing to fight, and not mvolved m the
Eighth Army withdrawal, reached the battle in time. N.Z. Division slowed Rommel' s spearheads at Minqar Qaim. When they
pushed past down tl1e coast road, Palmer's South African Brigade
stood firmly in tl1e western sector of the Alamein "Box", forcing
Rommel into the desert again. Then Ninth Australian Divisionone of the best Australia produced in any war-reached Alamein
at the right hour to help smash the thrust round it, and followed
up with the brilliant attack through the South African defenders,
which reached Hill of Jesus and thoroughly disorganised Rommel's slender communications.
The conception of the "Alamein line" goes back to JulyAugust 1941 , when someone far-seeing-General Stratton, I
believe-commenced building defences in the thirty-mile gap
where the tank-proof Qattara Depression comes farthest north
towards the tank-proof Mediterranean. The desert equivalent of
the Straits of Gibraltar. On the coast, the "Alamein Box", quite
strongly built, formed a rough semi-circle, three miles deep and
so including road, railway, and pipeline.
Fifteen miles farther soutl1 by an appalling track, over open and
varied desert, lay Fortress "A"-or Kaponga, as we New
Zealanders named it-and below that, perched on the sixhundred-foot rim of the Depression at Abu Dweiss, was Fortress
"B". Kaponga was an oyster-shaped depression about three
thousand yards long, rimmed by rock plateau, which was thirty
feet higher than the wind-scoured centre and the surrow1ding
desert. But thirty feet gave good view-points in most directions;
and, equally important, only two gaps provided ready access to
the centre. Designed as a "Keep" for one brigade group to fight
in, the defences were blasted out of the solid rock by Brigadier
Hargest's 5tl1 N.Z. Brigade.
At 7 a.m. on June 28th we drove up the steep scarp on to the
flat western end of Kaponga. Dispositions were easily fixed.
Greville knew the nortl1 plateau, so his 24th Aucklanders dumped
their gear on it; similarly Jan Peart had once visited the south
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face, so 26th Battalion took that; 25th, under Cliff George, held
the west area, and 8th Field Company, taking up their traditional battle role, prepared to fight as infantry closing the back
door eastwards. Last, but very far from least, 6th Field Ambulance moved into the perfectly-built Medical Centre, situated like
the pearl in our oyster.
The British trucks stayed long enough to put troops and their
battle gear down in the new positions, then lurched off into the
dust haze back to the coast road, and more vital tasks.
We were grounded for battle, for better or worse. No guns,
no water, no mines, no reserve food or ammunition; but lots of
faith in General Norrie and our own Division to help out before
Rommel caught up.
The next thirty-six hours went like a snowball in Hades, with a
crazy mixture of hard work, extraordinary visitors, innumerable
problems-and very far from least, amazing rumours, mostly
left by the thickening stream of stragglers, who rushed up in a
cloud of dust, told their horrid news, grabbed a meal and drink,
then expressed regrets that urgent business took them farther
towards Alex. Vital things, however, fell into our hollow,
making good the deficiencies.
Food and ammunition reserves for the armour rolled in-also
thousands of cans of petrol. W arching these being hastily unloaded by dropping them ten feet into a scraper-made dump-slit,
I realised why desert wastage scaled as high as forty per cent. One
tmusual visitor proved to be a camouflage expert, who expressed
professional horror at our layout defences-so very obvious to
the airman-and promised masses of netting, miles of garnishing
and all the other answers if we would send our transport back to
his Reserve Dump at Amariya. We thanked him and he departed
happy in his work-back to the Dump. We needed guns not
variegated butter-muslin.
The Barrel Track, the best-known east-west desert route, ran
past our seaward face. On it at my front gate sat Jimmie Howard,
one of several liaison officers General N orrie had placed along the
track joining us to El Alamein. They were a practical and most
valuable factor in reorganising the many scattered elements of
Eighth Army who retreated east along the open desert. Equipped
with wireless netted to Corps, they directed stragglers to col175
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leering areas, and of course kept abreast of the rapidly rotating
situation-to the limited extent that they knew what Corps
knew. Signals put a telephone out with Jimmie, and when any
useful fish ran into his trap, he called us up and offered them.
From this most valuable contact we acquired cannon, firstly
three anti-tank guns, then a renmant of 64th Medium Artillery
Regiment, who had been at Thermopyl;e with us. They had
three 4 · 5-inch guns and two American howitzers; and we had
the right shell, so we could crack back if need be. But better
things were to come. About 6 a. m. next morning Jimmie came
through-''I've got a Soutl1 African C.R.E. with a field company and ten thousand anti-tank mines. Are they any use to you,
sir 1 He refuses to give them up except to someone who is willing
to fight."
"Thank Heaven for the Springboks! The answer's 'yes' to
both. Hold him at all costs until I come out. Thanks a lot!" I
dashed out, frankly sceptical, but the goods were tl1ere, brought
back by the C.R.E. (Lieut.-Colonel Mill-Coleman, S.A.E.C.)
from Fuka where nobody intended fighting behind the
minefields. r8th Indian Brigade had just been halted in the
fifteen-mile gap between Kaponga and El Alamein, on naked
desert mostly rock, with few guns, no mines, and no ready-made
defences. We needed a minimum of five thousand mines to fill
our five thousand yards of open front and could lay them ourselves; because the Indians were in greater need, I sent the
Springboks and tl1e remaining five thousand gifts from Fate
up to tl1em. Whether t!us gesture helped or not, I never heard,
but the Brigade lasted six hours when Rommel hit them less than
two days later.
About lunch-time on ]w1e 28th New Zealanders started to
arrive, the earliest being transport, wluch had been scattered by
the Panzer attack. By dusk we had seven guns of 6tl1 Field Regiment plus most of my precious 33rd Anti-Tank Battery, their
new six-pOLmders already one over strength because of a salvaged
cannon wluch the cooks were proudly manning. They certainly
shot better than they cooked, being already credited with two
German tanks. Don Sweetzer installed Ius battery cookhouse
near one of the anti-tank gun-pits so that the enthusiasts could
maintain their dual role, but the consumers complained bitterly
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of the meals, or lack of them, and wanted to know "who called
the mucking baskets cooks 1" Most reports confirmed that
General Freyberg was wounded-a chwlic of shrapnel through
his neck.
About nine o'clock that night, Jimmie Ho ward telephoned
again with the welcome news that General Inglis, Colonel
Gentry, and most of Div. Headquarters had arrived and were
bivouacking for the night beside him, where they had contact
with Corps. I drove out at once, to find them in terrific form,
having given the Htm "a bloody nose", burst through his encircling forces and come back non-stop, according to plan. Also
according to plan, they now intended to concentrate farther east
ready to hit Rommel if he tried to go past north or south of
Kaponga, and equally ready to hit him if he attacked. My gtms
and oddments would, of course, remain inside plus a most welcome reinforcement by the Maori Battalion. All very comforting.
We were no longer out on a limb, but snuggled in against the
trwlic, fnlly prepared for anything Rommel might send agin us.
As an introduction to Rommel's next appearance, we were
bombed all night. Rather nastily too, because an early hit caught
an ammunition truck and the resulting blaze attracted every
bomber cruising about looking for targets. When the same circus
droned over next night, we were ready with dummy bonfires
outside our perimeter, which the sappers lit, thereby keeping the
Luftwaffe busy and everyone happy.
Throughout June 29th, scattered renmants of Eighth Army
hurtled past, thickening up the desert haze until it was impossible
to recognise friend from foe. Next morning, however, the
stampeded herd had thinned to a trickle of strays and maimed;
by midday for an hour or two nothing moved anywhere in
sight ofKaponga-a strange, peaceful interlude before the wolves
caught up.
As usual, heat thickened the afternoon dust haze, reducing our
visibility to dangerous limits. We could hear increasing gurrfire
to the north, presumably where the r8th Indian Brigade was
sitting; but nothing could be done to help, especially as even my
acquired medium guns barely reached out far enough. Suddenly,
out of the haze, came three carriers racing towards our front
gate. They were firing back at something. I telephoned Colonel
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Waiter, my gunner commander. "Here come the Maori carriers
escorting our mine trucks. They're in trouble. Stand by to shoot
at anything as soon as you see it." Just what the gwmers wanted.
They had been waiting, everything ready, for two days. Then
the haze thinned and four thousand yards away, crawling slowly
across the desert, like black slugs, were German tanks. Sixteen
I counted, as the twenty-five-pounders ranged quickly on the
nearest group, which promptly moved away until out of view
without suffering any perceptible damage.
For the short hour before sunset, when, as usual, the haze
cleared, we watched enemy columns crawling past silhouetted
against the northern skyline. Round about ruidnight Division
rang up, confirming what we had seen, that Panzers were ten
ruiles past us, thrusting round the Alamein defences; and that
the Indians between were wiped up, while another group down
in Fortress B, on the lip of the Depression, had been withdrawnvery sensibly. There was talk of dragging us back too, but ours
was a very different kettle of fish. Although immobile, having no
transport for my infantry, a fact about which everyone farther
back seemed most concerned, we held a strong position. Even
if surrmmded, Kaponga now held ammunition, food, and water
for ten days-and sufficient gw1s. Rommel could not knock us
out without losing fifty tanks, and Rommel just couldn't afford
such losses. Like the good soldier he was, his artillery and aircraft blasted us at intervals, but no attack came in. Plenty of room
in the fifteen-ruile gap to by-pass us with his first rush on to
Alexandria; and plenty of water in the pipeline for his
immediate needs!
Next morning I drove over with Colonel Grevillc to his
favourite O.P., giving an excellent view northwards. "Grev"
was right on the crest of the wave, thrilled and keen to fight
anything or anyone. Even sitting in a handy slit while some
ruiserable battery flung twenty 5 ·9 shells at my staff car failed to
damp his ardour.
Leaving 24th's grandstand view, I drove over to CliffGeorgc
and his 25th Battalion. They were promptly shelled, but were
snugged down, ready and keen for action. In the meantime several
~.8 shells screa~;1ed into my own headquarters wadi, and one
swiss-cheesed the screen round our portable lav.-a £~rewell
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gift from the engineers still inscribed "with the compliments of
Five Field Park Company". That screen became a treasured
battle relic, the perforations growing in size and number with
each recital.
Things were hotting up a bit, but evidently Rommel was not
having an easy passage, because on the afternoon of July 2nd, I
received orders to push my guns out and harass him, in cooperation with the other N.Z. Artillery who were shooting up
his flank farther east. My fellows had excellent sport throwing
shells into masses of Axis transport milling about beyond normal
reach; and only came home at dusk, because infantry attacked
their O.P.s. As a fmale to this good day's work, rgth N.Z.
Battalion overran the Italian gunners of Ariete Division and our
sappers blew up forty-four assorted cannon, including some 88s.
Very nice combined work by all concerned. In the meantime, to
complicate our local picture, a group of forty tanks roared over
the ridges towards our back door, held by the Maoris, who
reported that they were being fired on. When the leading vehicles
were perilously near our minefield, someone reported seeing
white stripes on their turrets, which meant British; so the Maoris
stood up and signalled them to halt. Just a regiment of 4th
Armoured Brigade swanning round the battlefield, completely
unaware of our existence. They were very glad, indeed, to refill
from our reserves. Desert fighting was full of such incidents, not
all ending happily.
Next morning started nicely, by the carriers harrying scattered
Huns at crack of dawn. Then peremptory orders arrived to
evacuate Kaponga and move back "out of battle" again; a
shocking blow when we had the game going our way with our
fortress serving two most useful purposes-a pivot on which
others could manceuvre for attack and a safe forward supplypoint. The real difficulty was transport. If the situation deteriorated
and we were forced to pull back unexpectedly, my infantry
would have to march. Under desert conditions that was too slow.
By careful timing and wide dispersal we got 26th Battalion, 6th
Field Ambulance, and my H.Q. away without being bombed,
back ten miles to a good area alongside the twin peaks of El
Himeimat. After lunch 24th and 25th Battalions were packed
ready to follow, when sth N.Z. Brigade did a reallorried infantry
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attack against Rommel' s commwucations in El Mreir Depression,
about six miles to the north. A most exlUlaratmg expenence,
which Greville and I watched from his grandstand, having disobeyed orders by sending out his carriers and gtms to shoot up
the German flank, where mortars and artillery were hastily taking
post. One seldom sees a battle-charge by f1ve hundred widelydispersed trucks, shells bursting among and over tl1em; dust
everywhere; their supporting gun£re beating down the enemy,
then changing to smoke at exactly the right second, and most
effectively screening the vulnerable moment of debussing. Still in
perfect formation, the now empty lorries swung away, pursued
by shell-fire. Under the pall of dust and smoke, we heard one
hellish staccato burst of rifle and machine-gun frre, as the infantry
ran in-and the battle was won. Very nicely done-the manceuvre
we had practised in Syria, never expecting the chance would come
to exploit it in the Western Desert. But t!Us exciting mobile
fighting was not for us. Anotl1er rocket whizzed in from Division
ordering us back "forthwitl1"; and to hear being to obey, the
long column jinked through our nlinefield gap and away to
Himeimat.
Crowley and I were standing in the doorway of our beautiful
office truck, watching the heavy, almost continuous flashes along
the northern skyline, where the Wellingtons kept up their intensive hammering against Rommel' s supply colunms, when a
Don R arrived from Division, bearing the heartening message:
"Stay put and report for orders in morning." The news went
round like wildfire, fast as any rumour, and we settled down to a
more contented, if disturbed, night.
Next morning, leaving the Brigade ready to move at fifteen
minutes' notice, I rushed over to Div. H.Q. They had moved
forward, along the necklace of small depressions, and were much
too congested-and much too busy to let that worry them. I was
standing by my reconnaissance carrier, issuing orders for the
return to Kaponga, when seventeen Stukas droned over very lugh,
then without any preliminary circling, dropped like hawks
straight on us. Screanling engines, screaming bombs, and the
crash of explosions, punctuated by the pecuhar tlmmp-thumpthump-thump of our Bofors shooting back regardless, combined
to make a terrific racket for 1linety hectic seconds. An excellent
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attack, pressed right home. With no time to seek cover, Paton
and I dropped beside the carrier. Cousins, my batman, was
sitting in the staff car ten yards away; he rushed across and flung
down beside me. An anti-personnel bomb crashed five yards
away, its fragments screaming out horizontally. One took
Cousins in the armpit, having missed Paton's feet and my head
by inches. He collapsed groaning, blood pouring fast. We tore
open his shirt and I fumbled anxiously, tying on a field dressing
for the first time in my ftghting service. Then up through the
smoke and dust, while the last bombs were still bursting, came an
American Field Service ambulance, driven by a casual calm
Texan volwlteer. He gathered up Cousins, after checking the
dressing, and went on looking for other victims. There were
plenty. Ninety seconds' attack and half as many casualties. The
cook's truck had stopped a thousand-potmder and disintegrated
in flaming fragments, among them five good men; a truck containing twenty-five-pmmder amnumition caught fire, endangering the neighbourhood by occasional explosions; and a near-miss
gouged an enormous groove in a medium-gun barrel, while the
crew crouched in their deep slits, safe but badly shaken. Against
all this, the Bofors could show two scattered burning wrecks,
while three more Stukas disappeared smoking heavily.
Altogether a most hectic interlude. We drove on to Kaponga
and arranged for moving in, then called at the dressing-station to
find Larrie Cousins lying back comfortably, smoking a cigarette
and most cheerful. He died of shock four hours later, but we
didn't get the news for several days. My first really personal loss,
and somehow therefore much more distressing. Larrie was grand
value, with courage and gaiety, taking his full share of all our
team-work.
Rommel was still unbeaten and full of fight; although July
4th, American Independence Day, had come and gone without
his Panzers making their triumphant entry into Alexandna. So
persistently did the Axis radio make this boast that, on the day,
hundreds of pro-Axis women waited vainly to welcome the
conquerors.
.
Moreover, the local tide had turned, thanks mamly to the
Australians who arrived east of the Alamein Box, very annoyed
over the loss ofTobruk and determined to take revenge on somer8r
H.H.-7
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one. Forttmately Rommel's questing thrust rotmd the Box ran
into them, to be smashed and thrown back. Not satisf1ed with
this, Morshead' s veterans passed through the South Africans
holding the Alamein defences and attacked again. They captured
Hill ofJesus, plus a good bag of very surprised Boche, including
Rommel' s wireless interception specialists-a forttmate stroke
because it thoroughly upset his intelligence sources.
Simultaneously with these cow1ter-attacks, the New Zealanders continued prodding from the south. K.ippenberger' s lorried infantry attack was lodged fmnly on Rommel' s supply route.
Despite the death of Brigadier John Gray, killed by an unlucky
bomb on 4th Brigade, his troops struck farther west and farther
north. Most blessed news of all, my eager crew were being made
fully mobile, with orders to thrust even farther west right up to
Daba. The hunt was on, with the whips out.
Keen as mustard, we were packed ready waiting for the trucks,
when someone higher up decided to play safe and cancelled the
plot. Naturally, no attack for 6th Brigade, no proper transport.
Instead we were given all the old crocks with orders to make our
way as best we could back east over unknown desert, eventually
coming to rest on the old site-at Amariya. Our orders had sent
us to Wadi Natrun, the half-way house to Cairo; but there
seemed no purpose in sitting farther from the war on even worse
desert, when we at least were quite confident tbat Rommel was
blocked if not beaten.
This time our stay out of battle lasted four days; spent by the
troops washing themselves and their clothes, swimming, marching, getting weapons fit for use. Also, of course, alongside us
were the unlimited, if dubious, joys of Alex.
Real war caught us up again on tl1e morning of July r6th,
when orders came for an immediate move up to change over
with 4th Brigade, which had been badly hammered in what
sounded a rather disastrous battle for N.Z. Division. Ploughing
through mile after mile of floury dust on tl1e overworked desert
tracks quickly neutralised our cleanliness-but who cared 1
Surely tllis time we would get a real crack at the Boche. While
the column bedded down for the 1light alongside the wearv,
dtsgusted survivors of 4th Brigade, I contacted tl1eir Brigadier,
Jun Burrows, and so heard the detailed story, including Ius own
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experience of going into the bag-and out again. General
Inglis and Colonel Gentry put me in the wider picture-and most
depressing it was.
Their orders had been to capture Ruweisat Ridge-no ridge at
all but merely a gentle undulation of solid rock-by night
assault, and so clear the essential gap for British armour, which
would pass through and "exploit westwards". A hectic, exhilarating, and most profitable thrust for nearly four miles fow1d the
New Zealand infantry at first light on their objectives beyond the
ridge and settling in. To the north and west, where visibility at
that hour was good, they watched a scene of utmost confusion,
as Axis batteries, transport, and rear wlits hastily bolted from the
threatening storm.
One tragedy occurred early. One reserve battalion, 22nd
Wellington, at daylight found themselves sharing the same area
of naked rock with 8th Panzer Regiment. The German tanks
quickly rounded up our almost defenceless infantry. Young
Elliott fought his platoon out and eventually received a wellearned V.C.; they alone got back from that battalion.
Throughout the morning, the New Zealanders lay in scrapes
or stone sangars along Ruweisat Ridge, waiting for British
armour to exploit an ideal opportunity. But no tanks roared
through their expectant groups. Gradually the enemy pulled
themselves together; then, realising our advance had stopped,
slowly flowed back. About mid-afternoon the inevitable German
Panzer counter-attacks rolled in and over most of the unfortunate
infantry, grounded on exposed forward slopes and without
adequate guns or armour available to support them. A few
British tanks negotiated the minefield gaps, but remained well
down behind the ridge while the tragedy happened. All most
regrettable, and of course covered by many alibis later. Whatever
the case, we had lost nearly half of two first-rate infantry brigades
for exactly nothing except a few dead Boche and hordes of
hysterical W op prisoners.
However, on with the war. Having handed over weapons and
other gear, 19th and 20th Battalions went right back to Maadi,
where they reorganised as armoured regiments, and so stayed
out of battle for almost twelve montl1s. Clive Pleasants took r8tl1,
lucky this time, because the Panzers didn't reach them, to join
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5th Brigade as replacements for the unfortunate 22nd. My
fellows got down to organising a brigade-defended area facmg
west, building on to 26th's sector which they had occupied three
days earlier.
.
This was the quite haphazardly formed front nuuung down
from El Alamein Box which we held with slight fluctuations
until the grand offensive of October, three months hence. Local
H.Q. occupied the end of a wadi strewn with burnt-out, blownup British tanks. Shelling commenced as we moved in, so I sent
Crowley Weston off to sort out a " better 'ole" in a series of
shallow depressions not marked on the map and therefore reasonably safe.
First light next morning our conspicuous group of Brigade
H.Q. vehicles, centred on the precious office truck, hustled off
very smartly-only just in time--except for the Signals truck.
They stopped a direct hit when, within half an hour, the old site
was bombed, shelled, and dive-bombed; all directed at the
already very dead tanks, but .most embarrassing for any neighbours.
That was the opening chorus for Saturday, July 18th-a quite
exciting day on our local front, which was far from static despite
the fact that we were preparing defences. During the morning,
Division sent the glad tidings round that Fifth Indian Division,
our immediate neighbours to the north, were making a local
attack along Ruweisat Ridge, where the enemy held an awkward
salient. As we could shoot into the flank from three thousand
yards under ideal conditions, I asked and received grudging permission to employ Morgan' s Vickers gw1s on harassing the Boche
when the Indians advanced. It was grand fnn. We could see the
Germans rWllling back as the barrage slowly crept over their
sangars-and on those bare rock slopes we knocked them down
like ninepins. They never had a clue as to where the sleet came
from. Then a ftve-nine battery spotted us, and made the Vickers
gun-line ratl1er unhealthy until Morgan packed up and departed.
Neither side having air superiority, the ground troops were
receiving plenty of attention, especially from fighter-bombers.
Earlier that day four roared across my H.Q. area at zero feet,
giving Peter Preston's home-mounted twin Brownings and
official twin-Brens a few seconds' terrific excitement. One of the
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unwelcome guests departed smoking furiously, but failed to
crash in sight, so we couldn't make a claim. Then while the
Indians' party was on, ten Messerschmidts dropped a pattern on
9th Lancers, whose tanks were standing by in reserve. Watching
the show from a grandstand view-point were two senior
"tankers"-General Lumsden and Brigadier Briggs. Most unfortunately, both were wotmded by this bombing-two very
experienced Armoured Commanders out of action at a critical
stage, causing repercussions which directly affected many of us.
On the morning ofJuly 21st General Inglis called a conference
at Division, and issued orders for our next attack-which very
much concerned my 6th Brigade. Their job was a night attack
to smash a gap through the Axis line and capture the mile-long
bulge of El Mreir Depression, which is situated just south
of Ruweisat Ridge and was then absolutely stiff with anti-tank
guns. Eliminating these, combined with clearing a big gap
through the neighbouring minefields, opened the road for the
main attack westwards by 23rd Armoured Brigade, fresh from
England, who had been unloaded at Suez and rushed hurriedly
up in time for their leading squadron to help the initial Australian
attack. They were fresh and full of fight, but equipped with
Valentines still carrying the tiny two-pounder gliJl. Because they
were classified as new to desert conditions, their attack was timed
for 8.30 a.m. My infantry must be digging cover in El Mreir
long before dawn; so that from daylight tmtil at least 8.30 a.m. ,
we would be vulnerable to Panzer cowlter-attack-LIJlless British
tanks, and our guns, arrived in good time.
Additional to normal ftre support by Steve Weir's field regiments and anti-tank gliJls tmder my command, we had the
nominal support of two more British Armoured Brigades, whose
orders were to support us and to "exploit westwards when the
opportunity came". How much we could rely on them for energetic action became obvious at the conference, when thetr
Brigadier simply said he could not fight in moonlight and was
most reluctant to move in it. They would send liaison officers with
my Battle H.Q. "to see what the fmm was" and, if necessary,
move up quickly in daylight. As my diary summed up-"Fair
amount of artillery preparation, but won't really be enough to
help us on, and must rely-as usual-on infantry mainly."
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I asked for an armoured regiment under my command to
follow our main attack through the minefield, ready for action
at daylight; but nobody would play. Nor was I permitted to
contact 2nd Armoured Brigade direct-"Division would coordinate everything". In any case there was no time to swan
about when our ftrSt attack started at 8.45 p.m. My plan was
based on three factors. Both front-lines were clearly defined by
minefields. From south to north they converged so that noman' s-land was like a fwmel, with the spout three htmdred yards
wide rwming near the east rim of El Mreir, and the top widening
out to eight thousand yards between us and Kaponga, now of
course an enemy stronghold. The "spout" was strongly held and
heavily mined, by desert standards. But as the fwmel widened
we knew both the Axis minefields and the defenders covering
them became progressively weaker. In other words, Rommel
appreciated the importance of El Mreir too. I therefore struck a
balance between an easy entry and long advance and a shorter
thrust against much tougher opposition. The third factor and a
most important one was that both 24th and 26th Battalions knew
the opposite enemy areas very well from their frequent patrolling.
So my fmal plot included forming up 24th and 25th Battalions
in no-man' s-land; the former led by Colonel Greville to break
in and advance five thousand yards, overrunning several small
enemy posts and capturing as their final objective the west end
of the depression. Echeloned on their left rear, 25th Battalion
would broaden the gap and remain in reserve half-way forward
on slightly higher ground, where we knew 88-m.illimetre guns
were sited. Simultaneously, 26th Battalion attacked due north
from their own area and in fifteen hundred yards reached the
eastern lobe of the depression-their objective. Engineer parties
from 8th Field Company had the tasks of clearing vital gaps
through the enemy m.ineftelds on the routes of both 24th and
26th Battalions. Vital because we must get anti-tank guns,
carriers, mines, and all supporting gear forward before dawn.
But the main engineer job, and a colossal one, was clearing the
gap, two thousand yards wide, through which 23rd Armoured
Brigade would attack next morning. We were, of course, supported by all available artillery and other fire; but no direct air
support because "the time was too short".
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That was the plot, as simply explained as possible. My Battle.
H.Q., strengtl1ened by a reserve of eight six-pounders and four
Vickers, and accompanied, of course, by ilie armour liaison
officers, would follow the attack axis of the Aucklanders, who
were marking it with white lamps in the usual desert way.
My Intelligence officer, Lyle Smythe, had extra provost to remark it for more or less permanent use as the Brigade axis. His
lamps were green-for safety. Another important £~ctor was the
attachment of r8th Battalion for the protection of our outer
flank when we broke into the front line. That is to say, after my
two battalions attacked r8th would widen the gap westwards,
and keep it open.
Zero was 2030 hours (half-past eight). But the real racket
started ten minutes earlier, when every available cannon opened
f1re, raising dust and hell along the desert as they potmded the
immediate objectives. A steady staccato rattle, filling in the
pauses, represented some thirty Vickers spraying the same areas.
Just a mere trickle of fire compared with later battles, but for
North Africa in July r 942 an impressive doing over. The infantry
disappeared into the dust right on time and went ahead £~irly
well, because their various special bangs and rattles of fire
gradually faded into ilie night.
The liaison officers from the armour reported at my H.Q.
very late, the last one roaring in as we formed up to move off.
One of them was Captain the Earl Haig in a Crusader; the
second had an armoured car; and the third, and most important
one, represented 6th Royal Tanks, ilie regiment detailed "to
stand by at fifteen minutes in direct support" of us. None of
them had been fully briefed, although there was ample time to
put iliem "in the picture" as the drama rolled on. Headed by two
jeeps, Crowley Weston's and mine, which carried our precious
wireless, my Battle H.Q. Group drove quietly along the green
lights over to the Start Line, then followed on through spasmodic
shell-fire and overs of "golden rain" showers from enemy
machine-guns towards the battle. Following the lights, my jeep
ran over a fallen barbed-wire fence, obviously marking the outer
limit of the enemy minefield. Ahead we saw the next green lamp;
but no sappers were clearing the gap and no other transport
waited. Obviously something was adrift. Crowley made a cast
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farther west and sure ~nough, six 11lmdred yards on, was the
real gap, through which 24th Battalion's £ghting transport was
already hurrying in single £le, packed nose to tail.
.
Waiting with my mixed column for our turn, I realised the
"golden rain" and bomb flashes were coming uncomfortably
nearer. Going over, I contacted an irate Company Commander
of 18th with a blasphemous, disgusted crew who had been
pushed back into the mine£eld by German tanks. The latter were
advancing slowly, closely covering each other and spraying the
rocky desert with their machine-guns-a most unpleasant and
quite effective action, and an entirely new problem. Corporal
Voss of the 18th, who was already recommended for (and
awarded) the D .C.M. for similar action on Ruweisat Ridge the
previous week, had bagged one Panzer with a seventy-three
grenade, but the battalion had neither anti-tank grenades nor
guns, and could only shelter and swear in the Boche mi.nefteld.
Obviously the door must be kept open, otherwise my troops out
beyond were completely sunk-so I left three precious sixpounders to help the 18th by shooting hard in the moonlight.
Hastening through the narrow gap, which Mike Andrews'
engineers were busily widening, we swerved east along the back
fence of the fteld, looking for more green lamps. No luck. A
disconsolate party walked out through the mines and Lyle reported that both his vehicles had blown up. Brigade axis marking
was "off"; only red lights lay ahead.
Our fence led roughly north from here, in the general direction
of 24th's advance, so we rolled on into the night, hoping for the
best. A truck loomed up; Doe Sutherland with wounded Aucklanders, trying to fmd the gap. We sent him back along the
fence. Then two soldiers stopped us to report machine-guns half
left three hnndred yards away, but these did not fire, probably
because my liaison tanks made enough noise to wake the dead or
convince the enemy that all the British armour was roaring into
battle. Still in single ftle, snaking along among rocky outcrops
and old defences, we moved towards the flares and flashes of the
real fighting.
Suddenly my jeep ran slap into a cross-fence; evidently another
unknown minefteld cm~veniently dividing the front. Exploring
both ways, we found, shghtly west, the uncompleted road "hich
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was under construction between El Alamein Station and Kaponga.
One of the few good landmarks, it also traversed the confounded
minefield. Suddenly, off to the east about six hundred yards
away, "golden rain" started streaming across, obviously from an
enemy post. It caught the target-a truck burst into flames ,
making a marvellous " Brocks" benefit as multi-coloured flares
spasmodically squibbed off and explosions showered flaming
fragments. While Dick Pemberton and his engineer "galligalli" party got busy, checking whether the road was safe, Lyle
Smythe walked over through the minefield to investigate the
burning truck. He returned with another sad story. The battle
transport of 26th Battalion, following up their attack, had swerved
too far west and gone into the subsidiary Boche minefields. The
fireworks display was their reserve ammunition truck.
If the reader has the impression by now that the operation was
going rather haywire and the night becoming a bit hectic-he or
she has really picked the right form. Time was disappearing fastthe half-moon had dropped into the dust and smoke haze of the
western horizon and midnight had gone long since. Most
maddening of all details, however, was the fact that the reconnaissance wireless on my jeep had perfect commwucation with
the sinlllar sets belonging to all three battalion commanders, but
their sets were in carriers accompanying the battle transport, and
in no case had this transport, having waited for the gap-clearing,
yet joined up again with their battalions, which were fighting
forward on foot. I could talk to my office truck by wireless and
they had Colonel Peart of 26th on a telephone, so we knew his
battalion had also rw1 into German tanks and was in trouble. We
had our own local troubles too. No time to check six htmdred
yards of road for mines. The wheel tracks looked fresh enough.
We took the chance and drove through. There was a deviation
round a blown-up tank, and my jeep, Crowley's, and two of our
liaison tanks traversed it unscathed. But the leading truck of
Peter Preston's defence platoon drove out of line a few inclles,
and crash! Up it went on a Tellermine. Immediately someone
ahead turned a hose of"golden rain" on us-again our luck held
because it was twenty yards off line, merely spanging all over the
nlinefield without damage. Mike Andrews, having completed
the first gap, had followed up with more engineers. He and D1ck
H.H.-7*
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Pemberton quickly cleared round the wreck, and our long tail
wriggled past, rather agitated, and swerved out most thankfully ·
into the open desert clear of the road and the danmed nunefield.
Then we had the next lucky break. W airing for the last
stragglers and, frankly, wondering what the deuce to do next, I
o-ot a call from my wireless operator-"Colonel Greville's on
cl1e air, sir. Do you want him?' "Too right I want him! At the
moment more than anyone in the ruddy world." I grabbed the
mike. "Hullo Grev, George here. What's doing? Over." Back
came that well-known and thrice-welcome drawl-"Hullo,
George, Grev answering. Have reached Daffodil O.K., but thin
on the ground and can only sit pretty. Have all my tail in O.K.
What's cooking? Over." That was grand. "Daffodil" meant his
particular bit of El Mreir Depression, and all his anti-tank guns
and other gear had got in safely.
"George to Grev. Very nice work. Stay put and hang on. Jan
is sticking a bit. Has struck tanks. I'm wandering along about a
mile ~?hind but lost. Give me a homing flare and we'll come in.
Over.
"Grev answering George. O.K. Will give you green over
green in one minute from now. Wait!"-a pause. "Stand by.
Going up-now! Over."
Two green Very lights soared up dead ahead-htmg long
enough to check the bearing and we were on the beam once
more.
"George to Grev. O.K. Warn your crew. We'll be in from
south in fifteen minutes. Off!"
'
No moonlight now, only the really dark rwo hours before
dawn. Packed in a solid mass, we crept forward over rocks and
camel thorn until the Aucklanders' transport loomed up. We
were m-at 3.30 a.m.-on the main objective; yet much remained
to be done. Nearly a thousand yards separated us from the eastern
corner, where 26th Battalion were struggling against tanks. That
area must be cleaned out at first light. The Aucklanders could not
tackle it, so I decided to bring up 25th Battalion for this important
task. More luck. My operator reported that their wireless had
n:ade contact. I called up Colonel George and told him to bring
Ius crew on. Grev put up another flare and that was O.K. I
handed him my six-pounders and Vickers to fit into his defensive
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layout, then climbed on the side of the Stuart tank from 6th
R.T.R. while the L.O. reported our plight and requested tanks
out in support at first light. By the usual freak of desert conditions, none of our wirelesses was powerful enough to maintain
touch back at 3.30 a.m. excepting the big set from Division.
Norman Laugeson got through on it, and I spoke to Colonel
Gentry, explained the position and asked for tanks early. Norman
went off to see why the telephone line laid by his cable team was
dead; and nobody has seen him from that hour. He is still one
of the Division's missing. A very good signal officer and a grand
lad, who worked hard and helped everyone.
At least an hour must elapse before 25th would be up, and then
a real job of work again. The Aucklanders and my own H.Q.
crew were hard at work, scraping shallow foxholes in the silt of
the depression, and the battle looked like pausing until first light.
Might as well rest a bit, ready for the day ahead; so I got down on
the old bed-roll and "died", leaving Crowley to dig in the Div.
wireless set against possible trouble. Forty minutes later, Cliff
George woke me up, reporting his safe arrival. I told him what the
plan would be at fmt light, and to rest his men until we could see
enough to put them at it. The hour was prob~bly about a
quarter to five. He disappeared into the dark and I started putting
my boots on. Then hell broke loose. An Auckland carrier came
dashing in across the depression, yelling "Stand to! Tanks! Lots
of the bastards". But that was obvious. A deluge of"golden rain"
fell on us from the northern edge of the depression about four
hundred yards away. Unknown to us, a Panzer formation was
harboured just beyond it. They rolled up to the rim and gave us
the works properly. Flames from a six-pounder portee lit up the
scene very early, and seeing our two unlucky tanks, their red-hot
solid shot tore tluough tl1em with thuds like hammer on anvil.
A modern version of the Wild West attack on a caravanflaming trucks, tracer bouncing-men dying-things blowing up.
The Engineers were carrying mines, primed ready for qmck
laying, and one three-tanner detonated like a "block-buster"
bomb. Some of our anti-tank gtms fired back at the flashes on the
skyline, only to be knocked out by the deluge of heavy machinegun fire. Their shields just weren't thick enough. " . .
During training we had often talked ghbly of pmnmg the
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enemy with ftre" or "keeping their heads down". Here was a
perfect, and for us, disastrous example. About 5.30 a.m. when our
guns were knocked out, the Panzers rolled down the bank and
over us. Under cover of the heavy smoke and dust, some men
tried to make the break, but on foot, across open desert, it was
hopeless. One or two vehicles attempted running the gauntlet.
Dick Pemberton, having been badly sand-blasted when his minetruck exploded, had come across and was sitting by me. We were
debating the next move, when Beattie, one of our drivers, came
rushing across, jumped into my jeep, pressed the starter and, as
it miraculously revved up, yelled " Come on Brig! Let's go."
And Dick and I went.

CHAPTER XI

THE FIRST ESCAPE

X

HOUGH the upper works of the jeep and the wireless
were bullet-torn, including a big gash in the tank which
splashed petrol at every bump, the tyres and engine seemed
O.K. Dodging round Haig's burning Crusader, we were out of
the hollow and cracked on the pace, back over open desert. One
mile to go before climbing over the slight rise where, ages
earlier, we crawled through the second minefield. Half-way, and
still no Panzers clear of the haze. We passed one of our trucks.
They had been shot up and the same flanking machine-gun
which had stopped them finished our run. The first burst just
caught the front end of the jeep. Much too close for comfort.
Rather reminiscent of Sidi Rezegh. Bailing out very quickly, we
dived for any cover; but a passing carrier drew their fire and
saved our skins, unfortunately at heavy expense to the eight or
ten men clinging desperately on the vehicle.
Nothing for it now but to surrender, a most inglorious end
to my first real battle, the most bitter moment of my life.
Crouched behind a heap of rocks, we watched forty-two Panzers
roar past going south to meet our armour which they, very
naturally, expected would follow my infantry. They ignored the
stragglers. Following on, came a motley group of twenty-seven
anti-tank guns, consisting of a few SSs, more German so-millimetres, and several salvaged six-pounders. These went into action
on the flank of the Panzers. Behind this fighting group about
a hundred infantry rolled up in trucks to collect the prisoners.
In contrast to the tank crews, these Germans were badly worried
and very excited.
Following desert tradition, Dick Pemberton and I discarded our
badges and became privates, or rather sappers, again. And, of
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course, instinctively the first thought in both our minds was
"How can we get out of tllis 1" No chance and, anyway, no
place to llide, but we had five nlinutes before being rounded up.
Lying near the first truck was a Kiwi whose hip had been badly
shattered. We were busy dressing !lis wounds when two Germans
rushed up. Dick's face was just a bloody, swollen mess on one
side and I was well smeared too by now. "Bitte, mein Kamerad,"
I said, dredging up long-forgotten Deutsch (learned in 1915-18
at Duntroon). They hesitated for a moment, muttered something, then pushed off to collect the otl1ers. We had safely cleared
the first hurdle.
Very obviously, our patient needed medical attention of a
higher standard than we could provide with a couple of fielddressings. Moreover, lying out on naked rock under desultory
f1re had no future either. There might be a doctor tending to the
human wreckage back in the bloody corner, which now seemed
deserted and strangely quiet. We made very slow progress. At
least an hour passed before reaching the burning Crusader. Half
a dozen Germans were working hard on salvage, checking over
all six-pounder equipment and vehicles, and dragging off anything wortl1-while behind a brace of wrecking trucks. However,
we mutually ignored each other, while going about our tasks.
Then Private McQuarrie, medical orderly of 25th Battalion,
appeared out of tl1e smoke, and gave expert assistance before
settling our own patient on my bed-roll. The doctors of both
battalions had been wounded themselves before reaching the
depression, and, single-handed, Mac was doing grand work.
Help was badly needed. While the battle proceeded, some of it
much too close, McQuarrie, Dick, and I roamed the neighbourhood with a stretcher, gathering up our lads and stowing them
in the shallow scrapes ofour corner. Most were seriously wounded,
many in the head, having been caught by the indiscriminating
machine-gun spray as they peered out of tl1eir fighting holes.
Shortly after 8 a.m. much heavier shelling immediately north
of tl1e depression opened the next round witl1 the barrage for
23rd Armoured Brigade's attack. Simultaneously, the forty-two
Panzers followed by ten or twelve "88s" roared back through
our area to meet this new threat. It was too easy. Most of them
snugged down under the rim of the depression and shot fast
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into the close-packed mass of British tanks hurtling past headed
westwards. Poor gallant devils. The 23rd had been informed
that the New Zealanders had captured El Mreir, and here were
masses of Boche, smashing them from the flank at pointblank range. Within ten minutes I cotmted thirty brewed-up,
burmng wrecks and as many more knocked-out Valentines,
scattered along the gently sloping rock of Ruweisat Ridge,
among the debris of our earlier tragedy. Dust and the thick black
smoke obscured the arena sufficiently to save surviving crews,
who trudged home along their too-clearly marked route. Two
hundred Valentines started at 8.30 a.m. that fateful morning;
twelve came back still able to fight and move. Another epic, fit
to rank with the charge of their regiments at Balaclava ? Definitely so; but also merely one more gallant failure added to the
long list suffered by British armour during those Eightl1 Army
battles of 1941-2, when our pop-gun two-potmders fought
against such heavy odds. The balance was restored by the entry
into battle of America's Sherman tanks. Their guns tipped the
scales; and their crews were often tl1e same stout British lads who
had suffered the earlier conditions. No Shermans at El Alamein,
no victory, despite all onr other advantages. However, that is a
long way in fortune and time from El Mreir on July 22nd, where
our seriously wounded were lying exposed in that hellish corner.
I do not wish to dwell on the scene-sand blowing everywhere
in the terrific afternoon heat, millions of flies swarming over the
wounded, who were helpless to fend them off, men dying.
Throughout the day our own artillery shelled the corner occasionally, putting shells right in among us without, however,
causing casualties because the scrapes were deep enough to keep
below ground-level. The closest near-miss burst just over a
yard from my feet and Pemberton's head, too damned close for
comfort. Altogether a most distressing experience for badly
shocked men.
Throughout the day, Private McQuarrie did a magnificent job,
utilising all manner of first-aid gear salvaged from derelicts and
personal kits. Once again Haig' s Crusader comes into the picture
because its side locker yielded a very good outfit which, thank
God, included morphia. I never appreciated how much that
meant until badly wounded myself in Germany. Also on the
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back of the Crusader was a jettison tank containing forty gallons
of water, almost at boiling point because the vehicle was red-hot.
Siphoning this off, we could brew tea very quickly, and having
ample tea, milk, and sugar, produced "cuppas" almost non-stop.
Nothing better for strengthening one's morale and for succouring
distressed British generally, Anzacs in particular.
Having gathered up the living, we traversed the area again and
buried the dead in the shallow ·slits where most of them had been
struck down. Grand types, good soldiers, all sheer loss-but none
more so than Colonel Greville. He was calling out-"Keep down
and wait for the infantry!" when a stray machine-gun bullet
through the head killed him instantly. We had soldiered together
as Regulars for over thirty years, and I loved 1\lec as a bonny
fighter in war and on the Rugby field. Over six feet high and
big-built with it, he was a blond-haired buccaneer of the full
Elizabethan flavour. Grev always carried rifle and bayonet as
his personal weapons in attack; during that n.ight-thrust into El
Mreir his Aucklanders made five assaults, and Alec led four of
them personally, accounting for at least six Germans with the
bayonet. He died happy, after one full n.ight of fighting as he had
always wished to experience it. I collected his watch and ring, and
they eventually reached his wife in New Zealand. Poor substitutes, yet something to treasure in proud remembrance of a grand
comrade, one of our best fighting commanders, who never failed
his friends and joyous! y tackled all opponents.
Pemberton and I decided that we would remain with the
wol111ded l111til dusk, then walk home back along our attack
route. The reasons why it proved the best way to break in must
still apply: the enemy would be thin on the grol111d and we knew
their minefields farther south lacked anti-personnel m.ines. Once
again, the longest way rotmd might be the shortest, and surest,
road home.
. During the long day, Pemberton and I collected weapons,
bmoculars, and other gear ready for a quick start. Having tilllimited scope in arms, we both took a Thomson machine-<>l111
with two spare magazines (it has the best stopping-power its
range of any close-quarter firearm), and two Mills and three
"Number 69" grenades. The Mills for real trouble and the "69"
to frighten.
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We dumped all this lethal gear in nearby scrapes, in which we
intended to sham dead if German visitors arrived. McQuarrie
was briefed for this unpleasant eventuality. As the red sun slowly
slid below the western haze, a few stray New Zealanders emerged
from hidy-holes, where they had suffered heat and anxiety
through the long day. Joyfully they got busy, brewing up for the
umpteenth time, and were happily drinking tea when a lorry full
of Boche infantry bumped down into the depression and headed
our way! Dick and I dived for our scrapes and "died" in time,
but the others had no chance and so went into the bag, after
all. Very bad luck indeed. McQuarrie took the young German
officer round and showed him the mess; the lad was nearly sick.
Before moving on to take up outpost positions covering their
gun-line, he promised that ammunition trucks returning empty
would collect our wounded about midnight.
After this near-miss, it seemed that night would never come,
twilight being lengthened by the half-moon which had influenced our attack timing the previous night. By nine o'clock
conditions were good, so Dick and I gathered up our fighting
gear, wished McQuarrie and his patients good luck, and headed
south, using my wrecked jeep as the first landmark. We had
checked very carefully in the fading light that the way was clear
as far as in view, and we knew the enemy posts straight east,
because they, quite sensibly, showed a green light rearwards for
guiding up supplies and other transport. We made good progress for that first mile. I led the way, because my crepe-soled
desert boots made silent movement very easy and Dick was
feeling the effects of his sand-blasting. Socks worn over his nailed
boots deadened sound, but were awkward and wore out much
too quickly on the broken rock. He kept me in sight, stopped
when I did, and dived into the nearest cover.
It was my ftrSt experience of battle patrolling and of using
binoculars in moonlight. They got us through without real grief,
by showing up people and defences at least treble as far as unaided sight spotted them. No trouble avoiding the occupied
posts, but several black humps almost on our route came up m
the binoculars as Panzers, presumably supportmg tl1e forward
infantry. Closer inspection showed crews sleeping alongside, so
we swerved slightly east and reached the metalled road and mme197
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fields exactly as phumed, with Peter Preston's wrecked truck
marking tl1e spot. Very thankfully Dick and I crept into tl1e
minefield, knowing most troops avoided such areas like the
plague; but, as sappers, we knew the drill for compa:atively
safe walking-and kept on south. As we crossed one parucul~rly
open patch of desert, my periodical sweep with binoculars
picked up figures moving towards us from a flank. The only
marks in the smootl1 surface were old tank tracks and we dropped
flat on these. Breathless minutes later tlrree dark blotches grew
into men, who walked past, seventy yards ahead, and became
blotches again, then gradually disappeared. Forttmately we saw
them first.
Long after midnight, having suffered nothing worse than
several bad frights, and hoping we were far enough south, we
turned east towards home. Almost immediately the binoculars
disclosed two large parties of infantry straight ahead, hard at
work digging defences. For twenty minutes we lay flat among the
rocks, listening to the occasional clink of pick and shovel, watching for a clue as to their identity. Difficult to determine which
way tl1e confounded positions faced. Friends, most likely, yet it's
embarrassing to approach anyone under such conditions. In the
finish, taking advantage of cloud obscuring the moon, we catwalked tluough the quarter-mile gap between tl1e positionsand hoped for the best. The best happened; nobody challenged
or fired. Ten minutes !ater a two-pounder loomed up, pointing
in the right direction and manned by soundly sleeping Maories.
We had been lucky enough to pass between two forward companies of tl1eir battalion witl10ut being shot. Mighty lucky, and
on tl1e right side again. My first attempt at escaping had succeeded.
Unable to get a clue as to tl1eir location from the anti-tank
gwmers, we tramped wearily on, across flat unknown desert,
until, row1d 3 a.m., we scratched a hole in a sand-filled hollow
and "died" until daylight. Of course, the rising sun disclosed my
office truck only half a mile away. Most welcome of our grand
welcome back was the first cup of tea of a new day! Thus ended
my most bitter war episode. After thirty minutes' fire, Panzers
had destroyed half my Brigade and the whole of its Battle Headquarters. Yet, within twenty-four hours, New Zealand Division
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caught up with the situation and was filling the gaps. Colonel
Gentry was already appointed in my place, Bill Thornton had
come back from his guns to take over Brigade Major instead of
poor Crowley, who was "missing"; and the Maori Battalion
filled the vacuum left by 24th, who were virtually non-existent.
The war went on, regardless of our little tragedy.
McQuarrie made his wounded as comfortable as means permitted; re-dressed injuries, gave them hot tea, and morphia where
needed. Punctually at midnight German trucks drove in. Concealed in a neighbouring scrape, Mac watched his charges loaded
up and disappear into the night ; then he followed the direct
route for home. His run was a bit too late, so that hurrying
through the minef1elds drew some machine-gun fire and a
salvo of Boche mortar bombs, fortunately off the mark. His
story ended very happily, with the award of an immediate
Military Medal.
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CHAPTER XII

ROMMEL'S LAST BID FOR EGYPT

W

I had breakfast and shaved, Bill Thornton brought
me up to date on our Brigade story, particularly the
three battalions. Colonel Jan Peart had fought a tough
battle with his beloved South Islanders, but when they bumped
against Panzers in their end of the depression and ran out of
"sticky" bombs, he very wisely pulled back on to the rim to
await support. Then their reserve ammunition rocketed up, as
already narrated, and this complicated matters. The forward
companies had suffered heavy losses, including Captain Bill
Young badly wounded and captured. Against that, SergeantMajor Thomson knocked out three Panzers with stickies, thereby
earning an immediate D.C.M. About 8 a.m. one squadron of
Grant tanks rolled out to help the 26th, three hours too late,
though through no fault of theirs. Commanded by Derek Coulson, a very good Irishman and a foundation "Desert Rat", who
appears earlier in my story at Sidi Rezegh, they shot a few Boche
and tried their danmedest rmtil the rmtouched 88s got them.
Derek' s own tank took ten direct hits, yet managed to crawl
home on half a track. Tough babies the Grants, although fttted
with too much useless top-hamper for desert scrapping.
Eventually ordered back, 26th were still able to frmction,
especially when our "out of battle" companies rejoined. Jan
received an immediate D.S.O., well earned and most opportune.
We knew that 24th Battalion had taken the worst knock.
Only eleven men returned rmwounded from the battle, and
General Inglis decided to send the Battalion back to Base at
Maadi for re-forrning, using their O.O.B. (Out of Battle) Company to build up another Auckland unit, the 2rst.
Thomton had better news of 25th, because one fairly strong
HILE
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company had returned, owing to sheer luck and good leadership.
Delayed by Panzers on their flank , they lost touch and were late
reaching the first objective; to find no battalion there. Assuming
a further advance and not knowing of Colonel George's fresh
orders to "home" on 24th, the company commander, Captain
Wroth, proceeded on the original course which took them too
far west. As one result they never reached our corner of El Mreir,
and when the "ordeal by fire" started there, Wroth waited for
daylight, then seeing Panzers and realising our situation, he backpedalled smartly towards the comparative safety of the minefields. Suddenly half a dozen trucks, full of Axis infantry,
bumped along through the dust, directly crossing their line of
retreat. Urged on by Panzers on their heels, the company charged
at the trucks, bombed or shot-up their horrified passengers, and
pushed on through the minefield, leaving a nasty mess and
burning vehicles in their trail. Some slight compensation for the
Battalion's tragedy in El Mreir.
With Wroth's crew and their "out-of-battle" troops, 25th
had sufficient numbers to build up again while remaining in
action under George Burton' s command.
Both they and the 24th were concentrated back on New
Zealand Cemetery Hill, where we had met Fourth Brigade only
a week earlier in similar condition.
Quite justifiably, as events proved, I received a rocket from
General Inglis for taking my Battle Headquarters so far forward.
But, after all, one runs an attack either from the front or the
back, and I had experienced the "Desert Rats"' slogan of "keep
forward and keep going".
Later that day I wasted an hour looking for the Armoured
Brigade Commander who had failed to support me. Fornmately
we didn't meet them, and I know now that misfortune had
clogged up his side of the contract.
Afterwards we found that 6th Royal Tanks, the regiment
for direct support at fifteen minutes' notice, was a compos~te unit
formed from survivors of no less than four armoured regtments.
But they were commanded by George Webb, a grand friend of
Thirty Corps days, and led by fighters like Derek Coulson. If I
had contacted George beforehand and given him the score, he
would have led his Grants out by day or by night, through hell
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or minefields! That was George. Even the message sent by my
tank liaison officer at 4 a. m. never reached him.
In fact, these pioneer armoured units had been battered and
hammered at Gazala, and outside Tobruk and all the long retreat
to El Alamein. Getting any tanks back there, fit for action, was
a mechanised miracle, due to good men. They were battlescarred, weary and not fit to fight-and who can blame them
after such ptmishment?
On July 27th, six days after El Mreir, an Australian brigade
attacked at night from their front up north. Another first-rate,
determined infantry push which took all objectives despite
violent reaction by Rommel, who was sensitive in the coastal
area. But his 88s and other artillery kept the minefield gaps under
such heavy and accurate fire that once again neither anti-tank
guns nor the British Valentine tanks, which they had under
command, got through. And here, too, tl1e inevitable Panzer
counter-attack rolled over valuable infantry. We assisted by
providing "noises off", which doubtless kept the local Wops
awake.
For the next month we sweated blood, absorbing and training
every fit body Second N.Z.E.F. could extract from Egypt and
other havens of rest.
Work was hard and never-ending; and local conditions did
not make it easier. The heat and sandstorms of July and August
are well-known; but the flies deserve special mention.
Our particular area between El Alamein and Qattara was
notorious for the numbers and ferociousness of the local flies.
Even the Bedouin nomads avoided that plague-ridden sector
during the summer weeks, and pests capable of driving out the
Bedu must be top of the form. In 1942 they were maddening
and in millions, encouraged and increased by the filth of battle.
Everyone, from Generals down to dusty lads in slitties along the
minefield wire, maintained relentless war against flies.
For six weeks my main relaxation was trying every available
method of killing, or at least discommoding tl1e enemy. We were
very bitter, and killing someone, or going through the motions,
eased the pain of El Mreir.
Partly because I'm an early-morning person, waking up bright
and full of vigour with the old brain ticking over at full revs.,
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I drove out most mornings before sunrise and visited the forward O.Pips. For the first half-hour after the huge red sun crept
up over the dusty rim behind us, we had marvellous visibility
into the Axis lines. All too soon, the growing heat lifted a slight
haze which almost imperceptibly blanketed the distant scene.
Being human, the gunners marming most O.Pips. would be
either still wrapped up in fly-nets, dead to everything, or else
brewing up the first vital "billy" of tea. If there was any target on
view through the telescope, we dumped shells around it, hitting
a few and inconveniencing many. One morning, under conditions
of freak visibility, the twenty-five-pounders took on some trucks
judged to be eight thousand yards away, and did not move
them. We increased range farther and farther until the "Long
Toms"-s·s-inch guns-bashed four vehicles at fifteen thousand
yards.
Sometimes we staged a real party using four or eight Vickers
guns to open the show, because their bullets arrived without
warning, and following up quickly with the bigger stuff, field
guns, mortars, and even six-pounders, putting a surprise smash
on to Wops or Jerries about to breakfast. Years later I learned
the~~ early-morning stunts were known as "The Brig's Breakfast .
Although at the time we failed to appreciate its significance,
the second week in August 1942 was a vital period to Eighth
Army. General Gott took over command. He knew and loved
the desert-and Eighth Army knew and greatly respected him.
Had he lived, I believe the break-through at El Alamein and the
triumphant rush across Nortl1 Africa to tl1e fmal Axis destruction
at Cape Bon would have been as quick and as certain under his
direction. The means were there-masses of artillery witl1 unlimited ammunition, rejuvenated and fresh troops, and, above all,
the Shermans. "Straffer" Gott had fought for two years, up and
down Western Desert, with inadequate or blunted weapons. By
the luck of survival-the first factor in war-he was killed when
ground-straffmg Messerschmidts shot up his aircraft as it rolled
along Eightl1 Army's forward landing-ground. Bowled for a
duck before getting played in. But we were most fortunate that
a commander of equal or higher calibre took over at the crucial
moment when the tide had turned. That quite accidental burst
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of cannon fire cleared the way for General Montgomery. He
never let go, and he never failed. Just the luck of survival.
.
Until Britain's opening pair of soldier commanders arnved m
Middle East, some doubt still existed as to how the next battle
would be fought ifRommellannched another offensive. General
Mont<>omery's first order to Eighth Army cleared that point by
statin; most emphatically "there will be no withdrawal from any
position now held under any circumstances". That was grand.
All ranks were sick to death of preparing defences and never
holding them. We fought where we had blown our fighting
slits, on the areas now held. Everyone knew the form, and added
the fmal touches to available defences.
Valentine tanks from 23rd Armoured Brigade joined our
Division and we practised local counter-attacks with them, to
our mutual profit and pleasure. By this time N .Z . Division's area
was "mined-in" on four sides, except for track gaps, and motor
transport up forward was cut to the barest minimum and dug-in.
Even my beautiful office truck sat in a large hole blown and
bulldozed by the Engineers; and near my camouflaged German
tent were three underground shelters to hold Headquarters when
the blitz really hit us. Undoubtedly the Kiwis were there to stay.
While we waited, as happy as the flies and dust allowed, a
constant stream of visitors and "attaches" flowed through 6th
Brigade. Twenty officers, mostly troop leaders, paid a threehour call from Sevenlli Armoured Division to "get to know
your jmuor leaders by their Christian names and boil the billy
together" as their General put it, becoming all Antipodean. An
excellent principle not really applicable in the time.
Then three American "tank-destroyer lootcnants" came up,
accompanied by their opposite numbers, a British R.H.A. antitanker. They stayed one night, delved with .terriftc enthusiasm
into every gun-pit and arc of our anti-tank defence, and pushed
off back home to the States to spread the gospel of deftlade and
Panzer-traps.
Two days later in blew, like a fresh gale, Derek Coulson with
two j eep loads from Ius "Squadron lnternationale", including a
Belgian, a Fighting French, and three Americans, all in terrific
form. He had three full crews of Americans, who were so mad
keen that they overstayed their attachment, got into the next
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battle and put up a damned good show, but were knocked about
rather badly.
This American "invasion" was a most interesting and useful
part of their advanced training. Teams flew over from and back
to the States, spending ten days studying their particular problems first-hand and up forward. Those who came our way were
very keen and very willing to learn, and were most appreciative
of any assistance. All promising good dividends for the future.
One other migrant arrived-to stay. Good old Connell, sick
to death of his easy life as an engineer sergeant in Base, tossed in
his three stripes and hitch-hiked up looking for his old job.
Paton was suffering from dysentery and desert sores and badly
needed a change, but wouldn't give up to anyone of lesser
calibre; so Connell arrived most opportunely, and as his first
mission drove down to Alex with Captain Len Bean, Neal, and
Paton, and delivered the latter, in proper style, to ·Base Postal,
where he had friends.
From New Zealand Division's point of view, the two major
personalities reaching us were undoubtedly our own General,
back from hospital, and, a few days later, Mr. Churchill himsel£
General Freyberg arrived back from hospital on August roth,
and was round the front, promptly and thoroughly, next morning. We spent some time on Alam Nayil ridge, the south-west
corner of the defended area, peering through glasses, but the
haze would not lift even for him. The doctors had pushed too
much M. & B. (sulfa drug) into him, making sure of any sepsis
in the neck wound, but M. & B. rash all over looked, and must
have been, most painful. Nevertheless, rash and all, we were very
happy to get him back safe, if not yet quite sound. And I believe
he was pleased to take up the reins again before our next battle.
Nor was his influence and value limited to the New Zealanders.
All Eighth Army, from the highest to the men who fought,
rejoiced at and were strengthened by his dynamic presence up
forward.
August 20th provided another red-letter day, because ~r.
Churchill visited us, meeting about one hundred representatives
from New Zealand Division. That was a great and inspiring
occasion, which will never be forgotten by those lucky enough
to be present. Out of the dust, several staff cars drove up to where
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we waited; and over the side of the leading open-topped one
scrambled the thick-set familiar figure. He was wearing the famous
zipped boiler-suit which has a row of cigar pouches on each
breast, like a Cossack blouse; above this came large sun-glasses
and a Bombay bowler (helmet), topped by a huge golf umbrella. Despite tllis unorthodox, sensible kit, Mr. Churclllll was
most impressive; I gather tlut even when swimming in notlling
but the Mediterranean, he still inspired respect. General Freyberg took llim row1d the parade, introducing the officers. Then
Mr. Churchill spoke to us for two nlinutes and, in that short time,
said everytlling possible in praise of New Zealand's war effort
and the Division. When he fmished, a hundred willing sacrificial
Kiwi lambs cheered and cheered again. A great man.
After tllis ceremony, Mr. Churclllll lunched at Corps Headquarters, in the company of a dozen very distinguished but very
dusty Generals. Probably owing to our Commander, the New
Zealand Brigadiers were included among the distinguished
company at a meal, which started with New Zealand oysters.
We had already noticed that whenever Winston pulled a cigar
out of !lis pouches, a hard-bitten elderly Naval type produced
a box and ref1lled the personal stock, quite regardless of what
his chief was doing at the time. At lunch, he put a wide-necked
thermos on the table, full of ice. The mess secretary looked
ratl1er staggered by this admirable attention to detail, because
special ice had been brought up from Alexandria and was keeping
the ca1med beer nicely chilled. But Winston did the right tiling
and sampled that too. He had recently returned from the first
fateful meeting with Stalin, and we got the impression that these
two vital personalities had fraternised very well-thank God!
Any clash at tlut stage could have been disastrous to the Allied
cause. The discussion round the hmch table turned to matches.
Mr. Churclllll produced a box of Russian Red Star matches and
said, "I told Joe he was not taking the war really seriously when
he put strikers on both sides of the box. We can only afford one!"
After lunch, Mr. Churchill drove off to meet his old squadron
of 4th Hussars. Forty-four years earlier he rode with them at
Omdurman. Now the present generation paraded their Honey
tanks for his inspection. The Regiment suffered heavy losses in
the desperate armoured fighting rOLmd "the Cauldron" at Gazala
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but, by the luck of survival, "C" Squadron missed the worst
patches and was almost full strength again. Speaking to them for
five minutes, no more, the grand old man summed up the three
hundred years of fighting tradition which strengthened the
Regiment and the British Army. A brilliant inspiring talk which
passed on through Eighth Army as fast as a petrol fire, heartening
everyone for the work ahead. Mr. Churchill was worth more at
that stage than two extra divisions.
Coming down again to more personal matters, I had motored
back for Mr. Churchill's visit with the car and crew packed up
ready for twenty-four hours' leave. Brigadier Kippenberger had
departed for his spell on the r8th, and should have returned in
time for the party but was held up. However, Monty Fairbrother
telephoned during lunch to say the boss was on deck again, so
at the first opportunity I snapped my best salute and said to
General Freyberg, "Kipp's back sir, and everything tied up. May
I push off now for my run in the country 1" "Go on leave now,
George!" was the answer. "Rommel's going to attack within
forty-eight hours! You can't go now!" That was that. My last
chance of swimming at Sidi Bishr or flesh-potting in the Union
Bar. I haven't seen Egypt since, as yet. Rather disconsolately, we
drove home, unpacked, and Jan Peart, who had stood in for
Kipp and then for me, returned to the 26th. Jan's D.S.O.,
Robertson' s D. C.M., and McQuarrie' s M.M. had been announced
three days previously, and we hoped General Montgomery
would present them, after the next battle.
Changing out of our glad rags-in other words, carefully
stowing tl1e clean shirts-we got busy with the normal routine of
running the front, including our patrolling. Ever since we refilled our ranks after El Mreir, I had keep up vigorous patrolling
on my front, primarily to give the new hands real experience,
partly for information and partly to keep on top of the enemy.
Curiously enough in those pre-El Alamein weeks, the Axis
troops never came near us except in real attacks. Germ~ infantry were in very short supply, and only Germans dnvmg
them at us would have persuaded ilie Italians to tackle active
patrolling. By night the broad V of unoccupied desert between
the minefields on our front belonged to us, right up to ilie enemy
posts. Across the three miles separating Alam Nayil ridge from
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Kaponga the patrols from 25th Battalion, or my "breakfast
parties", used trucks and carriers to save time and exertion.
Arriving within striking distance, everyone donned sneakers
and crept into action. Most nights, we leamed-the hard way;
but rereading my diary now, I realise that later criticism was
justified-I tried my own troops too hard. Patrolling up to and
in the enemy minefields for experience and information was
absolutely sow1d, but too often we went on and fought. That
was my responsibility, and I have some regrets about it. Everyone
farther back at higher headquarters-particularly Intelligence
types-wanted identifications of the enemy troops opposite.
To achieve this, the front-line infantry must obtain at least one,
preferably several, bodies-alive if possible because prisoners
talk, sometimes willingly, often unknowingly. But even dead
soldiers "talk" with papers, badges, and so on. When we wanted
information or bodies, it was "go in and bring the answer back".
Undoubtedly there is a sharp divergence of view between the
forward infantry who must do the work physically and take
the knocks (and who could not care less about checking what
wlit Adolf or Benito opposite belongs to) and the more comfortable people farther back who issue the orders. Maybe my
own men cursed me from time to time as one of the second
category.
Three days after meeting Mr. Churchill, General Freyberg
called me up on the phone and said, "George, the Army Commander wishes to go round your front areas tomorrow. What
is the best time:" "After lunch, sir," I answered, " in the dust
haze and in only one jeep. If we take two, someone shoots at us
and anything bigger would get seen off properly." "All right.
You take him. He will be at your headquarters at 1400 hours."
Thus it came about that for two hours I drove General Montgomery in my jeep row1d and among the forward posts of 25th
and I 8th Battalions. A marvellous and most valuable experience.
By means of the recmmaissance wireless set, we were always in
touch with his real world farther back; but he is, before every~lung else, a first-rate combat infantryman, and thoroughly enJOyed an outing among Ius kind. Talking to the troops, he knew
all the answers and asked all the right questions. On the eastem
end of Alam Nayil we had blown out an emplacement for the
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rather exciting new anti-tank weapon freshly received from
England. Officially named the "spigot mortar", it was invented
by that genius Colonel Blacker, hence the popular title of the
Blacker Bombard. It was simple, easy to use, and hurled a bomb
with a very satisfying explosive head, something row1d two
hundred yards. Very keen to show off this new toy, the local
platoon who manned it had an Italian limber lined up as the
target. As we drove up I said to the Army Commander, "We've
got a new spigot mortar dug in here, sir. Would you care to see
a shoot?" "Ah yes," replied Monty; "the Blacker Bombard!
Quite a useful weapon within its range. I had thousands of them
in south-east England ready for the invasion." "Ours only
reached us a week ago, and the troops are very keen to try it out
for you." "All right. Come and see," answered Monty, and
walked over. "What's this you've got, Corpora!?" he asked the
N.C.O.; and listened to a full explanation, asked questions and
watched the shoot, without ever disclosing his previous knowledge of our new weapon. Altogether a most valuable two hours
for everyone, especially my lads. They were Monty fans for
ever after.
Rommel's long-anticipated offensive, now called the Battle of
Alam Halfa, started on Sunday, August 30th. Before describing
what happened, however, at the risk of boring some readers, may
I explain the setting very briefly. From the sea, west of the El
Alamein defences, round the jutting and viral salient seized and
held by the Australians down to my corner on Alam Nayil, our
front ran roughly south. It was heavily mined and strongly held.
At that corner the real defensive area turned at right angles,
eastwards along the low Alam Nayil ridge. There was a five-mile
gap then, followed by more defences on the Alam Halfa feature.
In this gap, 22nd Armoured Brigade, for the first time in desert
warfare, had bulldozed fighting pits for their Grants and their
supporting guns. Prolonging Alam Halfa to the south-west
would be Tenth Armoured Division. Ten miles of undulatmg
desert separated my corner on Alam Nayil from the tank-proof
Qatrara Depression marked here by the distinctive twin peak~ of
El Hemeimat. Across this ten-mile gap of good firm gomg
three minefield belts had been laid, two of them genuine and the
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centre one a dummy. In front of and on these obstacles, Seventh
Armoured Division provided mobile defence, forcing Rommel
to fight for a passage and thus disclose his intentions. In due
season, having waited for the moon, Rommel attacked as
anticipated.
Four days before the event, General Horrocks gathered most of
his Brigadiers on our view-point of Alam Nayil and forecast
exactly what would happen. "To get full value out of his real
striking force, the Panzers of Afrika Korps, Rommel must put
his main thrust through the minefields down there, then turn
north along the good going. There isn't fighting room between
New Zealand and Alam Halfa, so he must try for Alam Halfa.
That means running head-on against our ring of armour and
guns dug in on their own ground, and Rommel will take a
frightful pasting. While that happens, gentlemen, we don't sit
here and twiddle our thumbs as mere spectators. We attack too.
6th New Zealand Brigade will put on a full-scale company raid
with all the f1re support that can reach the area, timed for the
night before Rommel's push. That will upset someone badly and
pin more infantry to their present front. As Rommel thrusts
farther east, all his thousands of supply vehicles must use the
route along the series of depressions down there (three miles
south of us). On the right night, sth New Zealand Brigade and
132nd Brigade will attack from here and cut those communications betwe~n the minefields. Is that quite clear 1 Any questions,
gentlemen:
That afternoon, while we were busy organising our Company
raid, orders came round from Corps tl1at in future all ranks must
be dressed and armed fifteen minutes before sunrise. It didn't
rotate me, because I was on my daily round before then, but
mousands of others learned the hard way tlut sw1rise was at
6.10 a.m.!
Clive Pleasants staged the raid with one of his r8th Battalion
companies, under Captain Pike, a veteran of every battalion
fight since Servia in Greece. He was as near as tl1ey come to the
perfect junior leader: cool, calm, and a danmed good fighter.
His men followed confidently, if not always happily, into anyiliing. Tlus raid went off very nicely, preceded by five thousand
nuxed shells and masses ofVickers fire. They walked in at ro p.m.
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and came out thirty minutes later, bringing thirty-one prisoners,
havmg counted over three hundred killed or wounded. All
Bersaglieri unfortw1ately, except two German officers, who
came over to see what the fuss was, tried to bolt, and were killed.
If my memory is reliable, Pike's losses were one killed and five
wounded in his raiding party of sixty strong.
Both General Freyberg and General Horrocks joined me at the
forward O.Pip and watched the show. I remember they discussed the situation and agreed that Rommel wol,l\d now wait
for the next waxing moon, three weeks ahead. In fact, his
assaulting troops were already on the move, striking through the
minefields south of us, and also staging a heavy diversionary
attack against the Indians on Ruweisat Ridge.
For three days the Afrika Korps flung its full weight against
the ring of British guns and British armour. Everywhere General
Montgomery held the vital ground; despite local losses,
the ring never broke. All the time our guns and our aircraft
hammered every reasonable target, particularly along Rommel's
life-line, the necklace of depressions three miles south. At that
stage neither side had air superiority, so the Luftwaffe was very
busy dumping their quota at the point of attack or groundstrafmg everywhere.
On the night of September 1st we carried out combined night
operations, using British tanks and N.Z. in£~ntry for the first
time in my limited experience. For a week a squadron of Valentines commanded by Major Boyd-Moss, R.T.R., and belonging
to 23rd Armoured Brigade, had lived and trained with us as local
reserve. Their enthusiasm, obvious efficiency, and willingness to
try anything went a long way to ease the tension developed by
earlier, unfortunate experience, not only in July but also round
Sidi Rezegh during the last days of 1941.
Their value was increased by another important factor. One
month too late to save, or at least mitigate, our disaster in El
Mreir, we were issued w~th parachute flares for our two-inch
mortars. On that fateful morning of July 22nd, we could have
illuminated, and therefore shot back at, the Panzers. Now we tried
out an infantry patrol at night, including two-inch mortars,
advancing with three Valentines. On meeting opposition or
locating a target, up went the flares and the tanks opened fire.
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The results were most promising, particularly when a following
wind blew the flares farther ahead.
With this experience, our two patrols on September rst set
out in high hopes. One party of 26th Battalion, with three tattles,
pushed due south towards Rommel' s traffic routes for nearly
five thousand yards in accordance with their orders-and met
exactly nothing. Bad luck, because they had all tl1e ingredients
for a good show. The second party, containing a platoon of
r8th Battalion and three Valentines, moved due west from their
own area until well clear of our mines, then turned due south
headed for the nearest Italian position. Before fire opened, one
Valentine had track trouble, but when the flares started little
Smith drove straight in at full speed with his other two tanks and
went absolutely berserk. They rolled over breast-works, charged
down on guns, fired every rOLmd of ammunition, until Smith
was using his revolver out of the turret, and played merry hell
generally. For a few minutes they had nearly three hundred
Wop prisoners, who scattered into the night and even opened
fire again when they realised the two tattles had no supporting
infantry. I met the Valentines coming back through our lines
next morning, little Smith's big dusty grin above the first turret.
All their outside dwmage was shot to bit> and hard knocks had
gouged chmtles out of the armour. A very good show indeed,
which confirmed quite conclusively that our tanks also could
move, and fight, by night.
Another twenty-four hours passed, with almost a stalemate in
the big battle, while Afrika Korps licked their many rather unexpected wounds and dragged out their dead Panzers. Here was
the opportwuty for the night attack forecast and planned by
General Horrocks to thrust south and discommode Rommel' s
traffic routes. Once we could see into the depressions, life would
be most difficult for Ius supply columns.
Therefore on the night of September 3rd, sth N.Z. and 132nd
British Brigades filed out through hastily opened gaps in our
defensive minefields and thrust south-the latter through my
front. As we were already holding the Alam Nayil bastion on
which everything lunged, my share in tl1e party was relatively
small. When the new btilge was formed, my 26th Battalion
would fill the gap between it and the existing corner where 25th
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sat very happily. Colonel Peart and his South Islanders had been
over the ground both before and during the battle, and so knew
the form very well.
About nine o'clock that night, driving round in my jeep,
quite by accident I met 26th, moving steadily up from their
assembly area. At their head tramped Jan Peart, followed by
Jolm, his faithful orderly and friend. They were rather close
to schedule, so I got out and walked along with Jan for a few
minutes. He was happy and in great form, and as usual quite
certain that his men would do the job. We shook hands, wishing
each other "Good luck"; and as they disappeared in the night I
called, for some instinctive reason, "Look after him, John. He's
too good to lose." Standing by the track, I watched the battalion
swing past fully laden and very willing for battle. Someone from
the ranks called out, "Come in, Brig, and fill the blank file."
They were grand value. Driving on over to I 8th Battalion, we
noticed that Alam Nayil ridge was getting more than the usual
quota of shells or mortar bombs. Returning to headquarters
dugout just before midnight, Phil Cook told me the shocking
news. Going through the minefields, 26th had been heavily
mortared and Colonel Peart was fatally wounded. There were
other casualties, and news of other events, but Jan' s death overshadowed everytlling else. We had lost a first-rate commander,
but so many of us lost much more than that. He was a friendly
philosopher and patient helper to men of all ranks, having that
fme quality compounded of common sense, sympathy, and
humour which, in my humble opinion, constitutes the first
requirement of a teacher. Those people who knew him as
Headmaster of King's College, Auckland, graded Jan very high
among teachers; and he was an equally good commander of men.
About 4 a.m., General Freyberg came through on the 'phone
and said, "George, Brigadier Robertson (commanding 132nd
Brigade] has been badly wounded. His troops have met trouble
~nd arera~~~,r disorganis~d. Go out and tidy it up-and George!"
Yes, m 1 Be careful!
Neither of us realised those were the last battle orders that
distinctive voice would give me.
We turned out my two faithfuls, Byrnie Shand, a steeplechase
rider who drove my reconnaissance jeep (a1 if he were ndmg
H.H.-8
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at Aintree), and Goulding who operated the wireless set in it. In
the light of a sinking half-moon, we pushed off for Alam Nayil,
expecting to be back for breakfast.
Knowing the ground wBll, beyond the minefield, and knowing
every minute of the hour before daylight must be fully employed,
to sort out the mess before Jerry could see it-and before rUlllling
round became damned dangerous-! drove straight out, about
fifteen hundred yards on to the next low ridge, and got my
binoculars on the job.
Half a mile away, south-west, were several smouldering trucks,
with men moving round them. Presumably ours but too far off
to be certain. Sweeping left, I picked out the solid blocks of
Valentines, spread out and stationary. Boyd-Moss was out himself, and he would know the form. Shand drove flat out and
pulled up alongside Boyd's tank. He was peering south through
his binoculars and jumped when I called out, "Hallo, Boyd.
What's the form:" "Quite honestly, sir, I don't know much.
We've just crept up this far. The Buffs seem to be east of us,
on the edge of the dummy minefield, and farther forward. But
I'm not at all happy about what's ahead there, and we're out of
touch with Brigade."
"Brigadier Robertson's been badly wounded. That's why I'm
here. Have you sighted any of my fellows:"
"Only back near the gap. They passed us, but were heading
fartl1er west."
"O.K., Boyd," I answered. "You stay put, and, in the most
unlikely event of anything coming up the centre, bash them. I'll
go back and contact Brigade, then pick up a tame gunner and
bring hin1 here. Then if there's anyone to have a crack at, come
dawn, we'll be right!" "Thanks, sir, can't ask for anything better
than that." Off we dashed, headed for the cairn, near which
132nd Brigade Headquarters should be sited. Going back, we
were passing someone's two-pounder gun, still on its portee,
when they hailed us, and we swung over.
"We've got the R.S.M. on back, sir, and he's badly wounded.
Can you take him in: We're in action and can't move."
"0 ·~· Let's have him-but get your gun off that danmed truck
and mto action as flat on the grow1d as possible. Otherwise you
won't last five minutes in daylight."
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They were West Kents-good lads and trying. Somehow we
loaded on the jeep a grey-haired R.S.M. whose drawn face
showed he was far gone with three bad wounds and much loss
of blood. On again, still half an hour before full light. Just short
of the cairn, we spotted a gunner O.Pip vehicle and drove over,
to find Bevan of N.Z. 4th Field looking for targets. I directed
him to Boyd-Moss and went on fast, because Brigade Headquarters' vehicles were straight ahead, down the back slope. When
their Brigadier was badly hit the Brigade M;Uor, Major Inglis
of the Royal Sussex, had taken hold and had the situation in
hand.
The Buffs, in good shape, were firmly established on the left,
the anti-tank guns and carriers of the two West Kent battalions
covered the centre, backed up by the Valentines. Their rifle
companies who led the attack had been caught on open rock by
the Luftwaffe haphazard bombing, then run into "fixed-line"
Spandaus and were very disorganised. Officers losses had been
heavy. Quite rightly Inglis was collecting all oddments, including
stragglers, back behind our minefields, out of sight and under
some cover. I agreed with and confirmed all that-he was going
very well-and suggested getting early contact with Boyd-Moss
and asking his gunners to arrange defensive fire at daylight.
Twenty minutes to go; and over now to 26th Headquarters,
where Major Ted Walden who had taken command, and Arthur
Barnett their pocket-size Adjutant, greeted me with some relie£
"'Morning, Ted," I said, "there's no time to waste. Harry, can
you do something for this poor devil (the R.S.M.] 1 Well, Ted,
any worries 1" "Yes! Mainly trying to get in tonch with Henry
Hall. His company reached the junction point, three thousand
yards out here [pointing to the map]. They reported an hour ago,
sir, being there, but no sign of the West Kents on their left.
Didn't fire a shot going ont, but evidently there's been a hell of
a party among tl1e British. Now the wireless won't work and
we've lost them." "Mnst get tl1em back pronto," I observed.
"They're out too far now, and I want to shoot that area ul' when
we can. Look, I'm going forward again now before daylight to
jack up the tanks. Come witl1 me, and we'll pick up Henry at
the same time and use him with Boyd-Moss." "Sorry, sir,"
interrupted Arthur Barnett; "I've sent our only jeep back to
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R.A.P. with your wounded bloke." "Well, come in my jeep in
his place, Ted!" And so Fate deals the cards, cutting short
Walden's command as well as my own.
Once more Shand drove us out across the flat ridge. The thin
moonlight was fading as the sun crept up, and it would be daylight in ten minutes. Half left, the black blobs of Valentines
showed more clearly, pin-pointed by occasional shell bursts
evidently meant for them. Half right we could see dim khakiclad figures walking round on the raised edge of a slight hollow.
" That must be Henry," said Ted and we swerved towards them.
As we bumped along I got through on the wireless and asked the
artillery for smoke immediately on our west flank, hoping to
screen Hall's withdrawal and give me more time. Ted and I
were watching beyond the Valentines for any sign of Panzers.
We must have had the last hundred yards to go when Shand
said, "Christ, they're not our blokes!" Quite right. We were
rushing towards a dirty big Breda and three or four Spandaus
manned by Axis troops in queer uniforms-Italian parachutists
of the Folgore Division! There was no time, short of suicide, to
swing away and run for it. Besides, I hoped the Valentines had
seen us and would intervene. Also we had a new radio code which
must be wrecked, and the talc sheet over my map was marked
with our area. Crawling in, we fixed both those details; and
Golding got as far as"Wait. We are in trouble" before an Italian
put his rifle butt through the wireless. As usual, I had no arms on
my person, although a Thomson gun travelled on the jeep front
and two Mills grenades inside. But my red hat looked impressive
enough for Italians, so I walked up on the mmmd alongside the
Breda and tried very earnestly to persuade them to surrender. A
maddening inarticulate, yet vital, pantomime-partly for the
benefit of those beautiful Valentines only six hundred yards
away. Pointing at Boyd-Moss I said "Inglesi tanks", then swept
the ann round generally and added "New Zealandese"; then
made shooing motions and said "Surrendo". A young officer
emerged from an improvised shelter, pulled out his pistol and
covered me, then, when I took no notice, slowly put it back in the
holster, looking rather bewildered. The Breda gunner started
taking his gun to bits and said something in Italian. It looked
quite promising. One nudge from the Valentines and we were
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home; but they were intent on potential trouble from the south
and saw nothing. Then a German officer, evidently a gum1er, ran
over from a slit-trench fifty yards away, and obviously told them
not to be B.F.s ; so we went into the bag for the second (and
last) time. And what a danmed silly way to do it.
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PART TWO

IN AND OUT OF THE BAG

CHAPTER XIII

I MEET ROMMEL

O

recollection of the first hour after capture is blurred
by the mental shock. Transferring from a free world to
behind that mental Iron Curtain of barbed wire is a
devastating blow; but it is essential to fight this lethargy and be
ready immediately to escape. I mention this with much regret,
because in our case the best opportunity occurred within twenty
minutes of capture. We were not ready. In talking to the troops
on this matter, we had, quite rightly, always stressed the importance of quick reaction and seizing every chance to get out
of the bag. But in spite of my earlier experience, I was dazed
and mentally Ll.llprepared.
It was full daylight now, as the parachutists marched us four
hll.lldred yards south to their headquarters, where we caused
terrific chatter and excitement. My red hat proved the complete
give-away, stopping any attempt to drop rank or change identity.
However, nobody there spoke enough English to help, so we
were packed, all four of us, into the back seat of a dilapidated
baby Fiat car, the one guard, hugging a Beretta tommy-gnn,
sitting beside the driver. Off we bumped, flat on the springs,
through the Axis lines, which were, of course, rather crowded in
that forward area.
Quite early on that leg of the journey, we passed a disconsolate
group of British prisoners, mostly woll.llded; and Benito stopped
long enough for me to say something meant to be helpful. A
few minutes later we dipped into a small wadi and for thirty
seconds were completely out of sight. Here was the perfect
opportunity to bash our guard and take the car; but, like Ethelred,
we were Ll.llready, and had rolled out on to tl1e depression and
the main traffic route before realising there were such poss1NE's
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bilities. Too late we organised direct action for the next chance,
ifluck played.
And it did. Running along close to our minefield wire, the
overladen little wreck stuck in soft sand. All piling out, we made
a great showing of pushing until the guard came row1d behind
the car too. Before we could hit him, the driver, all unknowingly,
yelled out and waved frantically, attracting four German
pioneers who were lifting mines. Aided by tl1eir shovels, the confmmded vehicle got mobile again, and that was that. It was
maddening afterwards to imagine ilie results of quick action
then; gambling on driving straight back while the local front
was muddled; or heading south-east along tl1e open desert on the
chance of reaching Seventh Armoured Division.
Instead, we were dumped outside a dugout built under the
rim of a depression, objects of curiosity and some derision to the
Wops who wandered aimlessly around. Finally, preceded by
guards and gilded staff, a bearded Italian general strutted out.
Believe it or not, he walked up ilie slope, studied the desert for
f1ve minutes ilirough very nice field glasses-the battle being at
least two miles away and quite invisible-ilien strutted down
again. Looking us over contemptuously, he snarled someiliing
which evidently meant, "Take tl1e scum away!", and disappeared
back undergronnd.
Days later tl1e Germans at Matruh told me iliat a groundstrafing Hurricane landed a bomb almost in the dugout doorand killed him, beard and all. A million-to-one shot comparable
to winning ilie Treble Chance! He was a rude, nasty little man,
better dead.
Incidentally, his staff officer wanted my binoculars, which had
been Alec Greville' s, but I pointed at my red hat and vigorously
refused. It worked then, though not at the next stage, which
proved to be a headquarters established in our one-time medical
centre in Kaponga "Box". The hour was only 7 a. m.; an eternity
since leaving headquarters three hours before intending to be
home for breakfast. Here an Italian intelligence officer separated
me from the others and most politely, in perfect English, asked
questwns, to which I replied of course by giving number, rank,
and name only, according to iliat grand document "The Geneva
Convention". Even more politely he then demanded my bino222
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culars as military and not personal equipment. Quite rightly, they
had to go, mainly to save the prismatic compass which by sheer
chance was in my shorts pocket.
Ten minutes later everyone got very excited when the news
went row1d tlut Rommel was arriving. I noticed that even the
Italian troops seemed pleased. Rotmd the knoll in a cloud of dust
came several reconnaissance vehicles, headed by a big open
German staff car, with Rommel himself sitting erect in the back
seat. He stepped out to a chorus of "Heils", much saluting and
heel-clicking, went over and met ilie Italian full colonel, who
was evidently the senior officer there, shook hands with the
Italian staff and discussed various battle arrangements. H aving
concluded whatever they were concerned with, Rommel shook
hands all round again and dismissed them. Then, and not until
then, he called up the senior German officer, a Major commanding
paratroops. From the comments of the Intelligence "Tenente",
it was obvious ilie Italians were frightfully pleased with this
display of military courtesy, particularly in front of a senior
British prisoner. Here was one small reason why they worked,
and even fought, better for Rommel than for any other German
general.
A few minutes later I was called over, and so, for the first time,
met this famous commander who was as well known to our
troops as Monty. Rommel and I had the same build, short, thickset, though he had a bigger waistline ilian mine, and obviously
was rather sensitive about tlus. Various people kept buzzing rmmd
taking photos, and I noticed he leaned forward on Ius toes and
raised his cllin to connter the slight bulge in front. A very good
tip wluch I follow now, with increasing years and weight!
What was my first impression? Here was someone who really
radiated personality; full of energy, drive, and self-assurance; a
strong, determined leader, yet one also felt, a kindly man and, as
I knew !urn better, a fair one too. Those laughter lines at the
corners of his eyes were genuine. Of course, that impression was
not automatic, because for ilie few minutes all my attennon was
fully occupied with our conversation.
One interesting point is worth explaining first. We talked
through an interpreter, Major Burckhardt commandu;>g the
paratroops, who spoke perfect English and Wlderstood 1t very
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well too. My impression was that the Field-Marshal also got the
gist of what I said, and therefore by the time Burckhardt put it
into German, Rommel cracked back his reply, or next quesnon,
hard and fast. Amusingly enough, I was in the same situation,
having learned German very thoroughly for four years at
R.M.C. in Australia, although never having occasion to speak it.
Hearing them talk now, I could understand most of their remarks, although quite incapable of replying in the same language.
Therefore when Ronunel held forth strongly in staccato Deutsch,
I was given a breathing space, while Burckhardt did his stuff, to
work out the best reply.
Let me make this point quite clear ; there was no question then,
or at our second meeting, of Rommel asking me for military
information. That was not his job. He opened the conversation
with a long harangue about the "gangster fighting methods" of
the New Zealanders. In the battle at Minqar Qaim we had
deliberately bayoneted all their wounded. Obviously danmed
annoyed about it, Rommel added, " The Afrika Korps fights hard
but fairly, and so do other troops tmder my command [nice one
for the Wops], but if you New Zealanders want it rough, we
can fight that way too. If tl1ere' s any more of it, I shall order
immediate and heavy reprisals."
As I was the nearest, and most obvious, New Zealander available for retaliation, this became rather personal.
So I said to Burckhardt, "I wish to explain what we know
happened during that night attack, when the New Zealanders
broke out at Minqar Qaim. Our first attacking wave, advancing
silently in the darkness, caught your infantry by surprise. After
that leading wave passed, some of your men, lying on the
ground, fired their machine-gtms or threw bombs at the New
Zealanders who had gone through. This action was seen by our
supporting companies who followed in a second assaulting line,
and they bayoneted or shot everyone whether lying down or
standing up who did not surrender immediately. The FieldMarshal is a front-line fighter, and will appreciate that, under
these conditions at night, men already wounded could be
bayoneted, possibly more than once."
Whether influenced by the way I put tlus across, or whether
my story confirmed what they already knew, Rommel answered,
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"Well, that is reasonable and could happen in a night attack by
infantry."
Leaving the subject of "gangster methods", Rommel next
asked the question with which this story opens-"Why are you
New Zealanders fighting? This is a European war, not yours!
Are you here for the sport 1" Realising he was quite serious and
really meant this, and never having previously tried to put into
words the, to us, self-evident fact that if Britain fought then we
fought too, I held up my hand with the fingers together, and said,
"We stand together. If you attack England, you attack New
Zealand and Australia and Canada too. The British Commonwealth fights together." "What about Ireland?" asked Rommcl
quickly. I had the answer to that one. " Southern Ireland has more
Yolunteers, in proportion to her population, fighting in the
British forces than any other nation of the Commonwealth. Her
government is neutral but her fighting men are not."
Rommel did not comment on this, but asked, "Have you any
request to make 1" "Yes, Field-Marshal," I answered. "If I am
to be a prisoner-of-war, I would much prefer to be in German
hands than Italian. Could you send me to Germany?' "I shall do
my best. Good luck," he wished me. Having once more shaken
hands with Burckhardt' s officers, he climbed into the car and
with a repeat chorus of"Heils", saluting, and heel-clicking, drove
off east to the battle. On that date, September 4th, 1942, his
last offensive in Egypt was being very roughly handled and
getting nowhere.
Major Burckhardt took Ted Walden and myself into his own
headquarters, situated in the underground room which had
been Bob Kermedy's medical centre on a happier occasion.
He was most correct and courteous. Whenever his officers
entered the room, he always introduced them punctiliously and
I noticed that those who spoke English never hesitated to talk.
Although varying a great deal physically, in colouring, and
build, there seemed an unusual similarity between tl1em, apart
from being of the same age-group. After a while, I decided tlus
came from the rigid standardised trauling, with wluch every
leader-type Hitler youth was force-fed from when he discarded diapers. Mentally and militarily, they were like peas m
a pod.
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During my talk with Rommel, Major Burckhardt mentioned
their fighting in Crete, and while waiting we discussed that most
interesting campaign in some detail. "My battalion was the last
one in reserve and our original orders were to drop on Cyprus,
if necessary, or fly on to Aleppo, refuel there and land, or drop,
in Baghdad."
I must have looked incredulous because he added, "I assure
you that is correct. Our Airborne Division pl:umed to take the
airfields on Crete and smash any serious opposition in forty-eight
hours. I never learned how the main offensive against Egypt
would proceed afterwards, because my task was to join up with
and assist the pro-Axis forces in Iraq." "Your spare parts are still
rusting on the aerodrome near Aleppo," I told him. "What
happened when your firstlandings on Crete proved so disastrous ! "
"I shouldn't admit that," said Burckhardt, "but we did suffer
heavy losses wherever your troops were waiting. On the second
morning, my battalion landed round the prison, south of Galatos,
where we had a foothold. From there we pushed on effectively."
"But why did you attempt the sea crossing with your paratroops 1"
I asked. Burckhardt shrugged his shoulders. "After the first day,
we were very short of the proper aircraft a11d gliders. Our general
had to either ask the Alpin Korps for assistance or improvise the
sea crossing. He preferred the latter. Your Navy destroyed
thousands of our best paratroops. Then the Alpin Korps took
over, using their Junkers, a11d fmished Crete."
"We heard stories that you almost abandoned the operation
after ten days, and that our re-embarkation saved that." "No, I
never heard of any such plan," answered Burckhardt; "nor do
I believe it was contemplated. Our Fiihrer said 'take Crete', and
we must do it."
Burckhardt and all his yow1g officers complained most
bitterly at being employed as desert infantry. They were taught
that their first and most important role was to drop in the forward area and take a decisive part in the main battle; but Crete
convinced the Wehrmacht, or whoever controlled these matters,
that such direct action was too expensive. Whether this was
sound or not, it is true tl1at after Crete the German paratroops
never dropped into a11 actual battle. They were flown in to
reinforce or hold ground, but never to fight "on the drop". Our
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peol'le appreciated exactly the opposite. That is to say, they
consrdered the surprise effect and disruption caused by an airborne landing would always be wortl1-while if, and it's a big if,
tile troops and their gear could be landed wimout disproportionate
losses during the actual landing.
We waited with Major Burckhardt until nearly midday, then
our transport rolled up, in the shape of a battered Ford twin-reartyred truck, which we knew from bitter experience was an unmitigated nuisance on desert going. Piled in the back were five
paratroop sergeants, very happy and boisterous because they were
off for seven days' home leave in Germany. They welcomed my
three partly because the tighter load, the less jolting, but mainly
from sheer good spirits. I climbed into me dusty cab, and so did
the young Oberleutnant whose fiancee (he had told me) had been
an English lass. Maybe I was lucky in the choice of escort.
Our poor old Ford gnmtcd up the slope on to the Kaponga
rim, between the "Tobruk tentacles" (the defences used by my
lads) , now full of Italians, and reached the so-called track running north. Always bad, the Axis traffic had reduced it to an
appalling mess, through which we laboured heavily. Eventually
we reached me two-mile-wide belt of very soft sand-drift short
of the railway. Imagine ploughing through yellow flour at least
one foot in depth. Of course, the Ford just settled down and
refused completely. The so-called "track" was half a mile wide,
and various more desert-worthy vehicles churned past, wimout
taking the slightest interest in us. Then an unusually heavy cloud
of dust bore down on us, wim something causing it which
lumbered along like a coal ship in heavy weather. "Ah! Acht und
Acht !" muttered my escort and leapt out into the flour to stop
this passer-by. As the dust drifted clear, half a dozen enormous
vehicles emerged; huge tracked tractors, three of mem towing
equally big 88-millimetre gtms, with effortless ease. Using d1e
magic name ofRommel, the 0 berleutnant borrowed a mecharused
elephant to haul us as far as tl1e railway; and he climbed up on
tl1e tractor allegedly to guide the driver, but really and very
sensibly to miss tl1e dust. Towing behind tl1e brute was frightful.
Its tracks churned up so much sand that tl1e driver and I, alone
in the cab, could see nothing ahead, and breathing was quite
difficult. Then I realised he was completely engrossed trying to
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steer our bucking Ford on its wild, semi-submerged course. The
dust had a slow drift away-on my side. There were definite
possibilities. Better check up first through the back window of the
cab. In the haze I could see only misshapen figures wrapped in
various garments, vainly attempting to keep the desert out.
Quietly pushing open the cab door, unseen by the harassed
driver, I fell into a foot of yellow flour, got up at once and
floundered away in the drifting dust cloud. I was away to a
rather slow start; but my luck was out too. Trying to get above
the dust, one of the paratroops was perched on top of the cab,
and facing backwards. He saw my shadowy figure disappearing
through the murk, dragged out a Luger and fired the whole
magazine. This accelerated my departure but also effectively gave
the alarm. Long before I had ploughed through six hundred
yards of desert track, tl1e Oberleutnant and two otl1ers, armed
with rifles, had got clear of the vehicles and were hot on my
tracks. Three hundred yards start did help although the rifle
bullets screamed past much too frequently. Forttmately they
were bad shots, although even experts of the Barlow or Wallingford standard, shooting tmder those conditions, would be classed
as a commercial risk. But the lad with the Luger had other ideas
and, getting clear of the line of fire, he started to run me down.
We cqursed for two miles, across flat desert of soft sand or pebble
patches and thin camel thorn not high enough to hide a goat.
There was no cover other than that and no lucky break to help
me. When I crashed for the third and last time, completely exhausted, the Luger was fifty yards behind and coming on strongly.
My second escape had failed.
When the others panted up, mad witl1 rage, it was a near
thing whether they shot me out of hand. Probably rank reared
its lovely head, possibly the English fiancee helped. Apart from
a few kicks and much abuse, they took no stronger action. On
the tramp back, the Oberleurnant said, "If I had lost you, I
would have lost my head"; and that was probably true. The
Nazi penalty for many lesser crimes than losing a senior officer
prisoner was death by beheading. Rather tactlessly I asked,
:pon't ,You learn to use a rifle properly 1" To which he replied,
No. Its no longer a battle weapon. We use automatics, and
grenades for close work. Why do you ask 1" "Well," I obseryed,
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"if I'd had a rifle just now, I would have shot all four of you."
That d1d not go down really well. Arriving back at the truck, he
promised to shoot two of the others if I made a further attempt
at escape, and that was that. This time, however, I also climbed
up on the tractor, and we churned on, to reach the bitumen road
without further excitement. Before turning into Ronunel's
headquarters we stopped to relieve ourselves, and while sharing
the same patch of sand, the Oberleutnant said, " It would be
better for all of us if your foolish attempt at escape was not
reported. Let us forget it."
Three miles west of Sidi Abd el Rahman-the village on a
knoll, with a most distinctive mosque, known to thousands of
Eighth Army types-we turned north down an ordinary rough
track to the Mediterranean. Here is the least dusty and therefore
most habitable stretch of seafront between Alexandria and Matruh.
And Rommel's own headquarters enjoyed every yard of it.
Tucked away carefully along the limestone bank, which
fringed the shelving beach, were caravans, dug-in offices, and
bivouacs, all carefully camouflaged. Vehicles evidently parked
elsewhere, because our Ford dumped us and drove on. We were
taken to an office and caravan, which proved to be Intelligence,
where the paratroops handed us over-and went out of one lives,
to be replaced by a pleasant-faced young staff officer, named
Soiling, who spoke English well. While waiting for interrogation, he pointed out Rommel's personal caravan, stowed inconspicuously away only fifty yards from the gentle sur£ Not
one hundred yards inland from his door was a patch of smooth
salt pan-that is to say sand impregnated with sea water. Soiling
pointed to this salt pan and said, "That is the Field-Marshal's
private airfield." I must have looked incredulous, because he
explained, "Every morning the Field-Marshal takes off at dawn,
from that strip, in his Fieseler-Storch, and flies very low, protected of course by fighters, down south to an area where you
built defences. [Kaponga !] There's a landing-strip in it, and his
recOJmaissance vehicles are ready waiting. When he returns from
the forward battle, his Starch flies back here in five minutes,
over the really bad desert, and he can enjoy a quiet swim before
starting more work. And he works like the devil," added Soiling
with a grin, before delivering me to the Intelligence officer.
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Climbing into the caravan, I met a middle-aged captain who
looked, what he turned out to be, a typical German business man
in uniform. He stood up and greeted me with "Good afternoon,
Brigadier; please take a seat," and offered cigarettes. "Before you
waste your time, Herr Captain," I said, "may I tell you that I
am not allowed to discuss anything. You know my name and
rank already." "We also know you commanded 6th New
Zealand Infantry Brigade all this year and that previously you
were an Engineer," he informed me with a smile, and proceeded
to discuss various matters of no great importance, including
General Gott' s death and leaflets recently dropped on the New
Zealanders and Indians. My only comment being "I am sorry, I
cannot discuss that," he fmally shot in, "When do you expect to
make your next attack now that ours has failed 1" "Your guess
is as good as mine," I answered. "Well, we think it won't be
until Montgomery has two thousand Panzers, probably early
November." To which my somewhat monotonous answer was,
"I am sorry, but I cannot discuss that."
The walls of the caravan were covered with air photos, all
neatly annotated in German. "May I look at your photos 1" I
asked. "Of course," he answered. "Here is your New Zealand
area," indicating the minefields which marked so clearly our
four bow1daries. He did not know that I understood German
sufficiently to read the comments; nor that I was a qualified
instructor in photo interpretation. They were perfect prints, so
clear that the individual f1ghting trenches were obvious; also
our headquarters and our gun positions. Even the dummy ones
were obviously dummies and annotated as such. I mention all
this because two days after my capture the New Zealand area
was heavily and accurately shelled. Various recipients blamed
this attention on to my captured map, but no gunners would
have looked twice at any map when they already possessed such
perfect air photos.
Soon after this my interrogation ended.
Ted W alden and I spent the night in a small tent, and all next
day lying on the beach, or swimming, with a sentry very much
on guard. Others, equally naked, enjoyed the perfect conditions.
I toyed with the plot of crawling fifty yards along tmder the
very shght bank to join the next party; a crazy idea which might
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have worked, although the thought of walking home in the nude
did not appeal. We even attempted "dummying" the bed and
slipping out under the back wall of the tent, but a second sentry
scotched that. Next morning, Shand and Dowling rejoined us for
the rw1 back to Daba where the "Feld-Gendarmerie"-the
German Military Police-operated one of our P.o.W. cages.
Nothing very elaborate, merely a high barbed-wire fence round
half an acre of dirty desert, with sentry platforms at two corners.
The contents, however, interested us very much indeed ; because
here were fifteen or twenty men from Henry Hall's company of
26th Battalion, which the reader will remember was the main
reason for our capture. I wanted very badly to hear their story.
Shand and Dowling were put in with them, but the police
sergeant, an elderly, rather dour type, insisted on Ted and I
going inside their guard hut to await a car for Matruh. No transport appeared; either for us or the men. After an hour's steady
"indoctrination", of which more anon, Sergeant Hans allowed
us in the cage for five minutes to "see a sick soldier". There were
seventeen New Zealanders, damned am10yed at being prisoners,
but otherwise in very good heart. They knew our story, and
Sergeant Lee was telling theirs when Sergeant Hans rushed over
to the gate and ordered Major Walden and me out quickly. An
officer was coming. Only time for "Good-bye and good luck",
and we parted, expecting to meet again in Matruh that night. But
the only one I have sighted since is Dowling, working as an I. C. I.
plastics and electronics expert in London. He's none the worse for
our adventures; nor is Byrnie Shand, who settled peacefully back
in New Zealand among his beloved steeplechasers.
Dragging us back into the guard hut proved a false alarm and
we spent two more hours with Sergeant Hans before moving on
-time not altogether wasted. He was busy swotting Arabic ready
for the next job in Cairo. On my expressing astonishment at this
anticipation, Hans produced a large-scale map of tl1e city area for
which his section would be responsible. I said, "Sergeant, tl1e
only way you will see Cairo or any more of Egypt than the
present front line is as a prisoner. So, if you want to v1s1t the
Pyramids or use your Arabic, go forward like I did and be captured!" This struck him as a great joke-at first. However, by
hammering away on tlus theme, before we left Hans said, "Oh,
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to hell with it! I'm too old for new languages!" And threw the
book through the hut window. Visions of Cairene flesh-pots and
lording it round the Wasa were fading.
About mid-afternoon we moved off in a captured Ford VS
staff car, myself escorted by a solid bull-necked young Nazi
officer, sharing the back seat, leaving Walden to sit beside the
driver, who looked a weather-beaten, wiry veteran. He also
droYe as fast as Mr. Ford's mercurial horses would allow-completely ignoring all other traffic. Milling over plots to bash
Bull-neck, although feeling the need of a rifle butt or spanner
for any real effect on his tough face, I bumped about and prayed
for the break which never came. After we climbed out at the
one-time Gyppo barracks in Matruh, Ted told me he also had
been praying most earnestly that I wouldn't start anything. Unknown to me, the driver had a revolver handily placed by sticking
the muzzle down behind the seat. His first reaction would be to
shoot Ted! Incidentally, my thuggish escort rather softened our
mental antagonism by offering both British and German
cigarettes, saying ours were much tl1e best.
Reaching Matruh put us another hundred miles behind the
enemy lines and reduced very much the possibility of a quick
return. Actually, the chances of getting home via the desert were
better than we knew, because the L.R.D.G. and other "private
armies" swanned all over the place behind the battlefront. At
dusk we were handed over to the Prisoner-of-War Guard
Battalibn, and put in a room at their headquarters which occupied the one-time Egyptian Officers' Mess.
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CHAPTER XIV

DESERT

I

ESCAPE

NSTEAD of being passed on farther west, Major Walden and
I halted at Matruh for three days. Nobody seemed to know
the reason why, but evidently Rommel asked for mv transfer
to Germany and preferred keeping us in German hat;ds while
awaiting the decision. The "Guards Battalion" treated us very
well, looking back on events, partly because the personnel were
a mixture of front-line infantry convalescing from wounds and
elderly reservists who lacked the fanatical ecstasy which distinguished the real Nazi. Old Sergeant Fritz, for example. had
spent many happy years roaming the world tuning Steinway
pianos. Getting back on the trail again round his beloved Steinways-that was his one real ambition. Both types sympathised
with our misfortune. Also a Brigadier was a change from the
ordinary run of prisoners passing through their hands.
Altogether the three days were not wasted; sooner or later
some way out of any prison becomes feasible. Travelling round
and about, even if on semi-parole for swimming, we used our
eyes and spied out the neighbours. Only two hundred yards
away, conveniently parked on a slight slope, we marked down
a British Ford utility. Given a quiet departure, that might go
too.
Before proceeding further, it becomes necessary to explain the
layout of our particular building. Following normal Egyptian
practice it was built round a small courtyard, our side being two
rooms thick, one opening inwards, on to the court, the other on
to an outer colonnade or balcony. Walden and I lived in an
outer room, while a German officer used the inner. A sentry
guarded each entrance. The lavatories were situated at one end
of th e building on the outer wall. They had high, small windows,
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covered with wire-netting except for the Commandant's. There
was ample room for me to climb through, and a mere nine feet
drop outside. Because of my rank, I demanded the use of the
Commandant's pan. Permission granted, the scene was set.
Visitin" the confounded place was nearly as difficult as entering
the Pe~tagon at Washington. One approached the i1mer sentry,
coyly mentioned the magic word "Abort"; and he shouted for
the Guard Commander, who acted as escort in and out again.
Initially he kept me in view, but that soon palled.
On the third morning Ted and I developed "Gyppo Tummy"
-officially only-keeping on the run, individually or collectively,
all day. By the twenty-third visit, and nightfall, poor old Sergeant
Fritz, of Steinways, was absolutely browned off with this form
of globe-trotting. Speed being the vital factor in both actions,
by then we had worked the procedure round to suit our main
purpose. Hurrying up to the sentry, I would gasp "Abort!" and
rush across immediately. Walden followed closely but remained
in sight at the lavatory door, waiting for Sergeant Fritz. That
allowed me ten seconds start, and I reckoned on climbing up to
and out of the window in half that time. One flaw in the plot
caused some worry. To keep in character I couldn't carry any
gear-not that we had much, being still dressed in shirt and
shorts. However, our neighbour, whose room we traversed, had
a full water-bottle hanging on the wall; and nothing was more
essential for a desert trek of a hw1dred miles. It would stow away
inside my shirt under one arm for the short dash across in view
of the sentry. Food supply was no problem-tluee biscuits.
About nine o'clock seemed a good time to go. Gathering up
the water-bottle inside my shirt, I went through the standard
drill, dashed into the lavatory and scrambled through the window.
Fri tz came in flashing his torch just a split second too soon and
the beam caught me. Before he could do more than yell, I had
dropped and was away among the other buildings.
While absolute pandemonium broke loose behind, I walked
quietly on into the night, over the first obstacle of the bitumen
road, passing individuals both German and Italian without
attracting attention. Much remained to be done, however, before
getting clear of Matruh fortress. It was enclosed by sea, or by a
most comphcated maze of minefields and wire obstacles, erected
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and haphazardly augmented at the happy whim of successive
occupiers during two fluctuating years.
At tlus stage the air-raid warning started. Dodging round
various dumps and innumerable bivvies, I headed for the road
junction near the airfield, hoping to get across the last internal
road there before tackling the main gamble of traversing the
outer defences, including their fornlidable nlinefields and crazy
pattern of barbed wire. I crawled very cautiously over the last
road, flattening in the dust while vehicles roared by, and then
tackled the obstacle course. There was neither design nor reason
to it; therefore one could only steer roughly south-and crawl
under or climb over, or through, everytlllng.
The next two hours became a never-ending nightmare of
barbed wire arrayed in fantastic ways, with hectic interludes when
crossing minefields. I knew the nlines, mostly Egyptian pattern,
many laid by my own sappers. Filled with gelignite and exploded
by crushing a glass ampoule, they deteriorated after six months
to become either very touchy or almost inert. The former went
off literally if touched; the latter just did not function. Walking
by night in such an area, therefore, became a singularly unattractive gamble.
However, my luck held, even when I blundered on to a group
of pill-boxes occupied by Italians. Only the sentry was above
ground and when challenged I sheered off quickly, while he
yelled for the "Sergente". Before the latter could rouse and
emerge, I was out of sight, stepping high and carefully over tripwires connected to Jumping Jimnlies-our anti-personnel mines
of most unpleasant type.
When I fmally climbed the escarpment at nlidnight, fragments
of skin or clothing remained in thirty-eight varied wire entanglements. That may sound incredible, but it is true. On the top, with
the flat desert stretching away south, I rested a while, breathing
the lovely night air and enjoying the arch of sparkling stars.
Conling down to more prosaic requirements, I changed round
my stockings, took a rinse of water, and plotted the course.
Three directions were feasible-due south tmtil clear of all
normal tracks before turning east; or east for fifteen nllles,
paralleling the bitumen road, to reach the next water-pomt at
Quasaba; or somewhere in between.
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Following good British precedent, I compromised on the
middle course, heading roughly south-east. Trouble came quickly.
The escarpment here is eaten into by numerous rough wad.is.
Putting a foot wrong going down one broken face resulted in a
slightly strained tendon, which, of course, became more and
more troublesome as the journey progressed.
It must have been on the second hourly halt when I heard
hounds baying along the back track. At least that was the conclusion I jumped to, knowing the Guard Battalion had police
dogs. Possibly it was only Bedu mongrels prowling rotmd. Anyway, a most unpleasant prospect if true. I jumped off smartly
for the railway, hoping to upset them by walking along the rails;
somewhere dredged up from memory, I knew that cold iron did
not carry a scent. So half an hour later I solemnly tight-roped
along a loop of the Egypt-Libya line to fool the dogs. As a second
string, the bitumen road had possibilities. After struggling over
some infernally mixed loose sand and broken rock areas, I finally
reached the road two miles short of Quasaba and walked along
it towards tl1e water-point.
Vehicles and occasional bivouacs indicated enemy in residence.
But I kept to the bitumen, quite noiseless in rubber-soled desert
boots-and nobody accosted or challenged me. Sentries prowling
round the water-point itself effectively stopped any chance of
refilling there, so I swung over the railway into the mile-wide
strip of sand-hills reaching to the Mediterranean. The eastern sky
was lightening preparatory to another superheated day and a
hide-up must be found before the local population were out and
about. First visitors were an Italian signal party who commenced
repairing the telephone line running along the railway. This involved climbing poles almost on the lip of my hide-out; and what
was even more dangerous, half ilie crew evidently had nothing
to do except swan about looking for loot.
Only one answer for me-get going smartly. Many Germans
and some Italians wandered rotmd stripped to tl1e waist, so slipping off my shirt I stood up quickly and, expecting to be hailed
immediately, strolled away towards the beach. Nobody took the
slightest notice. On climbing over the last sand-hills the bright
blue sea looked so tempting, as it broke in creamy surf on an
equally creamy beach, that I stripped off and swam about for ten
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minutes. Delightful and most refreshing both to body and morale.
For nearly three miles I strolled eastwards through the deserted
coastal strip, empty of humans but cluttered with the debris of
captured British troops. A somewhat battered but still serviceable
South African helmet, thrown up by the tide, and some flynetting provided me with most valuable, if rather unorthodox,
headgear. My red hat was, of course, left behind in Matruh. I
mention this because some B.F. wrote that I was recaptured
walking home in the danmed thing.
Knowing how popular the beach front was with both armies
as a residential area, the presence of bathers and men moving
around the dunes came as no surprise. Swerving inland to avoid
them, I walked up the salt marsh which formed the flat between
the railway embankment and the first swell of ground traversed
by the main road. Sparsely covered with camel thorn about
eighteen inches high, it was criss-crossed everywhere by tank
or vehicle tracks, which had bitten into the soft crust.
Suddenly two Germans stood up in the scrub about three
hundred yards straight ahead. Dropping flat, I belly-crawled off
to one side, then peered carefully through a bush. One was looking through field glasses, but they were not moving. Then over
on the rising ground I spotted another small group, also using
glasses.
Expecting every minute to hear the staccato rattle of a Spandau
and the scream of its bullets, I belly-crawled back to the embankment, hoping to find a friendly culvert. Only two htmdred yards,
but trying to combine care with speed, dripping sweat, bare
knees and elbows torn by scrub and rock-like salt crust, all combined to make it a very tough job. Then I noticed that the bank
was covered with large clumps of desert creeper, which might
offer a more uncomfortable yet safer sanctuary. Risking the
wrath of existing tenants-snakes, scorpions, or tarantulas as
possibles, thousands of lesser itchy bugs for certain-I stretched
flat under the long tendrils, with the precious water-bottle handy,
and awaited developments. Ten minutes later a truck roared
past, stopped at the next culvert, went on again, came back
slowly on the other side of the embankment. Tnck to me, It
seemed.
The sun and the bugs soon drove me from cover. Lying there
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sweltering, I had to have a drink or suffer the tortures of the
damned, and only two htmdred yards away was the blue cool
Mediterranean. Better have comfort than such itchy security.
Going through the culvert, I crept slowly across the dunes, still
in view of the confotmded watchers on the opposite slope. An
added complication now arrived, when the Italian party who had
flushed me from cover at dawn appeared driving slowly along
the telephone line on their lawful occasions. Once more they saw
nothing; once more I hid my clothes and dived into that marvellous surf, to soothe my smarting scratches and work out the
next move.
Like every desert plan on any scale, water was the main factor.
Twenty miles farther on at "Baggush Box" there were several
possible sources and every yard of that area was familiar ground.
Baggush must be my next objective either by the crowded coast
route or round by the less-populated open going farther south.
The former was only feasible at night, therefore meant waiting
all day, lying up, hot and bothered among the rocks. The latter
involved crossing the bitumen road, but could be risked immediately-also there was the gamble of finding water in a derelict
vehicle. Always an impatient waiter and an optimist, south I
went, stripped to the waist again and looking really Italian in my
furmy headgear. Waiting for a gap in the steady two-way stream
of traffic, I walked across between a German Staff car and a tenton Fiat. They passed within five yards, and a dozen other
assorted vehicles followed while I was still in view.
Before heading towards Baggush, it was necessary to circumnavigate a big airfield which the Axis aircraft were using; so I
walked on south for nearly five miles, carefully examining the
numerous dead vehicles abandoned by retreating remnants of
Eighth Army who had been trapped and shot up here. The
twenty-seventh produced an answer of a kind, having liquid in the
radiator, which dribbled out, rusty and uninviting. Nor were
appearances deceptive, because it made me sick.
Nevertheless, if Lawrence of Arabia could drink from a
water-hole full of dead camels and survive, anti-freeze mixture
must be better than nothing. I filled up and marched on eastwards, hoping to clear the airfteld.
Time had also marched on. The rays of the setting sun lit
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up the gently rising grotmd ahead. They also lit up enemy troops
moving there, evidently occupying an outpost line or cordon
for airfield protection against our raiding parties, and incidentally blocking my proposed route. Knowing how poor their
view would be looking up-sun, I worked slowly forward, carefully noting where each group settled down. Then immediately
darkness came it was comparatively easy in desert boots to catwalk through a gap between two posts. Once more nobody
noticed, and I pushed on through the night, making a wide circuit back towards the railway, intending to use it as my highway.
Here, somewhere about midnight, the next big fright occurred.
Resting under bushes near the embankment, a clanking, clattering
racket coming from up behind grew to a roar. Tanks moving
forward, following the railway! Grabbing boots and gear, I
dashed clear. Then along the line, out of the night came a thing
looking like an up-ended flat-iron. It was a German Diesel engine
dragging half a dozen of our trucks. Bumping and rattling over
the neglected track, this quaint train disappeared on towards
Baggush-going my way, but unfortunately I was barefooted and
too scared to grab a ride.
Before this shock was over, dogs commenced barking and
white flares soared up close along the back trail. Probably nothing
to do with me at all, yet sufficiently worrying after the train fright
to drive me over on to the bitun1en road again.
With all this meandering, the night had almost gone. Fading
stars indicated fmt light and the necessity for hunting cover.
Feeling very miserable as to my progress, I turned south once
more. Then the landscape imperceptibly cleared and tl1e dark bar
of escarpment loomed ahead. All was well. I was inside Baggush
Box where almost every stone was familiar-and the reservoirs
my own sappers had built stood over there against the ridge.
Climbing the first spur sufficiently, I spied out the land. Northwards, bisecting the flat expanse of naked clay, sand, and rock,
lay the railway and tl1e bitumen road. Traffic moved on It
already, although the sun was merely a reddening of the dust
haze. All day and most of the night Axis vehicles rushed along
that vital artery, the only link between their battlefront facmg
El Alamein and the Cyrenaican bases four hundred or five hundred miles farther westward.
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About half a mile away, the flat covers of our reservoirs
showed up most conspicuously among a maze of slits, shelters,
and barbed wire. Half-way to them a deep wadi cut into the
escarpment, always a favourite home with Baggush dwellers
because it contained two rather ragged palm-trees-and the steep
banks gave excellent cover against air-raiders. Sure enough a
Boche workshop unit had settled in it, the only people living
south of the road, effectively blocking my approach to that vital
water. And they were already up and on the job at sunrise.
Smoke from the cook's dugout brought tantalising visions of
sizzling bacon-possibly fresh eggs from Barce-while outside
the hessian flap stood rows of water-cans. I toyed with the idea
of a raid, but the conditions were not good enough nor was the
situation sufficiently desperate.
Climbing the steep bluff, I reached the flat top of the escarpment and wandered round for an hour searching through emplacements, anti-tank gun-pits, and other expensive, useless posts
which were never held. No luck. They had been emptied, swept,
and garnished by troops who had obviously not then seen action.
As the sun and the heat rose together, the half-bottle of radiator
mixture once more became an acute problem. My stomach
could not take it even yet, although that precious organ was
complaining bitterly; "pangs of hunger" had become harsh
reality for the first time in my sheltered existence. Only the
reader \vho has shared that regrettable experience will appreciate
what it means. The prospect of clambering round the wadi and
back down the escarpment seemed too appalling. Better stay on
top if possible.
Beyond the minefields was gently-undulating desert-hundreds
of miles of it stretching right, left, and centre. Here was freedom
of movement to the ntl1 degree given sufficient water. Somewhere out there wandering among the camel thorn with their
meagre flocks and ragged tents were Bedouin who might be
friendly despite our military reverses. And they had ample water
stored in cunningly concealed wells. Treading carefully through
a mmefteld gap, I walked out into the wide-open spaces.
Suddenly, over the near ridge appeared a Bedu riding a donkey
towards Baggush. He saw me first, of course, so I swerved over
to meet him, reckoning it was a fifty-fifty chance that he would
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give me away to the Germans. Nearer acquaintance showed the
usual dirty cotton-swathed, lean figure topped by a straggling
grey beard-and honest eyes. In pantomime eked out by half a
dozen Arabic words, I explained myself and my urgent needs.
He never hesitated. A wide sweep of his arm to the south"moya", "bir", ten fingers up "kilometre", then a flood of
Arabic and expressive gesture. Clear enough. There was water
at a well ten kilometres south where his people were camped.
Lacking anything more helpful, I shook him warmly by the
hand and we parted; his donkey ambled on through the gap
down to Baggush with the prospect of immediate profit
from reporting me. Fair enough; that was a chance one had to
take.
Two hours of steadily increasing heat and thirst, plodding over
interminable broken rock, and there, crouching among the camel
thorn in a slight depression, sprawled the black-and-tan Bedouin
tents. Barking dogs ran out to greet me, followed by small
children-all dirty, all curious. Men appeared more decorously,
while women peeked through odd crannies. I started on the story.
Water and lentil stew in a British cooker was forthcoming at
once; followed by a tin of bully-beef and some biscuits, which
I stowed away for future use. Last, but very, very far from least,
out came a bottle of Canadian beer! Never before or since, in
many years of beer drinking, has a quart tasted so delicious.
Among the men, one younger type spoke a few words of
English, and asked, "Will the English return;" "Yes," I answered
emphatically; "in two moons." "Then wait in dry bir [well]
until they come," he suggested. "No. I must get back quickly,"
I said, like a poor fish, and then requested the loan of a donkey
and a guide. Nothing doing. Whether my haste to push on did
not add up in their judgment with the prediction of two months,
or whether I was not a commercial risk when the Germans
occupied an airfield only three miles away, they refused to play.
Handing over my only fifty-piastre note as payment for the food
and drink, as an afterthought I also gave a chit for £so, payable
only if my escape succeeded, which might offset the quicker
proftt of selling me down the Axis path. That chit was duly presented, but, alas, the condition had not been fulftllcd. Many
moons later, our Pay Wallah wrote me a most guarded letter
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telling me this and requesting further instructions. Replenished
with water and some food, and greatly heartened by tl1e knowledge that Bedu help was available, I hiked on, feeling on top of
the world again. Prospects looked very rosy. Passmg through
scattered, grazing camels later in the day, an old man waved me
over and proffered a battered old enamel teapot of water. Most
encouraging, when the war must seem to them defmitely going
against us. As the sun slid down behind the hazy rim, I could see
on the eastern horizon yet anotl1er Bedouin encampment. So
tl1at night I did myself very well, sleeping on a soft patch of drift
sand, rolled up in half a bivouac tent, salvaged from a burntout six-pounder portee. The same source produced treasure trove
quite beyond price-a tattered copy of Somerset Maugham' s
Theatre. Reading it while resting sustained me as a substitute for
food; not only during the next few days along me desert, but all
the way to Rome. I swopped it wim a Scottish Commando
officer for a rather dog-eared Western. As one would expect, he
got the better bargain.
However, that is leaping al1ead of me dismal picture revealed
by me cold light of dawn. The "Bedu encampment" conjured
up by dusk and optimism was merely queer-shaped bushes.
Armmd the horizon not a solitary camel wandered anywhere.
During the night I had fmished the water in me beer bottle as
well as half-emptying the main supply. Cold, rather stiff in the
joints from tmaccustomed hard lying and not nearly so smug, I
pushed on eastwards.
Within two or three miles more camels came up over the
skyline; so once more I started hunting camel herdsmen. After
sighting two boys, who promptly bolted, swift as gazelle, at any
attempt to read1 them, an old grey-beard rose like a Jack-in-thebox out of the bushes where he had been sleeping peacefully.
When necessity drives, it's extraordinary what can be said in sign
language, including pantomime. Turning my empty bottle upside-down, I waved slowly round tl1e horizon and said, "Bir 1
Moya!" On the fourth try he understood, nodded vigorously
and pointed north. Then in pantomime with aircraft noises and
the "Brr" of machine-guns, he indicated that tl1e water was
alongside an occupied airfield. Having put that over, he examined my watch, then said in so many gestures, "Put the rest of
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the water in the beer bottle, and I'll take the water-bottle up to
ruddy b1r and fill it, while you keep under cover." Carrying
my water-bottle, he went north, growing smaller and smaller
nntil he blended into the shimmering camel thorn. After three
hot, restless hours which even Theatre could not alleviate the
only conclusion possible was that I had behaved like a bl~o. dy
idiot and given away my most valuable possession. Panicking
over the water problem, I tramped ten miles in circles, always
coming back in sight of an overturned artillery tractor which I
must have passed twenty times while chasing elusive Bedu. At
last, late in the afternoon, three men appeared who were prepared to talk. Again I explained my need, this time producing the
watch as barter. After some haggling among themselves, two of
them walked off out of sight-and came back in twenty minutes
carrying a burnt, battered two-gallon petrol can, full of rather
muddy water. Even Burton-on-Trent could not produce a
better answer then and there. Handing over the watch and
fervently shaking hands all round, I hied me on my way,
rejoicing.
Nearly an hour later, when the gun-tractor landmark had
disappeared behind me into the setting sun, I noticed a dirtywhite figure coming through the bushes. He waved and I
waited. And of course it was old Grey-beard, the faiiliful Gunga
Din of this story, bearing gifts of great price. My water-bottle,
full; anoilier two-gallon can, also full; iliree Bedu flapjacks,
similar to Indian chupattis-and four Oxo tablets. Heaven alone
knows where ilie Oxo came from. Without any hesitation he
handed everything over, merely shrugging his shoulders as if to
say, "San Ferian, it doesn't matter"-when I showed in pantomime that my watch had gone for the other can of water. He
wasn't interested in a fountain-pen, but I gave him a chit for £ro
"payable to bearer, an unknown Bedouin, tmder all conditions".
Unfortunately it has never been presented for payment, although
his more sophisticated brethren appeared very promptly with
ilie £so I.O.U.
Once more my future seemed reasonably good-with ample
water, a certain amount of food, and no worries in the world,
except the remaining sixty miles to tramp. The next tltree days
and three nights are rather hazy. My feet had blistered, the soles
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havin" come loose on my desert boots so that I was repeatedly
having to tie them up with string. Also the scratches ~d cuts
received while crawling round the salt pan had gone septic, and
there seemed every prospect of blood-poisoning at an early date.
In addition to that, walking by daylight without a watch for
checking up with the sun made the problem of keeping direction
most difficult. It was, however, possible to follow the wheel
tracks, which were very plentiful indeed, and quite clear, where
our troops had withdrawn so hurriedly two months before.
Hoping for the best, I tramped steadily on, certainly getting
slower all the time, but still keeping up my daily average by
walking longer periods. Walking at night was difficult, except in
the moonlight, because stumbling over w1seen rocks proved
tmbearably painful.
About midday on the fourth day I had a very narrow escape
from two Feiseler-Storchs, which were evidently patrolling that
particular area. Lying down and spreading my camouflaged
bivouac tent over the top of me, I managed to evade notice,
although the nearest aircraft went past only fifty feet off the
ground four hundred yards away-a very near thing. On the
sixth day, still not having contacted anybody except the Bedouin,
I was making good progress along a ridge, when off on the flat
below I saw a British tank which looked in good condition. It
offered the prospect of more water and possibly food, so I went
down rather cautiously, hoping that the jettison tank on the
back would be full. Detailed inspection showed, however, that
everything had been ratted, and a pick driven through the
tank.
The coolest place in the desert to rest during the heat of the
day was underneath an armoured vehicle. Here was the ideal
hide-out to spend three or four midday hours. On the other hand,
anybody roaming round this particular desert area would be
curious enough to inspect such a prominent vehicle. I decided it
was better to move on into the camel tl10rn across the hollow
and lie up among the bushes as usual.
Half-way across, out on open slab rock witl10ut a vestige of
cover, I had that feeling row1d the back of my neck of something
unpleasant coming up behind. I looked row1d and there about
four hundred yards away were two German jeeps (volk-wagons)
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Mr. Churchill (myself on left) meets the New Zealanders, August 19+2

"Clifton's convoy" on the dawn skyline, bringing atnmunition and
supplies to the New Zealand Division at Bclhamed, November 19~2

Prisoner; at Mcrsa Matruh, September 1942. Major Ted Walden and
m yself with two Afrika Korps ofliccrs

!meet Rommcl for the f~rst time, two hours after capture on -1th September
1942. The interpreter was Major Bt•rckhardt, a Paratrooper. Th"
exposure was found still in the German photographer's camera "hen he
was killed the following munth
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bow1eing along towards me. Sitting up in them were men with
rifles ready and field-glasses round their necks-obviously hunting
sometlung; and I naturally thought It was me or other fugitives.
The nearest velucle drove up. They were Germans, evidently
officers from some Panzer unit.
I had my story ready. I was an Italian engineer on recOJmaissance whose motor-bike had broken down and who was trying
to return to his unit near Kaponga. I saluted and put it across
in my broken German. The lad was suspicious to start with, because anyone walking alone in the desert would naturally be
suspect. But he appeared to accept my story and when I asked
for a lift, he took it quite well. However, the senior officer was
in tlte second jeep and my interrogator signalled him across.
When tltey came up witltin a few yards the third officer, a
younger boy sitting in tlte back, suddenly waved his rifle in the
air and said, "Hullo 1 New Zealand General!" He had seen me at
Rommel' s headquarters six days before and recognised me despite
a frightful growth of beard, an old sun helmet, and the flynetting round my face.
That was the end of my desert trek. They were three subalterns
from Rommel' s crack reconnaissance regiment out on a gazelle
hunt a mere five miles west of their occupied territory. They
treated me well-gave me cold tea and what was left of tl1eir
!tmch, which they had already eaten alongside the tank I had
recently visited. Having made one sweep to tl1e south, tltey came
back in view of the tank to get their bearings before trying a
fresh area-and sighted me. We went on, hunted through the
country beyond and in due course put up four gazelle, and after a
short, sharp chase and a lot of shooting, knocked one over.
The Bavarian officer, who was obviously an expert hunter, proceeded to gralloch tlte beast, and back we went to tlteir headquarters. As we drove tltrough the lines, dusty and very tired in
my case, various members of the wilt called out, "Eines gluck 1"
(Any luck!), and tlte reply always was, 'Ja! Ein gazelle, ein
General".
Following normal German procedure, several Leica snapshots
were taken of tlte "double bag" and the hwlters. One of these
reached me years later, having been addressed to _"General
Clinton, New Zealand". Having tried Clinton, a town m Otago,
H.H.--9
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and failed to locate anyone named "General", the letter went back
to the Dead Letter Department in Wellington. By chance, the
officer in charge knew me very well, and so I collected an interesting souvenir of a rotten ending to a hard, useless tramp. My
third escape had failed by sheer bad luck.
Rommel's account of our two meetings is of interest. It is
extracted from Desmond Young's book Rotumel and proves that
my story is not merely shooting a line.
"A night attack on the 1oth Italian Corps cost the British
particularly heavy losses, including many dead. There were also
two hundred prisoners, among them Brigadier Clifton, commanding the 6th New Zealand Brigade. I had a conversation
with him on the following morning. He had just been busy
convincing the Italians that they must surrender, in view of the
strong British tank forces facing their position, and the Italians
had already taken the bolts out of their rifles, when, to his
annoyance, a German officer had arrived and his plan came to
nothing.
"He seemed extremely depressed as a result. I tackled him
about various acts, contrary to international law, committed by
New Zealand troops. Clifton showed the most absolute certainty
of victory, which was understandable now that our attack had
been beaten back. He was an old Africa veteran, for he had led
British troops against us since 1940, had been in Greece, and was
also in the winter fighting of 1941-42.
"He impressed us as a very brave man and very likeable. He
insisted on becoming a prisoner of the Germans and not being
sent to Italy. I tried to carry out his wish, and, evading general
instructions, handed him over to a German depot in Mersa
Matruh. However, the O.K.H. later ordered that he should be
handed over to the Italians.
"But on the evening before he was due to be handed to the
Italians, Clifton asked to go to the lavatory, where he got out
of the window and vanished without trace. All troops were at
once warned by wireless. A few days later some of my staff
officers were hunting gazelle when they suddenly saw a weary
foot-traveller coming across the desert, carrying what seemed to
be a water-bottle in his hand. Closer observation revealed him
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as the much sought-after Clifton. He was at once arrested and
brought in to us again. I expressed to him my recognition of his
courage; for not every man would contemplate such a trek
through the desert. He looked very exhausted, which was not
surprising. To stop any more attempts at escape, I had him sent
at once to Italy."
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Germans were delighted to have recaptured me themselves; mainly because my knowledge of Rommel's
headquarters and of other matters would have embarrassed
them very much ifl had "returned to duty"; partly, too, because
the escape at Matruh was from Germans-and they would have
been embarrassed, in a different sense, ifltalians had collected me.
The Commanding Officer of the three Panzer lads rather rubbed
h.is hands and telephoned through for instructions, sending me
across to their medical centre for repairs. Going well beyond the
line of duty, the young doctor, who spoke very good English,
not only ftxed my cuts and abrasions, but also produced his own
razor for a marvellous shave. I'd had a tramp and I certainly
looked like one. And tl1e moral uplift of scraping off a five-day
beard was terrific. Incidentally, he was using a captured British
ambulance. About an hour later the orderlies climbed in with an
excellent lw1eh of grilled gazelle liver, heart, and kidneys, fried
eggs, brought up four hundred miles from Derna, fried tinned
potatoes, and last but very very far from least, a bottle each of
Mmuch Pilsener beer. All shared of course by the three hunters,
the doctor, myself-and the C.O. Rather more democratic than
one expected. During the preparation of tlus wizard lw1ch, three
Hurri-bombers roared over, almost on the roof, and one of the
orderlies, carrying a tin of eggs, dived into a slit-trench-on top
of the cook. The language was so renUniscent of Corporal Mose,
at my late Mess, tlut I felt a wave of homesickness flood over me.
Anyway, that was the best meal and the best beer I was to enjoy
for more than two years.
After lunch we packed into an enormous open staff-car and
crashed off again, up the frightful track, headed for Rommel' s
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headquarters on the beach. There was a sporting chance that the
three captors might get special home leave for their lucky dip,
and the Commanding Officer evidently decided he must tell the
story to the Field-Marshal.
Driving down to Rommel's headquarters, we saw the escort
fighter squadron circling like hawks, while the Starch "taxi"
slipped down quietly on to the salt pan. It was off again immediately to the nightly parking strip, probably at Daba. We
walked across to the Marshal's caravan, where he was evidently
receiving various reports from four or five officers. With what
one can only describe as adoration glowing in their dusty faces,
the three Panzer lads saluted and stood rigidly at attention while
their Major launched most graphically into the miserable story.
As far as I could gather, he ended by suggesting seven days'
home leave. I remember thinking then-"! wonder whether the
Colonel of Eleventh Hussars-the equivalent British regimentwould be prepared to parade three ofhis subalterns before Monty,
under similar circumstances-and ask for leave?" Rommel cammended them, shook hands with everyone and dismissed the
party-without any leave. His war was not going well enough
for such luxuries.
Strangely enough, he opened our conversation with anotl1er
harangue about "gangster meiliods". Tlus time it was a lughlevel bombing attack by Flying Fortresses on a hospital ship outside Tobruk, one of tlwse accidents of war wluch happen much
more frequently than one imagines. Rommel then went on, "I
do not blame you for escaping; that is your duty. If I had been
in your position I would have done tl1e same." He was dressed
in tight field-boots and breeches, and Ius figure was definitely
not that of a hiker. Appreciating t!us, I replied, "I am quite sure
you would try, sir, but I do not believe you could have walked
as far, or as fast, as I did." Rommel came back at once. " No. I'd
have had more sense and borrowed a motor-car." Trick to lum.
"I quite agree, sir, but with only a few seconds' start, it was
impossible, alt!wugh I had the right vehicle marked down."
"Anyway, you are a nuisance, and we cam1ot waste t1me huntmg
prisoners as well as gazelle. If you attempt to escape agam: you
will be shot-escaping. I am sending you to Rome by arr tomorrow. Good night-and good luck." He tmned and entered
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his caravan, while I limped off, under guard, back to the small
tent which Walden and I had shared for two very depressing
nights immediately after capture. The prospect of anothe_r night
there, this time in solitary confmemcnt, filled me wtth the
blackest gloom. Peering through the flap, I realised that Rommel' s
warning about "being shot escaping" was no idle threat. Sitting
outside the door was a large Gerry, complete with tommy-gw1,
who informed me, quite cheerfully, that his orders were to shoot
ifl emerged. Speaking generally, Germans are literal-minded, in
addition to lacking humour. Rommel impressed me as an outstanding exception on both coilllts, and that impression grew
stronger with every subsequent senior Boche officer I had the
misfortune to meet. Undoubtedly whoever carried out his orders
regarding my future was very literal-minded indeed, as the
tommy-gun proved.
Sitting on the camp stretcher, and mighty lucky to have that,
swathed in bandages covering blistered feet, septic knees, and
elbows, I moaned quietly. Then a head poked through the flaps.
It was yow1g Soiling who had talked a little English on our first
visit. "Very bad luck! But we're glad to see you back," he
started; and added, "My friend and I have a birthday cake from
Berlin and six flasks of Chianti for a party. Would you care to
join us!" "Thank you very much," I answered gratefully.
"Nothing would be better-but I fear my keeper here will not
agree." "Oh that's all right," said Soiling. "Come along to my
dug-out." "Yes, if you fix the guard. He has orders to shoot me
ifl come out!" All this time the tommy-gmmer had been standing
rigidly at attention. Soiling questioned him in staccato Deutsch;
and confirmed my fears of summary execution. Finally they
compromised that if the guard sat outside the dug-out and shot
me for coming out of it at the wrong time, honour would be
satisfied. Off we went to the party, the tommy-gilll about a foot
from and pointing directly at my rather apprehensive kidneys.
With six flasks of excellent Chianti, the evening revved up
very quickly. By 10.30 we were singing German and English
songs, with the guard joining heartily in the choruses, somewhat
me~o~ed by noggins passed out to him. Round midnight the
Chianu. ended and off we staggered back to my tent, Soiling
supportmg one arm and the guard on the other trailing his
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tommy-gun in the unencumbered hand. I can imagine Rommel' s
reaction on sighting us-I doubt whether even his sense of
humour would have saved our host. Anyway, it settled my fit of
the blues most effectively. Any chance of exploiting tire alcoholic
state of the tommy-gurmer was ruined by a second sentry, very
sober.
By a curious coincidence, Soiling came into the picture again
many months later. In August 1944, Brigadier Keith Stewart
was captured near Florence. He was waiting outside the PanzerGrenadier Division Headquarters when a Staff Officer came
round the corner and said, "Hallo! Another New Zealand
Brigadier! When you reach Clifton in Germany give him my
kind wishes!" It was Major Soiling, still going strong. A good
type.
Early next morning I was routed out and rushed off to an
airfield near Da ha from which various bomber or transport
planes were taking off at frequent intervals. Weighed before
embarking, I just made 68 kilos-about 10 stone 10 pounds. An
interesting example of drastic reducing-just the mere twentythree pounds in six days' desert walking. That is one practical
method of slimming, although I do not recommend it. At 7.30
a. m. on September 16th, 1942, we roared off the duty strip and
swung round for Rome non-stop. It was my farewell to North
Africa.
Our machine was a Heinkel III, twin-engined bomber, slow,
comfortable, quite a useful crate, already definitely dated. I sat
up in the second pilot's seat, enjoying-if one could enjoy anything under such conditions-a marvellous view. The driver was
a typical young Luftwaffe type, littered with badges and gadgets,
rather prickly at the beginning. An hour later, however, worn
down by persistent good will, he produced chocolate, biscuits,
and hot coffee, and chattered about his family in Baden. My
escort sat on tire step immediately behind, at first holding a pistol
conspicuously in his lap. That also thawed out later and disappeared. Three more officer passengers, plus crew, crouched
somewhere farther aft.
Droning over the Mediterranean at three thousand feet was
wonderful, indigo blue sea, flecked by white wind-crests, meetmg
sharply in a clear-cut horizon the softer blue of a cloudless sky.
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No haze, no life, just two blue bowls cupped round our tiny
aircraft. Three hours of that, then a dark smudge ahead grew m
size and ruggedness nntil the immortal monntains of Crete swept
past eastward of us.
Checkino- our landfall by the western end of Crete, we turned
half-left fo~ the instep ofltaly, and crossing the coast in the curve
west ofTaranto, kept a direct if bumpy course across the motmtains of South Italy, heading for Rome.
A German Colonel of Reserves, in mufti, met me at the airfield on the outskirts of Rome. In the piping days of peace he had
handled New Zealand butter at H amburg. Possibly the expressed
desire to carry on dus trade after the war influenced him to lend
me one hnndred lire, which were never repaid.
Driving through Rome in September 1942 gave one a strong
impression of a grand-opera capital tmaffected by war. Plateglass windO\ys, no sandbags or other A.R.P. precautions anywhere; lovely women, beautifully dressed, strolling along with
highly-scented officers in wonderful uniforms. Altogether a
startling contrast to London as I had seen it even two years before,
already bomb scarred, grim, and determined. But then we had
declared Rome an open city, so all Italy lived there.
The pensio11e where I was deposited had housed several Brigadiers captured in Tobruk, so the manager knew all the answers.
Cleaned up by a barber and the sheer luxury of a long hot bath,
I sat cheerfully while ;, doctor redressed my various abrasions, and
then even more cheerfully tackled an excellent dinner. My gaoler,
an elderly German sergeant, disappeared for a few minutes with
my hundred lire to return carrying beer. Very nice too. We were
sitting amicably together, knocking one back, when clanking
spurs and tinkling medals heralded an Italian officer and guard to
take me over. I thus reluctantly passed out of German custody
until a year later, when we returned into their fold even more
reluctantly.
Coming tmder control of Musso' s police necessitated immediate transfer to their local transit camp for Ps.o. W., situated in
cavalry barracks so ancient tlut C:esar's horsemen might have
stabled there. The phrase "steeped in tl1e ammoniacal tradition" is
sometimes used to describe tl1e mounted arm; but nowhere could
one find a better practical example than tl10se Roman barracks,
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which positively reeked of ammonia from centuries of stabling
and inefficient mucking-out. I lived in that atmosphere for f1ve
long days and longer nights, confmed to bed in a cold, gloomy
stone vault, with heavily-barred windows and sentry at the door.
Bed proved a necessity because my few scanty, very part-worn
desert clothes-shorts, shirt, and stockings-went off to the local
laundry. In typical Italian style they eventually caught up with
me six months later-complete, clean, but just a bit late. As not
even a New Zealand Brigadier could travel in Italy stark naked
except for broken-soled desert boots and an aged South African
helmet, the Wops had to fit me up in their pants and a British
battle-dress blouse. In this natty ensemble, I moved on north to
Campo di Prigioneri 29, situated at Veano on the hills bordering
the Po Valley.
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M

prisoners-of-war taken in the Western Desert
passed through various transit camps before arriving at
more or less permanent quarters, such as Veano.
Everyone who suffered in the notorious Bari camp will remember
it as long as they live, and never cease loathing the Italians for
their inefficiency and cruelty. Having flown direct to Rome,
Campo 29 was my introduction to organised, properly established P.o.W. life, and I went there only because the "Generals'
Camp" near Florence was full. One other Brigadier, Willerson
Df Royal Tanks, preceded me for the same reason. There were
also two full Colonels, George Y ounghusband and George Fanshawe, who had been gathered up near Mechili in March 1941,
when an extraordinary number of senior officers cleared the way
for promotion by going into the bag.
All the other inmates were allegedly of field-officer rank;
that is, Majors or Lieut.-Colonels from the three services. Army
predominated, giving a cross-section of Eighth Army types, but
the Navy made up in quality for any shortage of numbers, and
heading their contribution was that famous Admiral-cumCommando, Sir Ragnar Cowan. As a boy, two of my favourite
books had been Sir Nigel and The White Company, both by Conan
Doyle. Our Admiral was Sir Nigel come to life, both physically
and in spirit. He combined the best qualities of chivalry with everytiling required to inspire and lead Englishmen in battle. Sailors
would probably prefer a comparison with Nelson. Admiral Cowan
had the same great spirit in a slightly-built body. But whereas Nelson, fortunately for us, fought mostly at sea, Cowanhadan tmcanny
knack of getting into every land campaign of his time from Kllartoum to Magersfontein-to Western Desert at the age of seventy!
OST
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I fe~l a sho.rt description ofVeano will help readers. Campo 29
occupred an rmposmg three-story stone building, used originally
as a semmary, or rest-house, for tired clericals; quite an appropriate setting really for senior officer prisoners. Our portion was
T-shaped, the stem running roughly east to west; and our
territory also included one big courtyard on the head of the T,
and a big terrace filling the southern corner, which of course
was shut in by formidable double barbed-wire fences. Butting
on to our T was a short block, occupied as mess and livingquarters by the Italians who also had a huddle of separate wartime huts and various enclosures. The big courtyard and the
terrace were ours during daylight, but after evening roll-call the
big doors slammed shut and we were locked up for the night.
The Italians came inside at least four times every twenty-four
hours; two roll-calls and a bed-by-bed night check; and the police
routine inspection of vuhrerable points, such as barred windows
or doors or passages and potential turmelling areas. More frequent visits were strongly resented by the prisoners as interference with our limited privacy, and the Italians tended to live
and let live in this respect.
Our own organisation was thorough and meticulous in
operation-that is, of course, the system inside the camp operated
by the prisoners themselves. Readers are only interested in the
adventure and thrill of escapes, not the humdrum routine or the
psychological reactions of a P.o. W. existence. Nor am I competent to write about such aspects of an abnormal way of life
which entailed mental torture in varying degree and for an infrnite variety of reasons to all who suffered it. One point is worth
making. Standards of bodily comfort started with the all-time
low of the Burma-Siam railway death camps, and climbed to the
relatively luxury of the Generals' Camp in Italy and the "Holiday
Camp" in Germany. Nevertheless, the vital factor everywhere
was loss of freedom, certainly of body, partly of mind. If one
were imprisoned in the Waldorf-Astoria or the Savoy~ ;urrounded by barbed wire, even if enjoying their standard oflivmg,
one's loss of freedom would be absolute hell.
I mention this because Campo 29 was reasonably comfortable,
thanks to the British and International Red Cross, and thanks to
the competent internal administration directed by the S.B.O.
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(Senior British Officer), with the assistance of an elected Board or
Directors.
Every activity, however trivial, was fully organised and very
fairly controlled "for the good of the camp". Vital things like
food, cooking, washing, escapes, exercise, entertainment, and
education in a hundred forms; even veno. When one passed
through the iron gates of the inner courtyard at Veano, aU this
service nnobtrusively rallied rolmd the new boy and qmetly
fitted him into the somewhat monastic pattern.
I walked in on September 21st or 22nd, 1942, to be welcomed
by the S.B.O., George Younghusband, by my old engineer colleague, "Bodd"-Lieut.-Colonel Boddington, R.E., the only
two New Zealanders in captivity at Veano, and many others. A
word about the Kiwis, both of them Majors. Hil Evans was a
gunner, captured at Sidi Azeiz with Jim Hargest in November
1941, while Bob Orr of 2oth Battalion was gathered up in the
same period, when his unit was overrnn outside Tobruk. They
represented very much two defmite groups of "Prigioneri di
Guerra". Hil was the rabid escaper, prowling round like a caged
wolf, examining every potential means, however fantastic, of
getting out. On the other hand, Bob could be placed in the
"keeper" group; keep ftt, keep sane, keep comfortable; and make
full use of the enforced leisure on education and hobbies.* For
non-Regular officers, whose post-war livelihood must be kept
steadily in view, the "keeper" attitude had much in its favour.
The odds against escaping, not only from a prison camp but also
from Italy as well, were very long indeed. Therefore why waste
useful time mucking about digging tunnels or playing silly
beggars, when, sooner or later, the plot invariably failed. For
example, when I reached Campo 29 in September 1942, nobody
had escaped from it, although the latest team, headed by Brian
Upton and David Fraser, were in cells, after a most spectacular
attempt which deserved better luck. All Italian camps had two
mam deterrents, barbed wire and police; but we always felt
both worked more efficiently at Veano than anywhere else,
excepting always the "Hell Camp" at Gavi, of which more anon.
• When the I~alian o.rmistice came in September 194-3 and Veano gates were opened,
Orr promptly se1zed the opportunity and escaped to s,vitzerland. Evans "''ent south and
eventually walked imo the Allied front-line.
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Someone wrote in a P.o.W. autograph book, "Stone walls do
not a prison make nor iron bars a cage-but this barbed wire is a
bloody nuisance". Our Italian Commandant, being an engineer,
had great and justifiable faith in unlimited barbed wire. It wrapped
our hostel round so thickly that only the rats could slip through;
most of it was the high-tensile steel type which merely blunted the
jaws of ordinary pliers and broke the hearts of would-be escapers.
The Italian police, the Reala Carabinieri-known as Caribs for
short-claim to be second only to the London Metropolitan Police.
Judged on their unc;umy ability to "smell out" escape plots and
gear, they were most efficient, maintaining equally close supervision over the prisoners and the soldier-guards. The latter could
be got at if properly handled and heavily bribed in kind; the
Caribs, in my experience, never were open to corruption.
On the second morning at Veano, Hil Evans took me on a
conducted tour, explaining all the escape possibilities and the
difficulties. His own plot for opening a bricked-up window and
sliding do·wn a rope had been put before the Escape Committee,
who vetoed it on various grounds, the main objection being his
scheme for leaving Italy. Believing I might get permission in
view of my rank, he very generously allowed me to re-register
it; and so, eventually, my name went down, with official blessing,
as a "starter". However, any question of early escape £1ded into
the backgrotmd, because my outraged liver turned on a nasty
bout of jaundice as retaliation for tramping it rotmd the desert
on inadequate diet. If there is a more depressing sickness than
jaundice, Heaven prevent anyone from having it. One's outlook during the fmt month of prison camp was jaw1diced enough
without the real thing.
In addition to official Italian rations and illicit Italia11 supplies,
there was a third and vital source of food and other necessitiesthe Red Cross. Without their food parcels, htmdreds of thousands
of prisoners would have starved, and thousa11ds must have died,
directly or indirectly, through lack of proper nourishment. By
September 1942, the organisation controlled by International
Red Cross worked smoothly and as efiiciently as the Italian
system permitted. When I arrived V eano had been on a
weekly parcel issue for months. But all the other inmat~s had
vivid, painful memories of Bari and other rotten camps w1th no
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Red Cross food, and they always kept a reserve in store. At
Rome on my first day on Italian soil, I was given a British
parcel. Campo 29 received others from Canada and New Zealand. The latter were sheer luxury, surpassing even the American
parcel as a de luxe production. Honey, coffee-and-milk, lamb and
green peas, tongues or corned beef, cheese, fruit, jam, condensed
milk, vegetables, one pound of butter-all tinned of course-plus
tea, chocolate, and soap. What more could anyone wish for ?two things which our well-fed folk at home never dreamed would
be in short supply: biscuits, to put the "spreads" on, and sugar.
In Italy the daily bread ration for officer-prisoners was a roll like
a hot-dog container, containing mostly maize-meal. Red Cross
biscuits were very welcome, particularly tl1e big Canadian
crackers. In the winter, we soaked them in milk (made from
K.lim), for twelve hours, then toasted them in someone's stove.
W ith New Zealand honey, they were delicious.
However, my main theme in this story is escaping, just as it
was my main interest while behind barbed wire. So back
again to the story of how I left Veano.
Our Escape Committee laid down that escaping meant "return
to duty", not merely getting out of the camp for a run in the
country. Any attempt must therefore include a reasonable plot to
leave tl1e confounded country as well as the camp.
After assessing the many unknown factors, I decided to try the
railway in preference to walking or stealing a bicycle. The six
words ofltalian required for buying my ticket were easily learned
-"Secondo Classe. Ritorno Milano Centrale". Accent quite
hopeless, but that did not matter provided it produced the goods.
The next major problem was disguise. My "going away" kit
was simple. Our only Merchant Navy skipper, and a da11111ed
good one, whose name escapes me but whose generosiry will
never be forgotten, loaned me his blue mackintosh, a garment
beyond price under our conditions of existence. "Sandi" produced an equally valuable golf windjammer, the perfect winter
wear, and Chapman, who specialised in cap production, made me
a cloth cap from a corner of an old blanket, that bluffed the
experts until they looked for the lining. This ensemble ended in
Italian khaki trousers and British army boots, the latter not
according to Hoyle, but perfect for walking over hills.
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One day, looking through Italian propaganda illustrated papers,
we saw a close-up photo of a Yugoslav paratrooper. His badges
and his turnout generally were distinctive, unusual, and easy to
fake. Moreover, I spoke sufficient German by now, and I knew
enough "Fallschirinjager" jargon from Major Burckhardt to talk
the part. So we got busy producing Sergeant X from Lubiana,
who had air-hiked to Piacenza for a few days' leave and wished
to see Lake Como on the Swiss border. From Lubiana, because
it's easy to pronounce-and remember. The relevant information
was written on an imposing pass in German script by Major
Josef Kazak, our only Polish representative-and an excellent
soldier and friend by any standards. Then another expert added
the details-the office stamps of"my Regimental Headquarters".
Perfect forgery by an expert draughtsman, in peace-time a senior
official of Egyptian Surveys; in war Major Clayton, D.S.O., of
the Long-range Desert Group. That pass survived a check by
railway police; and when examined by other experts after my
recapture they were still taken in by the stamps, wanting to know
how and where we got access to them. Such perfect work cost
time; at least one month per stamp. Having recorded the identity,
we now got busy on copying the uniform. Someone had an old
tunic, nicely faded, which looked most realistic when strewn with
dummy badges made by expert embroiderers. The headgear constituted no problem. An old cheese-cutter cap became quite
continental when the side and back overlap was turned in and the
flap of a coloured side-cap fastened round it. We gambled on
the colours; after all, one must take the unlikely risk of meeting a
fellow-Yugoslav paratrooper. I had no intention of donning this
alleged enemy uniform unless the heat and the hunt were really on.
Slipping into the gabinetto in a blue mackintosh, for which the
Caribs were searching, and coming out as a Fallschirinjager in
full war-paint might fool them. It was, however, like matrimony,
not to be undertaken "lightly or wantonly", because the embarrassing penalty for wearing enemy uniform was death. And one
might not have the chance to argue that the kit was British
clothing slightly converted. So the beaut~ful cap and tu.nic
travelled in my pack, and Sergeant X ofLub1ana had pernuss10n
(on his pass) to wear mufti.
One more most important item must be prepared beforehand.
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It was essential to have "George the Dummy" as replacement in
my bed; necessitated by the regrettable Italian routine of coming
round any time between midnight and dawn and checking us m
bed. A most irritating, tmnecessary action "laid down by Rome".
So we must have a dummy, and as the essential feature tmder
such conditions is the head, we wanted a dummy head. H ere my
decrepit South African helmet, flotsam off that beach near
Quasaba and still my only headgear on reaching Campo 29,
paid a handsome final dividend. Some artist (and I say this
with admiration) used the cork lining as a base and w ith a
fringe of hair, glued on, some brown boot polish, an extra chunk
stuck on for the ear and some very cunning painting, produced
a copy of my bald head, slightly sw1burnt, which, w hen tucked
into the bedclothes, fooled everyone. Hil Evans and the artist
had a dummy run with Doe O'Neill, by bringing him along one
evening to see me, as a patient. He switched on tl1e light, said,
"He's asleep. Better leave him quiet and I'll come again later"and we were satisfied.
One otl1er detail which affected all escapers at Veano is worth
explaining. The Escape Committee was very short of local
money, in this case lira notes. Going by train, one must have
sufficient to buy tickets. They decreed, quite rightly, that any
funds handed out officially by them-as distinct from any borrowed or bartered privately-must be carried in the safest way,
so that a search by Caribs would not fmd tl1em. When stripped
stark naked, it is possible to conceal a tiny gadget in a toothless
gap; but for a roll of money there is only one "safe deposit".
So we trailed along to Doe O'Neill, our warm-hearted Irish
volunteer, and asked, "Doe, what's a reasonable-sized package to
carry in the old back passage and still be able to walk ~ome
distance1" "Well," answered The O'Neill, ''I'd say four inches
long by one inch diameter, wrapped in cellophane and greased."
We had experts on everything.
This completed our general preparations, except for collecting
all available information regarding the Swiss frontier in the Lake
Como district. Although at least two officers had lived there on
holidays, their recollections were hazy and contradictory of
details vital to escaping, such as where the frontier fence ran and
how it was constructed. One useful point came out of it. Round
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the lakeside two miles beyond Como was a famous hotel called
Villa d'Este which any visitor would be justified in asking for.
My official plot of going down the rope is fully explained in
the next chapter. Being dependent on suitable weather-snow,
rain or fog-at the right time of the night, it hw1g fire from late
October until mid-February. Having everything ready and
despairing of the weather, Hi! Evans and I worked out an
alternative scheme, which had the great merit of getting both
of us free. At one end of our main corridor, on the first floor,
french windows opened on to an upper promenade formed by
the flat roofs of one-story rooms. This promenade enclosed
three sides of an :llmer courtyard which was situated against our
main building. All that area was out-of-bounds to us. The french
windows could still open inwards, but outside them the doorway
had been bricked up half-way, with bars above; and beyond
that, to make the corner even more secure, was another barbedwire entanglement. An overhead light removed any shadow.
As the last straw, a sentry tramped the upper promenade at
night, but (and this was important) his sentry-box was down
the far end. Beyond the w ire entanglement was Italian territory
where shooting became fair play, but there was a shadowed
corner where we could descend the outside wall, and so awayif no stray W ops spotted us.
One morning we poked a tiny mop on the end of a wire
between the iron bars, and "blued" the base of the light bulb
with ink. It worked, reducing the vital illum:lluted area of the
barbed wire, although showing bright to the sentry. If we took
o ut the lowest bricks in the wall, we could slide under the barbed
wire aided by a plank. Perhaps that is not quite clear; the drill is
this. The plank, preferably about six :ll1Ches wide. is pushed under
all the wires, then the escaper is pushed or slides on his back
tmder the plank, which holds the lowest wires clear. Quite simple
and most effective. Because a sentry patrolled the irmer courtyard,
as well as his colleague on the promenade, we had organised some
form of entertainment in the dining-hall below, and a squeezebox sing-song round the far end of our floor near the sentry-box.
With luck, the promenade sentry stayed there listening, and
sometimes joining in.
After evening roll-call, the Caribs checked all bars and winz6I
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dows on a regular routine. Once they departed, about 6 p.m.,
we had no further interference w1til the check-in-bed after mid-·
night. As the Caribs clattered down. the staircase thirty yards.
away, Hil Evans commenced scratclung at the mortar, usmg a.
precious jack-knife and a small chisel-shaped bar. We struck.
trouble immediately. Normal Italian brickwork was laid with
either poor mortar or with mortar plus a facing of cement..
Once break through the cement facing and the rest was just hard.
work. But in tlus case, cement had been used throughout!
Although we scraped and prodded like maniacs, progress was.
appallingly slow. When Brian Upton strolled along about 9 p.m.
to see the job, we had practically nothing done, probably the·
fragments of two bricks out. Brian offered his expert assistance,.
went off and collected a brace of young crowbars and really got
cracking. Speed was essential by now, because concerts and noise·
generally must finish at 10.15. We were hacking away in grand
style though still not even through the danmed wall, when our·
stooge at the stairs signalled "Wops coming"-and vanished ..
As prearranged, so did Hil; I had to wait and take the rap,
because we could not risk a general search for culprits or gear.
Running down the corridor came half a dozen screanling:
Italians led by the Corporal who had detected us. He was quite a
bright boy, because he recognised Brian leaving the corridor and
the latter, despite a cast-iron alibi, received seven days' cells for
aiding and abetting. That was our first association in escape,
but not by any means tl1e last; Major Brian Upton of the Essex
Yeomanry weaves in and out of tllls story as an equally rabid.
escaper and a most ingenious improviser of gadgets which were
essential to our efforts.
Anyway, the Italians fell on me with glad cries and commenced exanlining the scene of the crime. Five nlinutes later the·
Caribs marched me upstairs for personal and room search.
Fortunately, the crew had gathered and stowed away all my escape equipment, but they didn't know George the Dummy's.
head was in the cupboard. The Carib Brigadieri (merely a Corporal in English) fished it out-and roared with laughter at such
a ridiculous scarecrow. Like a danmed idiot and feeling really
bloody-minded over the whole fiasco, I said "Have anotl1er
look!" and placed it in position, tmder the sheet top. That wiped:
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the silly grins, but was a very stupid act, because thereafter they
were extremely dummy-conscious; on the night-checks, anyone really swathed in bedclothes was ruthlessly exposed, to their
justifiable annoyance. Next morning the Commandant, still
amused over the ridiculous affair, gave me seven days' cells.

CHAPTER XVII

HIGH-SPEED ESCAPE

T

now marches on to February 13th, 1943, when I made
the fmt successful escape from Camp 29. As previously
mentioned, the plot really belonged to Hil Evans, who unselfishly passed it on to me and then proceeded to do most of the
really hard work required. After the fiasco ofthe corridor attempt,
our stocks were rather low; so much so that only my rank
restrained the Escape Committee from applying the veto. First
of all, let me explain the relevant areas of our prison.
.
As I have mentioned, Campo 29 occupied a three-story stone
building. That portion of the building occupied by the prisoners
was T shaped, bounded on three sides by courtyards. Only the
left, or northern, wing of the T head concerns us in detail.
In imagination come with me and peer through the barred
window at the end of the central corridor on the first or the
second floor. Italians occupied the ground floor below. Outside
was a yard stretching from the main camp entrance, eighty yards
west, to a clutter of £1nn buildings about half that distance eastwards, and enclosed, of course, by the usual high fence type of
barbed wire in nine-inch squares. Directly opposite our building
a gateway, also wired, opened into the farm lane.
The eastern courtyard-that is, the one on top of the T-was
surrotmded by a high stone wall and an outer barbed-wire fence,
both pierced by big iron gates close to the building. These gates
formed the front entrance to our prison area and were the vital
factor in making my escape feasible. A sentry stood, lounged, or
strolled-according to mood-outside them. But for thirty
seconds some time during the night, he left his post and was busy
opening up the gates and closing them again when the orderlv
officer entered on his rounds to check us in bed. For thirty
IME
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seconds this sentry could not see the end wall of the building. In
four seconds I could slide down a rope from the first floor-but
whether it was possible to cross the yard and negotiate the fence
before he reappeared could only be tried on the night.
Someone, I think the ubiquitous Brian Upton, plaited a rope
from strips oflinen sheeting. Supplies being limited, the minimum
amount to bear my weight was used, and the result was strong
enough but very thin. Evans and I tried it in the stair well one
night after the orderly officer's visit. Wearing gloves, I had no
grip at all and fell· with a dull thud on to the bottom stair. I
walked back, rubbing my stern, and said to Hi!, "The damned
gloves are useless. Can't get a grip. I'll try again without them."
The scars of that second drop are still with me and a most vivid
recollection. Falling too fast and trying to grip harder, the friction burnt my fmgers almost to the bone. Despite anything our
doctors could do, those burns gave me absolute hell for ten days;
quite comparable with bad neuralgia or drilling a live tooth.
Having learned the hard way, we sought out the expert and were
shown the Alpine method of controlling one's descent by sitting
in the rope.
The next problem was how to get out of the building itselfnot an easy matter at all. Corridor windows were barred heavily,
and the Caribs carefully checked all bars by day and by night.
End windows of our rooms had been bricked up inside, leaving
the glass and outer shutters intact. We put a wardrobe against
the most suitable one and waited a month for the Carib reaction.
They checked bars on the other windows of th.is room, which
looked out on to an upper promenade surrounding another
courtyard, but ignored the wardrobe. One evening, w1der cover
of a squeeze-box concert, Hil Evans neatly removed a square of
bricks as tl1e first step, digging out the mortar with h.is muchprized jack-knife.
Taking out the glass called for some fmesse, when one sentry
stood below and a second tramped past only five yards away on
the upper promenade. We solved t!lis as recommended by the
Housebreakers' Union, putting paper smeared with malthaving no glue-over the pane, then gently cracking it ~nd
extracting the fragments. An excellent method, guaranteed ~orse- ·
less though somewhat messy in the dark. The shutter ran m an
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iron frame which could be pushed out, enabling us to reconnoitre the vital area. You can imagine the thrill of peering into
forbidden territory for the first time and watching the sentry
below. When the time came to go, I could also sit on the windowsill jammed up behind the shutter and wait for the drop.
Three other factors directly concerned us-sentries, lights, and
the movements of the orderly officer. I have mentioned tl1e vital
sentry who controlled our entrance gates, and ilie second one on
the upper promenade level with the escape window. The latter
could not see movement down tl1e wall, because our building
projected about twelve feet into the yard. But a third sentry,
responsible for the camp main gate, whose night post was under
the guard-room porch, could see the rope trick if looking that
way and if night visibility was normal. We therefore wanted
rain, snow, or rnist at the time of escape. For two maddening
months that winter, owing to ilie perfect climate, there might be
thick fog or sometimes snow at dusk and dawn, but during tl1e
vital midnight minutes always clear moonlight or starlit skies.
When snow covered everything, the landscape became a beautiful
sparkling fairyland, clear as day and absolutely useless for our
purpose.
The lighting system did not help either. In addition to numerous perimeter lights giving almost continuous local illumination,
there were strong floodlights controlled boili by a master switch
in the main-gate guard-room and also individually by a switch
alongside the local sentry. Orders allowed the sentries to put the
floods on whenever they felt inclined and they did so with
danmable irregularity, particularly if bored or jittered, often
merely to register the fact that they had not fallen asleep. One
flood shone direct on the escape window-a considerable embarrassment during the waiting stage and potential disaster on
D-night.
Tirning also depended on when the Italian orderly officer decided to come inside for the bed-by-bed check. This again depended entlrely on when his Sergeant woke him up, tl1erefore
being hopelessly uncertain. Any minute between midnight and
five o'clock ilie procession suddenly marched out of ilie guardroom and down the yard. I had just one minute, before tl1ey
reached the gates, in which to make the fmal decision to drop
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·off and gamble on the thirty seconds when the sentry was
busy.
The very first night we opened up the window, I crouched on
the sill for over an hour, but the orderly officer failed to appear.
Conditions seemed ideal, good fog, all the sentries happy, no
floodlights. No need to hurry, we decided, plenty more such
opportunities, so I scrambled back with some difficulty, cold and
cramped. In the next two months, despite a nightly watch with
everything ready to go at ten minutes' notice, there never was
a better chance.
Our timing depended on the Rome Express which passed
through Piacenza at 7.25 a.m., according to the time-table, and
went non-stop to Milan Central. Catching that meant a marvellous flying start. Traversing the ten miles to Piacenza was a
local electric train which ran through Ponte d'Olio, only ten
minutes' walk from Campo 29. However, on the early trains so
many daily passengers travelled to work in the city that a stranger
would be most conspicuous. Walking to Piacenza, during the
night, appeared the best answer. Allowing four hours to tramp
ten miles and dodge the local Caribs, the latest I could leave our
hostel was 3.30 a.m. But on many nights the confounded orderly
officer came rmmd too late.
As night after night passed, with Evans and I opening up the
window, peering out-and doing nothing definite, the six
owners of the room became rather brassed-off. Justifiably so really,
because they were certainties for the cells, as accomplices, when
the escape was discovered. Major Jimmy Williamson of Royal
Tanks, whose bed was nearest the hole, had become more heavily
involved. My room was nearly a hundred yards distant, on the
second floor, so after I was nearly intercepted by tl1e orderly
officer rushing back rather late, Jimmy volunteered to sleep in
my bed and let me, or the dummy, stay in his. Even the dummy
was more elaborate because the Italians were suspicious and inclined to pull the bed-clothes off a sleeper who had wrapped up
extra tight. Additional to a rather elaborate "full" face, we used
animated legs for the first time, based on the scheme that, when
the orderly officer shone his torch, someone in the next bed
pulled a string and the dummy straightened its legs. When I
dropped down, Hi! Evans would lower my pack on a strmg, pull
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up the rope, fix the dummy, roughly replace the bricks in the
wall-and dash back to his own virtuous couch. With Jimmy
Williamson sleeping peacefully in my bed, with luck the Italians
would never know I was gone until roll-call next day and possibly
even longer. "The plans of mice and men." Here is what actually
happened.
Spurred on by criticism and heavy betting, and even more by
information that the guard-room sentry was not posted outside
the door, I departed on a clear frosty night-and my luck held.
It was my lucky date-the 13th.
One very lucky break had occurred that afternoon. The
Italians carted snow through the farm gateway, and the lock was
defective. When they finished for the day, the gate was closed
by placing a large stone against it.
For forty long frozen minutes I crouched on the sill. At about
five o'clock, the guard-room door opened with a crash and the
night rounds tramped down the yard. As they passed underneath
Hil Evans pushed me off, and I was away to a flying start. But
not so good: six feet below were electric light wires. I fouled
them and wasted precious seconds kicking clear, then dropped
with a jarring thud; Hil Evans pulled up the rope and lowered
my pack on a string; and my fmgers were so numbed I couldn't
undo the slipknot. The thirty seconds had already gone; no
time now to cross the yard, so I dived round the building, trailing
string, and crouched in the darkest corner below the promenade
-and the top sentry. No challenge or excitement at the guardroom porch-evidently the sentry there was inside. Slamming
the outer gate, the first and vital sentry tramped back along his
beat, turned facing me only five yards away, paused a lifetimeand then marched back again.
I started cat-walking across the yard, but the thin ice over the
ruts cracked like pistol shots and I had to belly-crawl most of the
ten yards up to the beautiful gate. I moved the stone holding it
shut, slid through, put the stone back again and crawled on down
the hne, free atlast but still in view of the promenade sentry. Forty
yards ahead, an early labourer walked across and through the farm
entrance. Muffled up and half-frozen, he saw and heard nothing.
Qmckly changing into my semi-civilian outfit-the sailor's
blue raincoat and home-made cap-I tramped off along the road
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singing and dancing, thumbing my nose to the camp main
entrance in passing. Impossible to describe the tremendous thrill
of that first freedom! Something like taking a stiff fence on a good
horse; or shooting in on a real Pacific swell at Manly or Waikiki;
or dancing with the perfect partner to a hot band-after just
sufficient champagne cocktails.
Before I had gone half a mile, winding round the hills towards
the local railway, all the floodlights flared on at my late asylum,
and the alarm blared out again and again on their funny trumpet.
The champagne feeling died almost stillborn. I was away, but
with a mighty short start. Nor was it possible to travel on the
road; people moving in the farms drove me off cross-country to
flOLmder through muddy puddles sheathed with ice and heapedup snow. Church bells were ringing-tb me, full of the fugitive
feeling, obviously a general alarm.
Going down the last hill to Ponte d'Olio bridge I noticed two
figures on it and promptly decided they were Caribs or a military
patrol. Sooner than risk the crossing, I walked another two miles
along the railway to the next station. Probably all UJmecessary,
although the first train had not passed through, so I was wasting
nothing except energy.
Hanging around the station in the rather chilly dawn, afraid
to go in and buy a ticket, I watched the locals gather for the early
rush to work in Piacenza. When the electric train-three carriages
only-came hurtling in, I joined on the back of the scrum which
was heaving its way into already crowded compartments.
Jammed like sardines, I found myself clinging desperately to an
upright-with a nicely rounded, black-eyed, red-lipped signorina
resting her bosoms on my arm. Nothing could have been better
for taking one's mind off the nightmare of detection. The very
aged conductor fought his way, screaming occasionally, through
the press, and I bought a ticket with magnificent aplomb. It all
went to show that Peter Cheyney, Sapper, and the Crime Club
experts are right when their heroes mentally insulate themselves
against suspicion. For the next twenty minutes my mind was
defmitely not on escaping. Probably just as well too, because, as
we suspected, everyone on board knew everybody else except
me; yet nobody seemed to worry about the stranger very much
in their midst.
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Arriving in Piacenza with only five minutes to catch the mainline train, I dashed across the plaza into the station. Here, however, an unexpected obstacle complicated the race. My money
was very carefully stowed away; so much so, that I had to join
the rapidly lengthening ticket queue and then, on the way up to
the office, carry out some amazing contortions and slitting of
garments. Anyway, the necessary funds emerged on time and my
"secondo classe ritorno Milano Centrale" rang the bell at once.
No papers demanded, no questions asked. That represented a
really stiff obstacle, successfully negotiated.
Ten minutes later the beautiful express roared in; late but not
too late. While I waited on the far platform an officer's party,
armed to the teeth, marched on and proceeded to search the
restaurant, lavatories, and other lurking-places, presumably for
me. Before they worked out far enough, the train had come and
gone.
Another crowded move, this time among the "standing-room
only" section in the corridor. The Italian railways had one sensible
rule, which I strongly recommend; once the seats were filled in
the compartments, everyone else must stand-in the corridors.
The firstcomers thus travelled in comfort without being trodden
on, and the corridors were packed. Those present included two
Italian officers, a sergeant, and two German pilots. They ignored
all the civilians, including me, despite my muddy boots and pack.
Fifty minutes across the fertile, intensively cultivated Po river
flats brought us into Milan Central Station. This had an enormous
glass dome covering twenty end-loading platforms, surrounded
by all the requirements of a modern terminus. I use the past tense
because in July 1943, during the course of three devasting raids
which killed forty thousand Milanese, the R.A.F. dropped a
"block buster" through the dome and flattened it.
Once more I bustled off the train in the thick of the field, to
buy my ticket for the next leg on to the frontier near Como.
Except for a slight misunderstanding of my pronunciation-the
Italians call it Cormo-the machine punched out the necessary
~agic slip without argument. But an unexpected problem now
mtervened. An inquiry, mostly pantomimic on my part, addressed
to an old boy in a fmmy hat who seemed to run trains, produced
the depressing news that the next one for Como left at r 300 hours.
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Despite the lifetime of alarms and excursions experienced since
5 a. m., only four and a half hours had elapsed. With the htmt on
and the certainty of a general warning, even three hours' delay
s1mply pushed me offthe books as a betting proposition. Changing
over to a bicycle or walking the remaliling fifty kilometres did
not appeal, so I decided to fill in the time as profitably as possible
and hope for the best. Once more the main principle was to
smother that htmted feeln1g.
First things first. Over in one corner was a shoeshine, who
removed the mud for five lire, and raised my morale terrifically
because he believed my Croat story, as told in near-German.
Another pantomimic interlude with the old lady in charge of
"gabinettoes" indicated that hot baths were "on tap"-an
excellent means of combining obscurity, time-serving, and
pleasure. Saving that one for future use, I went on a general tour
of the station, really m search of food and drink-especially
drink. Suddenly a large placard caught my eye headed "Treni il
Arrivio", obviously the current schedule of mconling traffic;
equally obviously the adjacent "Treni il Partenza" meant departures. Checking this produced an express leaving at noon for
Switzerland via Como, crossing the border about five kilometres farther on at the town of Chiasso. An hour less waiting
might save me.
Feeling on top of the world again, I walked into the First Class
Restaurant, an enormous room containll1g some thirty clients
and double that number of waiters. Lingering over coffee, an
hour passed. Then lunch appeared for the staff, so I decided eating
had priority over cleanliness and started in to pick a meal from
the menu. Unfortunately "nlinistrone" proved to be merely
watery soup, containing tllin worms of "pasta", a particularly
nasty form of macaroni, which we ate, mostly reluctantly, every
day. Otherwise a reasonable meal was politely and efficiently
served, rounded off with brandy and coffee. Truly the Italians are
admirable waiters.
With half an hour to go, I hustled back on to the platformas my empty train backed u1. This time, being very much in the
first wave, I managed to grab a comer seat. Very nice too. The
next arrival was an Italian Captain, evidently a doctor judging
by his "tape worm and catheter" badges. Forgetting my lowly
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status as a civilian and hoping to discourage curiosity, I said "It's
a good day" in near-German. He looked at me as ifl was a lesser
bacillus caught straying in an operating theatre, and put up h1s
paper, insulating me completely. Our compartment filled up
quickly with civilians and one more officer, all quite harmless.
Off again punctually at noon, for a delightful hour's running
through a green friendly countryside, overlaid by cornflower sky
and bright with spring sunshine. Along the northern skyline
stretched the jagged snow peaks of the Alps, unbroken except
for the gap immediately ahead where three famous lakes make
an accessible frontier. In that gap was freedom, separated by
merely a deer-fence of barbed wire and an unknown system of
guards.
One stop short of Coma, the passports officials came through,
collecting the papers of passengers for Switzerland and at the
same time checking all civilians. I produced my pass in German,
with its imposing stamps, plus return tickets to Piacenza and was
accepted immediately. Another stiff one nicely leapt!
At Coma station I followed the Medica-Captain closely
through the barrier, and so passed the Caribs, who stood by,
watching passengers without actually checking papers. On
emerging into the srreet, the scene was really beautiful. Between
steep, brown, snow-smeared hills, lay an Oxford-blue, mirrorsmooth lake, with closely packed white buildings filling the slopes
leading down to the shore. All very lovely-but my immediate
interest was getting through the town. Somewhere beyond
it the frontier wire ran across those brown ridges.
Quick decisions pay most dividends. An ancient cab with an
incredibly aged horse offered one solution. "Villa D'Este !" I
ordered, climbing in and naming the famous hotel situated three
miles round the lake. "Villa D'Este fermez!" he answered,
shaking his head. "Bene! Villa D'Este srrada!" I came back,
drawing heavily on my Italian vocabulary. He muttered something but whipped up the old horse and off we started. Clopcloppmg through the town I was so conspicuous as to be ahove
suspicion. Queen Victoria driving round a London park with old
Jolm Brown did not attract more attention. Children waiting for
a bus laughed and called out facetious remarks. We duly emerged
on the lakes1de beyond the town. My only desire now was to get
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clear into the hills, but the bitumen road hugged the water's edge,
having either rocky bluffs or high stone walls on the inner side.
No break appeared for nearly two miles, then a valley opened up,
just short of the high ridge which was really my objective. Again
the flat ground was packed tight with stone buildings, but a side
road turned off from the lake and I decided to try that direction.
By this time my interest in the hills had become so apparent to
the cabbv that he knew the answer. I was for the border and he
wanted ;ome pickings out of the trip. He muttered something
about Swiss francs, to which I replied "Va Bene", and on we went.
Row1d the first corner was an open-air cafe where two soldiers in
Alpini hats sat drinking. To me just two more Wop troops, but
much more than that to the driver. Round the next corner, a
narrow lane opened up, leading to steps on the hillside and an
upper road. "Commune of San Josephe" the notice said. Just
exactly what I wanted. I jumped out, grabbed my pack and
offered a fifty-lira note, at least double £1re. He burst into song in
Italian and French on the motif of Swiss francs. I argued for some
time, then produced a second fifty note. As he took it very
grudgingly-round the corner came our two Alpini, rifles at
the ready.
Bulldog Drummond or Lemmie Caution would have seen the
answer in a flash and taken the correct avoiding action. I couldn't
see the solution then-or now. Running up the lane was undignifted-high stone walls simply made an ideal shooting gallery. Besides, my pass seemed the right answer. Greeting them in
German, I produced it on demand. They were not impressed,
partly because they could not read it, mainly because they knew
instinctively I was a wrong-un.
Then the real horror of the situation struck me. These were
Customs Guards-real professional smellers-out, capable of picking a suspect at ftfty yards. No thick-headed Alpini but professional wolves in mountain sheep's clotlling. I had hit the last
fence hard, travelling too fast.
Lack of a passport was sufficient to run me in, so in I went.
The miserable cabby promptly whipped up his aged horse and
disappeared, still clutching my hundred lire. We tramped two
htmdred metres along the street-and there was the frontter
barrier and the deer fence ruruling up the ridge on one stde and
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edo-ing the valley road on the other. Beyond it the cow1tryside
logked exactly the same-white stone houses, terraced vineyards,
freshly sprouting corn. But those farmers cutting timber were
free people, and the solidly built yow1g Swiss soldiers low1ging
round the stable fifty yards away might have been New Zealanders in working kit. Walking round the fence for nearly a mile to
the main customs post at Chiasso was ju~t hell. Two guards and
the nine-foot fence separated me from freedom. In daylight on a
busy thoroughfare, direct action was not on; and they were now
beginning to believe my story.
Experts at headquarters soon settled tlut. The routine search
produced a tiny map in English-which I had never used and
forgotten to destroy-my silver N.Z. identity disc-retained
for sentiment-and a cake of soap marked "Lever Bros". The
last settled my case. Evidently Lord Leverhulme was well known
to the Italian customs, for they seized on it at once. Also soap
was an almost unobtainable luxury.
At this stage, still struggling to put over my Croat identity, I
confessed to a knowledge of American, having been three years
in the States! The reaction was immediate and quite unexpected.
I must be an American parachutist, in mufti, bent on sabotage,
therefore eligible for summary execution. When ilie Commandant started discussing ways and means-or rather ilie best placer hastily gave in and confessed. In five minutes he produced wine
and an armchair in his private office. The routine telegram announcing my escape had arrived an hour earlier, though nobody
expected to see me there so soon, if at all.
That really ends my story. The depressing return is quickly
told. Three personal searches and four interrogations as I was
passed on from one to another filled in the time until 8.30 p.m.
when I was put aboard the train closely guarded by a Carib
officer and two plain-clothes police. "Closely guarded" is an
accurate description, because when I refused handcuffs one of
them clutched my arm every yard of the journey.
We drove through the main gates of Campo 29 at I a.m.
cold, cramped, and most unhappy-to be greeted by the officer
mterpreter and our local Caribs. The former immediately asked
a typical Italian question: "Did you manage to get a woman 1"
The latter were not amused, and gave me a fourth personal
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search, stripped stark naked in a freezing cell. Then the Commandant appeared and said the right things. Bad luck for me but
very glad to see me back; had I been fed? I could sleep in my own
bed, but would probably have to go into the gaol when he
reported next morning. A sportsman and therefore rather rare.
He was dismissed, of course, shortly afterwards.
Next morning my fellow-prisoners could not believe I had
travelled ninety kilometres to the frontier wire in twenty hours
of freedom. At 3 p.m. when I was already recaught at Chiasso,
they watched troops beating the copses round the camp, where
the Italians expected to fmd me hiding.
What happened in Campo 29 after my departure that morning
is worth telling. Hi! Evans worked like greased lightning,
helped by the very excited and delighted room, got the rope in,
closed the shutter, put back the wardrobe, and settled "Dummy
George" complete with string attachment. No time to replace
the bricks, which were neatly stacked under the bed; Hi! put
something in front of them and dashed off to bed with that
glowing feeling of a job very well done. No shooting or screaming down below, so evidently I was away. Meantime the orderly
officer and his entourage tramped their rounds, fortunately
commencing in our wing on the top (my) floor. They passed
Jimmy Williamson sleeping peacefully in my bed, and some
minutes later reached the vital spot. All according to plan; when
the torch turned on "George", his legs moved perfectly. But
some light went under the bed, and the Carib from his angle
farther down the room-saw a corner of brick! A torrent of
Italian, then screams when they shook George and thus discovered him. "Majore Williamson was missing!" "Where?"
"How 1" "Sound the alarm!" Absolute pandemonium. The
Carib found the hole in ten seconds, peered out from it and
deduced that the Majore had gone, because an electric-light wire
was pulled off its bracket. Fair enough. That was their job. Putting the room crew under close arrest, tl1ey left a sentry, who
was unusually intelligent because he recognised and grabbed
Jimmie, as he tried for home base when the alarm rang out.
And here Lady Luck intervened on my behalf. The alarm meant
all officer prisoners must parade immediately in the big dininglull for check. Turned out at such a shockingly early hour,
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grumbling like anything, most fellows went down wrapped in
blankets and coats, with everything on and carrying food, knowing from previous experience they were due for a long harried
session. The m~ority of course hadn't got a clue as to my escape
until the news flashed row1d. Italians show great respect for rank,
even with prisoners. Instead of ordering me out of bed, and without checking a second time that I was there, they placed a sentry
in the corridor and left me presumably asleep. Having collected
Williamson after five or six cow1ts down below they found
the tally correct. Not until 7 a.m., two hours after my morning
departure, did someone think oflooking in my room, and then
the excitement frothed up again to an all-time high. Suddenly
the interpreter rushed into the dining-room and screamed to
"Fairy" Foote, who was then staff officer to the S.B.O., "Where
is Brigadier Clifton 1 Where have you hidden him 1'~ and Foote
called out, "Look rotmd, chaps, and see if Brigadier Cli.fton is
here anywhere 1" And everyone peered under tables and into
corners and bellowed back, "No! Not here!"
Poor old Commandante. He must have had a hell of a morning.
Not knowing exactly when I'd escaped, although the wire
marked the spot and was confirmed by marks in the snow (more
screaming over tl1e gate fastening), they put all sentries on the
beat concerned tmder close arrest. The tumult and shouting
gradually died down, only to flare up at intervals as the countryside zealously reported imaginary Cliftons slinking here and
there. Most of the afternoon the camp had grandstand seats of
"Operation Copsebeating" by masses of imported troops. Then
back I can1e, having at least had a run for the Escape Committee's
money.
Nevertheless, luck is the first and vital requirement in making
a successful escape. One needs just one hundred per cent luck
all the way. Easy enough afterwards to see where things were
wrong; always easy to ride tl1e course after the race is over.
But an esca~er, like a cross-county rider, must have good fortw1e
as w~ll as judgment and quick decison if he is to "return to
duty .
Only a month later the other two New Zealand Brigadiers
held m Italy followed the same technique on almost the same
course-and got across safely. They were helped to some extent
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by receiving information of my run in the cotmtry, particularly how to travel by train and where to try the frontier wire.
So my attempt was not altogether wasted.
However, I spent that month in the cells, having received
"thirty days' solitary", the usual, and maximum, sentence
allowed under the Geneva Convention.
I filled in time quite comfortably, reading, pacing the old cell
and swotting, even doing needlework. Books always were the
main comfort when in solitary, taking one's mind out and away.
George Fanshawe loaned his three most treasured volumes-the
New Testament, The Virgirzian by Owen Wister, and Riding
Recollections by Whyte Melville. All very satisfying at any time.
The last one produced the remark on my recent escape-"It's
always easy to ride the course after the .race is over". Then on
my twenty-eighth day the axe fell. In came an interpreter with
orders for me to pack and be ready to depart in four hours; my
destination ?-Gavi or Campo Cinque, the Hell Camp of Italy!
Just to be really difficult, a Carib stood by while I collected my
scanty belongings-and locked me up again until the hour came
to say farewell. One bright spot. The Mess Committee, headed
by Colonel Duncan, insisted on giving me much more than a
fair share of the reserve Red Cross food, and this included items
from the luxury New Zealand parcels, such as lamb and green
peas, sheep's tongues, honey, and butter. Wherever I fetched up,
such treasure trove ensured a warm welcome, particularly from
fellow-Kiwis.

H.H.-10
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CHAPTER XVIII

CAMPO s"THE HELL CAMP" OF GA VI

T

REKKING on to Gavi involved wandering circuitously
round Northern Italy, because my next abode was a
medieval fortress on a hilltop twenty miles north-west of
Genoa. The journey proved an uneventful one.
In the last light of a cold March afternoon, we climbed six
hundred feet by a narrow winding road to the dominating
fortress, which crowned the hill above the close-packed huddle
of Gavi village. Constructed in the fourteenth century as one of
the outer ring of defences protecting the back door of the
Genoese Republic, it took the form of terraces built on or jutting
from the solid rock, each terrace being edged with very thick
masonry walls. From a distance the general effect was a layered
wedding-cake slightly lopsided. Everything combined to make a
formidable stronghold wherein security always had priority over
comfort. From the days when the need disappeared for manning
it as a fortress, Gavi made an admirable prison. Throughout the
centuries it had built up two traditions-never taken by assault
and no escapes. The latter record was beaten in our time by
successfully engineering a break-out which exceeded all other
attempts of both wars for hard work, sheer determination, and
detailed team work. The story has been told in part, but is worth
while repeating in full. I shall come to it in due season. Incidentally, the other boast of never falling to assault depended on
its early surrender to successive besiegers before they could
mount an assault. Local tradition had it that in Nelson's day, one
of his naval captains rode up that winding track wearing sword
and cocked hat to take the surrender!
Overshadowed by towering masonry walls, I walked down a
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dank, dark tunnelled entrance, through big iron-faced doors, and
into the reception wom for yet another Carib search. Knowing
how ngowus Gav1would be, I had nothing worth hiding, unlike an earher arnval belonging to Royal Tanks. "Stump"
Gibbon stands six and a half feet in his socks, and is built to scale;
Irish, and a sheer joy; also a rabid escaper, whose full story should
be told. Coming on as a Gavi guest after one forlorn attempt,
"Stump" carried a much-prized and most valuable prismatic
compass. Carefully padded, it was shmg in his crutch by cord
round the waist, and covered with ankle-length underwear.
When it came to the personal search, M~or Gibbon took offh.is
battle-dress blouse and dropped the trousers on tl1e floor, standing
there in his close-fitting long underpants. The Carib, kneeling
down examining "Stump's" boots, ran a questing hand up to the
crutch; and a look of incredulous admiration swept over his
face. "Molto bene! Molto bene!!" he murmured-and searched
elsewhere.
Having satisfactorily completed my examination, I joined the
three hundred other inmates-a wonderful hotchpotch of
personalities, nationalities, and all three fighting services. All, or
almost all, were escapers, submariners, or commando types, very
"pericoloso" to use the Italian term. The Army predominated,
although both Navy and Air had strong teams.
More competent pens than mine have described life at Gavi
and paid tribute to its great spirit and excellent team work.
Anything recorded here is incidental to my own story. On
entering the lower courtyard, I was met by Lieut.-Colonel Ken
Fraser, who was the Senior British Officer for the vital first nine
months. An old friend of mine, who had commanded N.Z. 5th
Field Regiment in England, Greece, and Western Desert, he was
captured at Sidi Azeiz with Jim Hargest. Quiet, shrewd, and a
sound psychologist with a grand sense of humour, Ken persuaded,
cajoled, or laughed the potentially discordant individuals into
willing co-operation.
Life in Campo 5 was bearable and ran smoothly largely because
Ken Fraser and his carefully picked team administered everything
cheerfully, fairly, and efficiently. The senior sailor was Commander Ken Williamson. "Wingco" Barney Kiely headed th~
airmen; a fiery, energetic little man with terrific drive and a quick
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Irish wit. Potentially up to the "Bomber" Harris or "Pathfmder"
Bennett standard, he was lost quite early in Western Desert.
Again tbe luck of survival. Both Ken and Barney were Regulars,
of substantial pre-war seniority. Botb gave most loyal and
thorough support to Ken Fraser, a Territorial and war soldier
only. That was typical of Gavi; a place one was and always can
be proud of.
The area of the fortress occupied by us comprised two small
irregular courtyards closed by iron grilles and enormous doors.
The lower one could be described as the main layer or level of the
fortress. The upper courtyard approached by a steep winding
bricked ramp was one hundred feet higher. Above this, tbe upper
ramparts crowning the whole castle were out of bounds to
prisoners, who lived in gloomy stone rooms, or cells, surrounding
the courtyards.
Outside the main fortress wall, a lower terrace was crammed
witb huts in which four hundred guards lived tmder overcrowded
conditions not much better than our own. As usual, the Carabinieri had the best accommodation, which was only to be expected when they controlled the camp tmder a Carabinieri
Colonel. Known to us as "Joe Grapes", Colonel Moscatelli was
an outstanding Italian in physique, almost on Major Gibbon's
scale. Also he was right on tl1e ball. His police strolled around at
all hours, prying into every activity, helped by spy-holes in tbe
cell doors, through which tl1ey could check up, unexpectedly, on
tbe inmates. Such constant surveillance combined with pinpricking restrictions to irritate everyone beyond endurance. Add
tbe depression engendered by prison life in crowded quarters,
and more tban anything lack of space for exercise-all quite
enough to push weaker members off mental balance. That
happened once or twice in camps having better facilities yet
lacking the Gavi spirit. Men witb free minds, courage, and a sense
of humour will dominate any adverse circumstances.
By some irony ofltalian organisation, Campo 5 possessed good
sports gear but mighty few facilities or opportunities to use it.
The lower courtyard was concrete, in size probably two-thirds of
a tennis court; the upper one had less space and was cobbled. Down
below, we played basket-ball by local rules, using a child's soccer
ball, because anything bigger would have filled tbe darned place.
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The upper pitch was reserved for volley ball, again very much
under local rules and rather affected by local hazards due to
cobbles, sentry posts, and latrines. Both pitches operated at top
speed, continuously from daylight to dusk; not after breakfast
w1til tea, but from first light until darkness stopped play. Organised by an excellent and most energetic Sports Committee, on a
strict roster so that every fit man had a minimum of one game
every day, there were league games which roused terrific competition, and led to much gambling, including highly organised
bookmakers. Our sports casualty rate at Gavi was on battle
standards. Nobody cared two hoots, least of all our saw-bones,
Bill Gray, a Kiwi, little Doe Vaughan, D.C.M., I.M.S., ofFourili
Indian Division, and Stupell, an excellent London surgeon (who
escaped and was killed working for Marshal Tito).
There was a walk at fairly frequent intervals, strictly limited to
twelve or fourteen prisoners accompanied by an equal number
of guards! Twelve into three hundred did not go very well, and
we averaged out at one walk each month. Neither tl1e S.B.O.Fraser or myself-nor the Swiss "Protecting Power" visiting
delegation could persuade Joe Grapes to increase the number of
walkers; nor would he vary the course, which went up ilie valley
road to a certain bridge, and back, always in sight of ilie sentries
on the fortress walls. No chance whatever to escape under such
conditions; not a iliousand-to-one chance even if someone ran
for it and risked the shooting. Yet, an individual attempt by
Reynolds, Rhodesian airman, very nearly succeeded. It is worth
telling.
As part of the standard routine, ilie walkers rested for ten
minutes on the stone bridge, with guards at each end. Useless
jumping over a thirty-foot drop on to the gravel river-bed crisscrossed by a trickle of mountain creek. In the centre the bridge
widened out into bays or embrasures, and lying in one of them
were several full sacks, dumped by ilie local road-repair gang.
Idly examining iliem Reynolds realised iliat ilie same type of sack
came into camp, and the sentries could not see them if properly
screened. Most important of all, ilie Italians did not bother to
count heads before starting back, and we were allowed to straggle
like Brown's cows. Demonstrating before tl1e Escape Committee, Reynolds doubled up in the bag in ten seconds and his
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"buddy" £1stened it. The proper wording could easily be printed
on the sack; and a dummy rw1 next day proved that the walk
could go out short without comment and come back equally
mmoticed.
H.is plot was approved and all possible help turned on. Everything went perfectly. Reynolds was left lying in the bag, and
the party straggled back. And the last sentry, without a clue,
idly kicked a bag in passing! It was alive! He screamed hysterically,
automatically dropped his bayonet point to stab, but was soothed
and stopped by the "buddy", who spoke good Italian and was
there, as a precaution. Bad luck 1 Just dai1U1ed bad luck. Reynolds
did his thirty days; the show went on. No more sacks came inside.
George Millar has paid eloquent tribute to Tag Pritchard,
Welch Fusilier and pioneer paratrooper, who was in charge of.
and looked after, our British orderlies. May I endorse every word
of Homed Pigeon on this subject. Tag is the best type of British
regimental officer, and his men will always respond, cheerfully,
to their full limit. Following his example, our "other ranks"
worked, and played, in the team. This fact led, directly, to The
Escape which broke Gavi' s record and shook the Italians to their
elastic-sided boots.
The orderlies lived in cells built into the main outer wall,
slightly below the level of our bottom courtyard. Two observant
lads, one a leading seaman, the other an 8th Hussar, both keen
escapers, discovered tJ,at part of their end wall was hollow;
through Tag they reported this most interesting fact to the
Escape Committee. Led by "Buck" Palm, six officers, living on
that level, grabbed eagerly at the chance of investigating; it
might connect witl1 tl1e magical escape route-a tunnel reputed
to lead down to Gavi itsel£ Palm was a South Africa fighter
pilot, of Homeric build, comparable to Johnny Weismuller,
and having all the guts in the world. Terrific strength and iron
determination, plus the training of a mining engineer; the perfect
answer for the difficult task allead. They commenced operations
by cutting a hole near the ceiling on top of a small ledge. Astute,
careful stooging, helped by a skilfully camouflaged cover, kept
the entrance concealed from the daily Carib inspection for nearly
eight months. An outstanding feat, which only Gavi types will
appreciate, knowing how thorough those daily searches could be.
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One factor helped. Not even the Italians knew what lay beyond
the wall.
The hole opened up a shaft about four feet in diameter, which
disappeared into the bowels of the fortress . Dropped stones indicated water- a long way down. Pushed through and lowered on
an improvised rope, an officer descended fifty feet into a huge
cistern, built to hold the main water supply, but only filled waist
deep at the time of entry. Standing in the centre, a rusty iron
ladder, originally going up the shaft, had broken off short.
Our rather scanty evidence indicated that the village tmmel
probably opened into dtmgeons or store-rooms adjacent to the
cistern. The party decided to hack, or more accurately, scratch,
through the cemented masonry, hoping to reach this ready-made
escape route-the Mecca of many schemes. Tools were extremely
primitive-table-knives, short pieces of iron bar, best of all an old
cart axle discovered in the cistern. Palm could swing this effectively
as a battering ram, but nobody else could wield it unaided. Very
hard work for two months achieved about six feet penetration
through the tough lining. Then heavy rain fell. Next night the
water level had risen twenty feet, drowning that backbreaking
initial ·effort.
Undeterred by this bad luck, the party decided to start again
on the rim of the cistern, a ledge perhaps two feet wide. After
innumerable attempts an improvised grapnel, swtmg from the
iron ladder, hooked the rim sufficiently for the lightest member
to swarm up after swimming across. Working in darkness, which
must be experienced to be appreciated, or by the feeble light of a
tiny grease lamp, they rigged a corner platform, reached by
swimming across and climbing a knotted rope. Sometimes during
those winter months, when snow softly mantled the surrounding
country, a thin film of ice formed. Cold, miserable work, depressingly slow-yet they persevered with the new tmmel.
When substantial progress failed to reach anything but more
rock, Buck decided to turn at right angles and drive out through
thirty feet of main wall of solid masonry, a colossal task for halffrozen workers with such pathetic tools. By careful survey they
planned to emerge on the roof of the main building butting up
against the wall on the next terrace. Appropriately enough, it
housed the Carabinieri, our professional snoopers and worst
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enemies. Thirty feet of really solid rock, properly bonded. One
block was big enough to fill the full tmmel face; it was split by
heating with fire and chilling with water; that alone required
three weeks' work and a special ration from our scanty fuel stock.
Nearly seven months after opening up the shaft, scratching at a
joint broke through to daylight-and the escape plot became a
feasible proposition. The crew had three lucky breaks on tlus
particular job; extracted rock went into the cistern-the biggest
problem of every tUIUlel-noise could not be heard by anyone
who mattered, while the smoke disappeared somewhere quite
innocuously. Even witl1 this help, the sheer guts of these men,
always including the two orderlies, is something to marvel at and
be proud of. Imagine turning out every available winter's night,
swimming across the black, icy dead water, climbing up cold and
dripping, then sweating blood dinting or scraping at the stubborn
rock-and freezing in between shifts. One night the last man
missed the ladder, to swim ronnd alone in that blackness for
twenty minutes before he bumped into the lovely old thing. The
others had emerged, and some alarm kept them from returning
to his aid.
At long last they could see daylight, and at this stage the Escape
Committee took charge. Balancing up the complicated factors
of concealing the plot inside our area and the gamble of discovery
after leaving the tunnel, they decided on a maximum party of
twelve. This included Colonel David Stirling, recently captured
in Tunis and at that date-March 1943-the most valuable
prisoner held by Italians. David' s speciality was night raids on
Axis airfields, out of the limitless desert and guided by L.R.D.G.
Patrols. Put into the bag during a reconnaissance behind the
enemy lines, he had a formidable record of aircraft destroyed on
the grom1d while at the same time "freezing" thousands of Axis
troops as aerodrome guards. With the ready consent of the
workers, Stirling was immediately included in the escaping
twelve, despite having done nothing to help the scheme, entirely
because of his value back in tl1e battle. Two others teamed up
with him; Alisdair Cramm, R.A., an expert monntaineer who
knew the Alpine passes nearest to Gavi, and Jack Pringle of 8th
Hussars, an expert linguist in both Italian and German, who
could easily pass as a local inhabitant. To help this particular
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party, opening up the ttmnel was delayed Lmtil early April, when
the Alpine passes should be reasonably clear of snow.
Nor was that the only co-operative effort. Chances of fmally
escaping depended directly on the order of departure. Of course,
Buck led, and therefore, deservedly, should get clear. Having
worked harder than galley slaves on the actual tunnelling, the
two orderlies who discovered the shaft now volunteered to go
last in the party, thus seriously jeopardising their chances of
freedom "because the officers would be more valuable". Selfsacriftce of the best kind, typical of Campo 5·
On a stormy night in early April, Buck Palm carefully opened
the outer face of the tunnel; very carefully because the last stones
must be replaceable as near normal as possible. Against the wall,
across the roof of the Carib quarters was a mass of barbed wire,
placed there to discourage any madman from sawing through the
barred upper windows to drop sixty feet on a rope. Coping with
the wire had been foreseen. Jack Pringle worked for three months
on one particular Italian soldier to obtain an aged pair of pliers.
Nobody else ever approached that man; Jack alone talked to,
bribed, and ultimately coerced him-in the end, successfully.
Buck grabbed the first wire. There was a blue flash-he was
dragged back singed and unconscious, suffering from severe
electric shock. You can imagine the terrific task of bringing that
big heavy body back through the ttmnel, through the water, up
that iron ladder and, eventually, into our camp hospital. At first,
it appeared as if the Wops had worked a fast one by putting in
live wires, but further investigation found incoming lighting
leads shorting intermittently on to the barbed wire. Not being
able to point this fact out to the owners, the necessary repairs
were made by our expert.
Four nights later, the roof was cleared sufficiently, all ready to
go. Now came the big problem of stooging. Gavi followed
normal procedure by holding morning and evening roll-calls and
the night check-in-bed. The latter, being a Carib responsibility,
was very thorough, although officers received closer examination
than the orderlies. Substituting ten of the men in the beds of ten
departing officers proved relatively easy, and replacing orderlies
with dummies required some labour and ingenuity. Put so
briefly, the scheme sounds quite simple. In fact, owmg to the
H.H.-10*
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layout of cells and restrictions on night movement across the
yard, the task was very tricky indeed. We had an excellent stage
manager in Lieutenant-Commander Pope, R.N., who controlled
about sixty men living round the lower courtyard and cast for
major or minor roles. Up above, on our level, not more than six
responsible people knew what was happening, and when; for
securiry reasons, the less known the better. Canbs had an uncanny abiliry for "smelling-out" trouble.
Shortly before midnight, twelve fully-equipped escapers in
order of departure crawled down the tunnel, led by Palm. He
opened up the Exit and peered out, into the light of a half-moon.
An overcast sky, promising rain, had cleared too early. Two
sentries could look down on the roof if they felt so inclined or
became suspicious. Given a bright night, the plot was not on.
Very reluctantly Buck ordered the withdrawal, and Pope, the
sailor stage manager, achieved the miracle of getting everyone
and everything back under cover without the Italians having the
faintest inkling of what we were doing.
Ten nights passed before reasonably bad weather gave another
opportuniry. A most anxious period witl1 so many people now
aware of events that the atmosphere could not be normal. Once
again Ken Fraser kept the camp reasonably calm, and the W ops
failed to sense trouble. Tllis time the leaders got away to a good
start.
On emerging from the tunnel, they crawled through the wire
and along the police roof, dropped on to a stone wall, along it for
a few feet, and thus reached the terrace where the guards lived.
Creeping between the huts, a distance of forry yards at most,
brought them to the outer wall. Here another twenty-foot drop
was required on to the very steep hillside. A blanket rope was
taken along for tllis fmal phase. Once on the hillside they were
free-of the prison but still faced with the task of leaving Italy;
and for every escape there could only be one objective-return
to duty.
Headed by the stalwart Buck, four South African officers, two
pilots and two infantry, reached the hillside and disappeared into
the friendly night. No. 5 was Alisdair Cramm, our mountaineergunner. As he swung out over the wall, the damned rope broke.
Craslling on to the rocks he cracked several ribs; but Alisdair
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could still walk, and when the alarm went he started for Switzerland. Four days later, rather part-worn yet still travelling, the
Canbs piCked him up. Brought back to our fortress, the Brigadieri
(Corporal) took him into a cell, alone, knocked him down and
kicked the broken ribs. Typically Italian methods and an adequate
explanation of why most ex-Ps.o. W. regard them as the lowest
known form of human life.
Sixth in the party came Jack Pringle of 8th Hussars our superlinguist. Seventh was David Stirling, the most conspicuous officer
in Campo 5-six feet seven inches in height and built to scale.
Jack was waiting to follow Cramm down the rope when it
broke. At the same time, David Stirling, who was creeping
cautiously between the huts, met disaster in the form of an undersized Italian who came round the corner, presumably m route to
the latrines. David gave an immediate, convincing demonstration
of a dnmk being sick, but he was too big and the Wop screamed
hysterically, then shot away like a rocketing pheasant, yelling for
the guard. Within seconds, the siren and bugler wailed the alarm
-and pandemonium broke out everywhere. Dozens of yelling,
screaming guards poured on to the terrace engulfing most of the
escapers; someone was spotted on the police roof and the last
men waiting in the tunnel were trapped there. Fortunately the
m.ix-up was too intimate for any shooting, but Peter Medd, one
of our flying sailors, had his face slashed open by a pistol
barrel and an orderly was knocked unconscious with a rifle butt.
Stirling, trying to reach the outer wall through the hysterical
mob, could not conceal his height and was finally dragged down
by a dozen Wops. In due course Joe Grapes appeared, screamed
imprecations and slapped David' s face while the Caribs held him.
Probably a sharper retort in the form of a pistol bullet would
have been forthcoming if the frenzied Commandant had understood Stirling's remarks. When the alarm went, Jack Pringle
risked the twenty-foot drop, rolled down the steep hillside among
the bushes, and slipped away, somewhat battered yet intact. It
was long after midnight before the tumult and the screaming
died, while the Captains and Colonel departed-to cells. Nevertheless, a marvellous night for all of us. After all, half an escape
was better than none.
No accotmt ofGavi's one big party would be complete which
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omitted the vicissitudes of the si.." who got clear, and had at least
a nm in the country. Paterson, one of the South Africans,
intended to travel by rail, but changed his mind when the alarm
rang out so early. He walked for two days ru1til discovered by a
shepherd's dog while asleep in a ditch. Walking as planned, crosscountry at night, Palm and his two companions made steady
progress towards Switzerland. Friendly peasants sheltered them
in a farm for at least one day, but their luck ran out after four
nights. Not knowing the air-raid warning was on, nor that t!lis
ordered everyone to remain indoors, they bumped head-on into
a Carib patrol wllile traversing a sunken lane, and were arrested,
as Italians outside during forbidden hours.
Because ofllis linguistic ability Jack Pringle made the longest,
most successful run. Hiding among the woods wllich covered
some of the neighbouring llills for three days until tl1e first hue
and cry subsided, he caught a train the wrong way, south to
Genoa. Appreciating that the best place to expend time was in
church, Jack hailed a taxi and ordered "Drive me to the
Cathedral". The driver hesitated, was ordered peremptorily to
get a move on, and drove row1d three blocks. Pointing to a mass
of rubble rather than a battered church, he said, "That was the
Cathedral w1til the blank English hit it with a big bomb".
That eve1ling Jack caught another train going north to Lake
Maggiore which, like Como, lies astride the Swiss border.
Sitting beside him was an attractive Italian wench, who became
most interested in stories of Paris; so interested, that on arrival at
the lake station about nlidnight, she suggested sharing her flat.
Jack put such charming temptation firmly aside-and disappeared
in the night and rain towards Switzerland. At ten o'clock next
morning, a Carib cyclist patrol picked llim up, within sight of the
frontier, tramping along the lakeside road, trapped between sheer
rock and water.
The usual aftermath of any escape in Italy disturbed our orderly
monastic life for at least a fortnight. The spate of visitors arrived
from various headquarters who, in many cases, crawled through
the tunnel to see the incredible effort for themselves. In fact, regarded as so incredible that Colonello Moscatelli and Ius Carib
sleuths got off scot-free; a most unusual sequel to such a party
which normally meant a sacked Commandant at the very least.
2.88
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We knew the fate of the first five quite early; but as day followed
day without any news of Pringle our hopes rose, only to be
dashed when he also tramped back up the ramp, to disappear
into the "cooler" for thirry days.
My name came next on the Escape Committee's list. Soon after
reaching Gavi, I had registered a one-man, over-the-roofs plot,
receiving somewhat reluctant permission to try ; but only after
the big attempt: That had prioriry over everything. When it
failed, my plot received the green light, although conditions had
worsened owing to increased flood-lighting and to the sentries
being very jumpy.
My plot started from the fact that I shared the highest attic in
the fortress with Ken Fraser. Our window looked out over a
lovely sweep of valley encircled by high tree-clad hills-with a
forty-foot drop on to the ramp. Given no interference by three
sentries who could see and shoot at the area, it was physically
possible to climb from the window on to a short sloping roof,
which merged into the roof of our main living-quarters enclosing
one side of the upper courtyard. At the far end this roof was level
with and joined to the upper ramparts-all, of course, very much
out ofbotmds. Barbed wire, lights, and a sentry complicated both
the problem of getting off the roof and sliding down the main
ramparts, which the experts estimated were sixty feet high at the
most accessible point. We worked on conjecture because no
prisoner had seen that particular face of the fortress. To cope with
all contingencies, Brian Upton, who had followed me from
Veano, plaited a hundred and twenty feet of rope from three
sheets, strong enough when doubled to take my weight. I also
had a grey blanket designed as a camouflage cover for use on the
roof or the terrace. Add escape clothes to this equipment, and
my load became too bulky for quick movement.
I made the attempt on a grand foggy night; so foggy that we
could not see the nearest sentry on the ramparts twenry yards
away. Screened from him by opening half our shutter at right
angles to the wall, I clung to the other half while Ken pushed it
back until I sat on the -edge of the roof- in a rather delicate
situation due to loose chunks of rock used to hold down the tiles.
Imagine my horror on realising that one floodlight partly
illuminated me, knowing two sentries lower down, in the fog,
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miaht be watchina that particular beam. Probably I tried to
scr~mble up the rogf too quickly and made a noise; my coils and
coils of rope caught in loose tiles, greatly impeding progress.
Half-way up, six feet to shelter-a rifle crashed out and the
bullet screamed past. Before the sentry, twenty yards away, could
fire again I was over the ridge; but he fired four more rounds
after me, which merely accelerated the flap and were answered
by frightened yells of" Niente fuoco !"-"Don't fire!" -from the
rampart sentry at the other end of my roof.
As the plot depended utterly on crawling off the main roof
undetected, I was stranded tl1ere until the first frenzy died down.
To appear anywhere would draw a hail of bullets from our
gallant gaolers. Believe me iliat is no exaggeration. The SergeantInterpreter rushed up and down the courtyard screaming, "Kill
him! Kill him! Shoot him wiili your revolver". Fortunately, I
found, rmming down the roof jttnction, a shallow gully where
neither light nor shooting could reach me. After thirty long
minutes, a very frightened Italian private crawled up the roof
from my window, clutching his loaded rifle. I was equally
afraid-iliat he might shoot on sight. He was scared stiff of
slipping, or being pushed, off the tiles; and there was nothing to
prevent a hundred-foot drop to behind the lower courtyard. I
called out " Feriti!"-"Wonnded"-and that gave him sufficient
courage not to shoot. Still equally frightened, we slid very
gingerly down the roof and clambered back through the window,
not much ilie worse for wear.
· A welcoming party of a dozen officers and N.C.O.s hustled me
off for search and cells. Their earlier arrival in our turret room was
described by Ken Fraser, who was sound asleep when they flooded
up ilie stairs and dragged him out of bed. A frightful argument
then broke out to decide who was the junior N.C.O. Why the
argument? Because the junior must go out and collect me!
In the midst of it, one silly private soldier shambled up the
stam. The whole party promptly grabbed him and out he came,
as my retriever.
Bad luck once more. In the fog we could not see the nearest
sentry. By sheer blind chance he was over at the outer wall,
talking to the Guard Commander. From there, iliey could see
the fmt roof slope; from the normal stance at his sentry-box five
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yards away our shutter and a jutting corner blo.cked that particular v1ew. So the fog wrecked me. Incidentally, many of the
crew thought I was mad to consider descending the ramparts
"sight unseen"; when we inspected the site, later on, the scheme
was perfectly feasible-provided one cleared the roof in peace.
I spent the remainder of a rather depressing night being searched,
questioned, then into the "Generals" cell for another thirty days.
Ken Fraser received seven days' confmement to our room for
"aiding and abetting", although we both swore he was sound
asleep when the madness took me. Our beautiful window, with
its uplifting panorama of green patchwork valley and rolling
wooded hills, was closed by a frightful old iron grille, giving
"home" the real prison atmosphere. Gavi gradually settled down
to normal routine; the next escape plot got down to hard work,
with equally unsuccessful results; I read Wodehouse, meditated
in solitary tranquillity-and took the door off the cell, just for
practice.
Evidently the cell door had needed new hinges, which, in
typically Italian style, were fastened by ordinary wood screws, on
the inside of the door. Rubbing my table knife on the stone floor
squared the end into a reasonably efficient screw-driver if carefully used. Initially for amusement, I spent a week removing the
screws, greasing them with margarine, and putting the hinges
back again. Two heavy impressive bolts on the outside, secured
by padlocks, completed the fastenings, but, when unhinged, the
massive door could be worked sideways until the bolt heads came
clear of the sockets. First time off, the whole thing nearly fell on
me and I had a real struggle getting it back single-handed. Then
the possibilities of the situation dawned on me. When the local
air-raid warning moaned like an asthmatic banshee-more frequently now that Genoa, Milan, and Turin were being beaten
up-all perimeter and other floodlights went out, and extra
sentries took post. For five or six minutes guards and Carabnuen
rushed about, knowing all prisoners were safely locked up m the
two courtyards. Having opened the door, during the blackout I
had limited freedom, certainly down the ramp. And from the
foot of the ramp a narrow passage between the lower buildings
and the rock face led to an outwork of the fortress. At two points
on this bastion, between sentry posts, clambering over the outer
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wall was feasible, despite barbed wire; the outer drop might be
fifteen feet, no more. We suspected one point was used by the
"soldati" when going absent without leave or to meet girl
friends for a quick embrace. Practising every night, I could take
the cell door off in ninety-five seconds. In desert boots and darkness, the rampart sentry would never have a clue. By moving
really £1st, I could get down the ramp and into the passage before
the extra guards stamped in.
Everything ready, including twenty feet of rope smuggled in,
I waited ftfteen successive nights for an air-raid, which was
always timed between I I p.m. and 2 a.m. Every night, I waited
with half the screws loosened, ready to go. On the sixteenth day,
my thirty-day sentence ended, so I tightened up the hinges for
the last time and returned to Ken Fraser in our barred-up room.
Four nights later, a raid on Genoa provided the perfect setting
for my plan. No luck, nohow.
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marched on through a hot summer. By early September 1943 , everything pointed to our quick release,
following an Armistice with Italy. Never was there a better
use of that old Scots sayu1g "The plans of mice and men gang
aft agley". Not for the first or last time the Germans threw a
few nasty spanners in the works.
Everything combined to lead prisoners-of-war up the garden
path. Bogus news came in of British landings at Genoa, Naples,
and even Venice ; of German withdrawal movements; of brave
Italian troops fighting their late Allies. All a Wop combuution
of wishful thinking and hot air. Our opuuon of the whole nushandled affair is of course completely biased, because our situation was affected by orders to stay put and await contact. A
danmed silly order from someone who had no clues on the
internal state of Italy, and a dangerous order too w luch caused
much grief. First authentic news that the Arnustice had been
signed reached us about 7.30 p.m., when some of the Italians
came in, dancing and singing, wantu1g to kiss their new Allies.
Various plans had been made ready for this development-the
Arnlistice not the fraternisation. One, already discussed with and
agreed to by the Commandant, sent me hot-foot to Genoa, with
the object of speeding up the departure of our very mixed and
potentially explosive community. That nught be called the
optimum plan, which suited everyone. Also, Joe Grapes gave me
his word that we would receive early warning if Germans were
taking over the camp. Moscatelli double-crossed us completely.
Another plan, not discussed with the Commandant but worked
out in full detail, involved taking the fortress by force from the
Italian sentries on duty. It was tricky, but perfectly feasible with
IME
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the assaulting material available and very willing. The nncertain
factor was collecting the guards outside the confOLmded stronghold, although we reckoned on discouraging them by shooting.
Not the plot to adopt except as the last resource.
Immediately the news came in, I called a meeting of my Camp
Committee. Control by the Italians had relaxed a great deal, and
we could have taken over internally by forcing the issue. Unfortunately there seemed no purpose in such decisive and immediate action. Everyone agreed it was better to wait tmtilnext
morning. Having arranged the vital matter of drawing our mess
reserve of bacon and tinned eggs for a "bash" breakfast, everyone
turned in to dream of early freedom.
Shortly after 6 a.m. we were awakened by several shots. A
German veterinary unit had camped in Gavi village some days
earlier, and the first rumour claimed they had fired at our guards
in self-defence and were posting protective pickets. Before our
super breakfast appeared the horrid truth became apparent; the
Germans had surrounded the fortress and our perfectly good
Colonel of Carabinieri had maintained tradition by surrendering
without resistance. Danmed annoyed, and depending on the
rumoured landing at Genoa, only thirty miles away, m y
youngsters wanted to seize the fortress and fight the Boche.
There were no signs of any amphibious or air-borne operation
within sight, and I frankly got cold feet and refused to play.
Besides, it was an entirely different situation from tackling the
Italians. Of course nobody landed anywhere near Genoa, and the
Germans in their frame of mind then would have shot every
prisoner they recaptured. Thus Gavi surrendered to a SergeantMajor of the Veterinary Corps, and we came under Nazi direct
control. Altogether a most unhappy affair.
Later, on that first distressful day, German in£~ntry tramped in
and carefully monnted sentries wherever Italians had stood on
guard. In typically Teutonic style they had reconnoitred the fortress four days earlier and knew exactly how to hold it. Two
mistakes near! y let us out. The expert Carabinieri, who knew
every crevice and all the answers, were treated like the ordinary
Soldati, either kicked out-literally-or put on kitchen and
sanitary fatigues; also the new sentries did not know why certain
special posts were manned, thus allowing our numelling acti-
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vities to go on under their noses or more correctly under their
feet. Once the first bout of despondency wore off, all escaping
schemes jumped into full production.
This time we knew where to go. One of the Caribs going off
duty for the last time tapped a wall which we knew was the disused latrine in the upper compound, and said, "Go through there
and you'll find the tunnel!" We checked this by another lucky
break when the Boche sentries let us on to the upper rampartS,
which had always been very definitely" out ofbounds". Someone
walked up the steps, through the forbidden gate-and got away
with it. The news went rotmd like lightning, and by the time the
Escape Committee clamped on control, half the prisoners were
strolling round admiring the view, craning over tl1e ramparts
and hurriedly inspecting the entrance to one of the fortress
ttmnels. Going down steps led to a turn where it disappeared
steeply into the rock, backing up against the old latrine and also
against our living-quarters in the upper courtyard. No wonder
the Caribs had always been so sensitive about that particular
area! The problem was, however, complicated by more iron
grilles, a single one at the foot of the steps and a double one,
strongly chained, round the firSt bend!
Obviously the direct way in could not be attempted but the
alternative route had been carefully reconnoitred, and registered
for tunnelling by the expert team ofWadeson, Upton, andJago.
With anxious helpers urging them on, they cracked ahead at top
speed, penetrating three brick or masonry walls in twenty-four
hours, to reach the tunnel, as pla1med, between the entrance grille
and the double ones. Simple enough work when explained like
that, though not so easy when a German sentry tramped his
beat across the tunnel entrance, and any noise must be made as he
proceeded towards the far end or while he halted there. From one
point up in our ceiling a stooge watched him, and five more
stooges linked the look-out to the workers. All this had become
routine stuff, although this time the fear of an early move to
Germany set a very stiff pace.
Cutting the substantial chains which held the double grilles
wasted two precious days and drove everyone distracted, except
the workers. Brian' s special tools for the job comprised four inches
of hacksaw blade and a very aged file; both poor enough to
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handicap us seriously even without the added complication of an
open grating, directly above, which the sentry passed and often
paused beside. Night work was impossible because we could not
watch him efficiently during darkness. The waiting time was by
no means wasted.
We organised the whole camp into suitable parties, equipped
to the limit of our food and other resources, ready to go at one
hour's notice. Various people moaned about tl1e sequence of
departure, which was carefully worked out in order of service
value, not rank, and escape records. Only the first thirty felt
happy over the placings. Our spirits soared when the Italian priest,
a stout-hearted old boy who had piloted a fighter in I9I5-I8, got
permission to come in again and attend to his particular flock of
prisoners. Among other things, he assured us the beautiful tunnel
emerged at the base of the upper ramparts, and was wide open
to the outer world. Prospects of speedy freedom became very
rosy; even more so when the last chain on the second grille
snapped tmdetected.
Simultaneously, during the days of waiting an intensive drive
was made, using every prisoner who spoke German, to establish
good relations with our new guards. Initially, the Veterinary
Corps detachment who took over were mostly elderly, stolid
peasants "steeped in the ammoniacal tradition" -in other words,
smelling strongly of stables and ratl1er awkward with their
weapons. Next day, 'vhen real infantry mbved in, the majority
were yow1g Nazis, full of party propaganda, who had served in
back areas of France or Russia and were still too young for frontline work. Tlus was their first contact with British soldiers and
therefore most interesting. For twenty-four hours they were
suspicious, stiff, and quite unapproachable; we might have been
wolves or something equally dangerous. Gradually it dawned on
them that we were just ordinary reasonable people, rather out of
luck. They tl1awed, then quickly became friendly, almost embarrassingly so. Our only Polish pilot discovered a fellowcountryman, who told us everything, once he realised that our
methods were most discreet; from this source, we anticipated receiving early waming of any move. Soothed by the
"all boys together" atmosphere, the Jerry sentries strolled
about quite happily, enabling preparations to speed up even
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faster. None of this could have happened with Caribs on the
premises!
There was every need for haste. Evidently the old priest was
not abreast of fortress developments, because when Waddy and
Don Jago groped down the steep incline beyond the double
grilles, they found tl1e twmel mouth blocked completely. For
weeks Italian workmen carrying mysterious large-bore pipes had
staggered on to the upper ramparts for some secret purpose.
Now we knew why; they connected our latrines with a septic
tank built into the tmmel entrance. Prospecting along its flat
concrete top, through rubble, came up against solid rock of the
steeply-sloped roof. Yet W adeson was certain fresh air came
through somewhere, and removed a concrete slab for interior
examination which revealed, not the septic tank, but an overflow
from it terminating in a filter-bed of loose rock. And a strong
draught of good air came through above the water-level!
Promptly closing down all use of and drainage from the appropriate latrines, Jago and company crawled into the pit, to prise at
the rock filling most successfully.
Imagine our excitement and joy when they reported, by late
afternoon, having reached the roots of bushes. Three more hours'
work to clear tl1e way. Only three more hours' effort to complete
the magnificent job which the experts, spearheaded by our
veteran trio, had done, always against the clock.
Because the tmmel provided such an excellent, safe exit for
all the prisoners, I had issued strict orders shutting down any
individual attempts until further notice. Obviously we could not
explain to everyone why this was necessary. Against these orders,
one of our few naval ratings, a submariner who was half-crazy
with home worries, wrecked us completely by making a sudden
but premeditated dash for liberty while outside on a rubbishdumping party. The sentry's Luger jammed in the holster and
our sailor reached cover. But the German reaction was terrific.
They fired Spandaus off the ramparts at anyone rwming on the
hillsides-clearing the local farmers very smartly-rushed patrols
round the countryside, and ordered roll-calls for the first t1me.
A friend in the Italian orderly room had burned the rolls so we
could fudge our numbers any time. What was even more an~oy
ing, the German attitude changed completely; waves of suspiCIOn
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were running high and we had to go catmy. Wearing my red
hat for the ftrst time since the Hw1 invasion, I interviewed the
irate Oberleutnant in charge of us and poured gallons of soothing
oil on the troubled waters. I promised to court-martial the escaper, ifhe came back alive, for disobeying my orders (and meant
every word). Snrely we had enough obstacles on the course
without a danmed crazy sailor fouling the start. At tlus interview
''Tag" Pritchard interpreted for me; neither of us discovered
until several hectic days later that the particular German officer
spoke excellent English. Despite all the upset, our Polish guard
still conftrmed we had another forty-eight hours before moving
off, presumably to Germany. Most comforting, and most valuable,
because the old priest came in a few nlinutes before the escape
and told us where to find the second twmel; the marvellous one
leading all the way downhill to the village. Its entrance was a
bricked-up alcove at the far end of the Italian store, under the
upper courtyard. Hence the sentry at the head of the ramp. This
time our cleric assured us the tunnel was clear from the exit to
one iron grille fastened by an old rusty chain; one of his friends
had checked all tlus.
We had a skeleton key for the store and could use it by day,
because the German sentry lacked the right orders and did not
!mow why he was posted there. An investigating party confirmed
the priest's story, estimating three hours' work required for opening up the tunnel entrance. Here was the perfect setting for a mass
escape, because everyone could pack into the store and ilie long
tunnel before the leaders emerged down below on the river bank.
In comparison, Waddy' s route had several tricky bottle-necks,
particularly the upper sentry who might easily hear people being
pushed through the hole from the disused latrine into the tunnel
proper. Also the exit through the sewer must be both slow and
unsavoury. Prospects seemed so good, particularly now the
two tu_nnels had come our way. We decided to stay very quiet
that mght, expectmg a snap roll-call or a check-in-bed. Both
tunnels could be opened up properly in daylight, ilien away we
went.
B~d luck_ again, or a bad appreciation anyway. Having wasted
a qmet, Ulllnterrupted tught which might have got some good
fellows out, at 9 :un. next morning a German sergeant stamped
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in, yelling "Raus! Raus!" The camp, complete, marched in one
hour's time. Absolute pandemonium broke loose. Within five
minutes the fortress buzzed like a disturbed hive-the bees, alas,
unable to sting-as everyone rushed around packing up, collecting food or getting on with various planned "panic-parties".
Once more, wearing the red cap, I sparred with the Oberleutnant
for more time, eventually gaining an extra hour. Incidentally I
learned that the change of plan arose from the sailor's escape,
which resulted in fresh orders for our immediate departureen route to Germany.
The extra sixty minutes were not wasted. Gavi fortress was
honeycombed with dungeons and other potential hide-outs, most
of which had been earmarked by various optimistic parties for
just this emergency. In all, more than sixty disappeared, some
down the oddest places. We had sorted out and organised this
hide-out scheme immediately the Germans took over. The
parties concerned "registered" their pitches with the Escape
Committee, and were given full help to stow food, rig up
camouflage, and so on. Tag Pritchard and I were permitted to
join Waddy's party, which intended hiding in the disused lavatory and clearing the tunnel exit. Many of our most determined
escapers preferred to march out in the main body, assuming that
an impromptu break could be turned on somewhere short of the
Austrian border. Colin Armstrong and Tommy Macpherson;
John Redpath, Jim Craig, and Daniel Riddiford; Barney Kiely
and Ken Williamson with their own service teams; and many
others who tried tllis method with varying success. They argued
the Boche would tear Gavi apart before losing such notorious
prisoners, and when dragged out, our chances of escape during
the journey would be extremely slender.
First party into seclusion, three days before the final scene, was
Ken Fraser, Tommy Straker, and a tllird New Zealander, Ted
Wilson. Adequately equipped with food, water, bedding, and
escape gear, they disappeared into their postem gate "retreat", to
be carefully walled-in by Jolm Red path. Reporting each day, tl1ey
cursed the stone steps as sleeping-quarters although otherwise
well organised, domestically, including a portable latrine in the
highest corner, alongside the cleft wllich allowed fresh au and
some light to enter. They could even smoke. The1r chances
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improved tremendously w hen we " fudged" the roll-call held
after the sailor's stampede.
Nobody else actually disappeared tmtil the £~teful order to
move resulted in a terrific scramble as those leaving for Germany
crossed the remaining lying-up crews. Two groups dropped down
into the dungeons of the upper compound. Here George Millar
and Wally Binns had a special shelter among the rubble near the
tunnel they had been hacking at for over two months. John
Redpath had been in on that plot, and so was I, but on a nonworking basis, because the Italians suspected at once my disappearance from public view, however temporary it might be.
(Incidentally, my inclusion was due, not to rank, but to my
experience of train travel to Como and "know-how" on crossing
the Swiss border. We intended going to Milan, thence on my
original trail from Veano.) Another party disappeared into the
black, dank catacombs, led by Squadron-Leader Bax, a most
resolute escaper. They numbered eight or ten, some not very
experienced, rather horrified at dungeon conditions. Our lookout in the upper ceiling belonged to Tony Hay and ftve others.
They were perched rather precariously w1der the eaves, with a
sporting chance of removing the tiles if the upper rampart
sentry disappeared. Various parties in the lower courtyard .had
also gone to ground; Stirling and Palm quite literally so, down a
lavatory shaft. Another small party of two or three South Africans
occupied a tiny shelter under the camp woodpile blatantly out
in the yard itself. But the prize for ingenuity went to Tom Murdoch and Richard Carr, who exploited a loose slab in the stone
stairs leading to the hospital. Jammed into a triangular stone
corner, tmable to stand or stretch full length, they depended on
rubber tubing manipulated by our medical orderlies, the Fraser
brothers, for an intake of liquid refreshment and an equally
essential output of liquid evacuants. When the Frasers departed,
it should be safe to come out. The chances of all those concealed
depended very much on someone getting clear, best of all the
tunnel party. If we escaped, when the Germans found the exit
they should assume all tl1e missing officers had used it. Wishful
thinking perhaps, but under such desperate conditions anydung
1s worth trymg.
By the time Tag and I talked Oberleutnant Schnudt into the
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extra hour's grace, most of the first hour had flown. Hurrying
up the ramp and stairs, I arrived breathless in my turret room
where that solid dependable fellow-Kiwi, Sergeant Elwell of
24th Battalion, waited with my escape gear ready. At the last
minute I thrust at him a btmdle of manuscript and a portrait,
done in water-colours by Mark Ogilvie-Grant. Both came back
to me eventually.
A quick good-bye and I hurried across the upper courtyard to
be pushed through the entrance hole leading to the tlllmel.
Tag had preceded me. Someone carefully closed and concealed
the hole before joining the outgoing main body, which was already assembling in the courtyard. Promptly at I I a.m. , they
formed up and marched through the main gate. The Oberleutnant had a guard paraded outside, intending to salute me ;
naturally they became rather peeved when I failed to appear, and
their wrath grew apace as the tally showed fifty-eight officers
missing.
In the meantime, what happened to our party 1 I crept down
to the old latrine, hoping to fmd most of the party already
gone, or at least sweating blood opening up the exit. Not a
bit of it. They were all sitting rotmd, quiet as mice, waiting.
The three experts argued that the ramparts sentry could not be
watched; if near the tunnel entrance, he would hear any unusual
noise as we scrambled through the dividing wall. Better to wait
until the first tumult subsided, than rush the job and probably
ruin everything. It was their party and they knew the local form;
we waited, impatiently, for at least an hour. The hullabaloo
started as faint shouts down below, then grew to a real uproar as
Germans rushed round our quarters. The first quick search
degenerated into wholesale looting, of clothes, any valuables, and
above all of food. Failure to find the missing bodies sent them
hysterical with rage; directed by screaming N.C.O.s, tl1ey commenced breaking everything wide open. Sitting on the filthy
stone floor of the disused latrine, keeping very quiet, we could
hear the sentry tramping up and down, and the turmoil of the
looters growing to a crescendo as they wrecked the adjacent
rooms, then dying away again when the search moved back
across the courtyard. An open grating overhead probably magmfied any sound we made, justifying the difficult decision to watt.
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Despite the temptation of wholesale looting, that ramparts sentry
never left his post, danm him.
In describing the tmmel, I mentioned the iron grille at the foot
of the steps which constituted the official entrance. Hoping to '
discourage curiosity among the sentries, we had chained the
grille top and bottom. However, when troops stamped down the
steps, rattled the grille, then burst it open with a crowbar, we
knew the game was up. Someone yelled "Hier! Hier!" and next ·
minute an angry Boche pushed aside the cover and thrust head ·
and shoulders through. A Luger in one hand was dangerous
enough, but the Mills grenade in the other had the safety pin
half out. One Mills in that confmed space would be devastatingand messy. Tag Pritchard said very calmly, in German, " It's
O.K., Sergeant. The General is here and we shall come out
quietly." That was that. Someone bowled a grenade down the
turmel itselfjust for sheer cussedness, probably to impress us, and
the blast echoed like a "block-buster".
We emerged into a very stormy atmosphere, to sit rather selfconsciously on the courtyard cobblestones while the intensive
and angry search proceeded. N.C.O.s rushed about yelling
orders; rifles, tommy-guns, and Lugers seemed much too
prominent, all loaded, all cocked; men shouted in German into
dungeons "Come out at once", holding Mills grenades, pins
loosened, ready to enforce the demand. Half the hidden parties
did not understand German. Altogether an over-melodramatic
stage set for tragedy. I requested an inunediate interview witl1 the
Oberleutnant Schmidt, and when he stamped up, said to Tag,
very angrily, "Tell this bastard, any officers who are here are
unarmed and doing their duty trying to escape. They' re not
running away nor resisting arrest. Tell him if his bloody maniacs
hurt anyone, we'll hang ten German officers for one dead of
ours; and his brother will be first on the list." I don't know what
Tag actually said, but after some sharp comment in German,
which I was too angry to sort out, the Oberleutnant calmed down
and issued orders to go more quietly. We knew his only brother
had been captured in Tunis; that probably helped.
Second party to appear was Tony Hay and his fellows in the
ceiling. Part of their cover had £1llen and given them away.
Next, to our dismay and amazement, three rather grimy,
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dishevelled figures were pushed in through the gate-Ken
Fraser, Straker, and Wilson; the least likely of all. Just sheer bad
luck again. The Germans were testing the walled-up postern
gate, banging away with picks, when the noise disturbed the bats
living in this desirable bat-house, and two flitted out of the rock
cleft. One of the Jerries, fifteen feet below on the ramp, fired
three rifle shots into the cleft. Except for ricochetting round, the
bullets were relatively harmless; but one hit the latrine tin,
raising a terrific clatter. "Come out, or-I'll throw a grenade
in!" roared the N.C.O.; and Tommy Straker, stretching his
German to the limit, called back, "O.K. We'll come quietly."
By evening, about half the hidden prisoners had been ferreted
out, and concentrated in the lower compound for safer custody.
Evidently these results were not satisfactory enough, because a
tough Major with a face like an old lag and the manners of a
pig stamped in, had us lined up again, and loudly threatened to
blow everything open next morning if we refused to produce the
missing. Herded into the batmen's late quarters, that night I
shared an empty room with Ken, Tag, and Wingco Ferrers, a
lean, explosive flying type, also Regular R.A.F. like Kiely.
Lights were kept full on, and a sentry sat outside nursing a
Schmiesser and peering through the door slit. It was not one of
our best nights, especially lacking beds and bedding.
Shortly after daylight, when we were demanding access to
the latrines, all of us suffering from rather sensitive bladders, the
Oberleutnant tramped in to collect me for immediate despatch
to Novi. Obviously worried about it he explained, in perfect
English, that "Higher Command" ordered my trial by military
tribunal, if the missing officers were not forthcoming. At the
moment, his knowledge of English impressed us more than any
potential threat to my person! We had been taken in, well and
truly.
My enforced stay in Novi Barracks lasted three days and two
nights, definitely under a cloud, awaiting the results of renewed
searching, including dynamiting. On the third morning at IO
a. m. a young staff officer walked in, all smiles, and said in English, "You are very forttmate. We have found two more officers
than we lost, therefore you are no longer w1der arrest and I am
to escort you back to Gavi." "Has anyone been hurt 1" I asked.
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"No. Of course not," was the reply. "If you have two extra, it
is fair that I should be released." He laughed, and off we went.
An hour later, our small Fiat chugged up the winding track,
past the comer where I had watched the ~ice-Commandanti, a
gangling grey old man, shuffle down carrymg. a large white flag
and surrender to the Veterinary Sergeant-MaJor; five, or was 1t
six, days earlier. Walking through the entrance tunnel, and the
familiar double grille but with an unfamiliar Spandau mounted ·
covering the courtyard, I rejoined the crew expecting to fmd
them haggard and worn after their harrowing experience. Very
far from it. In typically German style, once the search succeeded
everyone calmed down and relations were quite amicable again.
So I was met by a well-fed, neatly-dressed party, all freshly
shaved, who seemed as pleased to see me again as I certainly was
to see them in such good shape.
"Nice to have you back, sir," said Ken Fraser. "They told us
you were being shot at dawn yesterday when the fellows in the
wood-heap were still missing." "How tl1e devil did they fmd
everyone:" I asked. "Brought Joe Grapes in, pistol and all, the
bastard, and a gang of W ops to do the work. He went the rounds
breaking into every sealed-up dump. Took all day but it certainly
got results, including Buck and David down the drain. Even
made someone inspect the tunnel sewer. Anyway the Jerries were
still two short on their cotmt. That's when they mentioned your
sad end, sir. We think Joe Grapes was worried about his own
skin, if you got bumped, so back he came yesterday morning.
Walked in, looked round tl1e yard, and spotted the wood-heap.
'Have you looked there:' he asked the Jerry Feldwebel. 'No!
What a danmed silly question!' was the reply. 'Pull it to pieces
at once,' screamedJoe, to his Wop gang; and out rolled fournot two-poor devils, so stiff and cramped they couldn't stand.
The bloody Jerries roared with laughter at being two up in the
fmal." "Danm and blast Joe Grapes, the double-crossing swine!
One day, with luck, I'll see him pushed off these ruddy ramparts!"
I meant it then, and now.
Ken was facing the entrance. "Hello! Look what's here!"
he exclaimed.
Filing in through tl1e double grille were new-type German
troops. each wearing a metal plate, big as a saucer, suspended
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round the neck by a flat chain. More mature than the infantry
lads, much more grim, with hard, calloused faces, they looked,
and were, just efficient ruthless butchers, who had killed so often
that human life meant no more than fowls or pigs. Here were our
special guards for the onward journey; my first experience of
S.S. Feld-Gendarmerie, as different from most German
troops, certainly the Afrika Korps, as evil from good. I hope
someone more lucky than we were hanged the lot-slowly. A
bloody, evil crew.
In due course, they formed up the little colunm, and it tramped
out through the double grille and the entrance tunnel for the
last time. Joe Grapes stood outside his office to see us go; we wished
him a soldier's farewell and a painful end-not too quick. The
yonng German officer, a cavalry type, who spoke the same horselanguage as our ammoniacal element, was rank-conscious enough
to put me in the Fiat with the "sick". If my memory serves me,
they included Mann and Percy Pike, each with an ankle in
plaster, not from wow1ds but the last basket-ball casualties.
Maritch, our Montenegrin, was also a patient, but he preferred
to walk inconspicuously "in the field", because there was a
murky backgronnd of slitting German throats among the Balkan
hills about which he was sensitive. Best not be sorted out by the
Feld-Gendarmes; they had long memories an~ short methods.
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CHAPTER XX

MOVE TO GERMANY

T

HE little, heavily burdened Fiat pulled up, with weary,
squealing brakes alongside two large buses waiting on the
main road. My sick hobbled across, and the German officer
only then remembered our hospital party of twelve, patients and
staff. Must have another bus. They wasted no time, simply
sending a sergeant along to the village; he emptied the Italian
passengers out of a railway bus and brought it back, complete
with driver. We parted company two days later at Mantua,
right across Northern Italy, the owner-driver having moaned
every kilometre of the trip. When we got dumped, the three
buses were sent off, hot-foot, on another job. Heaven alone knows
when the vehicle and its belly-aching owner returned to Gavi.
By the time we had loaded Red Cross boxes on the roofs, and
the odd bulky collection of personal belongings, the buses were
jammed full, like Iri~h trucks on market-day. As a last gesture,
Oberleutnant Schm.idt had allowed the issue of gear from the
Italian clothing store to replace our suitcases and bags, wantonly
ruined by his looters. Everyone had an excellent Wop rucksack,
most a haversack, and many added boots or bits of uniform; all
good escape gear. We looked a bunch of thugs, certainly being
escorted by an even tougher gang. The S.S. Feld-Gendarmerie
knew their job. Three travelled in each bus, two occupied the
back seat, the third sat opposite the driver, nursing his Schmiesser
tommy-gun. That was not all. Three motor-cycle combinations
weaved incessantly up and down the little column, one containing
a police dog and its "Hwtd-fuhrer" or leader. The S.S. SergeantMajor shared the small Fiat with the young German officer.
Conducted by these gentlemen, we started on a motor tour across
Northern Italy, headed for the main railway-line at Mantua.
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That was September I 6th, at the end of a hot, parching summer. With a following breeze, the air seemed dead and the
crowded buses reminded me, thirstily, of equally crowded troop
decks crawling up the Red Sea under similar climatic conditions.
Enough fme dust lifted to irritate one's throat on top of so many
other irritations. Three times that day we halted because the
guards wished to relieve themselves. At each halt, the damned
Alsatian herded us, like rogue sheep, on to a suitable open field,
circling us throughout the break in that slinky, wolfish manner
of the cursed breed. Every time at least two thugs slipped under
cover where they could shoot at any fleeing target. Efficient
devils who would make a lovely hanging. At the second halt,
two small Italian girls, aged no more than thirteen, struggled
over from the farm with buckets of water. While ladling it out,
they whispered the latest B.B.C. news. Nice to know that the
battle went well, down at the heel and toe ofltaly; quite useless
for us, who were high up in the crutch, beyond redemption tillless we helped ourselves. Ordered off by the S.S. SergeantMajor, our small benefactors started for home, chivvied by the
Alsatian who made short passes at them tmtil they dropped the
buckets and stampeded, screaming with fright; a great joke for
the guards.
That night we staged in Piacenza, where I had spent ten minutes on the railway station twice, going to Como and c1t route
to Gavi. However, that amount of local knowledge helped
nobody, because we drove through narrow streets to the barracks.
Next morning we lost ourselves trying to get out of the city
en route for Piacenza airfield in search of petrol; the buses seemed
to be continually turning unexpected corners, temporarily
breaking up our neat column. "Ginger" Hamilton, an impulsive,
stout-hearted South African, of Transvaal Scottish I think, decided that he could dive through the open window. If done
while the bus turned sharply left, the tail would screen h.im from
any sidecar crew following round the bend. If I "preferred dash
to caution", then with "Ginger" to think was to act. On the
first left-hand turn he dived, landed very heavily and rolled
over on the edge of the airfield only one hundred yards from
German ground staff repairing a Stuka! Just another example of
bad luck in timing; w1der the conditions there was nothing else
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possible but to go, blind. Yet he came out very lightly, because
the next vehicle following on was the car. Out Jumped the S.S.
Sergeant-Major, cocked his Scluniesser, with every intention of
squirting Hamilton who was lying winded on the ground-and
the magazine fell of£ At that moment the first motor-b1ke
combination roared up, crewed, fortunately, by a burly weight- :
lifting champion who preferred killing with his hands. He .
stopped a hell of a rocket for not shooting; but the critical
moment had passed, and apart from being roughly handled,
"Ginger" escaped other consequences. He was a very lucky, very
plucky lad.
That episode fairly threw the cat among the pigeons; for the
remainder of me journey the Feld-Gendarmerie treated us more
like hardened criminals than officers; no windows open, even
blinds drawn, no halts, no food, or water. Relations were
definitely strained. We had discussed me chances of a mass
break, which must start in my bus by bashing the three guards,
then using their weapons to shoot the motor-cyclists. When we
started, tl1e other buses would jump their accompanying thugs.
But success depended on getting me mobile element, particularly
the side-car containing a Spandau, at some disadvantage. That
opportunity just didn't arise, so we pulled in at Mantua sports
stadium intact, even if very hot and thirsty. As a transit camp, in
good weather, this arena served the Germans well. The oval
grass centre provided bivouac space, easily guarded because the
banked track and concrete terraces were "verboten" and covered
by Spandaus mounted in the grandstand. Night sports meant
adequate lighting, therefore no chance of crawling over the
deadline without being seen and sprayed. Driving in, we noticed
about two hundred men, evidently prisoners, gathered at one
end of the ground. They wore all manner of queer garments
and, from me litter, had evidently been there some days, rather
the worse for wear. The guards were not Feld-Gendarmcrie,
but just a rude, uncoum detachment of back-area louts, who tried
to bounce us. After all we had put up wim, that attitude just got
them nowhere. In a few pimy German phrases, Tag bashed them
back and demanded their officer on my order. Always rankconscious, even when deficient of manners, they subsided a little;
and tl1eir deflation was completed by the German officer from
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Gavi, who tore a large strip off them. He then issued orders
that our party should have the clean half of the arena, excepting
myself who would stay in the grandstand with the guards. I
bltmtly refused to leave the party, and we shifted all the baggage
out on to the grass. It was a fairly grim perching-place. Amenities
consisted of one tap, surrounded by churned-up mud, because no
drainage existed; and a rather scruffy trench latrine alongside the
living area, because nobody could cross the track. The party
already existing miserably under these conditions comprised
British and other Allied troops, ofinfmite assortment, from many
camps. Most had been on working parties when the Armistice
came; setting out for Switzerland, they lingered too long on the
road north and were rOLmded up again. They had at least been
free for some days, but depression had settled on them, and lots
of self-misery. With one exception. Five Indian soldiers, two
Sikhs and three Punjabis, were in good shape, supported by their
magnificent discipline. When little Vaughan called them in
Urdu, they came rwming, full of smiles, and worked like beavers.
As usual, it was good to have them.
The Gavi self-help organisation got busy, bringing order out
of chaos and ensuring full stomachs by breaking out our reserve
cases. Ken Fraser and Tag Pritchard quickly had cooks and other
helpers working, while Bill Gray quietly insisted on our sick
going into the stand for the night, and Doe Vaughan opened up
stocks of pills and potions to treat the halt and the mained. He
found two men running high temperatures with fever, so browbeat the camp commandant into sending them off to hospital.
Helped by three members of the engineers' union, W addy tackled
the drainage, stripping seats from the stand to lay round the tap.
Someone else dug fresh latrines and disinfected the old ones, a
most essential act. And of course everyone not required circled
the arena checking up on possible avenues for escape (there were
none); or bartered with the British troops for civilian gear, as
potential aids when the time came for train-jumping. We had
decided, even before leaving Gavi, that the best opportwutles
would come when travelling by rail. Those with previous" drops"
to their credit had broadcast valuable advice on when and how
to jump and equally important on how to land.
Sleeping that night on the ground wrapped in one blanket
H.H.-11
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proved no real hardship, especially when most people
fully dressed. Purely on principle, I lodged an indignant
plaint that a British Brigadier should be treated so badly,
was told, in effect, it served me danm well nght for bemg at
Gavi. When we turned out, cold, stiff, drenched by a heavy dew
and started the first brew-up, I suddenly remembered it was
September 18th, my birthday, the second in prison camp.
Mentioning this important anniversary to the Commandan~
produced two bottles of quite passable wine and a car for me,
and the sick, to the train. Also our dwindling reserve of Red
Cross boxes moved by cart again, only one load this time ; we
dipped in adequately to help the two hundred, leaving them
better organised and in better heart. Incidentally the Commandant's attitude had changed overnight, when Doe Vaughan
insisted on treating two sick guards. The Germans evidently
didn't expect such consideration, and were most grateful. As
Vaughan pointed out, he was only following the rules of the
medical w1ion, but it helped us and the men left behind.
Shortly after midday, on my 45th birthday, we drove down
to a railway siding on the outskirts of Mantua. Forty cattle
trucks waited here, all except the first four being crammed with
Italian prisoners, en route to Germany as slave labour. Presumably they were local products, because hundreds of weeping,
wailing women and children surged round the station yard trying
to bid farewell to their menfolk. One very decrepit carriage
seemed occupied by the Feld-Gendarmerie guards, not our first
crew, but an equally poisonous gang, who were bashing back
the onlookers most brutally. Although the last place I wanted
to travel was near these swine, on principle I demanded a compartment for myself and my senior officers. After some acrimonious argument between my escort and the S.S. Oberleutnant in
charge of the train, the latter reluctantly cleared space and in my
gear went. He was another specimen of what we now recognised
as the bad, half-crazy Germans-tall, thin face with high cheekbones, stony grey eyes, and mouse-coloured hair. Strung with
badges like a Christmas-tree, and, of course, wearing jack-boots,
he was as human as a mad wolf; the type who should be bumpedoff early, preferably at birth, for tl1e well-being of Germany and
the peace of the world. At long last, the Gavi-ites straggled up,
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very annoyed, tired, and sweating, having been taken to the
wrong place, causing a most wmecessary tramp of two miles.
In their over-laden and weak state this was damnable. Stamping
up in his jack-boots, the S.S. Oberleutnant screamed, "Halt!"
Then gave them the works properly. "Because so many British
officers attempted to escape from carriages and were shot, escaping
[he let that sink in a bit], officers will travel in cattle trucks, with
the exception of your general and his colonels. Your sick and
doctors will be in one truck, the others divided between three.
That is very considerate. You will notice these are French trucks,
which can carry forty men or eight horses." He waved a hand
towards the rear of the train. "We have forty Italian cattle in
each truck there, but they are permitted to open the doors a
little." He paused and then added-" I demand full co-operation.
Any officer attempting to escape is a criminal sabotaging the
comfort and security of his fellow-officers. He is an active enemy
of the Reich, and will be shot immediately!" We were becoming
accustomed to this pep talk.
Nobody wanted to be a Senior Officer and travel with me.
The cattle trucks offered better escape facilities, even when
locked and wired, than an equally dirty carriage full of tommygtms. Ken Fraser wasn't feeling very fit, so he came along, and
of course Tag Pritchard, now officially recognised as my Staff
Officer. Whenever any crisis arose (and there were many), his
imperturbable, calm demeanour, even more than his excellent
German, interposed quietly but quite firmly between us and
trouble. Tag took our S.S. maniac in hand at once ; explained
that the colonels wished to stay with and control their younger
officers; got our food reserves distributed between trucks; sorted
everyone to best advantage. During the last-minute preparations,
Italian Red Cross women went up and down the train, with
little handcarts, distributing water, bread, and grapes to all the
prisoners, both British and Italian. A nice gesture, because their
men outnumbered us by twelve hundred to seventy, and only
another miracle could have adequately fed the train, with the
supplies produced.
.
About 3 p.m. an engine hit us a terrific thud and we JOlted off
towards Verona, misery aboard and even more misery left
behind, poor devils. Not one Italian in ten saw his "momma m.ia"
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and "bambini" again. The train was well guarded. Three flat
tops, interspersed among the trucks, carried machine-guns on
mountings, probably anti-aircraft as their main role; a small
platform in front of our carriage had another Sp~dau, and
trigger-happy S.S. armed w1th Schnuessers lurked m vanous
strategic cubby-holes. Our next-door compartment always had
a gun at the window, duplicated by another guard watching the
other side from an open window in the corridor. We were not
permitted to leave the actual compartment, except on the rare
occasions when the train stopped for purposes of bodily relie£
Obviously, the quickest way of committing suicide was to get
off carelessly.
Once the trucks were locked and on the move, their British
inmates got busy, opening up escape routes. All available tools
had been brought on from Gavi and more acquired from the
troops on the sports ground; in the capable hands of experts, and
the majority were that, results were certain. Within an hour,
the truck bellind, nearest to our compartment, reported to me
in Urdu, using Chester Williams as their trans-receiver, that
they had one door ready to open when opportunity knocked,
and that the next crew behind them were making good progress
through the floor. In daylight, any opportwuty must be a nearnliracle such as air attack directly on us, otherwise the killing
space was too easily defmed.
The train jolted slowly northwards, never halting long enough
anywhere. Soon after dusk, as the clean, serrated peaks of the
Alps faded into night, we clanked into the marshalling yards of
Verona; into an area most obviously used by other transients,
because the stench simply hit us in the throat. However, personal
modesty as well as seclusion has very little scope in a P.o.W.
existence. Arrangements consisted of being released by batches
for five minutes and squatting on the tracks, threatened always
by tommy-guns. Although the area had a partial black-out, there
was no chance of slipping under the train. Fortunately, we were
not only let out as one batch, but also allowed to mix; I squatted
by Don Jago, whose truck was al!ead and inaccessible. He
reported, "We've got through the floor, but it'll take at leas
two hours yet before it's big enough. I don't think it's on, to
drop out on the move with so many loose bits and pieces dangling
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underneath. Someone will get brained with a spare coupling.
Also Brian and Waddy reckon they can open a door when we
move, but its damned risky because of these swine perched on
our tail. They can see, and shoot, down both sides of the train,
and you may not have noticed but they've got grenades ready
too. I don't think we can go, unless there's a diversion-air or
partisans or something."
"I couldn't agree more! No good just being the ruddy moving
ducks in a shooting gallery. Wait for a reasonable chance." Then
came a prod in the stern with a tommy-gun and a grunt of"Raus!
Kaput" and we herded back aboard. My impressions of Verona
were fleeting and foul, quite unfair to that fair city. No chance of
escape there, but as the train rattled and jerked slowly on through
the night, things hotted up.
Our hospital party had been put in an unguarded truck on the
end of the train, probably so that they could salvage any casualties, British or Italian. Having ventilation openings which were
not barred, getting out was simply a matter of choosing when
and where. Quite simple to climb out, creep round on to the
rear buffers and drop off while the train kept going. The sick
included Maritch, our handsome, headstrong Montenegrin, a
T.B. suspect, recovering from pneumonia, who was becoming
increasingly worried and desperate as Germany loomed darkly
ahead. Bill Gray had great difficulty restraining him from jumping
before Verona; but once we rattled clear into open country,
Maritch "stood not on the order ofhis going, but went at once".
He had argued most vehemently that jumping from a moving
train was easy and safe. He was right, quite right, because we were
doing at least twenty miles an hour at the drop, and Bill Gray
watching through the ventilator saw him get up and run to cover.
First man out; may he have been first home too. The two
doctors, Gray and Vaughan, drew lots to go, and Bill won. Our
South African dentist decided to part company with his precious
drill and other equipment; of the patients, four reckoned they
could make it. Two of them, as previously mentioned, each had
one foot in plaster from basket-ball injuries; Bill insisted the plaster
should stay on, particularly for the jump, and that they must
keep together if at all possible. So he helped Percy Pike and Mann,
the plaster-bound patients and, as the train slowed, they went
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according to Bill "like a stick of paratroops". Ronnie Herbert
and the dentist, both Springboks, followed by the last man whose
name escapes me, jumped as a second stick. The Fraser brothers,
Jack and Donald, our New Zealand medical orderlies, refused to
be parted. Someone must stay as assistant for Doe Vaughan, so,
thank Heaven, they both stayed with the more serious cases.
Good news travels fast, but this grand breakaway only became
known to us hours later at Bolzano. The Germans never knew!
Many months passed before someone had a letter which declared that Bill Gray had loaded all his charges excepting Maritch
on to a borrowed bullock-cart and, posing as Italian battlescarred types returning home, proceeded on a slow, reasonably
carefree journey to Switzerland. The real story proved even more
exciting but does not belong here.
Before midnight a half-moon, bright as only an Italian moon
can be, slid up over the mountain rim, complicating our escape
problems rather badly. A clear sky and thick frost brought
visibility almost up to daylight conditions. The train had
laboured and grw1ted uphill for some hours before entering the
Trento gorge. We stopped. Two Italians clambered down and
walked away, quite openly. Amid roars of "Halt!" they turned
rotmd, put up their hands and started pleading for mercy. A
German strolled over, raised his Schmiesser quite casually and
gave one a short burst; he dropped like a grounded parachute.
Still quite deliberately, the tommy-gun swtmg on to the second
Italian-but stopped at the first shot. While the poor devil swayed
there, screaming "Momma mia" and incoherent pleas for mercy,
the bloody S.S. butcher cursed, cleared his tommy-gun, then
ftred a long burst into the second shrieking figure. We had leapt
to the window at the first shout, and saw tl1e full tragedy only
fifteen yards away in that lovely moonlight. But that was not
enough. The tall Oberleutnant -and the S.S. Sergeant-Major
strolled over to the writhing, moaning bodies swinging their Luger
pistols and, almost ceremoniously, shot them in the head. Eight
shivering Italians were then herded from the truck involved to
gather up the corpses and dump them back with the living. A
brutal demonstration for the benefit ofall prisoners, perfectly stage
and efficiently executed. Is it any wonder that we still tee! mos
strongly that hanging is too easy a death for such bloody thugs!
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Within half an hour our rear cattle truck emptied out, either
through the floor or an opened door. Some dropped and got
clear tmdetected, but the tail scuttled clear in a hail of fire from
all available weapons. Tracer botmced everywhere, and the noise
was deafening; but, thank God, the train failed to stop, so the
danmed Feld-Gendarmerie had no chance to finish off anyone.
Hours after daylight and only by a most heated argument
with the Oberleutnant, the train stopped long enough for us to
get out and relieve our tortured bodies. Some consternation and
more blind rage arose on fmding nothing but baggage in
"Stump" Gibbon's truck. They certainly had got away to a
flying start, but it was odds on someone had been hurt by the
barrage. The Guard Commander stamped across to the tiny
station office, roared something in German and stamped back
five minutes later. As he passed, he paused and spat out, "Your
very foolish friends have had their lesson. Eight are dead and all
the others badly wounded and recaptured. It does not pay,
trying to escape from the Feld-Gendarmerie."
"It does not pay to murder prisoners, Italians or British," I
answered hotly. "What is your name 1'
"None of your business! Why do you ask 1'
"Because if what you say now is true and you're still alive
when we ftnish the war, you'll be tried and hanged for murder."
"You must win the war first!" he sneered and ordered us back
aboard.
Climbing slowly, twisting between increasingly rugged
mountain ranges the train grunted on towards the Brem1er Pass.
Hot and uncomfortable enough for us, but hellish for the
Italians, crammed to capacity in those airless, foul trucks, getting
more foul every hour. We reached Bolzano station after crawling
very slowly over a big, badly-damaged bridge which had obviously received a direct hit quite recently. Most encouragmg to
us, partly as an indication that our side could hit back tlus far
north, partly because damage meant delay, and to us every extra
hour spent in Italy meant better chances of a break.
Alisdair Cramm, our wily gurmer-cum-mountaineer, staged
his sixth escape at Bolzano by suddenly developing an acute
appendix. Writhing and groaning, looking very sick indeed (due,
I understand, to chewing tobacco), he was lifted out very tenderly
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by his anxious fellow-travellers. We demanded Doe Vaughan.
When this alert dark-eyed little Welshman arrived, he went
through all the proper drill, asked the proper questions, and
kneeling beside the near-corpse said to the Oberleutnant, "This .
officer is seriously ill. He must be admitted to hospital at once"
-and saved his medical vow by adding-"for examination!" The
S.S. Sergeant-Major growled in German, "That be damned for .
a story. I had appendicitis and I wasn't like that". But his officer
was shaken enough to agree that Cramm must go; last seen, he
was on a wheeled stretcher, still groaning loudly, m route to the
Italian hospital. Before returning to his genuine sick, Vaughan
whispered the very happy news about Bill Gray and party. That
did everyone more good than a rum ration.
Dusk closed down as we climbed the last long ascent to the
Brenner Pass, and to tl1e magnificent, over-decorated railway
station, spanning tl1e frontier, built as one more constructional
effort to impress the moving world witl1 Fascism.
Without any regrets, certainly on our side, we parted company
from the S.S. Feld-Gendarmerie. Before tl1ey departed, I requested an interview with the Oberleutnant and said to him,
"You informed us this morning that eight of my officers were
killed. But we know it is not true. Now you are leaving us, tell
me what really happened." He looked thoughtful for a moment,
then answered, "It does not matter. One only was killed, some
wounded but not yet recaptured."
"Can you describe the dead officer 1" I pressed.
"Yes. He was very tall, over two metres, and big. Also there
was one badge and red on his shoulder-straps."
"Thank you, that is better." He muttered something rude in
German, which might be interpreted as "I couldn't care less!",
and went out of our lives with his gang of professional butchers,
never to meet again unfortunately. The new guards, who had
signed for us, were our first acquaintance with German prisoncamp personnel-a mixture of old reservists and young unfits not
having many clues or much interest. Occasionally we bumped
agamst a ymmg fanatic or someone whose family had been
destroyed by "terror-bombers", and they showed active hatred.
The new crew carried only rifles, so on all factors the sporting
chances of escape became much better. Except for two things.
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Downhill into Austria the train went crazy, hurtling round the
motmtain-sides, over bridges, through tunnels at a speed which
ruled jumping right out. Also it rained and sleeted and rainedcold, driving solid water like a Wellington southerly.
On £rst impressions, certainly not gained under ideal conditions, the Deutsch front did not impress. Across Austria-we
couldn't be anywhere else-all night, the rain or sleet never
stopped. Half-frozen, damp and very depressed, the party, or
what remained of it, had reached a low ebb. Nevertheless, in my
compartment we could do two things-brew-up and shave. The
new guards had some method of heating water, a Primus gadget
of sorts, and we had cigarettes. Tag got cracking, turning on
conversation and charm, and we eventually got enough tea for
an early-morning "cuppa", then scraped our dirty faces. The two
best morale raisers in battle or any other tough situation. Notl1ing
like scalding tea and a smooth chin before facing a new day. So
with fresh heart, we peered out through dirty misted windows at
the dreary rain-sodden plains of Southern Bavaria.
Soon after midday our train jolted to its last stop in the sidings
near Moosburg, twenty-five miles north-west of Munich.
Obviously this must be a big trading centre in prisoners-of-war,
because on one side stood another long rank of identical trucks,
with the same cluster of dirty, tmshaven faces at the· ventilator
bars, some grim, some dejected, all unhappy. Those helmets and
golf jackets must be American even without the sign "American
Pigs" scrawled on the trucks. Apart from medical volunteers and
grand lads on liaison training visits, they were the £rst U .S.
troops I had seen.
Farther over, on another line, more trucks pulled out as our
train emptied. They were full of British prisoners, and my lads
recognised familiar faces, equally dejected and miserable, fro~1
earlier Italian camps. Evidently Moosburg was merely a transtt
centre, for officers anyway.
We straggled out from the assorted hutches, still hanging
£rmly to our diminishing food reserves and burdened by masses
of personal baggage, including the assorted jtmk abandoned by the
lucky jumpers.
The Feldwebel who had taken over at the Brenner lined us up
and counted heads, including the sick, who were genuinely
H.H.-II•
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poorly by now. Three times he checked, getting more agitated
each time; then shrugged !m shoulders, 111 the faded Alpm Korps
jacket, and reported to a reception post. He had signed for the
full seventy-two. Now only thirty-four assorted bodies waited
among the piled gear. Not a bad average, considering the bodyline standards of the S.S. Feld-Gendarmerie team; and at most
only one real casualty. If the main body had been as lucky, then
Gavi' s reputation was still high. The Feldwebel cut his losses,
"Thirty-four British officers from Italy," he reported. "Four sick
and one general."
Tag demanded conveyances for the sick and our Red Cross
food boxes. After some delay, Frenchmen appeared w ith two
wheeled stretchers, evidently the basic medical transport in Germany, and a handcart. We loaded up and moved with the gear.
From bitter experience, nobody could be trusted to handle such
precious cargo, except the owners. Straggling over to the huge
gates, set in the most formidable and longest barbed-wire double
fence I have ever seen, a party of Asiatic-looking men
tramped past. Even before they gave the clenched-fist salute and
defiantly abused our German guards, their identity was obvious.
Our first meeting with Russian allies, but by no means the last,
because Moosburg held over fifty tlwusand in the huge outer
compow1ds.
Half-way down the main camp road, at a gate marked with
red crosses, the fteld officers and myself were drafted out for
quartering in one of the hospital blocks. Before separating, we
opened up the battered crates, and there and then carefully
divided the reserve food. Someone had learned already tlut airmen and sailors went to special permanent camps, and they might
be dragged away at any time; if this happened, nobody would
starve or lack goods for barter. Still accompanied by sick, and
food, we tramped over to a low wooden hut, to be welcomed by
a smiling, brisk French orderly.
That first evening five sick Russian officers came in from the
next ward, bringing good cheer and two home-made balalaikas
as an extra contribution to our beer party. An interesting mixed
bag, one pilot, two infantry, including a battalion commander,
an engineer and a gunner, tl1ey had all been captured in or near
Sevastopol. The pilot had been trained on Spitfires by Isherwood3I8
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Ramsbottom's Fighter Wing who helped to save Moscow. He
was most enthusiastic about them, their fighting skill and
determination; and the "Spits" too. The infantry men compared
our desert fighting with their winter tactics and we pointed out
the similarity to naval battles. Interestingly enough, that did not
ring the bell at all. They had no conception of sea fightino- or
seafaring. Inevitably came the question, "Why don' t you ;pen
the Second Front 1" I answered that one very defmitely, remembering what General Horrocks had forecast, very accurately,
fourteen long months ago at his first desert conference. As the
evening progressed, they sang in harmony, quite effortlessly, not
at all self-conscious. Among the British, only the Welsh sing
like that, giving comfort to everyone, audience and singers alike.
We were impressed by these Russian officers, who lived among
the men, on exactly the same basis, yet were respected and still
wielded authority. That is the acid test of real leadership. All of
them seemed keen, and quite knowledgeable on their particular
arm, and all we met had a sense of humour. Of course, these
were not average Russians or average officers. Only the very
fittest, in spirit even more than body, survived their grim
Odyssey from the Crimea to Moosburg. Packed in, not forty,
but sixty-five to a cattle truck, they were never allowed out or
even had the doors open for three weeks. Three weeks! Our ordeal
for three days became a Sunday-school treat. Small wonder they
hated the Germans. Who can blame them for taking such terrible
revenge when liberation came? An eye for an eye is good
Asiatic practice, and the Russian is essentially, especially mentally,
of Asia, although his sense of humour undoubtedly comes from
elsewhere. For the five evenings we spent in Moosburg Hospital,
Russians joined us sometimes in a sing-song round the stove. The
beer was quite incidental, though helpful on such get-together
parties. Visitors were never limited to the five sick types; others
just climbed casually over the double ten-foot high fence, ignoring the Spandau crew who sometimes fired a burst at or
near them more for appearances than for killing. We talked
about escaping, especially sources of supply and routes. Sooner or
later the conversation veered round to police dogs. They were
very much in evidence at Moosburg, probably because their
great value in patrolling and cornering escapers could be fully
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exploited in such big areas. Very pr?ud "Hund-fiihrers" stamped
up and down the main camp road w1th these large, fierce Alsa.tm1S
on a light chain. Periodically, on some order from the Jackbooted leader, the dog would spring at a passer-by with bared
fan as and blood-curdling snarl deep down its massive throat.
Mo~t people jumped clear, scared stiff, but not the Russians. They
snarled back and threatened the hound.
American officers came in two days after us, very worn and
depressed from the bloody fiasco of the Salerno landing. Tall,
broad-shouldered, with the permanently tanned faces found in
hot, dry areas, whetl1er of Queensland, New Mexico, or Arabia.
They belonged to the Thirty-sixth Texan Division. Bad luck
being captured on their first real battle after nearly two years of
strenuous training. Naturally enough they were bitter, because
theirs was the same old story, no tank support in time, and the
Panzer counter-attack rolling over good infantry. But they had
knocked the Boche hard and done their job before being overwhelmed. No mistaking their origin, once seen and heard.
Soft drawling voices added the last detail of typical Texans as
given in Westerns. By the time their party and ours really got
acquainted, some entlmsiasts had found a basket-ball pitch where
the Gavi team, who regarded themselves rather highly, took a
terrific beating from these Lone Star lads. First-class tactics exploiting about a foot of extra reach per man just knocked us cold.
Watching from the sideline, I was reminded ofmy own ineffectual
efforts in Gavi courtyard to counter David Stirling. Anyway, the
games raised American-no, I'm sorry-Texan morale and did
us a power of good too.
Such contacts, though valuable and heartening, were incidental
to our main preoccupation of "returning to duty". During the
journey from Gavi, any personal escape went by the board, of
necessity because my rank and red hat helped a little in tempering
the ill winds. Moosburg represented the parting of our ways,
particularly as the naval and air types peeled off here; and that
meant my responsibilities ended. I could go when luck opened
the way.
Meeting the main party every day, we knew several small
teams were making very thorough preparations for future
breaks. Having good food stocks, the essential requirements as
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usual were maps, clothes, and money, in that order. The huge,
international population of Stalag VII A could supply all these,
on a keen barter basis, which my party could well afford, because our reserves of food, coffee, chocolate, and cigarettes made
us semi-millionaires in that queer economy.
Two formidable escaping teams had made plans, dependent
on speaking good French. The famous old firm of George Miller
and Wally Binns had picked up excellent French contacts in
Munich railway yard. Buck Palm and George Sukas, an excellent
Greek who talked every known language most convincingly,
were ready to swop over with two Russian officers, when the
time came to move on. This plan worked perfectly. Our two
walked out on a working party and went home via France and
way ports. I have not heard the story yet, but knowing both of
them very well, it must be good. Incidentally, the two Russians
moved on with us, and covered rl1e break very well, despite the
handicap of speaking no English and might!y .little German.
Bored with life in a compound, they were quite happy to
risk immediate execution for masquerading as British officers;
the risk was a real one, and Ken Fraser had to talk the Germans
out of it when the diminished party reached their permanent
camp.
Then Alisdair Cramm, our mountaineer, returned to us, on
I think the fourth day, very worn, his head bandaged, after
another damned bad run ofluck. Last seen on a stretcher writhing
and moaning en route to the Italian hospital in Bolzano, he walked
quietly out three days later, by which time the doctors suspected
he was a fake. Once free, the trail to Switzerland beckoned, and
Alisdair blithely tackled thirty miles of most formidable going.
Next day, on a bend of mountain track where movement off it,
up or down, was impossible, he ran into a killing party ofTyrolese
out hunting the hated Italians, who had tyrannised over them
most brutally ever since 1919. For the South Tyrol, this was the
time of liberation and revenge. Only tl1e w1expected, abrupt
nature of the meeting saved Cramm from being shot on sight, as
a stranger, probably Italian. Only the intervention of an older
woman hunting with the pack, who believed his story, saved
him from deliberate execution. He was beaten up qmte badly
before being handed over to German troops at some wayside
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railway station. Th~own into an empty storeroom and locked up
for the night, without any attention or even water, Alisdair
suffered the added anxiety of a half-crazy German soldier,
hammering on the door at intervals, screaming, ''I' m going to
kill the English bastard! I'll cut his bloody throat! Let me in!"
This poor devil' s family had been blotted out by the thousandbomber raid on Cologne. So Cramm rejoined us, his head literally
bloody but his spirit as high as ever. Once upon a time Robert
Louis Stevenson prayed for "courage, gaiety, and the quiet
mind"-Alisdair had full measure of all these qualities.
Four determined South Africans headed by Alec W urh and
Karl Koelges had also made adequate preparations for leaving the
train at the earliest opportunity after George and Wally. At
the last minute, when further secrecy was unnecessary, George
Millar gave them the drill and code word for contacting the
Frenchman working in Munich marshalling yard. They jumped,
in due course, reached the yard safely, but were thrown off course
by an air-raid, and picked up on a routine check as undesirables
on railway premises.
My own escape preparations were quite simple. From the
Frenchmen, who were most helpful, I acquired maps, advice, an
old felt hat, and a disreputable jacket; an American, taking pity
on hearing our pathetic story, handed over an excellent compass;
and widespread barter accumulated two hundred marks. That
completed my needs. I was ready and more than willing.
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CHAPTER XXI

SHOT AT DAWN

O

the fifth day in Stalag VII A, we repacked our augmented gear and marched back to the railway, off on the
road again to permanent Officers' Camps, known as
"Oflags". The Navy and Air Force had departed one day ahead
for their respective prisons, and the "Gavi Specials" had
dwindled to twenty-five pioneer, pukka members, augmented by
several waifs and strays. These comprised the two Russian lads,
masquerading as Buck and George Sukas, an American Teclmical
Sergeant named Millar, who had swopped complete identity
with Richard Carr, and a spiritual-cum-medical reinforcement of
three padres and two more doctors. As fellow-travellers they tied
on to our trade-union reps., Doe Vaughan and the Fraser
brothers, who were now unencumbered with Gavi sick.
Before marching out of the main gates, the party filed through
one of the camp searching sheds, which resembled, and raised
the same feelings as, the Customs at Southampton or Dover.
German N.C.O.s stood behind tables, on which officially we
emptied out everything for their check, while real "ferrets" made
a personal search. Compared to any Italian camp, particularly
Gavi, the whole business was a farce. We knew what to expect,
and the necessary avoiding action. One packet of cigarettes on
top of the gear minimised the N.C.O.s; another packet, or
chocolate according to supply, in the right-hand pocket soothed
the ferret. No problem at all. Of course anyone who lacked
Danegeld or was bloody-minded enough not to pay had everything thrown out. " Live and let live" was the motto in most
Stalags, or camps for other ranks. Unfortunately the same spirit
did not apply in permanent Oflags. Hence the necessity to
escape now during the next journey.
N
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Proving that the system was catching up on us, before going
through the gate the camp staff issued chunks of black bread and
most amemic-looking sausage, probably seventy-five per cent
wood pulp. While the German issuer was engaged elsewhere, I
slipped mine across to one oflus Russian workers. The way the
food disappeared was worthy of Maskelyne at hls best. We
marched out of the gate, heavily laden ourselves though still
accompatued by one handcart full of reserve gear, and across to
the sidings, where two thlrd-class carriages fronted a long rake of
goods trucks. Extra guards waited beside them.
Rank has disadvat1tages under such conditions. I was ushered
into the first small compartment, next to the engine, sharing it
with six others and one guard. In the corner was a lavatory door,
representing comfort and a potential escape hatm. There were
loud complaints from the cattle-truck addicts at the hlgher
standard of travel, not because they preferred jolting about on
straw or bare floors, but compartments would have guards in
them. I noticed with some amusement that the keen, prepared
escapers made a quick rush for the big compartment of the
second carriage. There was a lavatory opening off it too. The
medical group and padres shared anotl1er compartment in our
carriage, whlch was not the corridor type. Having sorted ourselves and dumped the gear, we all climbed out for a fmal pumpslup against the wheels and a last chance to stretch our legs.
George Millar and Wally Binns sidled over to share my wheel,
and the latter whlspered in hls strong Y orkshlre dialect, "George
and I are off first chance. Tills time we'll make it!" "Don't be
too sure," I warned them. "It's not so easy. Good hunting
though." Away we clanked, on the•move once more.
We settled down, all very placid and prepared to sleep.
Presently Brian Upton, who had deliberately stayed aboard,
went into the lavatory. Conung out five minutes later, he
slumped down beside me and said casually. "It's O.K. The
weather's rather poor." That meant the window could be
negotiated when necessary. Our goods train crawled so slowly
into Munich that we could have hopped off anywhere. Various
pine clumps and scattered bushes gave good cover, but everyone
resisted the temptation, tl10ugh the sentries were more than half
asleep. Better wait for darkness, anyway; best wait until the
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train went west to the limit of night. Our French stooges said the
destination was a camp near Strasbourg, so the later we dropped
off the less walking to do. My desert trek had been adequate
experience of long-distance hiking.
Soon after dusk our carriages were unhooked in a marshalling
yard on the outskirts of Mwlich. The weather had taken a turn
for the worse. Bitterly cold rain, with a tendency to sleet, drove
steadily against the windows. Not the best night for wandering
round a hostile countryside, except for security. Not many
people would be moving in such miserable conditions. It takes.
a great deal of resolution to endure real discomfort, apart from
the risk of jumping.
Finally an engine bumped on to our carriage, then shuttled
round the sidings until crashing on to the front of a long heavy
goods train. Very nice too. This pronlised to be another
slow haul. Almost before the engine got into its stride George
Millar and Wally Binns headed the "stick" of escapers from the
lavatory of the second carriage; tl1eir plot depended on Frehch
contacts in the Munich railway yards, so why walk any farther
than necessary 1 At short intervals, six more rolled down the
embankment and disappeared safely into the dirty night. They
were screened very simply by Nugent Cairns, Tony Hay, and
two others, who grouped round the guard in the corner, chatting
briskly in German and of course sharing cigarettes. Imagine the
consternation, the dismay, the screaming, when it suddenly
dawned on the dumb guard that he had been sold a very smooth

line.
Nearly an hour after leaving Mwlich the train stopped at a
small station, and the Feldwebel in charge heard of his lossesand went up in the air 1ike a jet fighter. Screaming and shouting,
he threatened to shoot the unfortunate guard, also the officers
who were left, for "endangering the Reich" and generally put on
a pantomime show that the Widow Twankey would have enjoyed. Behind all the bluster was the uneasy knowledge of the
outsize rocket waitino- for him, and ten minutes' frantic telephoning confirmed hi~ apprehensions. Even the stamping o~ his
knee-boots sounded disconsolate, as he came back, tllls time mto
our ruddy compartment, where five out of eight planned to leave
when the right time came.
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Obviously, tmtil the tension relaxed, we might as well take
things quietly and try to catch up on some sleep. The best, and
almost the shortest, route to Switzerland should be JUSt west of
Ulm. The train could not make that under three hours. Excepting the unfortunate guards, we snored in unison. Last check
on our compass still showed west. Long after rmdnight, I woke
suddenly, w1easy and worried for no reason at all, pulled the
compass out, under my greatcoat-and the blasted needle
steadied exactly on our course! Surreptitiously, I kicked Tag and
Ken Fraser awake, telling them the dreadful news. Somewhere,
sometime we had turned at right angles and were rattling northwards. But where 1 Peering through the dirty windows showed
nothing much except a black night, still full of driving sleet. The
train slowed through one station, then stopped for ten minutes at
another; both were blacked out, and any names in view meant
nothing to us. No sign anywhere pointing to Ulm; we must be
miles off course, properly "bushed". We had missed the jump at
Itmsbruck and again at Munich; come daylight, the real opporttmity had passed by, because we must reach journey's end before
midday, unless something drastic intervened! Maddening for
everyone, but most of all for Tag Pritchard and myself who had
ftrSt cl~im to jump, as some compensation for our responsibilities
coming through from Gavi.
Wiping the frosted window, I peered through, as the eastern
sky paled and the landscape gradually took shape. Everyone in
our compartment, including the two guards, decided escaping
was off with sw1-up. Even the Feldwebel settled back, relaxed,
and snored gently.
The train was on a big embankment, struggling hard up a fairly
steep gradient and moving at walking pace. A marvellous chance.
Somewhere it has been written, "He who entereth by the window, and not by the door, is a bastard". The passage flashed into
mind as I tiptoed into the lavatory; tlus was being a bastard in
reverse. One last look round; the sleepers drooped at queer
angles, mouths open, gently snoring-even the two Jerries.
Better not warn anyone. With my precious rucksack hung over
one arm, I slid up the window and climbed out into the dUlly
bite of morning air.
"Well, the old luck has changed at last," I tl10ught, standing
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on the side, poised for the drop. At that split second, the enginedriver poked his head out of the cab, fifteen feet away-and
looked back down the train. I watched his mouth and eyes open
m amazement, then as I dropped the whistle shrilled, and kept on
shrilling while the train stopped witl1 a jerk. I had planned to
cross the second set of tracks, and go over the embankment rim
beyond them, because it was the quickest way to get out of
sight. But the driver, not seeing me actually go, might anticipate
that action, and direct the hunt on to that side. Perhaps going
under the train and down the embankment beyond might fool
them. Quicker than tllis takes to write, I wriggled under the
stationary carriage and bolted down the steep grassy bank. It
was a big embankment, twenty yards of slope, then a fallow
field where even a hare would have difficulty in hiding. Two
hundred yards at least before a hedge or trees would lude me
from view, not to mention bullets! One small bush half-way
dovm the embankment nlight help. I sat below it, as the guards
came tumbling out, shouting and screanling. Would they go the
other side 1 No such luck. The Feldwebel had wakened in time
to watch me from Ius window. Almost foaming with rage,
quite incoherent, he pmmded down tl1e slope, stopped a yard
below, swung up his Luger-and shot me.
Despite several near nlisses, including Sidi Rezegh, when a
Spandau bullet tore the front of my desert pants, I had never
been wounded, so my reactions may be of interest. The first
shock felt like a good kick on the right thigh. Looking down I
realised that the knee had sagged outwards involuntarily, and
only my left leg held me sitting on the steep slope. Obviously
the right thigh bone was broken. All this came logically; then I
saw lots of red blood soaking through my battle-dress trousers,
and became aware that the warm stream running down the
twisted leg was also blood-and panic seized me. Strangely
enough my memory went back to General Bridges-first Commandant ofR.M.C. of Australia-who died at Gallipoli having
been shot through the thigh. The bullet cut the big artery, and
he died in ten minutes. Ten nlinutes! Was I within ten minutes
of the end of this round 1 Sitting there, scared badly, I yelled at
the top of my powerful voice, "Doe Vaughan! Doe Vaughan!
Quick! I've been shot!" The Feldwebel still stood a yard away,
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o-esturing with the Luger and saying, "Get back in the train!"
But he meant no more than the small bush. Like the Italians, my
only instinct was self-preservation, and life depended on little
Vaughan. He jumped out of the train and down the bank,
closely followed by the Fraser brothers. They ignored completely .
the excited guards who were screaming "Halt" and threatening .
to shoot. Slitting my trousers, and wiping off some of the blood, '
Vaughan made a quick examination. "Has it caught the artery, ·
Dou" I asked very anxiously. "Good Lord, no!" he answered
callously. "Only the bone. Damned close shave for something
else though." He pointed to the last hole. The bullet had entered
the outside of the right thigh, smashed the bone badly, come out
again in the groin and gone on into the lower abdomen. Fortunately, hitting. the bone squarely had taken most of the punch,
and Vaughan could feel the bullet, stuck in the tummy muscles.
Very fortunately, too, that I was sitting, and stayed there; the
splinters of bone, especially the lower end, had no strain or
pressure, and therefore did not lacerate the muscles, although
these shortened the leg up about three inches.
I am sure we still owned a Red Cross box at this stage of the
journey, because they improvised a splint from the lid. Doe also
had morphia, thank God, which put me into a grand pain-free
coma before being moved. During this first-aid demonstration,
so thoroughly appreciated by the victim, the German CorporalInterpreter and Tag had given the Feldwebel such a verbal
thrashing that he must have been tempted to shoot himsel£
Finally, our four strongest types rolled me into a blanket and
hefted nearly fourteen stone of part-worn Brigadier back up that
steep slope and on to the floor of the Doctor's compartment. One
recollection, still quite vivid, is of being lifted over the signal wire
running along the embankment edge. The end of the splint,
sagging down, went under the wire and the whole dressing got
dragged off.
Everyone climbed back aboard and on went our train, after my
shortest-ever attempt at escaping. Even the run off the truck had
been more prolonged. This time not sixty seconds from "sight
to kill", but it put me off the Escape Committee's register for a
long time. I was lying on the floor among the feet of three padres,
three doctors, and two good Kiwis, almost enjoying my first
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shot of morphia, still conscious enough to follow bits of the
conversation. In a nice way the padres wondered what denomination I would be; for burial data presumably. The doctors in their
usual cold-blooded manner discussed the future of my partworn leg. Amputation if it became really septic was the most
pessimistic view; the optimist predicted two inches shortening.
In my dopy state, I could not care less.
Ten minutes run brought us to a small station where the
interpreter got busy on the phone, so that when we rattled into
Wiirzburg, about an hour after I was shot at dawn, a motor
ambulance was waiting. Doe Vaughan tried very hard to leave
Jack Fraser as my orderly, despite their assurance that I would
be well looked after. Actually the assurance was quite right.
The ambulance crawled through Wiirzburg city, then roared up
a hill on the outskirts to a huge modern building. It was a thousand-bed hospital, which had been completed in 1939, ready for
the war; almost the perfect hospital, planned and prepared at least
four years in advance for tllis purpose. Recollections of my arrival
are rather hazy, mainly due to the hefty stab of morphia which
had obsessed my befuddled brain with the necessity to tell the ftrSt
German doctor that I had been drugged. I knew wounded must be
clearly marked if given morphia immediately, and I was worried
that Doe Vaughan had not done so. As if there was any need!
Taken, stretcher and all, into a huge, silent-running lift, we
ascended to the top floor where the operating theatres were
concentrated. In some kind of preparation room, orderlies
stripped me as naked as I was born, cleaned up the mess a bit,
then wheeled me in on a table under the lights. Two minutes
later, a short, grey-haired man came over and said, "Good morning, Brigadier. You've been in trouble. Let's see what we can do
for it." And so I met Doktor Max Frisch, a very good surgeonand a good German. "Ich habe morphia, Herr Doktor"-I
mumbled my little speech, which had been buzzing in the poor
old brain for an hour. "Yes, I know. That is all right," he answered, then jabbed more shots of something near the wreck, and
got busy. Next thing I knew: "Ah, here is your pill," Frisch exclaimed and held up a battered chunk of bullet before my drowsy
eyes. "Most of it is here, thanks be. You'd better keep it for luck!"
Various helpers were circulating round, but I remembered
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clearly one elderly woman, wearing a queer kind of coif above
her spotless white smock. Evidently someone with authority, she
stood watching the doctor's deft fingers. "It's very brown, isn't
it 1' she observed in German, looking in the vicinity of the wound. ·
That registered, too, through my semi-coma. We had been sun- ·
bathing in the nude all summer at Gavi, and I was mahogany ·
all over.
Five minutes later the doctor said, "That is all for now. I will
come down and see you later, after the X-ray. But I consider you
are a very, very lucky man because there is no real damage to the
main blood vessels or tl1e sciatic nerve. Why there's no damage,
I don't know. The bullet must have bounced off tl1em in passing."
As they wheeled me out, I noticed the clock: half-past eight, not
three hours since the engine-driver saw me. Back we went, down
in the lift to the fmt floor, round long corridors into a small room
with french windows looking out on a garden.
Put very carefully into bed, I waited sleepily, still enjoying my
morphia. Then two more orderlies pushed a huge chromiumplated gadget into tl1e room, plugged in a power lead, and proceeded to take the X-ray photos. Bringing Miliomet to the
mountain in this case. They moved on, about their lawful
occasions, to be followed by a tiny Sister, also wearing the queer
coif, who held my head up and fed me very good soup.
An hour later, Doktor Frisch walked in, followed by minions
with a mass of gear, which made up into a cunning gadget
supporting a pulley at the end of the bed and a frame for my leg
to rest on. In the meantime, having given another "local", he
bored a hole through the bone below my knee, ran a shining
steel skewer right through, and fastened a yoke to it. From this,
a stout cord led over the pulley, supporting a small platform on
which weights could be stacked. The Doktor stacked them, one
by one, carefully checking the battered limb. "You have good
solid muscles," he observed, adding tl1e eighteenth potmd. "They
take a great deal of stretching. You see it is necessary to strike the
nght balance for every individual case. Too much weight is very
bad for the muscles and the knee. Too little weight means the
leg is left much shorter. The bigger weight is painful too and
hard to bear, but your leg will be better at the end. Just a little
more." And he boosted the load up to twenty-two pomuls.
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" Also , because your muscles are good, they can hold the shattered fragments of bone together very well. No need for plaster,
w1less there are complications. I have given you injections against
shock and septica:mia. Sister has sleeping tablets, and will sec
that you rest properly. Now, that is all for the present. Your
future is in God's hands-and your own. It is the spirit of the
patient which matters most, and I know an Englishman will never
let me down." "I'm not an Englishman, I'm a New Zealander,"
I mumbled. "That is the same thing," came back this astonishing
man, and off he went.
And so, on September 29th, 1943, I came to anchor in Wiirzburg Hospital for three weary months, anchored, in fact, by that
bloody mass of weights dragging and nagging at my part-worn
leg. Doktor Frisch kept me going, by taking a potmd or so off,
week by week; then putting it back again on some pretext or
another. Under such circumstances, it is so easy to mill over every
incident and worry aboqt mistakes. There were plenty on my
mind too. Did I let the Division down in Greece 1 Had I failed my
men in El Mreir 1 What about Gavi 1 If we had bashed the
Italians there, the whole future might have been different. Did I
funk the rain at Munich, and so wait too long before leaving the
train 1 On and on, over and over.
Doktor Frisch saved my leg by his skill, aided by my constitution; he saved my sanity and life in the dark nights, when an
overdose of sleeping tablets seemed the perfect end. A first-rate
surgeon, whose family had been doctors in Wiirzburg for
generations, he was not a member of the Nazi Party. :Although
senior surgeon in that thousand-bed hospital, his rank was merely
Reserve Captain. More than that. He had been captured at Arras
in 1917 by the English. Providence put me into very good hands
when I was wheeled into his theatre.
His kindness to me went far beyond the limit of medical duty.
One of the prized possessions in the Frisch household was a
library of nearly four hm1dred English books, mostly contemporary novels. At least twice weekly, when he arrived on
daily inspection, out from under his smock would come another
book which disappeared quietly among the pillows. All of them
were beyond price during that period of fourteen weeks, at first
painful, then danmably monotonous.
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Although only Doktor Frisch spoke English, the other German
members of the hospital staff with whom I came in contact
treated me exactly the same as their own wounded officers. The
Nursing Sisters were nuns belonging to a Catholic Nursing
Order; they never stopped working, and their kindness and .
Christian charity set the standard for everyone else. Most of the
V.A.D.s seemed to be bnmettes from Niimberg, quite easy to .
the eye and full of devilment; most of them had been educated
as "Hitler Maidens" and preached the Nazi doctrine-if someone else was present.
Our hospital was essentially for German wounded, having on
rare occasions handled emergency treatment for prisoners, such
as Allied airmen shot down in the close neighbourhood. According to Doktor Frisch, I was the first British officer admitted as a
patient, and this, added to my rank, possibly also the unusual
nature of my arrival, all tended to make me rather an exhibit.
A daily visitor was the hospital barber, one of the smooth
rype who talk well. Much too young for such a back-area job, I
learned later he was an epileptic and, as such, exempt from
fighting service. Whatever the excuse, it was quite obvious the
last thing he wanted to do was fight for the Reich. Appreciating
that I might be a very useful peg to hang his future on, Erich
proved most attentive, not only by coming to shave me at
Sister Klein's convenience, but also by producing vital things
including tooth-cleaning gear, writing material, and a pack of
cards, then minor luxuries such as Schnapps, a hair brush, and so
on. Until the Gestapo intervened he often returned and talked
with me, about New Zealand, the war, our families, the future;
but always sooner or later, tl1e halting conversation veered rmmd
to New Zealand. It worried me a great deal that I was unable to
return all this service, which I had expected to do, in kind, when
the International Red Cross found me again. Weeks went by and
still nothing happened. Feeling very low after a first bout of
pleurisy, and not wishing to be indebted in any way to the barber,
I gave..him the "protection chit" for which he was angling. It
read: The bearer . .. has been very helpful to me, while in
hospital with a broken leg. As I cannot repay this assistance I will
be most grateful if any member of tl1e Anglo-American Forces
will do so." Erich tucked tllis into his wallet, expressing fervent
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thanks, and I never gave it another thought, until repercussions
hit us much later.
For me, Santa Claus arrived that year about mid-November,
in the happy disguise of Mr. Brown, a large, forceful Australian
Sergeant-Major, most immaculately dressed, including Sam
Browne belt. He roared in full of vigour and good cheer, as fresh
and invigorating as surf on a Sydney beach; up to that time and
place, the best Aussie I had met, and the most welcome. "Good
morning, sir." He greeted me with a punctilious salute, and a
hand shake that put new life into me. ''I'm Mr. Brown, Man of
Confidence at Stalag Thirteen C. We heard on the grape-vine
from foreign workers that you were here, and as you're in my
territory, I came along to see what we can do." Like a poor weak
fish, I felt the tears well over in my eyes, but he was such a grand
sight, and a grand man too, doing an excellent job.
Out of a magic bag, Mr. Brown produced an amazing array
of comforts-toilet gear, a razor, cigarettes, chocolate, writing
material. Even a tape measure, which he ran quickly over my
recumbent body. He had arranged already for the weekly supply
of Red Cross parcels-not just the normal food one, but in
addition "milk" and invalid types as well. In each, for their
barter value, would be fifty cigarettes! What a marvellous change
of fortune; due to one perfectly good Australian who had browbeaten the hospital Commandant, demanding admission on behalf
of the International Red Cross. With the aid of the tape measure,
Mr. Brown promised to produce battle-dress, complete with
badges of rank, New Zealand titles, and the latest pattern of
tailored collar. What marvellous service! While we were nattering away at full speed of this and that-Retimo on Crete, where
he was captured, my desert party, and so on-Doktor Frisch
walked in. I said, "Doktor, this is Mr. Brown, as Father Christmas
from Stalag Thirteen C. He is the Australian Man of Confidence
there." The Herr Doktor shook hands and observed, "Ah yes!
The Australian Man of Confidence. That is not the same as an
Australian Confidence man, is it 1" Rather neat, though said
quite innocently. Presumably the skill and efficiency of Aussies in
that particular field had been demonstrated even in Wiirzburg.
The title comes from that all-embracing Bible of P.o. W. life,
the Geneva Convention, in which the camp representative of the
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International Red Cross is referred to by the French term meaning
"Man of Confidence", or in other words, someone trustworthy
and reliable.
Thereafter, three Red Cross parcels reached me each week,
regular as the hospital meals. Apart from their obvious nutritive
value, which was immensely helpful towards a good recovery,
having a plentiful, regular supply of soap, chocolate, and cigarettes
put me on the semi-millionaire level in the hospital economy.
Even the bedpan drill went much more smoothly, when I could
dole out two cigarettes whenever the orderly appeared. The
system changed overnight from an irksome duty to an eagerly
sought-after perquisite. Similarly with all the other chores. My
meals arrived for issue by a brunette V.A.D. whose attitude
changed completely on receiving chocolate for services rendered
-in handing out my potatoes and sauerkraut. Here again the
bnmettes changed more frequently than the weekly roster laid
down. Little Sister Klein, the nun who was really in charge of
me, and who was a perfect darling-with a grand sense of
humour and dislike of Nazi stuffed-shirts-would trot
happily along to the kitchen with tins of bacon and egg powder,
returning even more happily bearing plates of scrambled egg and
bacon, which she, and I assume the cook also, shared surreptitiously.
Also this wealth enabled me to square my debts with the barber,
and others of lesser importance.
During the Christt'l.as Day celebrations, "export grade" beer
containing eight per cent alcohol flowed like water. Every
patient, including me, was issued with a quart stein, constantly
reftlled by a stream of orderlies, who radiated good cheer,
probably due to steady sipping. The party spirit whooped up so
fast that I suspect the initial supply had been laced with blackmarket Sclmapps-the German wood alcohol, a most potent
brew. The hospital Gestapo gave up trying to keep my room
door locked, so the stream of visitors flowed in and out, with
masses of fun and genuine goodwill. Adding to the Christmas
atmosphere, every room or ward had its tree, decorated with
tinsel and all manner of little gadgets. Strictly according to
custom, the trees remained until New Year, when the bits and
pieces were carefully packed away for the next celebration.
Doktor Max helped very much to make my own Christmas Day
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a memorable one. I had made up some small gift for his wifesoap, chocolate, cigarettes. In return, he arrived on Christmas
morning, fished in his black bag, and produced two bottles, one
of Liebfraumilch hock, the other a very pleasant Moselle, called
Schwarzkopfif my memory is right. Nectar, bottled with loving
care, almost the last of a diminished and unreplenishable cellar. I
know who had the best of that exchange! Very pleasant being
able to sip a glass with Sister Klein and the crew of"steadies" who
looked after me. Under the circumstances, was it fraternisation
to kiss the brunettes from N iirnberg 1
If Christmas Day was good value, much appreciated by everyone, despite many blotting-paper mouths and little hammers
doing skull-rapping on the following day, my real Red Letter
event came on December 29th, when, amid general excitement,
Doktor Frisch removed the last weights and the frame. My leg
was literally in one piece again. Oh wonderful day! Escaping
from that medical rack thrilled me as much as escaping from
Germany. Thank God, I was mobile again. Despite the doctor's
warning, no sooner had they gone out, than I swung the dud leg
over the edge and nearly fainted with the pain. The knee was stiff
as a board and quite nseless! Three months of holding those
damned weights with no natural movement had seized it up
like an ungreased vehicle on an outside park for three years.
And apart from the leg, I felt weak as water. Obviously there was
a long road ahead yet before I'd walk the hills again. On New
Year's Day, supported by an excited Sister Klein, I stood on both
feet, while someone measured the right leg. It was, and still is,
half an inch shorter. In imagination, I thumbed my nose at the
medical pessimists on the train who predicted at least two inches
shortening! Two more days and in came crutches. We made it
to the windows, and my horizon grew from the tops of five large
bushes and two silver birch-trees to a rather pleasant shrubbery
and open land beyond that. On it, across the road, was a big
airfield, used full-bore by night fighters. Next to that, an important Luftwaffe headquarters occupied several blocks, as big
as our hospital.
On the third morning of the New Year, 1944, I came down to
earth with a very heavy thud. Doktor Frisch rushed in, much
earlier than usual, very agitated, and without even saying "Good
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morning" burst out, "You are in very serious trouble, Brigadier.
The Gestapo have got the barber's paper. They've arrested him!"
"In trouble 1 Me 1 What paper 1 Whatever are you talking about:"
"The paper you gave that damned fool of a barber, the protection letter! The Gestapo have it, and we shall all be in great
trouble." "Good Lord! I'd forgotten all about it. I meant to
collect the confounded thing. What happened:" Frisch calmed
down a bit and became more coherent. "The fool dropped his
wallet somewhere round the hospital. One of the orderlies picked
it up. They dislike him because he's dodged war service and
gets in on all the rackets, including the girls. It was given to the
Gestapo, who of course arrested the barber at once. They will be
after you, and me next." "Why: They can't touch me, I'm a
prisoner-of-war, and you've done nothing." Frisch looked at me,
a very worried German. "You forget he is a civilian, charged
with treason-believing that Germany will lose the war. That
means his head at the best. You have seduced his loyalty, and that
is a civil offence in this case. The Gestapo handle it, not the Army.
As for me-God knows what the bloody fool will say when they
rack him!" "When they what:" I asked, unable and unwilling
to believe my ears. "When they rack him!" repeated the Doktor.
"When they twist his limbs until he screams out confession after
confession-everything and anything to fill their report and stop
the agony." "What a pack of bastards!" "Yes, truly so. That is
what my beautiful civilised Germany has sunk to. But there are
worse tortures, which the devils use. Exposing the facial nerves
and twanging them with tweezers. That is the worst. Pulling out
fmger- and toe-nails. Never ceasing interrogation!" He shuddered. "God help us! You were very foolish to give him such a
paper, Brigadier." "I was a damned fool to forget about it, when
I paid him back!" I answered. "That's why he was so keen to
help in the first few weeks. I haven't seen him since Mr. Brown
brought shaving gear-except twice for a hair-cut, and someone
came with him then." "Yes, the Gestapo man for the hospital.
Please, when they question you, do not admit anything. I am
very worried. They will suspect me, of course, not being a
member of the Party." He went out, very apprehensive.
Repercussions followed very quickly. They locked the door
again and a Gestapo representative mounted guard, only admit336
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ting Sister Klein and one orderly, both very worried, on my
behalf even more than their own. I was tmder close arrest. That
afternoon, the Commandant and his retinue stamped in for the
second time in three months. He was a Party hack dressed in
Colonel's gear, knowing nothing about doctoring. With the
Gestapo standing by, there was only one line for him to takeand he went the whole way. "Abuse of hospitality", "suborning
his staff", "spreading disloyalty to the Reich", on and on. I lay
there saying nothing-having no chance to butt in, anyway.
Finally he ended-"Orders have been received that you will leave
this hospital immediately." It was the fmt week in January; snow
everywhere, bitterly cold days and nights. Two bouts of pleurisy
(due to opening the windows too enthusiastically) had not improved my general health.
I looked at him steadily and said, "Herr Colonel, you know I
am not fit to leave this hospital yet. Ifl die because of this order,
you will be held personally responsible." He bellowed something
like, "It's your own danmed fault!" (fair comment) and stamped
out, followed by six other sets of jack-boots.
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BACK IN THE RANKS

E

next morning a rather subdued Sister Klein came in
with the news that two British soldiers had arrived to take
me away. I must be ready in one hour. While she packed
up the gear, an orderly helped dress me in the new battle-dress.
Mr. Brown would have been pleased with it-a perfect fit and
all the trimmings right, even to embroidered rank badges and
1 red tabs. Then in came the wheeled stretcher, piloted, of all
people, by two perfectly good Anzacs, Sergeant Stanley Peru1 of
Wanganui., New Zealand, on one end, and Corporal "Spider"
Webb of Melbourne on the other. Having said "Auf Wiedersehen" to Doktor Frisch* and to a worried, apprehensive staff, all
afraid now of having befriended me, we slithered down an icesheathed road to W urzburg station. Snow lay thick everywhere, gleaming in the pale winter sw1shine, rather hard on my
unaccustomed eyes. Though cold, the air was bracing and
invigorating.
Accompanied by the inevitable Feldwebel-Interpreter, we
eventually clambered into an ordinary third-class carriage, where
I managed to get my dud leg up on the seat. The journey lasted
three hours, and all three of us talked non-stop every minute of
the trip. My friends would agree that silence is not one of my
few virtues, and, except for infrequent chats with Doktor
Frisch, my vocal cords had virtually rusted during the last three
monilis.
Three hours went like snow in a hot breeze, so that Ebelsbach' s
tiny railway station arrived much too soon. The train waited
while my stretcher was extracted from the guard's van, and having
ARLY

* We met again in August 1951, when my wife and( visited Wtirzburg-one of the
good reunions.
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packed me on it again with great care, off we trundled, through
icy slush.
The lads had explained that our destination was the hospital
for thousands of prisoners, including those from Stalag Thirteen
C, who were scattered round the countryside on '"Working
Commando", as the Germans called labour parties. The name
has no connection whatever with our "Green Berets". Therefore
when an ex-"Kriegie" says, "Oh, I was on Commando in
Germany", don't be fooled. He was probably hoeing sugar-beet
on a farm, not slitting throats on the Rhine crossing at Wesel.
Anyway, the hospital occupied a Hitler Youth Labour Camp
situated over the first low ridge beyond the town. Tramping
cheerfully through icy slush, my fellow-Anzacs dragged the
chariot up the slope, in sight of more barbed wire, the inevitable
guard-house and sentry towers, and row after row of dingy
wooden huts, with snow-smeared roofs and long icicles, like
stalactites in Waitomo Caves, hanging from the eaves. Waiting
to go on the books, I was welcomed by Captain MacDonald,
another ex-Cretan prisoner, who was the one British doctor
among a truly international team which included French,
Russians, Jugs, and Poles, even one new, very worried Italian.
"It's no use saying we're pleased to see you, sir," said Mac,
"because this is a shocking ,business, sending you here. As you
will see, our standards of living and comfort are very primitive.
The Gestapo won't allow you in our hut witl1 the doctors.
They insist you must be under guard among the men." "That's
all right," I answered, starting to feel really weary; ''I'm lucky to
get here, instead of a Gestapo gaol. Hope I'm not a danmed
nuisance." "Well, we've rigged up a corner in the Australian
hut, with blankets, and I've got two single beds in it. But there
are over forty men sharing tl1e hut, and you'll find it very different
from Wiirzburg! Sergeant Penn will get you tucked into bed,
and then I'll come down and see about treatment."
We trundled across a muddy yard, along dilapidated wooden
pathways, and reached the new home, a dingy, unlined. hut.
First impression was rather blurred owing to my conditiOn,
but the place seemed crammed full of double-tier bunks, bodies.
noise, and fug. Just inside the door, a blanket curtam screened
off one corner, big enough to hold two beds, with perhaps four
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feet between them. This was home; shared, as regards the corner,
with "Tex", (who had come in from Salemo), and very much
shared, as regards the hut, with thirty-seven Aussies, three Americans, five Poles, one Greek, a South African pilot, and one New
Zealander.
The first ten days were rather difficult, because the inevitable .
happened, and I developed a bout of near-pneumonia, influenza,
or something of the sort. Fortunately, the wound gave no
trouble, except for aching like blazes as a protest against the
change of beds, from that perfect inner-spring double mattress to
a palliasse stuffed with wood wool! But the highlight of the
initial period was the hot-water bottle. Lord knows where they
got it, or how much someone bartered for tl1e precious lifesaver; there it was, always hot, night or day. About every three
hours, someone would push aside the blanket and say, " How's
the bottle, Brig 1" and, if necessary, somehow it was refilled. Only
men who have experienced such conditions will appreciate the
effort, and the sacrifice put into that one act of real kindness. They
were typical, average Australians. The language was appalling,
the gambling something to marvel at; but their team-work
could not be bettered, and their hearts were bigger than their
long, tough bodies. Any attempt to express gratitude, then and
there, would have been greeted with amazement or "What's the
poor old bastard talking abouu"-to Stanley Penn. To them,
my rank did not me~n a thing. I was just a "cobber who wasn't
getting a fair go". That was, and always is, enough to get every
Aussie's practical support. When in addition they knew the
"mucking Gestapo were picking on me", then the sky became
the limit. They all became potential Peter Lalors at the Eureka
Stockade, very much agin the Government. In their absence, I
gladly take the opportunity of saying, "Thank you very much"
to those fellow-hutters of Ebelsbach; not only the Aussies but
also everyone else, particularly "Tex".
Within his physical limitations (his left wrist had been smashed
by two Schmiesser bullets), he did everytlling for me; and when
I say everytl1ing, I mean just that. If he got back to Texas, no
worse than when we shared that corner in the hut, tl1en Texas
is the better for having him.
After ten days of misery, I sat up and started taking notice and
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an inte~e~t in food-sure sign with me of returning health. My
two ongmal sponsors had been most enthusiastic on the subject
ofEbelsbach Sunday dinners. Regarded as The Meal of the week,
everyone concentrated their black-marketing activities on it,
ensuring a proper "bash". Black-marketing was on a terrific
scale, the basic exchange as usual being cigarettes. But Ebelsbach
had a B.M.C. (Black Market Control) Committee of Aussies,
French, and Belgians, who could put the screw on the local
Germans any time, and force prices in the right direction because
the hospital had such excellent contacts through the working
parties spread over a huge area. In other words, they threw their
barter net very wide indeed, operating it as a tight and, if need
be, quite unscrupulous monopoly. The sort of economic organisation we were fighting to eradicate! My food came from the
officers' mess. Being all doctors, the standard of living was very
good indeed, in quantity and in quality, and under the personal
direction of a Parisian che£ Asked whether I fancied anything
for the first Sunday dinner in which I could feel really interested,
the picture of a sizzling nicely browned roast chicken, accompanied by all the trimmings, came to mind as the perfect solution.
No matter that it was February and the off season. For Sunday's
midday dinner, in came an absinthe aperitif and hors-d' ceuvre;
then an excellent thick soup; followed by a most noble, complete
roast chicken, with stuffing, bread sauce, gravy, strawed potatoes, truffles, and green peas. And to drink-both red and white
wine; last but very far from least, real French coffee and Kiimmel.
Writing this, I can see it coming through the blanket curtain,
course after course, piping hot, having been relayed from the
cookhouse by a keen team from the hut. Weeks later, I learned
that all the Aussies and Americans, who drew Red Cross cigarettes, had each put forty into a barter pool for obtaining that
dinner. It was a typical gesture.
Before leaving that crew from Stalag XIII C, one important point is worth making. Scattered over a large area on
working parties, they travelled a great deal by railway either
singly or in groups. When doing so, those Australians were the
best-turned-out troops in Germany. By 1944, every man had a
perfectly fitting, properly creased ?attle-dress;. every man had a
special pair of boots, polished to nurror perfectiOn. Gomg to and
H.H.-12
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from the station he wore working boots, and changed into the
specials for his appearance in public. Also they_ ostentatiously
smoked cigarettes or ate chocolate whenever shanng a compartment with Germans. All part of an energetic campaign to lower
enemy morale and, incidentally, boost their own. Mr. Brown
was responsible for this excellent scheme, having not only
initiated and sold it to the troops, but also put the necessary
drive and enthusiasm behind it. As their Camp Man ofConfidence
he had persuaded the German authorities to let him tour the area,
visiting each working party and delivering their periodical issue
of Red Cross parcels. Accompanied of course by an interpreter,
who was very well "sewn up", Mr. Brown had a special rail
van, full of comforts and any other gear needed by the various
groups. An admirable arrangement which suited everyone. It
saved the Germans time and trouble; it enabled Mr. Brown to
keep a kindly guiding hand on all his men, and at the same time
provide two-way communication between parties. Normally he
arrived at Ebelsbach carrying two or three genuine samples of
halt, sick, or maimed, gathered up en route. One interesting point
in human psychology is worth making. After a few days in the
hut, the Aussies referred to me casually as "the Brig" or '"the Old
Man"; but I never heard Mr. Brown referred to by anyone
except as "Mr. Brown", and always with a blend of respect and
affection. He was an outstanding example of the right man in a
most difficult job; as R.S.M. of zfrrth Battalion, Second A.I.F.,
he must have been first-rate. Fortunately there were other senior
Warrant Officers of that calibre among the British and British
Commonwealth other-rank prisoners. They carried on under
bad conditions, with the right mixture of efficiency and
dignity-and human kindness. I met Mr. Brown, M.B.E., again
in Japan, as R.S.M. of B.C.O.F. Headquarters, an appointment
for which he was admirably suited. We staged a "Barbed Wire
Club" Reunion that will be remembered, up to a varying point,
by all present.
Back once more to Ebelsbach. Stanley Perm was so delighted
to have a fellow-Kiwi that I nearly died from over-nursino- and
ove_r-feeding. Nothing was too much trouble. Stanley was hrge,
JOVial, supremely good-natured, drawing lavishly on an inexhaustible supply of kinch1ess towards his fellow-men. At
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Ebelsbach he had become an institution, until everyone, including
the Germans, referred to him as "Stanley", and referred most
things to him concerning the welfare and comfort of the British
personnel. He was the perfect assistant to Captain MacDonald' s
professional ability.
Between them, aided by daily massage and electric treatment
from "Charles", a young Belgian (and a Cotmt I believe), they
had me out on crutches within a month. There was no room inside the hut for practising on crutches; too many wayside hazards
and too many other bodies. The alternative was to wrap up
warmly and stump along the covered wooden pathways connecting most of the huts. On the second afternoon I was busy
exercising when the German Commandant, passing in the distance, saw me for the first (and last) time. Evidently he decided
to get rid of me at once, probably influenced too by an inquiry
from the Protecting Power as to my health and whereabouts.
Next morning, round about 3 a. m., when the icicles formed on
our ridgepole, and vitality reached its lowest ebb, a German
soldier shook me half-awake, muttering something about my
train leaving in ninety minutes, ending with the inevitable
"Raus! Raus !" Hoping it was just a bad dream, I rolled over and
tried to snuggle into the wood-wool mattress, only to be rudely
wakened again. Then Stanley came rurming in, clucking like a
hen whose chicks are disturbed, confirming the shocking news.
We were outward bound for Oflag IX A/H, wherever that
might be, in an hour! While we packed up my few belongings
and had one for the road from someone's brew on the stove,
an armed sentry tramped across the door. Lord knows why, for
my escaping ability had been positively foreshortened. Much too
early, in every sense, my two original bear-leaders appeared,
dragging their wheeled stretcher, and off we went, accompanied
by one of the worst German "posterns" (guards) ever met. Illmannered, half-crazy, and positively dangerous, he locked horns
immediately with "Spider" Webb, whose standard technique of
being counter-offensive nearly collected a bullet before reaching
the station. When the miserable goods train chuffed up through
frozen snow, my stretcher had to go in tl1e van-and I must go
on it! Those were orders, or so the "postern" asserted. We all
froze for nearly ten hours, spent partly on draughty stations
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where the wind cut like Excalibur, mainly in five successive
guards-vans varying only in the dunnage thrown in o~ us: Fo.~
half that time the verbal fire flared up mcessantly, Spider
returning to the attack every time like a terrier at a rat-hole.
Finally tl1e German broke down, and told his simple, tragic
story. Just another Rhinelander, who returned home to Cologne,
where a vast heap of rubble covered his failier and moilier, his
wife and four children. One more individual family blotted out
by acres of terror-bombing which falls witl1 terrible indiscrimination on everyone. Though all war is rotten sheer waste, in
comparison wiili bombing and counter-bombing, our fighting in
W estem Desert was good clean fun.
Anyway, by the time we de-vanned at Spagenberg station for
tl1e last time, ilie "postern" was under control and my lads
reckoned iliey would have no trouble going back. For here, after
rattling over frozen cobbles into ilie camp, our ways parted. Two
good, staunch friends handed me in at the guardroom, and off
iliey went, chasing trains back along that haphazard, crosscountry route.
The big main gates slammed between us, the bolts rattled, and
I was back behind real barbed wire again, in still anoilier new
setting. My recollections of Oflag IX A/H are rather blurred,
botl1 of the place and tl1e people. After all, I was still sick as well
as immobile.
Here for tl1e first time I met the " 1940s"-the British officers
captured in France, and appreciated the mental and physical
ordeals they had suffered. Having completed almost four years in
the bag, I noticed that signs of strain showed, especially among
the younger officers. With one or two exceptions, the other
inmates fell by the wayside in Greece or Crete, a high proportion
were picked up at ill-fated Kalamata. Among iliese, of course, I
found several old friends, both New Zealanders and Australians.
The Kiwis were a real mixed bag-mixed in ilie sense that I
do not think any two came from the same unit and their home
bases covered both islands. The " mainland" element was headed
by Major Archie Macduff of Christchurch, ~ho had been picked
up at Kalamata. He combined the stature and big voice of
Brigadier Steve Weir with ilie same tremendous output of good
nature as Sergeant Stanley Penn. Archie roared round the camp
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~ke a genial spring gale, helping everyone-and dropping things,
mcludmg me! Next came Major Ernie Davis, also ofthe Cathedral
City, a keen hardworking type from N.Z.A.S.C., fully employed
m Spagers as one of the S.B.O.s admin. team. Then there were
two of my engineers, "Jonah" Jones of Nineteenth Company
and "Killer" Acland, from 7th Field Company. Jonah had been
swallowed up, with a large detachment of his sappers, doing
anti-paratroops defence in a large flat valley half-way across
Crete.
Oflag IX A/H, or " Lower Spagers" as the inmates called it,
was run efficiently, due as usual to a good S.B.O. In tliis case,
Brigadier Nigel Somerset was a senior British officer, and very
good value. Quiet, never ruffled, with a good sense of humour
and much regimental experience, his administration reminded
me very much of the Gavi pattern. There were masses of committees running all activities from the mess to curling. They
worked efficiently, and as happily as prisoners ever do function,
by which I mean tl1ere were occasional rows; but Nigel's firm
hand and gentle voice steered them or jollied them along. It was
the Ken Fraser technique applied successfully to even more
difficult people. Our Gavi team had a predominant element of
wild young hawks beating against the bars. Here were older
birds who ruffled easily.
However, my main preoccupation was still the leg and building
up a rather part-worn constitution. Once again I fell into the
best possible hands. Bill Kinnear was camp doctor; the perfect
answer because as a children's specialist he used the same psychological approach when coping wiili elderly prisoners-of-war.
Probably it was the right technique in my case. Bill put me on
his elevenses and supper list for beverages-the milk parcels
again; ordained I should have a special shower time ; and produced an expert in the person of Colonel Pat Geilien, M. C., who
gave me an hour's massage each morning. Probably "expert" is
an overstatement, seeing that Pat was almost entirely self-taught
as a masseur, but he undoubtedly put fresh vigour into my somewhat wasted muscles; at the same time, his eniliusiasm and cheerful outlook gave me fresh heart, destroying any tendency to selfpity. There were other officers in the camp, who played games
and moved quite freely, whose leg wounds, initially, had been
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much worse than mine. They, too, owed a great deal to Gethen
and Kllmear, an efficient, warm-hearted team. Within three days
they had me stumping about on crutches, mostly round the
first-Boor corridors. A marvellous feeling, being even semimobile again. Stairs were, however, ratl1er tricky, and the outside yards quite impossible owing to ice. Even the fit, fanatical
walkers slipped and slid all ways, out of control in nailed boots.
My recollections of Spagenberg are mainly of ice and deep
snow, which kept firm grip t!uoughout that month or ftve weeks.
The local children travelled to school on their skis and tobogganed madly down the neighbouring hills. Even the postman,
and some of me shoppers, used the same mode of travel. Winter
sports were part of meir normal life. I mention mis because our
enthusiasts converted me basket-cum-soft-ball arena into an ice
rink, by consolidating a snow wall six inches high round the
boundaries and flooding the pitch. Quite simple. Next morning
they had a perfect rink, on which every available pair of skates
circled madly, all day.
The all-time high in variety, excitement, and casualties was an
ice-hockey match which our one Canadian enthusiast staged and
refereed. Some of the players could not skate without serious
concentration, so they spent more time down on tl1e ice than
pursuing the puck; tl1e experts had no room to manceuvre and
the recumbent figures of either team fouled anyone who tried to
cut superior figures round the tiny, over-crowded rink. Imagine
Archie Macduff's bulk, crashing with the roar and impetus of a
forest giant when, quite involuntarily, his feet left me deck! That
happened once every minute of the game. I am not sure that
"Killer" Acland's long figure was not more mirth-giving when
he suddenly folded up, or, travelling out of control at excessive
speed, went Rat on his back. An hour of ice hockey beat Sadler's
Wells hollow for eccentric ballet and entertainment value. Not
only did the inmates moroughly enjoy "having a go" or looking
on, but it was also regarded as a marvellous party by the German
children-and tl1e grown-ups too. It was the only occasion I
ever saw people of the Third (and last) Reich aching with good,
side-splitting mirth. Half the countryside skied in for a free
show.
A few days later, it was "on the move once more" for me, this
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time to Ri:itenberg. Lord knows why, except it had been our
original destination when the guard commander shot me. Only
twenty miles away, across pleasant rolling cotmtry, we travelled
luxuriously by car, and very nice too. But the Commandant
insisted on Bill Kinnear retaining my crutches!
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ROTENBERG AND HADAMAR

T

prison camp at Rotenberg occupied a large f1ve-story
school built of solid brick in the good old days before steel
frames came into fashion. Like my first gaol in Italy, Veano,
we shared the huge building with our guards. Both these features
(the brick construction and sharing) influenced escape schemes.
A large courtyard provided sufficient sports area for two soft-ball
or basket-ball pitches, or cricket played to local rules where
"over the fence, or wire, was out". Half a dozen trees included
one lovely silver birch which gave me, and many others, the
greatest comfort that spring in watching its delicate green tracery
unfold to full beauty. An enterprising pair of chaffmches raised
their family in one of our trees, under the closest scrutiny from
an enthusiastic team of bird-watchers, who kept a non-stop
check, and record, of every waking minute and most intimate
activities of the happy little family. In a corner of the courtyard,
ten yards from the main building and close against the outer
barbed wire, stood our hospital; a wooden hut, added as part of
the camp additions to what had been a large school. This hut
became my home for the next three months during which I
progressed from crutches to two sticks, under the energetic
direction of little Doe Vaughan, and the loving care of
the Fraser brothers! A great comfort to be back with the old
Gavi team again-Brian Upton, Ken Fraser, and others-all well
up to their necks in escape activities, as usual. There were other
New Zealand friends too, who had come on from Greece, in
particular "Stocky" Baigent and Charlie Smart of my engineers.
The former was now Second-Lieutenant Baigent due to
unusual circumstances. On Crete he helped Major Geoff Bedding control Greek troops defending an area west of Maleme.
HE
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Finding the Greeks, like soldiers the world over, disliked SergeantMajors, and that their officers would take orders only from
British officers, "Stocky" was promoted in the field by Major
Bedding. Before this could be confirmed, the airborne blitz hit
Crete and after an exciting run for his drachma-, 2/Lieut. Baigent
went into the bag. During the first trying weeks on Crete and on
the move to Germany, he did sterling work as Camp Adjutant
to Colonel Dtmcan (oLthe Welch Regiment). In Rotenberg,
"Stocky's" cheerfulness, resource, and ability to tackle most jobs
helped the commtmity tremendously.
Similarly, Charlie Smart was an acquisition to any P .o. W.
camp, being a mechanical engineer wizard of the Wadeson
vintage. He is a short, quiet-spoken little man, with less hair, more
brains, and more real horse sense than most men. Charles was the
expert on ventilation systems (made from Klim tins), water or
air pumps, improvised excavation tools and so on; much in
demand for escaping projects.
Rotenberg held over four hundred officer-prisoners, predominantly British but with strong elements of Canadians (from
the Dieppe raid), Australians and New Zealanders (ex-Greece or
Crete), South Africans (Tobruk or Sidi Rezegh), and the usual
sprinkling of odds and ends from everywhere. Again like Veano,
the community divided sharply between the rabid escapers and
the "keep fit, keep sane" majority. Although my leg effectively
curtailed any personal escaping effort, as the senior officer in
camp I was very interested in what went on, not only the
escapes but also other activities.
Soon after I had settled in, Doe V aughan and his medical
colleagues came to see me, and reported, "The Swiss Medical
Board for repatriation is due next week. Normally, we call for
applications, and every officer who feels he has any chance of
getting through as a 'crock' is put before them. Tlus time we have
three serious cases, one of them mental, who will be difficult to
prove, but we are convinced all three must get home or they'll be
fmished. We doctors must persuade the board of two SwiSS
doctors and one German that every case we put forward is
absolutely sound. To do this, we want to form our own board
to vet all applicants, and throw out those who haven't a chanceon purely medical grounds." "That sounds very reasonable to
H.H.-12*
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me," I answered. "Yes," said our brain surgeon, " but it won't
appeal to some of the long-sentence types who consider they
have the right to go before the Board." "Also," broke in Vaughan,
"it affects your own case. Medically, you are goin g to be too ftt
for repatriation, although we might scrape you through on
crutches this time, as an atrocity case. But yours is a weak example, and we'd rather not force it."
"All right, let's compromise. You put the genuine cases up
first. Then any of the old hands who really insist, and myself as
an atrocity shooting, can come at the end, independently of yo ur
local medical committee." That system worked. Our doctors got
every sponsored case through; the Board allowed two elderly
officers to go home really on compassionate grounds; and the
Swiss Colonel said to me, "We w ill defer you until our next
visit in six months' time. How you were shot is for the Protecting
Power to investigate. We can only assess the results, and point
out you are a very lucky man." That was that.
During my short stay in Rotenberg, only one escape was
attempted. All such activities depended on two local £1etors; the
fmt, Hauptman Heyl-the German security officer ("for whom
I had a high respect, iflittle love," says Brian Upton) , w ho maintained most careful and exacting control over us ; the second, the
damned police dog that patrolled our courtyard area all night
when the inmates were locked up in the m ain building or the
hospital. Our lock-picking experts could always let anyone out
when necessary, but the dogs were difficult.
Careful investigation showed that the " Hund-ftihrer" " beat
the bounds" with his Alsatian every half-hour. Thorough checking
of the outer wire found a weak spot behind our hospital w here
a slight hollow produced both local ground shadow and only
four essential strands for cutting. Late one afternoon, I was
warned that an attempt to get through the wire would be made
about 9.30 p.m. We waited, rather tense particularly after a light
tap on the window indicated action as planned. Twenty minutes
passed quickly and peacefully, then-suddenly-a deep growl,
loud barking, shouts from the "Hund-ftihrer" and our two
optimists yelling blue murder in the wire. Away went the
"alarm" , but the hound had the situation w ell under control,
having slashed at both of them until they stayed quiet. Next
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morning Doe Vaughan insisted on examining their various cuts,
bites, and abrasions; then demanded anti-rabies treatment and the
destruction of the dog. Heyl vetoed that at once, saying they
were lucky to be alive, because, apart from the hound, they were
in a forbidden zone (the wire), and could have been shot by the
sentry. Through tmder-cover channels, the "Hw1d-ftihrer" received notice of being placed on our Post-war Black List-a
most potent threat in 1944. He sent back an indignant reply,
pointing out that only his orders prevented the honnd from
tearing ,;hem apart instead of "tearing their garments as instructed .
At least four other escape attempts took place just before or
immediately after my stay in Rotenberg. However, they are not
my story, though all worthy of record. Let us pass on quickly, as I
did in May 1944, to yet another prisoncamp-Oflag XIIB , situated
at Hadamar, about twenty miles west of north from Frankfurt.
The Germans decided to concentrate General Victor Fortune
and all the brigadiers in captivity at this particular camp, which
had a high reputation for security. It was justified by results. In
the fullness of time mine was the only successful escape, and that
a very lucky one. Colonel Lapp, the Austrian Commandant,
having been a prisoner in World War One, knew most answers,
and maintained strict but fair discipline over his guards. He was
also keen on police dogs, curse them.
Moving in a dozen assorted brigadiers was nnpopular with
everyone. Most of them were dug in, as comfortably as possible,
in various other camps, and disliked being herded together, and
the Hadamar inmates objected very much to losing their best
accommodation for senior officers who, at best, would be a
nuisance. I shared a large room with two Springbok brigadiers,
Alec Hayton and Fred Cooper. Both had been captured when
Tobruk fell inJnne 1942. Most of the South Africans at Hadamar,
and several British officers, went into the bag then, so the Tobruk
controversy was dug up and minutely examined, with interesting results which, however, are not part of this story.
I caught up with more New Zealanders who had shared my
fortunes of war in Greece and North Africa. Lieut.-Colonel
Clay Shuttleworth and his energetic, efficient ter6er of an
adjutant, Captain Hutchinson, ran normal camp adnurustratwn.
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Major Ted Walden, last seen as I climbed through the lavatory
window at Matruh. Crowley Weston, safe from our ordeal by
fire on that fateful morning ofJuly 22nd, 1942, and others from
the same tragedy, including Captain the Earl Haig who had been
wounded on liaison duty. We talked and talked and talked for
days, catching up on past events and old friends.
My main interest, however, was catching up on physical
fitness, by getting the leg back to reasonable working conditions.
Thanks to Captain Caldwell, of Westport, when I left Ri:itenberg
my walking range had lengthened to two miles at very slow rate.
Caldwell was an enthusiastic amateur trainer ofboxers and anyone
else keen on physical fitness. Even before I could walk, he spent
an hour daily throwing a medicine ball to me from every
possible position. The leg muscles responded very well. Through
the long warm summer days at Hadamar, I kept a steady routine
of exercise and increased walking tmtil I could keep with the
"pack" on the weekly country hikes, over rolling, lovely countryside. Better to get really f1t and attempt walking out than stay
half-derelict (as some fellows did), hoping the medical board
would take pity and repatriate them. It was on one of the walks
that Major Patterson, a large cheerful South African, got on to
the subject of scrounging. "Every month while we were out west
of Tobruk, we drew Thirteenth Corps Rear Headquarters
whisky from the N.A.A.F.I. by sending one of the corporals in,
wearing my tunic and a red hat we picked up out in the back
desert. F=y thing about that hat. We made one special trip
[Pat had an A.S.C. Company] direct across the fresh open going
to Adgedabia, and plumb in the middle of nowhere was a brass
hat. No tracks, no blood, nothing." "That's extraordinary," I
commented; "I dropped one out of a Lysander out there somewhere when we got lost and flew due west from Maddalena.
Might be mine. D'you remember who made it, Pat?" "Search
me! Someone starting with a B, in London." "Would it be
Bates 1" I suggested. "Damn it, yes! Bates of Jermyn Street!"
declared Pat. "Well, that's my best hat, that was." And so
another war coincidence occurred.
We were comforted and uplifted by an amazing Heath
Robinson co~traption which performed some complicated
juggling to g1ve us the B.B.C. news. The man behind this
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marvellous service was a turbulent Scot, one Major Bertie
Macleay, of Inverness, who combines the talents of an expert
enthusiastic stalker with those of a fanatic on electronics. Major
Macleay values the rare distinction of having seen active service
in both World Wars with Fifty-first Highland Division; a rare
f1ghting team who battle earnestly and effectively. In the first
war, Bertie spent happy hours stalking German sentries prior to
sticking them with a "skean-dhu". During the second war he
was a wireless expert both before capture at St. Vallery in 1940
and afterwards wherever prison life took him.
The Hadamar "receiver" required half an hour to assemble, ten
minutes for the news, and half an hour to stow away; while
forty helpers kept watch. But the results saved our reason,
especially when the Normandy invasion rolled ashore on "DDay". Four days elapsed before the German press and radio
admitted this was the real assault by which the vaw1ted Atlantic
Wall had been breached. During those four days we clamped on
our own security precautions to prevent Colonel Lapp's ferrets
from discovering that we heard the B.B.C.-a crime committed
by many good Germans too.
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CHAPTER XXIV

BAVARIAN HOLIDAY CAMP

K

UT mid-September 1944, almost a year after I had been
shot, orders came from Berlin for my removal to Steinberg, the so-called "holiday camp", situated near Straubingon-Danube in the eastern corner of Bavaria. Run as a goodwill
gesture by the German Foreign Office, it took the form of a restcamp for quotas of British officer prisoners sent from most of the
normal Oflags. Despite the obvious purpose of goodwill propaganda, even attempts at suborning weaker members, the scheme
received our official approval once the selecting of individual
officers going to Steinberg was delegated to Camp S.B.O.s and
medical officers. Some of the sick, very worn prisoners, especially
those who went into the bag so early in Norway and France,
benefited very much from their month or six weeks' complete
change of air, scenery, and conditions. Also, of course, here was a
marvellous opportunit;r to swop news and mutual help between
the various camps. Our hosts sent me there neither because they
thought a holiday was necessary nor from any goodwill towards
me personally. They refused to balance the shooting accotmt by
repatriating a brigadier who was rather part-worn physically yet
not sufficiently damaged to be sent home on medical grounds
only; so I went to Eastern Bavaria for a change of air and scenery
as a rather poor substitute for returning to New Zealand.
The previous party from our camp had a most exciting and
unpleasant return train trip due to intensive day and night
attacks by Anglo-American "terror-bombers". As one result of
this experience, tl1e escorting officer told such a harrowing story
that the Commandant refused to despatch the next Hadamar
quota-with the exception of myself, who was ordered there by
Berlin and tl1erefore must go, air blitz or no air blitz. So one
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September morn, my ubiquitous, rugged New Zealand orderly,
Fred Green of Motueka, and myself duly hobbled on our sticks
down to Hadamar station, under escort of course, and off we
went.
The '"holiday camp" was housed in a small shooting-lodge or
schloss, belongmg to an old Bavarian countess. Situated on the
toe of a ridge overlooking a tiny, rypical village named Steinberg,
rt had two wmsual features worth recording. Joined on to the
building was a farm, whose yard and mud we shared; and at the
foot of our terraced garden stood the local brewery, which produced very reasonable beer, occasionally of illegal and therefore
palatable strength.
Steinberg had no barbed wire, a point continually stressed by
the Commandant, Doktor Falkner, and his Foreign Office chiefs.
The explanation being that all British officers going there gave
parole (officially blessed) for the period of the visit. No escapes
possible, therefore no barbed wire, a privilege appreciated by
some inmates who had developed a complex that way. The
majority were much more delighted over the simple physical
amenities; an excellent hot-water system allowing wrlimited hot
showers; good beds, not three-tiered bunks; good food from
Red Cross parcels, augmented by most efficient black-marketing;
and, wirhin certain geographical limits, plenty of walks.
Falkner was a clever, unscrupulous doctor of philosophy
who could pull strings somewhere. The rype who washed his
hands continually when discussing anything, and avoided your
gaze. Clever, because he perched safely on the fence to the end
and became Burgomeister of Straubing under the Americans.
When I took over as S.B.O., on arrival, we did not get on very
well; but he was slippery as a snake, about as human, and determined not to put a foot wrong. On the British side, the
adm.llustrative staff was headed by two curious ex-Merchant
Navy officers, who spoke excellent German, were expert blackmarketeers (with our Red Cross supplies); and ran the camp most
efficiently. They were assisted by an ex-ranker Army officer as
Adjutant. Giving good service to the ever-changing batches of
fellow-officers, these three had the softest and most marvellous
job available to any British prisoners in Germany.
The fact that we could tramp the countryside daily in small
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parties, accompanied merely by an interpreter, was a marvellous
boon. Nor was that the limit of freedom. A path through the
woods led to a large meadow bordered by a mountain creek full
of small blue trout. Surrounded by forested slopes, it was a most
charming, restful spot, where we could wander alone during
daylight. One guard pottered about to discourage contact with
local inhabitants, who were very friendly, especially the women
and children. To what extent this popularity depended on the
chocolate, soap, cigarettes, and even coffee, of which we had
limited supplies, it is difficult to assess, but the fact remains one
could get anything from eggs to embraces on the barter system.
All this of course very much sub rosa; but, as usual, the fun became too fast and too casual, especially during the summer
months when everyone shared the local swimming-pool in the
woods; until the inevitable happened and some frost-bitten
Fraus who were out of the racket complained to the Party. As a
result, when I arrived late in September, all manner of restrictions
had been imposed and Himmler's Gestapo threatened to shut
the place down.
Black-marketing flourished. Walking through the woods, a
small boy or girl would suddenly slip out, proffer eggs, grab the
requisite barter and disappear smartly; three cigarettes in summer, five in winter was the controlled price. We managed to
collect enough for Sunday breakfast and occasionally for Wednesdays also. Then there was poultry. Every fowl, duck, and goose
had to be registered, and their contribution to Nazi victory was
regimented like everything else in the Third Reich. Most £~rms,
however, dodged the inspectors somehow, and managed to
retain extras for illegal purposes.
When out walking in the countryside, we were permitted to
drink beer, purchased by the interpreter, at the village inns, but
only outside the back or front of the premises. One typical frequent port of call, on the outskirts of a picturesque village called
Hundendorf, shared a very mucky yard with a farm and the
local butchery. On one visit, while stooges kept our interpreter
busy paying for the beer and attempting to make official purchases, Bill Bruyn (an engineer from Jo'burg) poked his head in
the stable door and asked an old woman, "How about selling me
a fowl 1" "What, now?" she answered promptly. "Yes, quickly!"
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urged Bill. Without any mention of price or further ado, she
scattered some grain in the stab!e, called in the astonished eager
hens, grabbed one and twisted 1ts neck-all much quicker than
it takes to write. Bill handed over a packet of ci<>arettes and
twenty Reichmarks (about twenty-five shillings t"o us then).
wrapped up the kicking carcase in my battle-dress tunic and off
we tramped blithely back to the schloss. Four of us enjoyed roast
chicken, served with the available frills by our own cooks, all the
evidence of course being carefully cremated.
Of course, like the soldier who asked every girl the same
question and was sometimes badly knocked back, our scrounging
did not succeed every time; but whatever was forthcoming
helped the community larder.
During the fmt few weeks at the holiday camp, I travelled
periodically to the local town across the Danube for massage
and other treatment at a big military hospital. Contact with
German troops there, botl1 patients and staff, was most interesting ;
equally so, contact with the townsfolk. Few, if any, British
prisoners had reached the area. Certainly I was the first "General".
They were all curious, mostly friendly, all completely misinformed yet quite disillusioned about their chances of winning the
war. That was in October 1944, when among other vital repercussions, an intensive comb-out started, under S.S. direction, to send
every man back to the front who could totter and press a trigger.
Medical examinations seemed perfunctory and quite ruthless.
Many of the unfortunates sidled over to me, begging for a chit
which would help them when captured; they had every intention
of going into the Anglo-American bag at the first opportunity.
Such men were, of course, the weaker vessels, and not truly
representative of the younger, Nazi-impregnated element, who
fought on to the fmish mainly because there was notlling left
to live for.
Tramping the hills and valleys round Steinberg was sheer joy,
even through the slush and snow of early winter. To me of
course particularly so, because I arrived on two sticks, able to
stay a slow course of about iliree miles, not having walked
properly for a year. Whether the massage or constant practice,
or the urge to climb hills and enjoy the illusion of freedom,
contributed most is difficult to assess, yet the fact remains that in
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less than a month my distance had crept up to eight miles and
younger officers complained about cracking on the pace uphill.
The ridges climbed in graceful slopes to poSSlbly a thousand feet
in the highest snow-clad area, where upland meadows among the
woods, and wooden chalets, gave the genuine Alpine atmosphere.
Some people imagine Germany at the end of hostilities as a
bomb-cratered waste, its towns merely heaps of rubble. That is
true only of limited areas; not even true of all big towns. Except
for the Messerschmidt works outside Regensburg, our stretch of
the Danube never stopped a bomb until November 1944. Then,
one cold overcast morning, bombers droned over, droves of
them, miles above the cloud. Suddenly, down the valley, along
the river, terrific detonations fairly shook the schloss and ourselves. Others farther away shook the district even more. From
the welter of wild rumours streaming in for the next few days,
we sorted out that every junction on the main Danube line
between Vienna and Niirnberg stopped a packet that morning.
At least forty Fortresses or Liberators per junction, some eight
hundred ships in all from Italy. Very nice precision pattern
bombing too. On the stretch covered by reliable informants,
nothing moved for three days. Locally, the authorities became so
hot and bothered that Straubing visits were "verboten" for nearly
three weeks. When I eventually did travel again, as we looked
out at the quite impressive thousand-pound bomb craters my
yotmg escort said, with unconscious humour, "Back in 1933,
the Fiihrer said: Give me the German cities for ten years
and you won't know them! Liebe Gott! He was right." That
again was typical reaction from the weaker vessels. Straubing
had received thirty-nine bombs in one unloading. Apart
from damage near the station, the town suffered a bad shock. In
future raids when the sirens screamed the "Urgent warning",
everyone doubled smartly to the cellars-and stayed there. What
impressed them most was the accuracy of the completely invisible bombers. Just a drone, steadily growing louder, then
accurate destruction raining down through the clouds; all so
unca1my that the peasants thought we were signalling somehow.
In December 1944, brewing beer was forbidden throughout
the Third Reich. The effect on the morale of the German people
was terrific, completely offsetting any joy over the Ardennes
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offensive or the V-bombs. It was the last straw which broke
the backs of Hitler's rather part-worn camel herd. Whether its
significance will be appreciated in assessing the various factors
which smashed Germany is another matter. But I can bear witness
to the wave of black depression which surged over the people
when beer was "off" for ever. The inhabitants of the lovely
rolling conntry round Steinberg were decent peasant people, who
could be friendly without being in any sense servile. They loved
their beer. Whether supplies were eked out over the next four
months until Patton' s spearheads raised the brewing ban we
never knew, because on the last day of 1944 we departed back
to our vanous camps.
Officially I was informed by Doktor Falkner that Berlin had
reluctantly ordered the camp to break up because of the local
bombing. His Foreign Office feared we might be assaulted by
maddened civilians whose homes and loved ones had been
destroyed by the Anglo-American terror-bombers. Also the risks
of train travel had become too high. A good story, put over very
well. Although it smelt somewhere, I could not locate the
source. We packed up for dispersal. Our sailor-administrators
were staying a few days to "wind-up everything". The smell
became more pronOLmced when all manner of reasons prevented
the return of our surplus Red Cross parcels to their immediate
source-the nearest troop camp. "There would be a truck in a
day or so." "Leave it to us, Brigadier. Don't you worry." And
so on.
We duly departed. The sailors, Falkner, and the Red Cross
parcels all stayed; the "holiday camp" was refilled from the
nearest Oflag only; and they all lived happily together until the
war ended. A pleasant corner, reasonably remote from the war.
We estimated it would be ten years before everyone enjoyed a
visit, to what was merely a gesture by an emasculated German
Foreign Office. I left with no regrets whatever, having benefited
very much by getting the leg fit again. That meant being free to
plan escapes, and able to take part in them, once Green and I
were back among the old team behmd the barbed w1re of
Oflag XII B.
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NINTH TIME LUCKY

TURNING to Hadamar across four hundred .miles of the
} {Reich proved a precanous and nerve-racking JOUrney

for Sergeant Fritz, Fred Green, and me. Every city and
most towns along our circuitous route not only showed unmistakable signs of Allied bombing, but also seemed cast in the
leading role of "Target for Tonight" as we creaked through.
Spasmodic progress, both by day and by night, had the irritating, frightening drone of bombers as a constant accompaniment; and was too often punctuated by the whine and thud of
tl1eir bomb cargoes. Trains moved by guess and by the grace of
"Bomber" Harris, from section to section, and neither crews nor
weary, frightened passengers knew when, or where, the next
move would be. Every shelter was crammed by fatigue-sodden
people, who came to life only when some official bawled out
information of the next train. A mad rush followed of everyone
going tl1at way, hoping to scramble aboard. Nobody travelled
except of stark necessity. Yet trains did run, particularly at night;
and, thanks to Germany's very extensive rail system, a steady
trickle of traffic moved in most directions. The staffs were very
frightened and very worried, but they kept on the jobefliciently.
As the eastern sky brightened to anotl1er day on December
30th, we limped slowly up the cobbled hill at Hadamar to the
old barbed-wire pen. Before completing the dreary routine of
search and check-over, essential before re-entry, the thud of
bombs farther north probably meant attack on our last train.
The ftghter boys of Tactical Air Force didn't waste any daylight;
good old early birds making the worms wriggle desperately.
In Of!ag XII B, as in most Officers' Camps, the food situation
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became rather grim during those last three months of 1944 when
I was enjoying a Bavarian holiday. Heavily damaged railways
meant rigid priorities for freight, and Red Cross food parcels for
"Kriegies" were off the list completely. No more food parcels
meant semi-starvation on the inadequate, unbalanced ration provided by the Reich, and most rigid rationing of our food reserves, built up from previous parcel issues, to make a small
weekly issue of tea and coffee. Even at Christmas, the future had
looked so grimly uncertain that the most meagre fare was turned
on-worse than any Christmas since 1941, according to the old
hands. I was horrified to see the effect on my friends, particularly
the burly Springboks. Weights had dropped from fifteen
stone to ten or eleven in two months. Very drastic slimming
indeed, with even more serious influence on their mental outlook and their stamina. Games were "off", because the S.B.O.
would not risk expending energy which must be carefully
hoarded. Moreover, the Commandant had stopped all outside
walks, ostensibly fearing reprisals on us from bomb-happy
Germans. The inmates took a poor view of this restriction;
although half-starved as most were, they could not walk much,
but tramping the endless, irritating circuit inside the wire was
maddeningly monotonous. And, of course, Rundstedt' s unexpected offensive in the Ardennes did nothing to improve our
White Christmas, although the blah dished out in the German
Press didn't impress, when we heard the B.B.C. version so
regularly.
About mid-January, on a cloudy afternoon, we had the first
of the local air attacks which made my escape possible.
Everything was most peaceful, with half a dozen fellows
strolling round the lower courtyard and Theatre Productions
busy rehearsing in the " ballroom", when six fighter-bombers
dived through the low cloud at Hadamar railway yard. Roaring
engines, screaming bombs and their crash-crash among the
rolling-stock, all made a terrific show for which we had excellent
seats in the "gallery" only three hundred yards away! From our
room on the end of the building we had a safe and most exCitmg
view, because we could watch the bombs all the way from rack
to impact, then duck in as the splinters flew. Some of these
caught our front windows and others considerably rotated the
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walkers, who incurred two casualties from gravel-rash. After the
first shock, we realised that the real target was one live and two
dead locos concealed in a small cutting just outside the village.
Evidently whoever directed the attack spotted tlus hide-out,
because the second group of fighter-bombers (Thtmderbolts,
according to an expert A.A. gtmner) let every tiLing go into the
cutting, including our ftrst demonstration of rockets. When the
black smoke and steam cleared the results were impressive, the
centre piece being three very dead locos all suffering from direct
hits; and so dead that only oddments were worth salvaging. Two
or three aircraft ended the display by shallow dives past our
senlinary, presumably to cheer up the inmates.
Naturally enough, tl1e people of Hadamar were horrified by
this bop1bing, the first direct attack on tl1eir small village. And,
most important result to me, our guards hastily abandoned their
high, vulnerable towers row1d the outer wire. Realising tlus
must always happen on future local air-raids, tl1e Commandant
had slit-trenches dug adjacent to the towers for the sentries to
shelter in. While sheltering, they could not see all the wire, all
the time. Our escape scheme became a feasible proposition.
Escape equipment was well organised. The Mapping Section
had carefully prepared maps of the country for forty nilles
westward of Hadamar. Sinillarly, the Rations Section were
concocting well-balanced concentrated emergency food containing chocolate, sugar, biscuit, "condensata", and, I think,
oatmeaL A two-pound block, carefully gnawed, kept one escaper
fit and active for one week. Our Wardrobe Department produced clot!ung to suit most individual tastes in disguise. The makeup experts co-operated with them if necessary.
At t!Us stage, all P.o.W. camps were placarded with what we
called "Death Notices" -a poster, rather more subtle than the
usual "'Heil Hitler" muck, proclaiming certain areas in Germany
as death zones in which unauthorised persons would be shot on
sight. The final slogan read: "Escaping is no longer a sportdon't do it!" The significance of this warning struck me very
forcibly on the way home.
Since the war ended friends have said, "Why muck about,
taking risks to escape, when the Americans would release you in
a matter of days 1" In fact, there were most adequate reasons for
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going, if the going was good. From the beginrung of the Russian
offensive in January 1945, strong, reliable rumours circulated. of
our camp and some others being moved towards Berchtesgaden,
into the "last stand" area, where Hitler intended his young
fanatics of the Parachute Divisions and of the S.S. should fight t~
the deat!1. The prospects of joining this select gathering ftlled us
with the utmost gloom, particularly after first-hand experience
of what our Air Forces would drop on it. Hadamar was only
fifty miles east ofRemagen, where the Americans had brilliantly
forced a Rhine crossing, and therefore we were certain to move.
The rumours grew stronger and stronger, until finally by midMarch we had definite orders for the trek. Having so many
seruor and other elderly officers, many of them incapable of
marching, the Commandant agreed to and arranged for road
transport, returning from the front areas, to back load us as far
as possible before daylight froze all such movement. It seemed
absolutely heartbreaking to be dragged away just at the stage
when the Americans were making such good progress across the
Rhine, so we decided to get on witl1 the plot to push me through
the wire, for which the Escape Committee gave approval and
all possible assistance.
This was the scheme, worked out (and registered) by Brigadier
Keith Stewart and mysel£ It could only be a brigadier, because
when the daily roll-calls took place-usually half an hour before
sunset-we seruor officers were checked in our rooms while
everyone else paraded outside in the lower courtyard. On the
room check we could "dummy the Brigadier". For several days
before tl1e escape, when the German orderly officer looked into
our room, I was lying on my bed, face to the wall, looking as
much as possible like an animated dummy. The deception
gained considerably from my bald head, which was conspicuous
and easily copied by our artists, using t!1e cork lining of a helmet
as the base. But the most convincing feature was arumated legsa simple trick from Italian experience. The "legs" were long
woollen underpants, adequately stuffed and placed with the
knees drawn up. A string from the feet, pulled as the orderly
officer entered, straightened the legs; and this movement always
sold the dummy, except on close, suspicious inspection..
Given the right conditions, getting through the w1re \\"aS
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comparatively simple. During daylight hours inmates were
allowed to sit in the upper hillside garden, which was separated
from the Red Cross hut by the usual wire fence, six feet high
with about nine-inch squares, all of high-tensile-steel barbed wire.
But at one point, suitable for our purpose, one vertical wire was
more widely spaced, and cutting it at ground-level opened a big
enough gap for even my solid body to wriggle through. Tests
confmned tlus. However, like Mrs. Beeton's hare, we must
''first cut the wire". No suitable pliers had ftltered into Oflag
XII B, so Wally Waiters, our ubiquitous and most resourceful
Springbok Engineer, got busy on the problem. From parts of a
bed-frame, using an inch ofltalian steel knife as the cutting edge,
he constructed a most effective gadget, depending of course for its
cutting power on the length of handle. Ours were over two
feet long, but we carried them in a pullover and by putting the
handles in the sleeves could work the cutter without fully exposing it. Wally found a spare length of similar wire and proved,
to everyone's great satisfaction, that the cutters did cut! That
meant we could open up the fence. Beyond it, the Red Cross hut
was dug into the hillside, and the resulting steep banks behind
and at our end were covered with loose barbed wire. However,
one could roll down the slope, and, we believed, take shelter
belund the hut. Unfortw1ately, tlus possibility could ortly be
checked on arriving tl1ere, because a preview was not possible.
Beyond the hut, encircling everything, stretched the really
fornudable outer wire barrier of two fences six feet apart and
six feet high, and the space between most adequately filled with
masses ofloose wire. At the right points to see every square foot
of camp grounds stood guard towers, twenty feet high, manned
by a sentry witl1 a Bren gun. The vital tower affecting our plot
mounted its ugly gun alongside the upper garden, ftfteen yards
from the escape site, ensuring a perfect close-up of us, lounging
there on our blankets and pillows, busy reading or doing needlework, or just sleeping. But when an air-raid sent all sentries
clattering down into their shelter slits, none of them, particularly
our near pal, could see what went on. During an air-raid we must
cut that single wire and I must get behind the hut. At what hour
that happened depended on the fighter boys.
Having crawled through the first fence, I must wait tmtil after
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roll-call when, if the dummy worked, all inmates were lock~d
in our seminary for the night and the sentries closed in round the
building, leaving the outer wire to be patrolled by police dogs.
These damned dogs were the real danger, and I've hated Alsatians
ever since-and they know it whenever we meet. While rollcall went on, in the lower courtyard, the "Hund-fiihrer" brought
one of his pets inside. Believe it or not, the brute made a detailed
check round the inside wire, into any corners where a man might
hide, even behind the sentry-boxes. Watched carefully for over
a year, they never missed one small item of their routine. To cope
with this hazard, Dan Daniels, my helper at the site, had pepper
to sprinkle after replacing the wire. Compared with this internal
routine, the night patrolling round the perimeter seemed quite
haphazard. At irregular intervals a dog would emerge from the
guard-room, trot twice round the full circuit and back inside.
Only luck could cope with that problem, but I carried more
pepper as a protective measure. Special Service personnel, who
might expect to meet a police dog, were instructed to grab it by
the lower jaw because Alsatians have a weak hinge which is very
easily dislocated. Thank Heaven, I never put this theory to the
test. Even now the thought sends cold shivers up my spine. In
addition to the dogs, once I crawled through the first fence into
forbidden territory, any sentry who saw me must shoot; his
orders demanded it, and the punishment for disobedience was at
best immediate front-line service, at worst his own execution.
Obviously any sentry would be very foolish not to shoot; and
some of them longed for the opportunity. It is worth emphasising,
because Dan Daniels said, "If the sentry sees you early enough, I'll
stand by the hole and help you back." "Don't be a B.F.," I told
him. "Get clear and keep out of the way. It wouldn't help, two of
us being shot at." "No, sir," answered Dan, "I've been paid for
years now to take risks, and since Crete I haven't even earned my
keep! I'm staying till you're O.K., one way or the other."
For several days we had been packed up ready for the camp
move. Particularly maddening to me and my excellent crew of
helpers because we had been ready for two days-dummy,
cutters, and all-and waiting by the fence for an air-raid. None
came close enough to Hadamar to force the sentries down into
cover.
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At last, early on the morning of March 22nd, half a dozen
Lightnings roared past without attacking, but they frightened
our particular sentry out of his tower long enough for me to
cut the wire with Walter's wonderful gadget which worked
perfectly. We were ready to go! Lying there waiting for more
air support was absolute hell-infm.itely worse than standing by
to jump off in an attack. To make matters worse, orders came in
from the Commandant for tl1e Camp to move tl1at night. Three
hours to hmch, during which no aircraft appeared; and we
were trying to swallow our sauerkraut and potato when the
next sweep of fighter-bombers roared over, dropping some
bombs in the village itsel£ All the gear was ready, so Dan and
I rushed madly through the building, then strolled leisurely up
the steps into me garden. As we passed the sentry, crouched in
his slit-trench, I threw him a couple of cigarettes for luck.
Brigadier Stewart had taken post at a window where he could
watch both us and the sentry. Smoking his pipe gave us the
" green" light; removing it was tl1e warning to " hold our
horses". Keitl1 was smoking furiously, so Dan opened the gap
at once, and, giving me no time to dither, pushed me throughfollowed by the gear. Making that decision is ramer like getting
under an ice-cold shower; I was in such a sweat that I forgot the
all-important cutters and rolled down me wire wimout tllem.
Fortunately, D an retrieved tl1em before carefully replacing everyiliing and sprinkling the pepper. Down behind me hut, I found
to my horror' that all me space would be in full view of the sentry
when at his post; the Spandau already pointed ominously my way.
A " better 'ole" became vital. Running along on top of the bank
behind me hut was a belt of old wire, with long grass growing
through it. I managed to crawl up and push in w1der this before
the sentry reappeared. Nevertl1eless, it was an embarrassing
situation, lying there from half-past two tmtil dusk at 7 p.m.
feeling absolutely obvious and wiiliin forty yards of the sentryand his gtm. A rather wearing interlude, made worse man necessary because the news had gone row1d camp, and bloody fool s
of officers peered at me out of attic windows, where nobody
went on normal occasions.
Opposite: Sketch by Major E. T. Dobson, South African Engineers, showing my esclpe
route from Hadamar Camp.
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At half-past five the camp paraded for roll-call. There was
no shouting, so evidently the dummy did its work smoothly.
We had one very lucky break, concerning the dog. When
packing for the move we had dumped alongside the parade
ground a huge pile of rubbish and personal gear which officers
could not carry. On the excuse of searching this treasure trove,
the "Hund-ftihrer" kept his blessed hound on leash, helping turn
over the heap. Despite the pepper, there was a very serious risk
of discovery if the dog carried out his normal check.
Naturally enough, I breathed much more freely when roll-call
ended without an alarm; and even more so on seeing my sentry
dismantle the gun and clump happily down the steps. That
meant the outer wire would be clear at dusk, except for the
police-dog patrols, and whether or not I bumped them was
entirely luck. And once more all the luck was with me!
If the camp was due for an early move, then I must push on at
once and get clear somehow. As a warning signal, we had arranged for the Choral Society to organise a team in the musicroom at my end of the Seminary who would sing "Now is the
Hour", the New Zealand song of farewell. However, by the
time their melodious voices disturbed the neighbourhood, I,
thank God, was miles away. For at 7.15 I had an amazing bit of
luck. A cart came through the two gates of tl1e outer wire, and
before rattling past the Red Cross hut, the drover locked only
the outer gate. While he was being admitted through the other
two gates into the irmer courtyard, I crept down and climbed
over the one barrier between me and freedom! A German orderly
washing dishes in the bnilding alongside the gate was singing
cheerfully "Ich Lie be Dich" ("I love you").
Leaving fragments of battle-dress trousers on the barbed-wire
top, I successfully fell over and was out, for better or worse. If a
police dog appeared it would certainly be "for worse", so,
clutching my pepper packet, I walked quickly over to the bitumen road-and started westwards. Wearing rubber-soled desert
boots, I could hear other people approaching before they heard
me, and so take evading action. As a small digression, it is worth
mentioning that these boots had shared every adventure since
~ny first time in the _bag at El Mreir. Once more they proved
mvaluable durmg tlm trek, for three days and three nights,
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across enemy territory. But within the first half-hour of freedom,
I received the worst fright of the journey. Walking silently, and
very happily, towards home, some instinct of the hunted caused
me to look round. A man on a bike was only twenty yards away,
movmg equally silently. No tune to dodge, and obviously he had
seen me. Without changing speed, I kept on walking and started
singing "Die Lorelei" in German. He cycled past me, slowed for
a moment, and then went on without stopping; a policeman in
fulltmiform! As he disappeared into the night, I disappeared off
the road-and never travelled on one again.
A fme sunny day was followed by a waxing half-moon, and
therefore no real darkness tmtil moonset. Until then I walked
steadily westwards, keeping to the open country and avoiding
woods as well as villages. The moonlight helped tremendouslyso did my map, which proved accurate and very clear. From it I
knew the country ahead, especially the village names, and so knew
where I was going if tmexpectedly accosted. If you start a conversation by asking, "Can you direct me to X, please 1"-in
German of course, then the other person may be caught off
balance.
Once the fighter boys from T.A.F. took complete control of
the local skies, we had decided that it was much better when
escaping to travel in daylight, or in moonlight, across open
country than to creep about during the hours of real darkness or
through woods. By day all local movement froze up; the German
population and even the German troops were both so jittered and
so harassed by incessant low-flying attacks that they took no
notice whatever of anyone walking in the open. Most Jerries
kept to the woods or villages, under cover during daylight. They
were even rather shy about moving in bright moonlight. So
walking alone, along the widest, most open spaces, proved the
right road. A marvellous, exhilarating road. Only an escapee, or
someone who has wasted years behind barbed wire, can appreciate the thrill one felt on being free again, tramping westwards
across the enemy's country. Whatever the risks and inconveniences, there is a great fascination about these escape jobs.
That first night, being fresh and keen to get well clear of
Oflag XII B, before the hue and cry was raised, I went flat out
on a forced march of twenty miles, until dawn found me lymg
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up on a hill overlooking Montabaur. We had been told, as one
reason for the camp being shifted, that our guns were already
shelling the town, but this rumour, like so many others, was only
wishful thinking. Thirty miles and another two and a half days
still separated me from the Americans thrusting vigorously eastwards from the Remagen bridge-head. I had decided, failing
earlier contact, that my best destination was the big bend of the
Rhine just downstream from Coblenz, where two islands broke
the tremendous river into chmmels which one might swim.
Plenty of time to consider that crossing on reaching the bank.
For the first day I pushed ahead, as near west as possible,
evading villages and still moving across open country. Despite
one or two frights from people working in the fields or walking
anxiously from A to B, I had no real trouble, until forced to
traverse a very large wood which could be avoided only by a
ten-mile detour. Although every forest area showed mm1y signs
of occupation by German troops, my luck still held, because the
only living things I met in that particular wood were occasional
roebuck who were equally frightened a11d lost. There were,
however, even more pamphlets and leaflets than usual, looking
rather like Hampstead Heath after a holiday. Our air forces
dropped millions of leaflets headed "I surrender", which was a
direct invitation to the German and other troops to give themselves up, carrying this particular guarantee of good treatment.
Hammered by the air and, at that stage, knowing they could not
win, such advice proved effective among the weaker conscripts;
but no such propagm1da softened the hard core of young Nazi
fanatics.
Proceeding rather uncertainly through this large forest area, I
could hear dull thuds which were obviously gun-fire, and therefore the right direction. Occasionally, however, there were rather
weird noises describable as "screaming whistles", which I finally
decided must be V-weapons. Late that afternoon, I emerged
from the main wood into rather more broken cow1try, consisting
of plateaux cut into by steep-sided valleys full of trees and cultivation. Although the streams drained into the Rhine, my proper
direction was across the "grain" of tl1e country, and therefore
much more tiring. Climbling out of the first valley, I went down
the next steep slope without much care, plunging through a
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heavy carpet of fallen leaves and making too much noise. Suddenly I came back with a jolt on sighting another German soldier
on the bottom road with a bicycle, who was very interested in my
movements. Trying to keep the occasional holly-bushes between
us, I struggled back up the hill in absolute panic. Two hundred
feet steep, and bad footing due to leaves, that was the most exhausting spurt I ever did-and the dud leg was no help either. Fortw1ately, the Jerry was unarmed and could only scream like a banshee. As I staggered to the copse edge, with flat meadows ahead,
all peaceful in the westering spring SW1, the terrific shrieks of
V-weapons being launched crescendoed from the valley. Then
the significance of the "Death Notices" back in camp became
qui_te clear ; I was in one of the death-zone areas where VI or Vz
emplacements were installed.
Trying to get breath and trying to think clearly, I stumbled
along the valley rim, hoping to by-pass the danger and cross over
farther down. Within half an hour, shouting behind me, and the
yap of a scenting dog meant that the hw1t was on-those ruddy
police dogs again. Obviously it was useless trying to outpace
them; guile must come into this somehow. Back in the desert I
had walked on cold iron to lose scent. Here water was the answer!
All Fenimore Cooper's heroines dodged Indians that way. So,
helped by the gathering dusk, I crept cautiously down through
the trees over the road and reached the brook. It looked ideal,
deep enough to paddle in without too many deep pools. I
whipped offboots and socks and stepped in-into liquid ice! My
hat! I still get cold writing tlus. Winter snow f1lled odd hollows
and rurming water was merely melted snow. Urged on by the
dog, I walked downstream W1til my legs had no feeling below
the knees; and fmally crawled out very thankfully on the far
bank. Pulling myself up from tree to tree, thoroughly done-in, I
eventually emerged on the next plateau, and once more into
moonlight. Gnawing the good old emergency ration helped to
restore the tissues while working out direction, and I longed for
something hot, especially the coffee in my pack. But tills was
neither the time nor place for lighting a fire, however small.
Moving on again across flat open plough, suddenly a dark
blotch ahead moved towards me. No real cover anywhere.
Again remembering the desert, I flattened in a furrow, while some
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kind of tracked vehicle rumbled past fifty yards away. Probably
merely routine protection in front of the V-area, but it gave me
another bad shock.
Moonset found me looking into still another valley and rather
w1certain of its location, although I estimated the Rhine was still
three miles ahead. In good cover among thick bushes I slept until
daylight, and woke so refreshed that lighting a small fire for a
brew-up seemed quite safe. Imagine my disgust on discovering
the tin contained not coffee but synthetic German honey. We
had packed the wrong container. Imitation honey in hot water
proved a very poor substitute for American coffee of excellent
quality, which arrived in theirs and the Canadian Red Cross
parcels. Next to beer, Germans love coffee, and, as their war-time
ersatz productions of both were very poor, coffee had the highest
barter value of all our food.
On the way again, tius time, however, to the marvellous
accompaniment of long-range shell-ftre conling my way,
presumably American. Close-packed among steep ridges stood a
large town, obviously extending down to the Rlline, identified
from my map as Vallendar.Just beyond it the river bent abruptly
towards the west and fifteen miles farther downstream was
Remagen, my destination. Avoiding the town entirely meant a
long detour, up and down several gorges; alternatively I could
take a short-cut through ti1e end streets. With fresh confidence
on a new spring morning, I walked out cautiously into the main
road-two German Red Cross nurses came round the next
corner dragging a small handcart. I called out in German,
"They're shelling the road on top of the ridge. Don't go that
way." They thanked me and pronused to be careful, and we
parted company with no regrets or comment. Climbing the
steep slope beyond Vallendar, I had my first glimpse of tl1e Rhine,
through the morning nust wluch still clung along the valley.
On both banks, nules off into ti1e background, occasional stabs
of flame and heavy concussions marked American and German
gw1s hammering away. The nust, however, limited visibility so
much that it seemed worth-while waiting under cover w1til the
sun broke ti1rough.
Checking up on the lie of the land, I noticed f:1rther along the
plateau a solitary f:1rm, wluch must have water and might even
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produce food. A girl hoeing in the garden was obviously
either Polish or Ukrainian, so I went over to the fence and asked
her for water. She did not understand at first, but fmally disappeared mto the courtyard, coming our again in a minute or two
carrying a ladle of water. Trailing closely behind her, however,
came a small boy, obviously German, wearing masses of Hitler
Youth badges. As I drank, he started on a cross-examination which
Scotland Yard could not have bettered; who was I, where were
my papers, where was I going and why? The standard routine
which every member of that misused organisation applied to any
suspicious stranger. They were an absolute menace to escapers,
because using any violence against them meant Gestapo action;
in other words, quick execution at best. Fortunately, my clothes
and my story were fairly convincing. I was a Dutch worker,
whose factory near Miinich had been destroyed by "terrorbombers". Having no further work ahead, I was attempting to
get home to Rotterdam. Harrowing details of the bombing were
easy, also the shooting-up and burning of my train which,
incidentally, destroyed all baggage and papers. Somewhere in
that recital, I used a few earthy words of the broad Bavarian
dialect, which is as amusing to other Germans as Glasgow dialect
spoken in Oxford. The lad laughed, and I had him. I asked his
age, mentioned my own small son waiting in Holland-andHeaven forgive me-hoped the "Anglischen-Schweinen" had
not hurt him. Finally I walked off, saying I must see the police in
Vallendar, and get some kind of papers because I was sick ofbeing
held up and questioned. He hesitated, but allowed me to move
out of sight down the lane without following. Strangling the
young swine would have been a pleasure. A typical Nazi product,
aged thirteen, he had not the slightest clue of the desperate
situation of his country. For Germany, the war wa£ almost over
and the Nazi world smashed. Witl1in seventy-two hours that
particular area was overrw1 by American armoured spearheads;
truly an abrupt awakening from their drugged dreams, particularly for the yOLmger generation.
Before descending into the next valley, I worked out my route,
between two small villages, to the ridge which must butt on to
the Rhine. It terminated in a large quarry, and a perfect viewpoint overlooking the full bend of the river. Lying in an unH.H.-JJ
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occupied slit-trench, I spent two useful hours checking up on the
situation.
Looking downstream, every village in sight was on fire,
and a thick pall of smoke drifted across the Rhine. Heavy
gunfire and bombing seemed to come closer during the two hours.
The battle was definitely pushing my way. Appreciating that the
main strength on both sides would be near the river, I decided
to move farther north, through undulated wooded cowury,
hoping to come in on the American flank.
German batteries concealed in scattered copses were firing at
intervals, and counter-shelling came back occasionally in retaliation; but it was long-range war, almost mmatural on a smmy
March afternoon. Not so peaceful from my own point of view,
because every mile I was forced to evade someone or something
which could wreck me, mainly farm labourers returning from
the day's toil. Mostly foreign workers of course, although the
local boys again formed the biggest menace.
Towards dusk I climbed yet another ridge, to look down on
Sayn, a compact village filling the junction of three valleys. The
intervening ridges were steep, rocky, and heavily wooded; and
once again I had the problem of keeping direction by risking the
streets or by making a long detour over rough up-and-down
going. As George Millar said of me: "George Clifton always
preferred dash to caution", so the nearest and shortest way won.
Going quietly down in the half light, I crossed an opportunely
sited footbridge, slipped over a road into the local cemetery and,
walking through between the tombstones, scaled the rather
formidable back wall by climbing a cyprus tree at a convenient
corner. From here a forest path led part way round the next hill,
but came to an end behind the houses, forcing me up and over
a very steep, rough feature, which was difficult in the dark because heavy cloud obscured completely the rising moon. Slithering
down the other side only landed me up against another solid
block of village, with a small river running somewhere through
it.

In desperation I walked down a lane which seemed on the
r~ght lll:e.. Turning the first corner, hemmed in by large barrack-

like buildings, I was confronted by an archway with a sentrybox and sentry silhouetted at the far end. Suddenly a door
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opened and a woman walked across towards me. Unseen and
w1heard, I dodged into a narrow V between the end building and
the embankment, and crouched in the deeper shadow beside a
small outhouse. Its purpose was very obvious and odorous. She
was within a few yards of the corner, when some animal instinct
sensed my presence, although in the black darkness we were not
mutually visible. Muttering something in Russian or Polish, she
hurried back, and as she disappeared inside I emerged from
hiding and cat-walked back up the lane away from the confounded
sentry. As I crossed the light from the barrack door, the woman
reappeared, accompanied by a second one, obviously German
and presumably the forewoman or Gestapo agent in charge of
foreign workers housed in these hovels. I said " Guten abend"
and kept moving. Again it worked, because they merely went
on muttering, yet made no attempt either to stop me or call
the sentry. But it was a great relief turning the next corner into
a main road which climbed up the ridge beyond. Not, unfortunately, going my way, which necessitated circling still
farther across the next valley.
Once clear of houses, I scrambled over the lower retaining wall
and, in the dark, slithered most precariously down the steep
hillside, making an infernal noise among dead leaves and fetching
up against an unseen tree with a frightful crash. At the foot of the
slope was a mill race, black and most uninviting, and too wide
for my leaping ability. Some trick of the meagre light made it
appear a few inches deep and without checking this-dash
before caution-! hastily removed my footwear and stepped briskly
in. Straight in-up to my armpits in ice-cold water; the most
unpleasant shock I have ever experienced. (Much worse than an
income-tax demand for 1939 received in 1947!) Struggling
across, fortunately keeping my kitbag dry, I struggled on to the
far bank, wet through, frozen, and very, very miserable. Immediately ahead loomed a house and beyond must be the river.
Dripping like a Polar bear-and as cold-I squelched through the
back-yard, round the house and out of the front gate, unseen
and unmolested. No dog, thanks be. A very lucky break indeed.
Climbing over a wire fence, I waded through the river, slipped
across another bitumen road; and so, at long last, reached the
ridge running north-west from Sayn.
H .H.-1)•
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My immediate problem now was not where to go but whether
I could get dry enough and warm enough to go anywhere at all.
Only quick action could avert pneumonia or other complications.
Wearily climbing the steep hillside, I stumbled into a hollow full
of dry leaves where a tree had been uprooted. One thing helped.
The change of underclothing and spare socks in my kitbag were
dry. Stripping off, I put these on, burrowed under the leaves,
piled all the sopping wet gear on top, and shivered violently for
three hours. It was the most depressing period of the journeyjust too bloody for words. Making matters even worse, from
in the valley close below a battery of Vr-launchers fired directly
over me, regularly every half-hour. The terrific noise was nerveracking enough, but in addition, either the blast or part of the firing
gear hit the hillside higher up and shook rocks loose. Not at all
conducive to peaceful slumber.
Long before daylight I had had it, mainly because the dud leg
was giving trouble. "On the move once more" seemed tl1e only
answer. From sheer necessity, in pitch darkness, I kept along the
edge of the bitumen, walking silently in my wet but worthy
desert boots. Once more they saved me, when the road traversed
an artillery ammunition dump, and hearing the sentry approaching, I cowered behind a shell-stack while he tramped past. That
shook me. Evidently the valley was too crowded and too near
the battle for carefree progress. Once again, very weary and very
cold, I stumbled uphill through beech woods, and as dawn grew
came to rest sheltered in a thick clump of young pines, just below
the ridge-top.
Going on in wet clothes seemed quite futile, so I risked making
a small fire using dry pine branches and, crouching over the
blaze, steamed out my gear garment by garment. Incredible how
much water battle-dress pants will hold, and how difficult it is to
dry the wretched things. All this time, a battery farther along
the ridge had been firing briskly. Suddenly the American big guns
retaliated with a heavy deluge of shells, most of which appeared
to burst in the air. Evidently the results were effective, because
those partic.u)ar Jerries never fired again, in my hearing anyway.
Partially dned out, and reinforced with my precious emergency
ration, plus a tin of hot water and near-honey, I tramped on
along the ridge, still through woods. The trees were large
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beech, quite bare, of course, having provided a thick undercarpet of frost-dried leaves, through which silent movement was
impossible. It felt and sounded like walking through deep layers
of potato crisps. Signs of war became more noticeable here.
Batteries blasted away at regular intervals, and from the valley
farther west came a £1int almost continuous background of
machine-gun fire and dull detonations. There seemed no future
in walking any farther; better to wait for the battle to reach me.
So, taking cover in a thick clump of young pines, I crawled under
some dead branches to await events. Theycamequ.ickly. Strangely
enough, three frightened roebuck appeared first, leaping gracefully in a flurry of dead leaves. Then tracked vehicles rumbled
along, out of sight, followed closely by two groups of German
.infantry who crossed my limited view at a jog trot and obviously
frightened. That was comforting from my point of view-until
I realised that shouted orders meant more Jerry .infantry were now
sharing the pine copse! No future whatever in tlut, so, like the
goat, I left, searching anxiously for a "better 'ole". Going very
cautiously along the back slope of the ridge, I found the perfect
answer in a convenient gully, which held a trickle of water and
a nearby gash in the bank for my hide-out. Covered with branches
and leaves, like the babes in the wood, I waited most impatiently
for the Americans to get on and finish the local war. The time
must have been about an hour before sunset-and hours were
worth coLmting again now.
Shell-fire increased, coming closer, but I was not worried about
it, until I saw bursts in the air farther down my gully. They were
air bursts not shells detonating on impact as one received normally.
Then a small observation plane droned past, obviously directing
the American long-range guns. Some jittered Jerry hosed it with
a stream of tracer-and the reply came back quick as turning on
a fire hydrant and just as violent. An absolute deluge of big stuff
crashed down not three hundred yards away; a combination of
six-inch gun shells, arriving very quickly and eight-inch howitzers droning over slowly but surely. The most terrifying feature
being that all of them exploded in the air. One has to see, and hear,
eight-inch shells bursting like that, thirty feet above the treetops, to appreciate how frightening, and deadly, is ~1e effect.
Huge splinters slashed the beech trees, hke smashmg thtst!es wtth
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a stick. They shook me badly enough, though I was far enough
away to get only the "overs"; but they absolutely demoralised
the Germans who were in the target area. Between heavy concussions and whining splinters, I could hear men screaming like
stuck pigs.
At intervals throughout that night, bursts of shell-fire came
over evidently directed against the tracks through the woods.
Daylight came slowly, and witl1 it battle noises became intense
tmtil tanks, mortars, and loud bursts of mixed machine-gun fire
could be easily distinguished. The good old Yanks were pressing
on! About 7 a. m., I was thrilled to see three men, clad in queer
khaki, come stalking round the copse which edged my gully.
Weapons ready, they were keyed up for trouble-and might be
Americans; but they were so obviously prepared to shoot first
and inquire later that I stayed put. Following the shell-fire, they
disappeared down the slope.
After waiting most impatiently for another half-hour, during
which the racket echoed round the hills, I crept up to the fir
copse above me and peered out into the open beech wood
beyond. Three hundred yards away stood another clump of
pines. I could see two or three Americans sitting there leaning
against the trees. Possibly wounded, maybe a headquarters or
something equally peaceful. I decided to walk up to them. When
fifty yards out, in the clear and beyond the "point of no return",
I realised that along the edge of the next copse was a full company of front-line intantry with every type of weapon all
pointing at me; Brownings on tripods, B.A.R.s, bazookas, and
too many rifles. The shock was so great, that my brain went
numb and I advanced like a sleep-walker. Too far to call outif one fired, everyone would let drive. Hell's flames! Tllis could
be really grim. After sticking my neck out in nine attempts at
escaping, including being seriously wounded once, what an anticlimax to be shot by friends! Half-way in I yelled ''I'm British!"
Nobody cheered or waved a Union Jack but a sergeant roared,
"Put your-- hands up!" Dropping my kitbag and stick as if
they were red-hot, I reached full lengtl1 and marched in, saying,
"I'm a British brigadier, escaped from prison camp four days
ago." That didn't help much because "brigadier" doesn't ring a
bell With Americans, whose equivalent is a " one-star general".
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The Lieutenant behaved correctly without any fuss, asked for
means of identification, looked over my photos, German identity
disc and so on. It all happened so smoothly that, in my worn-out
condition, it was hard to realise the years of prison camp with
their frustrations and nervous strain were over. The war was
going full bore; and, thank God, I was back on the right side,
with every intention of staying there.
At Battalion, my luck held again, because the C.O. knew a
Texan major who had shared a prison camp near Miinich for
five days. Fortunately, I remembered that Elmer City was his
home town and that fact O .K.'d me! It also put me on the
American V.I.P. (very important person} hospitality list; and
the next forty-eight hours must have been an awful shock for
my liver. We had been warned by our doctors to take food and
alcohol very cautiously, in small doses for at least the first week;
but each successive step up the American chain of command
plied me with · overwhelming hospitality which only an iron
constitution could take. Evidently I have an iron constitution.
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CHAPTER XXVI

JOURNEY'S END

I

T is reasonable to commence the journey home from when I
left battalion headquarters, in a jeep, bumping back along the
rather battered roads to Munchen Gladbach. Smouldering
derelicts, shell-torn houses, and occasional groups of dreary,
vacant prisoners marked the trail of battle which had now
accelerated eastwards. About 10 a.m. we were halted by a large
officer going forward in a starred jeep. When my driver shifted
his gum into the other cheek and saluted I realised this was a
"Higher-up". He strode vigorously over, thrusting out a large,
cordial hand. "Colonel Stokes, Deputy Commander Second
Division," he introduced himsel£ "Brigadier, this certainly is an
occasion and we' re surely pleased to have you with us." He walked
over to rummage in the back of his jeep, producing a half-full
bottle of Scotch. "Yes, sir! This is an occasion. I guess you need
a touch of ' Search'. We don't leave here till you see the bottom
of this bottle!" I managed to move on, the better for two mansize " touches", although their effect, now that reaction had set in,
made me sag half-doped in the seat. About I r a. m. we pulled in
at Second U.S. Infantry Division's Battle H.Q., where they sat
me down to the lunch we had dreamed of: tomato soup, veal
cutlets, grilled tomatoes, sweetcorn and creamed potatoes, apple
pie and ice-cream, and marvellous coffee. Despite our doctors'
warnings I had second helpings of everything-without really
serious results.
Those people were directing a battle and doing their job most
efficiently, yet that is how they fared!
Before lunching, I asked whether the Air Force could check if
the prison camp at Hadamar was still occupied. Some fighter
boys slipped across immediately, circled the building and re-
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ported back: "Nobody home". Evidently Colonel Lapp, tl1e
Commandant, had moved my fellow gaol-birds on, somewhere farther into Germany. Well, wiili reasonable luck, in ilie
words of the poem, "Tomorrow, by the living God, we'll
have them back again".
After iliat marvellous lunch, it was easy to sleep in the corner
of a staff car while e11 route to Corps Headquarters at Neu Wied,
where tl1ey were just settling in, having crossed the Rhine a short
two hours earlier. Yet everything was running quite smootlliy,
telephones working, doors labelled, traffic organised; all tl1e
hall-marks of a first-rate battle formation. I was welcomed by a
Colonel who added, "General Huhner wishes to see you. You're
the first V.I.P. British escaper we've met up with." "I feel more
like an escaped criminal in this mess," indicating my torn, dirty
battle-dress trousers and well-darned pullover. "Never mind,"
he answered, "the General is tops. It's not the clothes he wants to
meet. Come on." So I was ushered in to General Huhner, a fine
upstanding figure, radiating personaliry and good humour,
obviously so efficient iliat he could not only take time off to have
a chat but also give ilie impression that my story was his main
interest. Just another first-class American, who (I discovered
later) came from New England and neither drank nor smoked.
Even the fact iliat I still reeked of whisky and was half-dopy did
not diminish his welcome. I mentioned iliat General Victor
Fortune was in hospital at Limburg-on-Lahn, and he noted it,
for instructions to the Armoured Task Force which would thrust
that way next morning. Then he sent me off, saying, "You need
a hot baili and fresh kit. I' m sending you over to my Phantom
patrol, ilie British liaison team. They can let Brussels know over
their wireless, and pass the good news back by quickest channels
to your people. Also they can fit you with American uniform
like iliis (he wore ilie troops' combat jacket). I'd be happy if you'll
use my spare room and join me for dinner." A very nice reception
for an aged gaol-bird, was it not 1
My guide took me along the street of solid stone houses, to
one with a neat sign, PHANTOM (code name for G.H.Q.
Liaison Regiment; the Americans pronounced it FANNUM),
stuck by the front door. Inside, the lower floor seemed full of
wireless sets, map boards, and British troops all wearing black
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berets; very much "on the job". A young, alert captain (whose
name escapes me) swtmg a snappy salute, and reported, "We've
been through to Twenty-one Army Group, sir, and they're
sending a car off tonight to meet you at Ninth Army. They've
informed New Zealand Headquarters in London that you have
escaped and are well." "That's very quick work. Thank you
very much. How far is it to Brussels?" "About two hnndred and
fifty nllles if you cross Victor Bridge and go via Ninth Army.
But"-he indicated the gear-"we have direct wireless link with
our Headquarters at Waterloo. If you don't mind coming
through here, sir, to the C.Q.M.S.'s room, we can fit you out
with everything from Corps H.Q. Commissariat." "Everything" meant just that, down to toothbrush, razor, and all the
other bits and pieces, btmdled into a hold-all and over to the
"spare room". The problem of headgear was solved by one of
the troops producing a spare black beret (his new one) which
fitted. That is how I came to end my war wearing the black
beret, after all. The spare bed was an enormous box-type with
a feather mattress-so inviting that I crawled under the fat
quilt for an hour while someone heated bathwater. Bath!
A long, spotlessly clean porcelain one, big as a beer vat-half
full of hot water, steamy and scented! What sheer bliss! Something we had dreamed of-in my case for nearly three years. The
last one had been July 1942 at Alexandria before our tragedy of
El Mreir. Half an hour's soaking and a cold shower put me right
back into top gear. Donning my new combat jacket, which was
rather tight across my barrel chest (and still is, six years later,
though it's the lower buttons that are difficult now), I went in
to cocktails and bits to nibble at, followed by another wonderful
meal. General Huhner had two or three guests in, among them
the Commander of the Armoured Task Force due to break out
next day, also the Corps Chief Gunner. Both were very interested in my story; the former because they were back-tracking
my escape route to Limburg, the latter in my impressions of
their "proximity" air-burst fuze. So next morning, after a restless
night owing to the confotmded mattress being too soft, and a
succession of nightmares in which damned police dogs chased me,
I traced my route on the maps explaining the ground and what
I knew of German preparations, all for the benefit of half a
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dozen bright armoured types. Then the gunner grabbed me for
his audience of shell slingers, who showed the keenest satisfaction at having bashed the Germans and put the wind up me,
with their new toy. I had noticed an average of one in ten shells
was a dud; but undoubtedly the nine that functioned properly
were more effective, and terrifying than a hundred ordinary
bursts in or on the ground.
Saying good-bye reluctantly to my kindly American hosts, we
started the journey to Brussels by crossing the Rhine on the
longest floating bridge I had ever seen. A huge notice at each end
proclaimed to the passing show-"Victor Bridge. r, 375 feet
long. The longest tactical bridge in the world. Built by-" here
came a dozen or more U.S. Engineer units, then in huge letters,
three feet high, " AND THE U.S. NAVY". At Ninth Army
H.Q., somewhere along the road, I changed over to the Phantom
car sent from Brussels and speeded on uneventfully to that
lovely city. The road passes through Aachen, Duren, and Julich,
German towns which were strongly held and stubbornly defended during the initial advance to the Rhine. Heavy bombardment by both aircraft and artillery had ground the stone or brick
houses into mounds of rubble, bulldozed back to clear the shellpecked roads. Fire-blackened, scorched areas marked where
concrete strong-points had been burnt out with flame-throwing
gear, usually on tanks-a grim effective answer to a deadly
problem.
Three days in Brussels went in double-quick time. I lived
with Colonel Macintosh and his Regimental Headquarters, most
comfortably in ideal surroundings. Their operations room- the
nerve centre of all activities-and most of the working organisation occupied the golf-house at Waterloo, within sight of the
famous Lion, while our living-quarters and mess had taken over
a modern chateau. For me, the peace and quiet gave ideal
conditions for easing the old nervous system back to normal.
Also it was marvellous having people who knew the form, to
bear-lead me round the scattered sections of 2rst Army Group.
Between sessions with Intelligence, being grilled about everything,
I was able to do some essential shopping, still wearing the unorthodox combination of combat jacket and black beret. People
stared at me so much that I asked my guide, "What's wrong with
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me? Do I look queer?" "Not a bit, sir," was the reply. "Can't
understand what's biting them." The explanation came from a
petite, brown-velvet-eyed assistant in the Officers' Shop. With a
very charming smile, she asked, "Please-are you General Montgomeree ?" " No, tmfortunately," I answered. "Why do you
ask?" "You are veree like heem," she asserted. That raised my
morale quicker than anything since capture. The resemblance is
there, more so in those days when my face and figure had
thinned down.
That evening, March 28th, I walked over to Phantom Ops.
Room with Colonel Macintosh and he explained how "G.H.Q.
Liaison Regiment" worked. All day Allied spearheads had been
thrusting into the vitals of Germany on every front. We watched
the recorders continually putting up new maps as successive
reports showed task forces making rapid progress. Naturally, I
was delighted when news came in that my particular task force
had captured Limburg, rescuing General Fortune from the local
hospital. It was marvellous news. He was flown out to Brussels
next morning by ambulance plane. Almost before he took off,
more good tidings arrived from the same source. They had caught
up with the officers from Hadamar, waiting in very good heart,
beside the road, guarding the late German guards! Oflag XII B
had ended happily, after all.
During my interrogation, when telling the story of our move
from Gavi through to Germany, I qualified one statement by
saying, "Major Gibbon might have been killed 'escaping from
the train', but there was no confirmation". That evening, I dined
with General "Ricky" Richards (last known when he was
G.S.0.1 of the "Desert Rats" in November 1941). Almost his
opening remark was, "A friend of yours came in to see me
yesterday. 'Stump' Gibbon. He's commanding an armoured
regiment and going strong." Unfortunately he was going up to
the battle then, and we did not meet until 1950; one of the really
good reunions.
One grand reunion was postponed indefmitely. Jim Hargest
had been killed during the Normandy fighting. In Brussels I met
a British brigadier, wearing the famous Double T flash of soth
(Tees and Tyne) Division, who promptly asked, "Did you
know Hargest?" "Yes, very well indeed. I was his B.M. in 1940
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when we came to England-why 1" "Because he was killed in
action,;vith us after t~e Normandy landings. What a shocking
waste, he went on, of a darned good man, the best leader in
battle I've ever fought with." That was how the news reached
me of Jim' s passing; it was the first hard knock which marred
the home-coming.
On Good Friday, March 30th, General Fortune and I took off
in a luxurious American Dakota loaned to General de Guingand,
and made a most peaceful flight to London. Before landing, the
pilot did a series of circuits over the battered city. No doubt
about the damage, especially when seen from the air at low
altitude, but I received an even stronger impression of it next
morning, when we passed a mountain of rubble near New Cross.
Brigadier Ron Park met me at the airport. A first-class fighting
gunner, he was on liaison duty in London when the war started;
being efficient, hard-working, and capable of extracting " blood
from stones" (or high-priority equipment from unexpected
sources), Ron remained on that irksome yet most important task
"for the duration".
And so, under his sympathetic shepherding, George Clifton,
having, like the black sheep, erred and gone astray, came back
into the New Zealand yard again. Unfortunately I was about two
years late, and others had crowded through the drafting race
ahead of me! Ron Park gave me bad news which made urgent
return to New Zealand, by air, so imperative that other problems
faded into the background. Very fortunately, two days later, Mr.
Peter Fraser our Prime Minister, and Cad Berendsen, then his
Secretary for External Affairs, flew in from Washington.
Although he was a sick man and extremely busy, Mr. Fraser
found time to discuss various matters, particularly concerning
our prisoners-of-war still in Germany, and insisted I must go home
on a Prime Minister's priority. That meant first aircraft from
Prestwick three days hence, across the States to San Diego, and
down the Pacific.
When I reported at the New Zealand Reception Centre for
P.o.W., I found that our base kits, having gone back to New
Zealand from Egypt, had returned round the world to Britain
and were awaiting our release. My good old uniform case was
produced (bought second-hand for 7s. 6d. in Chatham in 1925).
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Inside, neatly packed, was everything left behind when I went
into the bag, even to a silver cigarette-case and my spare
watch in a sealed envelope. There were isolated cases of base kits
being pilfered, but most New Zealanders had the same good
fortune and good service as myself.
Being first in, the reception staff used me as the guinea-pig
for a dummy run on the procedure. Everything seemed to go
very smoothly.
On April 6th I left London about 9 p.m. by the "Ghost
Express", a special train, tmlisted, for service personnel travelling
to Scotland. On reaching Prestwick nobody knew of me, nor
was I shown on any passenger lists! Completely bewildered, I
was watching the others walk out to their waiting aircraft, when
the Station Commander appeared. Noticing my red hat (bought
in London) and New Zealand titles, he came over saying,
" Haven't we met somewhere? I seem to know your face 1" For
once, memory rang the right bell-"Yes! you were in Four
Squadron at Farnborough in 1925 when I did a month's attachment, and you made me sick!" "Of course! I remember now.
We had a sweepstake and whoever made you sick took the jackpot. What are you doing here 1" I explained briefly. "Come over
to my office and we'll put a call through to your people at the
Savoy. It's a bit early, but someone should be awake." Fifteen
minutes later, Car! Berendsen came through on the line. Again
I explained. "Don't worry, George. When you've done this airtravel business as much as I have, nothing's a shock. I'll get things
stirred up here, and you'll be away in no time. Just relax and
enjoy your breakfast!" Whatever he did was certainly effective,
because someone else was dumped off the midday aircraft to
make weight for me! At r p.m. we climbed into an enormous
plane, referred to as a "double-tailed Lib.", revved up four noisy
engines, and roared down the long strip-off for the Azores. My
first experience of normal air transport. Everyone else promptly
slept, so I lay back too, fmding after the fmt half-hour that the
steady drone of thousands of horse-power became quite soothing.
Hours later, our "ship" circled a long flare-path, and down we
went, with a slight rather sickening bump, for routine refuelling
of engmes and personnel, before making the long, lonely hop
across to Canada. My only recollection of the Azores is queueing
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up in a typical American Air Force mess-hall with the crew,
mechanics, other passengers, and odds and ends for an excellent
meal. Defmitely a case of"abandon rank all ye who feed here";
actually an eminently practical example of democracy. Anyway,
it was good "chow", hot, well cooked. Before taking off again,
I met some of the other passengers, including Lieut.-Colonel
Mountfort, of British Ordnance Services, who had been working
and living in Washington for nearly three years. He was returning now from twenty-five thousand miles' air travel round
the widespread battle fronts, making routine on-the-spot
inquiries into various problems which were throwing spanners
into the production system. "Why had the wastage rate for
DUKW tyres suddenly jumped three hundred per cent. in the
Belgium-Holland secton" He brought back answers quickly,
enabling supply to be adjusted accordingly. Mountfort's family
were in Washington, so he had a double incentive to get back
at speed.
We eventually landed, half an hour after dawn, on a cold
frozen strip at Dorval, to be greeted with the news that the next
Transport Command aircraft for Washington and beyond left at
6 a.m. the following morning. That did not suit me, because
I hoped to see Field-Marshal Wilson in Washington; and
it certainly did not help Mountfort. "Damn it," he expostulated, "I haven't flown from 21st Army Group in fourteen
hours with an urgent report to sit on my stern here and waste a
day. And you want more than an hour in Washington, sir. I'll
get cracking on the 'phone." Where the Bell Telephone Company (Inc.) is concerned, distances do not count. Ten minutes
later, after some jargon to a mysterious "priority", the O.K. came
back for us to "civil via New York". Evidently the second most
difficult thing to get in Washington was a bed; so Mountfort
mentioned my need to "control" and to his wife. I also had a
word with New Zealand Liaison Staff, arranging an interview
for next morning with the Field-Marshal, and put in still another
plea for a bed! Witl1 an hour in hand before next take-off. four
of us breakfasted off the most enormous and delicious steak I
have ever met. It arrived, steaming and bloody, on a wooden
platter, at least fifteen inches square and was cut into four
quarters. What a marvellous meal! Writing this in London six
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years later on the tiny meat ration is just mental and
physical cruelty. The "other half" disappeared into two Polish
pilots, who were ferrying Mosquitoes across the Atlantic. They
hoped to break the crossing record. On such food such men
could break any record.
IfDorval to La Guardia Field was comfortable easy travel, the
onward move in tl1e "Millionaire's Air Express" was luxury
beyond my wildest dreams. The sleek chromium-and-scarlet
Skymaster had all the answers, including the perfect hostess.
When Mow1tfort told her, "The Brigadier-General here is fresh
out of prison camp in Germany. He hasn't seen anyone like you
for three years," she pressed my shoulder and said, "Boy, oh
boy! I'd love to take you home and pet you, General!" And how!
When our craft touched down smoothly at Washington
quite a reception committee waited-all with beds! Commander
Bimie Giles, R.N.Z.V.R., from the Liaison Staff; Sir James
Shelley, there on broadcasting af£1irs; Mrs. Mountfort; someone
from Control. Having chosen a large hotel as the most convenient answer, I went on to Birnie' s for dinner and talked half
the night. There were so many threads to unravel.
Next morning, Air Commodore Findlay, our excellent
Senior New Zealand Liaison Officer for the States, guided me
through devious channels and carefully watched portals to an
interview with Field-Marshal Sir Maitland Wilson. He was my
teacher at Staff College, Camberley, in 1933; then my commander during the Western Desert fighting of 1940-41; and
again the next year in Syria. Having told something of tlus story
and answered wise questions on Germany to the best of
my knowledge, I asked for his help to get me back into battlesomewhere. His answer was characteristic. "Make me a signal
and I'll do what I can." In due course, the signal was made,
producing a request for me to join S.E.A.C. for the reconquest
of Malaya; the Japs threw their hand in about a month too early.
Punctually at 12.30 p.m., our next aircraft (a Dakota fitted
with bucket-seats} took off for San Diego on the West Coast. It
had come direct from Dorval, carrying a number of British
Service personnel, some of them bound for Australia. Our route
landed us into Dallas, Texas, for a night stop. Droning along at
etght thousand feet, the vast panorama of United Stares flowed
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beneath us; the lush green of the Mississippi and Missouri valleys
gave way to rolling cotmtry which imperceptibly changed from
perfect farmland and occasional woods to the sage brush of dry
plains and broken foothills. That night at Dallas I made frequent
reference to my all-too-short acquaintance with the fine lads
from Thirty-sixth (Texas) Division; someone took a message
for Major Irvine's folk at Elmer Springs. After all, his name had
helped me very much when I walked in on Second U.S. Division
way back near the Rhine.
Going on next morning, the western horizon had filled up
with brown mow1tains, the higher snow-dad peaks clearly
etched against vivid blue sky. Our route traversed a pass which
notched the main ridge, defmite as a riRe sight. The second pilot
came back, saying, "Everyone put belts on, please, and adjust
them properly. We never know going through here whether
the old crate will be thrown up or down." This trip it was down.
A stomach-shrinking bump of at least three hWldred feet which
put all loose gear up on the ceiling, temporarily! Before everyone
and everything had recovered, the good old Dakota circled for
the landing at El Paso airfield. It was pure desert, very reminiscent
of Libya except for the mountain fringe and cacti of weird shapes
replacing camel thom. A large notice-board proclaimed that the
strip was 3,039 feet above sea-level; the keen, dry air corroborated tllis interesting information. Queueing up in yet another
mess-room for yet another segmented aluminium tray piled high
with steak, three veg., pie, ice-cream, and "cawfee" (I tl1ink it
was 'Java, black or tan" here), a most familiar, romantic figure
joined us. An honest-to-goodness Western sheriff, wearing all
the trimnlings including large serviceable automatic, star, and
ten-gallon Stetson. He not only looked the part, but the steady
blue eyes in the tanned face and the quiet demeanour of the man
stamped him as the genuine product. Our party included two
Air Force lasses on their first trip out of England for cipher
duties somewhere. To them everything was new and strange and
marvellous, but tl1e sheriff topped the bill easily! "Isn't he wonderful? Just like Bill Hart in 'The Hold Up'." "I wonder what
colour Ius horse is?" "Or should it be bronco ?" "Wouldn't it
be thrilling if he shot someone!" And so on. They toyed with
food wllile the fascinating policeman downed a large steak wtth
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speed and efficiency. When he walked out they followed, all
starry-eyed and fan-stricken-to watch hun climb mto a Lmcoln-Zephyr ten yards long and spurn the dust with a hundred
mechanised horses as he drove towards Mexico. Just one of the
Border Patrol, lifting quick chow from the Air Force.
San Diego, reached about 4 p.m. local time, slugged me
behind the ear with, "Brigadier Clifton? Your Liberator takes
off in two days' time. We've booked you in at the Pacific
Hotel." "But I've got a rA Priority," I protested. " Surely there's
something earlier than that." "No, sir. That's the first available
aircraft." Two days loafmg in California; thousands of lucky
people pay dollars to do just that, but I had neither inclination nor
dollars. After all, a great deal had happened since crawling through
the wire at Hadamar only twenty days earlier. Still taut and
fighting back nervous strain, I knew the pace must be kept up
or I would not last the distance. Someone drove us up San
Diego's extraordinary terraces to the hotel. In the hall were four
or five officers, two showing New Zealand tides, one of them a
tall, grey-haired distinguished type wearing a red hat. As the
thought flashed through-"Can't place who this is"-he turned
round, held out a cordial hand, and said in a strong American
accent, ''I'm Hank Millar from Wellington." Before I could
speak, someone else grabbed me by the arm, almost yelling,
"Good Lord, it's George! George Clifton! Out of gaol! This is
marvellous." It was good old "Von" Withell. He turned to the
others-"Bill, you remember George Clifton. He was at Duntroon with you!" Bill came over. "And in the desert too. D'you
remember dumping a Wop Colonel in the prison-cage near
Capuzzo? I was there, sir, helping organise the screaming mob.
What are you doing here 1"
"Trying to reach home in the devil of a hurry, but they tell
me there's no plane for two days, even with a Prime Minister's
priority." "But, damn it," exploded Bill, "there's a Lib. out tonight, and the Washington control boys can chuck someone off
it for a ruddy Prime Minister. Matter of fact, one of our blokes
is on it, and Jim wouldn't mind being ditched for two more
nights! Got a nice line in homework up at Los Angeles." He
thought for a moment. ''I'll put a call through to AI Smith on
control. He can fix it in five minutes." "This is an occasion."
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interposed Hank Millar. "Let's have a drink, while Mr. Bell does
the work for you. I'm on that plane too, homeward bound."
We were knocking one back, when 'Jim" walked in to collect
his air satchel. He was persuaded, very easily, that he should
stand down in the interests of Anzac co-operation, and make
weight for me. While he went off happily to call Los Angeles,
Washington came through. They had chased Al Smith round
five ports of call to locate him, before saying to us, " We have
Mr. Smith here waiting. Are you ready to take the call:" "Yes,
thank you." "O.K. He's all yours." Truly, a marvellous service
produced by private enterprise. No wonder Americans are
telephone-conscious. In three minutes, AI Smith O.K.' d my immediate onward move, and ended the conversation with "I'll
call Airfield Control and put them wise." That was that. After
a decent interval, Control telephoned to confirm I was definitely
on that night's Liberator, an equivalent weight of freight having
been taken off. I could not complain, but Jim did on learning his
sacrifice was not required. Presumably Los Angeles also took a
poor view of the decision.
Our long ocean hop to Honolulu ended half an hour after
daylight on Clark Field, alongside a gaggle of hospital aircraft
from the Pacific. Here I learned the terrific advantages of being
a one-star general on U.S. rating. All the hospitaliry procedure for visiting generals now came my way. An A.D.C. met
the aircraft, with an enormous Packard, suitably starred. Driven
to the Visiting General's bungalow, a first-rate Hawaiian
orderly laid out everything for my comfort-shaving gear,
pyjamas, dressing-gown, even slippers, and while I bathed,
breakfasted, and rested, took my only tropical uniform away,
bringing it back at ro a.m. perfectly laundered! The Packard
returned half an hour later, driven by a sergeant, whose fulltime dury was taking visiting generals on a marvellous Cook's
tour of Honolulu. Collecting Hank Millar from a slightly lesser
hostel (he being merely an unstarred Colonel), we did the sights,
breaking the rules by swimming at Haiwaiki Beach (quite
second-rate by Auckland or Sydney standards). Our very interesting and pleasant tour included buying special nylons, and also
dinner at the Officers' Club alongside Pearl Harbour. When we
walked in, a charming lady met us, and said, ''I'm Mrs. Blank,
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hostess for the day, what do you gentlemen wish to do 1" The
Ladies' Committee kept a roster of service wives for hostess
dutv-a very charming, homely gesture.
Our take-off at 10.30 p.m. was timed to reach Canton Island
in daylight next morning. It consists of a tiny coral ledge stuck
in the wide Pacifte, just a blinding white nmway, ten feet above
the blue sea, with a block of administrative buildings. Lieut.Colonel Fred Huggi..t1s emerged, among others, to look us over.
He was my next contact with New Zealand, and a good one.
Refuelling, we roared off again within tl1e hour to Nandi Airfield on Fiji-in time for lunch. Colonel Smith of the U.S.
Cavalry, the Commandant, very kindly produced a car for a run
row1d the countryside, although the time was too short for a
visit to Suva, and the unaccustomed humidity discouraged much
effort. While dinner was being served, news came over the wireless that Franklin D. Roosevelt had died. I've never seen Americans
so upset; a family loss could not have affected them more deeply.
We felt that the world was much poorer for the loss of a great
and good man who served all people.
One more lap to go. Agai..t1 we took off after midnight, to
ensure a daylight landing in New Zealand. Despite every effort
to relax, I could not sleep, so that when the wonderful blazing
arch of stars gradually faded out I was w ide awake for another
dawn.
As the light grew, beneath us stretched a crinkled layer of grey
cloud like new fleeces spread on a shearing-floor; the eastern edge
tipped with flame where the lifting sun caught a ragged hole in
its even surface. Gradually the Liberator lost height through the
murk of cloud, then into the rain haze beating down on a green
and pleasant land. As we circled the wet tarmac of Whenuapai,
the beaten silver of Auckland Harbour curled away towards the
horizon. I caught a glimpse of the dear familiar flat cone of
Rangitoto filling the harbour mouth. We bumped gently and
rolled to a stop. I had returned to duty in New Zealand after
five eventful years. It was twenty-three days since I crawled
through the barbed wire at Hadamar twelve thousand miles away.
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